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Abstract

Migraine is one of the most common causes of disability, especially among young women. Despite

the high migraine prevalence and its consequences, currently there are no migraine biomarkers

and the diagnosis is exclusively based on the description of the symptoms by the patient. Fur-

thermore, the migraine pathophysiology is not completely understood yet. In order to find a

migraine biomarker and better understand the migraine pathophysiology, Magnetic Resonance

Imaging (MRI) has been employed thanks to its excellent tissue contrast and spatial resolution

using non-ionizing radiation. Multiple studies that have assessed gray matter and white matter

structure in patients with migraine have shown conflicting results, although some patterns such

as loss of gray matter volume have been widely described. From the clinical point of view, other

important assessments like the comparison between the two current main migraine types, Chronic

Migraine (CM) and Episodic Migraine (EM), have been barely carried out. Considering the tech-

nical perspective, specific evaluations of the structural connections between gray matter regions

and the relationships between the MRI findings from different modalities have not been performed.

In the present doctoral thesis, the main objective was the characterization of gray matter and

white matter structural properties of patients with CM and EM. With regard to both migraine

groups, the comparison between the two migraine types through the employment of diverse MRI

processing techniques is also included in the main objective. The use of advanced and novel

diffusion measures not employed previously in the migraine literature was also considered to provide

an additional strategy for the assessment of white matter. An evaluation of the diffusion MRI

(dMRI) acquisition parameters in association with the sample size was carried out to identify

possible sources of the variability. Moreover, the structural connections between gray matter

regions through the white matter tracts were assessed, bearing in mind their possible relationship

with gray matter morphometry.

On the one hand, the analysis of the migraine patients was performed using methods previ-

ously employed in the literature. These methods include morphometry measures for gray matter

and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) parameters in combination with tract-based spatial statistics

(TBSS) for white matter. On the other hand, more advanced techniques were implemented to

assess migraine patients. These techniques cover methods employed in previous studies, such as

tractography and connectomics. Moreover, novel methods recently developed such as Apparent

Measures Using Reduced Acquisitions (AMURA) to evaluate diffusion properties were applied.

To analyze the relationship between the changes identified in the diverse MRI modalities, the fu-

sion method multimodal Canonical Correlation Analysis followed by joint Independent Component

Analysis (mCCA-jICA) was used. This method including was adapted from previous proposals for

the assessment of morphometry and connectomics variables.

v



The sample of the diverse assessments with dMRI data included 56 patients with CM, 54 pa-

tients with EM and 50 healthy controls, and 57 and 52 subjects in both migraine groups and

the control group, respectively, in the analysis of gray matter morphometry. In the morphometry

comparisons, higher cortical curvature values (seven regions) and lower cortical thickness (nine re-

gions), gray matter volume (15 regions) and surface area (25 regions) values were found in migraine

patients (one or both groups) compared to controls. These gray matter results are statistically

significant with p < 0.05 after False Discovery Rate correction for multiple comparisons and post-

hoc tests. Regarding the white matter analysis with the DTI descriptors, different trends were

obtained in CM with respect to controls. Higher (10 regions, including duration of migraine, aura

and medication overuse headache as covariates) and lower fractional anisotropy (other 12 regions,

including time from onset of CM as covariate), and lower radial diffusivity (14 regions, adjusted by

three covariates) were found in CM compared to controls. Higher axial diffusivity in EM compared

to controls was identified in eight regions (adjusted by three covariates). With AMURA, additional

differences between EM and controls that could not be identified with conventional DTI param-

eters were found. Lower return-to-origin probability values were observed in 24 regions in EM

compared to controls (no covariates). Additionally, it was observed that lower sample size may be

counterbalanced with higher number of diffusion orientations in TBSS studies. The TBSS results

are statistically significant with p < 0.05 after Family Wise Error or False Discovery Rate correc-

tion for multiple comparisons. With regard to connectomics, two different trends were found. The

first trend was composed of debilitated structural connections between regions within the diverse

lobes (seven connections with lower number of streamlines in patients), and the second trend in-

cluded strengthened connections with pain processing regions (10 connections with higher number

of streamlines in patients). These results were recognized using the connectomics analysis and the

mCCA-jICA approach, with specific results provided by each method. The changes of structural

connectivity were associated with cortical curvature alterations. These structural connectivity re-

sults are statistically significant with p < 0.05 after False Discovery Rate correction for multiple

comparisons and post-hoc tests.

Diverse statistically significant differences were detected between CM and EM. With respect to

gray matter morphometry, surface area differences between both migraine groups in 28 regions were

identified, with lower values in CM. In the white matter analysis, lower axial diffusivity values in

CM compared to EM were found in 38 regions, obtaining similar results with AMURA and other

DTI parameters. Weakened structural connectivity (lower number of streamlines) in CM was

detected connections between the caudate nucleus and regions from the orbitofrontal cortex, while

strengthened specific altered connectivity (higher number of streamlines) was found in connections

with the hippocampus in CM patients. The statistical significance is the same with respect to the

comparisons between migraine groups and controls.

Migraine (CM and EM) is characterized by a series of structural gray and white matter changes,

including connections between specific gray matter regions. Considering the comparison between

both migraine groups, CM follows a set of alterations different from the changes between EM



and controls. The results suggest that CM is an entity with unique properties and substantially

different from EM. The surface area could work as a CM biomarker. The findings of this doctoral

thesis demonstrated that the DTI model may be insufficient to provide a complete description

of the white matter state. AMURA can be employed to complement the results of the classical

DTI approach, even in suboptimal conditions for the extraction of advanced diffusion measures.

The use of sophisticated fusion approaches such as mCCA-jICA allows the identification of the

relationship between the changes observed in diverse MRI modalities and also the identification

of additional alterations. Future research should be focused on the analysis of possible migraine

subgroups bearing in mind the migraine heterogeneity, longitudinal studies to assess the evolution

of CM and EM, and the analysis of the relationships between structural, functional and non-MRI

modalities.

Keywords: Migraine, Gray Matter Morphometry, Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging,

Tract-Based Spatial Statistics, Connectomics, Multimodal fusion
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Context and motivation
In our society, the collaboration between Engineering and Medicine has become crucial to solve

clinical problems and provide better healthcare thanks to new diagnosis tools, monitoring devices

or surgical instruments. Among the Engineering applications to Health Sciences, a relevant branch

is biomedical signal or image processing. In this way, the analysis of the signals or images allows the

assessment of the physiological mechanisms or the biological systems and the detection of patholog-

ical conditions. However, in some pathologies, the direct visualization of the signals or images by

an expert clinician does not give enough information to understand the pathophysiological process.

A clear example of this situation takes place with migraine. In patients with migraine, there are no

clear alterations of Electroencephalography (EEG) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data,

in contrast to other neurological disorders such as epilepsy (specific EEG patterns), stroke or brain

tumors (observable lesions in the images). Therefore, in migraine, additional advanced processing

steps are necessary in order to quantify the in vivo brain changes and understand the pathological

mechanisms using the information contained in MRI or EEG data to provide adequate treatments.

The present doctoral thesis is a clear example of interdisciplinary research that involves the

technical and the clinical fields to overcome the limitations of the radiological exploration in patients

with migraine. Particularly, this thesis is focused on the study of the in vivo structural properties

of gray and white matter of patients with migraine using MRI, a technique that has high spatial

resolution and soft tissue contrast using non-ionizing radiation. Thus, the Engineering field gives

the support to identify the structural patterns of the migraine brain. In this thesis, advanced

methods are developed to extract gray matter and white matter parameters, the properties of

structural connections between gray matter regions through white matter and the relationship

between the gray matter and connectivity alterations. From the clinical perspective, the analysis

of the parameters extracted with the implemented methods allowed the identification of structural

alterations and its types. The findings of this thesis can be interpreted to better understand the

migraine pathology and define biomarkers for the disease.

With respect to the relevance of the clinical perspective of this thesis, headache is among the

most prevalent disorders, and is a cause of large burden. Migraine is the most common type of
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primary headache after tension-type headache and it is more widespread among young and middle-

aged women. Despite the high prevalence of migraine, the pathophysiological mechanisms of this

disorder are not well known and there is no current biomarker for migraine.

Previous migraine MRI studies have been carried out to characterize white matter and gray mat-

ter alterations. Regarding the radiological findings, only White Matter Hyperintensities (WMH)

have been found, but they have also been found in other pathologies. T1-weighted and Diffusion

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (dMRI) data processing techniques have been used to analyze gray

and white matter, respectively. The results reported in the migraine studies are conflicting, espe-

cially in the case of dMRI studies. The most reported result is the loss of gray matter volume in

patients with migraine compared to controls, although the opposite result has also been identified.

In this doctoral thesis, advanced MRI processing techniques applied to T1-weighted and diffu-

sion data are employed to assess the gray and white matter of the brain in migraine patients. On

the one hand, methods used previously in the state of art are employed to analyze the structural

properties of the migraine brain. In this thesis, there is special focus on the two main migraine

types distinguished currently: Episodic Migraine (EM) and Chronic Migraine (CM). These two

types have barely been assessed in the literature concerning MRI studies. On the other hand, novel

MRI processing methods that have not been applied to the study of migraine or other neurological

diseases are implemented.

Therefore, this thesis presents relevant multidisciplinary results. From the technical perspec-

tive, a complete framework to study the cross-sectional structural alterations of neurological or

psychiatric disorders is provided, including the application of novel methods. Furthermore, the

clinical findings contribute to the understanding of migraine, especially regarding the differences

between the two types, EM and CM.

1.2. Hypotheses and Objectives
MRI is a non-invasive technique that has been demonstrated to serve as an adequate tool to

evaluate the brain properties in vivo. Nevertheless, the conventional radiological examination is

insufficient to provide information that allows the understanding of the physiological and patholog-

ical mechanisms taking place in the migraine brain. This doctoral thesis is focused on the advanced

processing of diverse MRI modalities to characterize the brain structural alterations that may be

developed in migraine. The research proposal of this doctoral thesis is conducted following the

hypotheses and objectives described in this section. Some of the hypotheses stated on this section

are based on a detailed analysis of the state of art, which can be found in Chapter 2. Sections

2.2.2 and 2.4 are especially recommended in association with this section.

The main hypothesis of this study is that the brain of patients with migraine is

characterized by specific structural patterns related to the gray and white matter

properties. In patients with CM, the hypothesis is that different patterns are present with respect

to the characteristic of EM. The first specific hypotheses of this doctoral thesis are described below:

4
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1. Gray matter cortical and subcortical regions present different properties in patients with

migraine compared to Healthy Controls (HC), and in patients with CM compared to EM.

2. White matter properties are distinct between EM and HC, and between CM and EM.

Taking into account that the migraine studies that employ dMRI data have obtained conflicting

or non-significant results in the analysis of specific regions, a new hypothesis is stated:

3. The diverse dMRI acquisition parameters influence the results obtained in the statistical

comparisons of DTI-based parameters.

In relation to the previous hypothesis and the oversimplification of the DTI model, another

hypothesis arises:

4. The use of advanced diffusion models with alternative measures will provide additional in-

formation with respect to DTI.

Considering the structural gray matter and white matter properties in migraine patients, the

last two hypotheses arise:

5. The gray and white matter specific properties of patients with migraine are associated with

unique patterns of structural connectivity.

6. Particular characteristics of gray matter regions are linked to special structural connectivity

features of patients with migraine.

Bearing in mind the multidisciplinary nature of this research, some objectives of this thesis are

related to the clinical perspective, while others are focused on the technical point of view. The

technical objectives can be generally are related to the general study of neurological and psychiatric

disorders.

The main clinical objective of this doctoral thesis is the characterization of the

structural gray and white matter alterations that take place in migraine. The dis-

tinction of possible specific features of CM and EM and the extraction of neuroimaging potential

biomarkers is also included as main clinical objective. In addition, another central objective is

the identification of possible different structural properties in CM compared to EM.

The main technical objective is the evaluation of alternative diffusion models with

respect to the diffusion tensor. These models can overcome the limitations and complement

the results from the tensor model. Moreover, the development of a technique able to assess

simultaneously diverse types of MRI data is a central technical objective of this thesis. This

technique includes the analysis of parameters such as morphometry or connectivity in addition to

original images or maps.

The specific objectives related to the hypotheses previously described in this section are:

1. To characterize gray matter alterations in CM and EM using morphometric parameters:

cortical curvature, cortical thickness, surface area and gray matter volume.

5
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2. To define white matter changes in CM and EM using DTI-based parameters previously em-

ployed in the literature: Fractional Anisotropy (FA), Axial Diffusivity (AD), Mean Diffusivity

(MD) and Radial Diffusivity (RD).

3. To assess whether advanced measures beyond the diffusion tensor, based on q-space, cal-

culated with a novel approach so-called Apparent Measures Using Reduced Acquisitions

(AMURA) (Aja-Fernández et al., 2020) are able to provide additional diffusion information

in white matter regions using a dMRI standard acquisition protocol. The advanced mea-

sures are the Return-to-axis Probability (RTAP), Return-to-origin Probability (RTOP) and

Return-to-plane Probability (RTPP).

4. To evaluate the effect of dMRI acquisition parameters on the statistical comparisons of DTI-

based descriptors, together with the effect of the modification of the sample size.

5. To determine the specific alterations of structural connectivity between gray matter regions

in CM and EM using a connectomics approach.

6. To find the particular relationships between the gray matter morphometric changes and the

structural connectivity alterations in patients with CM and EM.

In the objectives that compare groups of patients (1, 2, 3, 5 and 6), a secondary objective is

to analyze the relationship between the MRI parameters and the clinical features. The clinical

variables were the duration and frequency of migraine, the presence of aura and suffering from

Medication Overuse Headache (MOH). In patients with CM, the time from onset of CM was also

assessed.

1.3.Methods
This thesis is focused on the study of the migraine brain from different perspectives. To assess the

white matter and gray matter changes in migraine, the following approaches were considered:

1. Extraction of morphometry parameters to assess gray matter.

2. Use of the DTI model to analyze white matter regions.

3. Application of a novel alternative diffusion approach to overcome limitations of DTI.

4. Assessment of the dMRI acquisition parameters on the effect of the statistical comparisons.

Diverse specific comparisons of the diffusion descriptors between groups of interest were

evaluated considering different diffusion acquisition schemes.

5. Study of the white matter connections between gray matter regions with tractography and

connectomics.

6. Implementation of a novel fusion procedure to characterize the relationship between gray

matter and white matter changes.

6
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In the first stage of this doctoral thesis, gray matter and white matter were assessed indepen-

dently with methods previously employed in the migraine literature. The gray matter analysis was

performed with the statistical analysis of morphometry parameters, extracted from the segmen-

tation of the brain regions using T1-weighted images. The white matter analysis was carried out

with the comparison of descriptors based on the diffusion tensor, a model widely employed in the

assessment of dMRI.

With regard to dMRI, the diffusion tensor model could be excessively simple to obtain white

matter features. Hence, recent alternatives with measures different to those employed in previous

migraine studies are applied in order to determine results that could not be found with the model

based on the diffusion tensor. Furthermore, an analysis of the influence of the dMRI acquisition

parameters on specific differences between the assessed groups was carried out.

In a posterior stage, the gray matter and white matter information from the T1-weighted

and dMRI modalities was integrated with a connectomics approach. This technique allows to

characterize changes in the structural connectivity between gray matter regions through the white

matter tracts. This method is based on tractography and allows to compare adjacency matrices

between the groups of interest.

Finally, the relationship between the gray matter morphometry and the structural connectivity

was analyzed using a novel fusion analysis approach. The fusion methodology allows to associate

the changes in one modality of interest with the alterations in other modality.

1.4. Scientific production
In this section, the publications of the author of this doctoral thesis that have been published or

accepted for publication during the execution of this thesis are shown. First, the contributions

that are included in the compendium of the thesis are detailed, including five journal papers and

one international conference, all of them already published. Next, the journal papers with no

direct relationship with this thesis are mentioned, together with the international and the national

conferences in which the author of this doctoral thesis participated. In the last subsection, the

awards and honors associated with the publications of the doctoral thesis are briefly described.

1.4.1. Contributions that compose the compendium of
publications

1. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., García-Azorín, D., Guerrero, Á. L., Rodríguez, M., Aja-Fernández,

S., & de Luis-García, R. (2020). Gray matter structural alterations in chronic and episodic

migraine: A morphometric magnetic resonance imaging study. Pain Medicine, 21 (11),

2997-3011. DOI: 10.1093/pm/pnaa271. (Impact factor: 2.513) (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-

Azorín, Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al., 2020)

2. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., García-Azorín, D., Guerrero, Á. L., Aja-Fernández, S., Rodríguez,

M., & de Luis-García, R. (2020). White matter changes in chronic and episodic migraine:
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a diffusion tensor imaging study. The Journal of Headache and Pain, 21 (1), 1. DOI:

10.1186/s10194-019-1071-3. (Impact factor: 4.797) (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guer-

rero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020b)

3. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., García-Azorín, D., Guerrero, Á. L., de Luis-García, R., Rodríguez,

M., & Aja-Fernández, S. (2020). Alternative Microstructural Measures to Complement Dif-

fusion Tensor Imaging in Migraine Studies with Standard MRI Acquisition. Brain Sciences,

10 (10),711. DOI: 10.3390/brainsci10100711. (Impact factor: 3.332) (Planchuelo-Gómez,

García-Azorín, Guerrero, de Luis-García, et al., 2020)

4. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., Aja-Fernández, S., García-Azorín, D., Guerrero, Á. L., & de Luis-

García, R. (2020). Fewer number of gradient directions in diffusion MRI can be counter-

balanced with higher sample size: a migraine clinical study. In Proceedings of the 28th An-

nual Meeting of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (Vol. 4550).

(Planchuelo-Gómez, Aja-Fernández, García-Azorín, Guerrero, & de Luis-García, 2020)

5. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., García-Azorín, D., Guerrero, Á. L., Aja-Fernández, S., Rodríguez,

M., & de Luis-García, R. (2020). Structural connectivity alterations in chronic and episodic

migraine: A diffusion magnetic resonance imaging connectomics study. Cephalalgia, 40

(4), 367-383. DOI: 10.1177/0333102419885392. (Impact factor: 4.868) (Planchuelo-Gómez,

García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020a)

6. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., García-Azorín, D., Guerrero, Á. L., Aja-Fernández, S., Rodríguez,

M., & de Luis-García, R. (2021). Multimodal fusion analysis of structural connectivity

and gray matter morphology in migraine. Human Brain Mapping, 42 (4): 908-921. DOI:

10.1002/hbm.25267. (Impact factor: 4.421) (Planchuelo-Gómez et al., 2021)

1.4.2. Papers not included in the Doctoral Thesis
1. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., Lubeiro, A., Núñez-Novo, P., Gomez-Pilar, J., de Luis-García, R.,

del Valle, P.,... Molina, V. (2020). Identification of MRI-based psychosis subtypes: Replica-

tion and refinement. Progress in Neuro-Psychopharmacology and Biological Psychiatry, 100,

109907. DOI: 10.1016/j.pnpbp.2020.109907

2. Odriozola-González, P., Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., Irurtia, M.J., & de Luis-García, R. (2020).

Psychological effects of the COVID-19 outbreak and lockdown among students and workers of

a Spanish university. Psychiatry Research, 290, 113108. DOI: 10.1016/j.psychres.2020.113108

3. Trigo, J., García-Azorín, D., Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., Martínez-Pías, E., Talavera, B.,

Hernández-Pérez, I.,... Guerrero, Á.L. (2020). Factors associated with the presence of

headache in hospitalized COVID-19 patients and impact on prognosis: a retrospective cohort

study. The Journal of Headache and Pain, 21(1), 1-10. DOI: 10.1186/s10194-020-01165-8

4. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., Odriozola-González, P., Irurtia, M.J. & de Luis-García, R. (2020).

Longitudinal evaluation of the psychological impact of the COVID-19 crisis in Spain. Journal

of Affective Disorders, 277, 842-849. DOI: 10.1016/j.jad.2020.09.018
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5. Odriozola-González, P., Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., Irurtia, M.J. and de Luis-García, R.

(2020). Psychological symptoms of the outbreak of the COVID-19 confinement in Spain.

Journal of Health Psychology [Epub ahead of print]. DOI: 10.1177/1359105320967086

6. Trigo López, J., García-Azorín, D., Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., García-Iglesias, C., Dueñas-

Gutiérrez & Guerrero, Á.L. (2020). Phenotypic characterization of acute headache attributed

to SARS-CoV-2: An ICHD-3 validation study on 106 hospitalized patients. Cephalalgia,

40(13):1432-1442. DOI: 10.1177/0333102420965146

7. Fernández-Linsenbarth, I., Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., Díez, Á., Arjona-Valladares, A., de
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9. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., Trigo J, de Luis-García, R., Guerrero, Á.L., Porta-Etessam, J. &

García-Azorín, D. Deep Phenotyping of headache in hospitalized COVID-19 patients via Prin-

cipal Component Analysis. Frontiers in Neurology, 11:583870. DOI: 10.3389/fneur.2020.583870

10. Gonzalez-Martinez, A., Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., Guerrero, Á.L., García-Azorín, D., Santos-
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1.4.3. Conference contributions not included in the Doc-
toral Thesis

International conferences:

1. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., García-Azorín, D., Guerrero, Á.L., Aja-Fernández, S., Rodríguez,

M. & de Luis-García, R. (2019). White Matter Alterations in Chronic Migraine: A Diffusion

Tensor Imaging and Structural Connectivity Study. In Abstracts of the 19th International

Headache Congress of the International Headache Society, 2019 Sep 5-8; Dublin, Ireland.

Cephalalgia, 39(1_suppl):171.

2. Planchuelo-Gómez, Á., de Luis-García, R., Tristán-Vega, A., García-Azorín, D., Guerrero,

Á.L. & Aja-Fernández, S. (2020). AMURA with standard single-shell acquisition can detect

changes beyond the Diffusion Tensor: a migraine clinical study. In Proceedings of the 28th

Annual Meeting of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, 2020 Aug

8-14; Virtual Conference; vol. 4549.

National conferences:

1. Planchuelo Gómez, Á., García Azorín, D., Guerrero Peral, Á.L., Aja Fernández, S., Antón-

Juarros, S. & de Luis García, R. (2019). Desarrollo de un modelo de predicción de respuesta al

tratamiento preventivo en migraña crónica mediante medición de sustancia gris en resonancia

magnética. In Abstracts de la LXXI Reunión Anual de la Sociedad Española de Neurología,

2019 Nov 19-23; Seville, Spain.

2. Planchuelo Gómez, Á., García Azorín, D., Guerrero Peral, Á.L., Aja Fernández, S., Ro-

dríguez Velasco, M. & de Luis García, R. (2020). Análisis multimodal conjunto de conectivi-

dad estructural y morfología de sustancia gris para detección de nuevos patrones de cambio

en migraña crónica y episódica. In Abstracts de la LXXII Reunión Anual de la Sociedad

Española de Neurología, p. 15, 2020 Nov 23-Dec 3; Virtual Conference.

3. González Martínez, A., Martínez Dubarbie, F., Vieira Campos, A., Planchuelo Gómez,

Á., Vivancos, J. & de Toledo Heras, M. (2020). Utilidad de las escalas de ansiedad GAD-7,

depresión NDDI-E, somnolencia Epworth y calidad de vida QOLIE-31-P en pacientes con

epilepsia en práctica clínica real. In Abstracts de la LXXII Reunión Anual de la Sociedad

Española de Neurología, p. 93, 2020 Nov 23-Dec 3; Virtual Conference.

1.4.4. Awards and Honors
Financially supported awards:

• Grant to fund the hiring of predoctoral research staff. Four-year contract to develop the doc-

toral thesis project. Project: Resonancia magnética para el estudio de la migraña episódica

y crónica: análisis multimodal de la estructura y conectividad cerebral (Magnetic Resonance

for the study of episodic and chronic migraine: multimodal brain structure and connectivity

analysis). Funders: Junta de Castilla y León and European Social Fund. Date: June 2018.
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• International Headache Congress 2019 Travel Grant. Grant to fund the costs associated

with the registration to the congress, flights and stay (hotel costs). Funder: International

Headache Society. Date: September 2019.

• International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (ISMRM) Educational Stipend.

Grant to fund the costs associated with the registration to the congress (originally, it also

included costs related to the flight and stay, but the congress was held virtually due to the

COVID-19 pandemic). Funder: International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine.

Date: August 2020.

Reports and interviews related to the doctoral thesis research:

• Interview related to the article Structural connectivity alterations in chronic and episodic

migraine: A diffusion magnetic resonance imaging connectomics study. The interview was

conducted by the International Headache Society. Original link (available January 7, 2020):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39lPKXEh7mY. Link 2: https://drive.google.com/

file/d/1pLikJybONG_dF-jUbyMSUdOXywItOvgZ/view?usp=sharing. Date: December 2019.

• Report in Spanish entitled Imágenes cerebrales permiten diferenciar migraña episódica y

crónica (Brain images allow to differentiate episodic and chronic migraine). The report was

conducted by the Agencia Iberoamericana para la difusión de la ciencia y la tecnología (Di-

CYT). Link (available November 28, 2020): https://www.dicyt.com/noticias/imagenes-

cerebrales-permiten-diferenciar-migrana-episodica-y-cronica. Date: April 2020.

• Report entitled Research Points to a Potential Imaging Biomarker for Migraine. The report

was conducted by the Radiology Society of North America. Link: (available November

28, 2020): https://www.rsna.org/en/news/2020/July/Migraine-Imaging-Biomarkers.

Date: July 2020.

Main cover of scientific journals in relation to the articles that compose the compendium:

• Main cover illustration for Volume 40, Issue 4 of Cephalalgia. Date: April 2020.

• Main cover illustration for Volume 42, Issue 4 of Human Brain Mapping. Date: March 2021.

1.5. Structure of the document
This thesis is composed of two main parts. The first part is an extended overview of the thesis,

considering the thesis as a whole, i.e., the results of the articles that compose the compendium

of publications are grouped and a joint discussion is carried out. In the first part, there is no

independent and exhaustive description of the results of each paper. In the second part, the

consistency between the articles of the compendium is described in detail and the papers that

compose the compendium are adapted and reproduced. The detailed description of each set of

results is included in the second part.

Regarding part I, in Chapter 2, the background and state of art related to MRI and migraine

are detailed. In Chapter 3, the database and the methods employed in the analysis of the patients
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with migraine are outlined. In Chapter 4, the results of the thesis are exposed. In Chapters 5 and

6, the discussion and conclusions of the doctoral thesis are depicted.

The state of art detailed in Chapter 2 includes firstly the explanation of the most important

features of migraine, concepts of MRI and the modalities employed in the structural analysis

(T1-, T2- and diffusion-weighted imaging). Next, the description of methods associated with

the analysis of structural connectivity and the combination of MRI modalities are described. A

detailed exposition of the previous neuroimaging studies with migraine patients is covered in the

final sections of Chapter 2.

The total number of subjects and the characteristics of the patients with migraine and the

controls included in the sample are described on the first part of Chapter 3. In the second part

of the chapter, the methods implemented and the associated concepts for the analysis of migraine

patients are explained. These methods include the gray matter morphometry and the dMRI

preprocessing and processing steps. DMRI processing covers the diffusion tensor model and the

alternative presented in this thesis, Apparent Measures Using Reduced Acquisitions (AMURA),

connectomics, the fusion of MRI modalities and the statistical analysis.

In Chapter 4, the results of the thesis are presented, regarding the comparisons between mi-

graine patients and controls on the one hand, and between patients with CM and EM on the

other hand. All the comparisons were carried out after the methods mentioned in the previous

paragraph. Two additional assessments are included in this chapter. The first evaluation is the

relationship between the clinical and MRI measures. The other analysis is focused on the effects

of the diffusion acquisition parameters and the sample size on specific comparisons of diffusion

parameters.

The discussion of the clinical and technical findings and the limitations of the thesis is carried

out in Chapter 5. With regard to the clinical findings, the most important aspects of the discussion

are related to the structure of the migraine brain and the specific characteristics of CM. In the case

of the technical findings, the importance of sophisticated MRI processing and multimodal MRI is

discussed. The conclusions reported in Chapter 6 are referred to the outcomes and contributions of

this thesis, particularly the publications that compose the compendium, and future research lines.

With regard to Part II, the relationship between the different publications is explained, bearing

in mind the objectives of the doctoral thesis. In this relationship, the assessment of the individual

white matter and gray matter features and the advanced processing methods integrating diverse

modalities for the extraction sophisticated information are considered. The remaining chapters of

Part II (Chapters 1-6) contain each publication that composes the compendium. These chapters

start with a brief introduction at the beginning followed by the proper adapted publication.
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Chapter 2

Background and state of the art

In this chapter, the most important concepts about migraine and magnetic resonance are outlined

and the state of the art of neuroimaging migraine studies is depicted.

2.1.Migraine

This thesis is focused in the analysis of migraine and its types, CM and EM. Migraine is a disabling

primary disorder characterized by recurrent episodes of headache. According to the Third edition of

the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-3), headache attacks usually last 4-72

hours (Headache Classification Committee of the International Headache Society, 2018). Headache

in migraine presents at least two of the following four characteristics:

1. Unilateral location.

2. Pulsating quality.

3. Moderate to severe pain intensity.

4. Aggravated by routine physical activity.

During headache, at least one of the following symptoms is present in migraine:

1. Nausea and/or vomiting.

2. Photophobia and phonophobia.

In addition to the previous symptoms, osmophobia is present frequently, although it is not

considered among the migraine clinical criteria. Moreover, migraine attacks are sometimes preceded

or accompanied by the aura, a set of visual, sensitive and language neurological symptoms. The

first distinction of migraine types was precisely related to the aura, classified as Migraine with Aura

(MWA) and Migraine without Aura (MWoA). However, it is unclear whether these two types are

manifestations of the same pathophysiological substrate manifested on two different phenotypes

(Granziera, DaSilva, Snyder, Tuch, & Hadjikhani, 2006; Pietrobon & Moskowitz, 2013), or whether

aura is just a migraine phase (Dodick, 2018).

Currently, two types of migraine are considered: Episodic Migraine (EM) and Chronic Migraine

(CM). Despite this classification, the differences between both types have been barely assessed in
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the neuroimaging literature. The analysis of the differences between CM and EM is one of the

main goals of this thesis. According to the ICHD-3, CM is defined by recurrent headache episodes

during 15 or more days per month for more than three months, with at least eight of these

days of headache with the migrainous characteristics (Headache Classification Committee of the

International Headache Society, 2018). Patients with EM suffer from headache less than 15 days

per month. Nevertheless, other cutoffs such as 8 and 10 days per month have been proposed to

distinguish both types (Chalmer et al., 2020; Torres-Ferrús, Quintana, Fernandez-Morales, Alvarez-

Sabin, & Pozo-Rosich, 2017).

2.1.1. Epidemiology of migraine

The prevalence of migraine depends on the geographic area, gender and age. The prevalence in

Africa and Asia (6-8% in women and 2-2.5% in men) is lower compared to the prevalence in Europe

and America (14-22% in women and 5-8% in men). Women are about twice as likely to suffer from

migraine than men, and prevalence is higher in ages 25-55 (Lipton & Bigal, 2005). According

to data from the United States of America, the prevalence of migraine is inversely related to

socioeconomic status, but this result has not been replicated in European studies (Lipton & Bigal,

2005). In relation to CM, approximately 2.5% of the patients with EM develop CM each year

and 7-10% of the total patients with migraine present CM (Adams et al., 2015; Manack, Buse, &

Lipton, 2011).

Migraine is an important public health problem not only because of its relative high prevalence,

but also due to the associated costs. Direct costs include migraine medication and health care

expenses, and indirect costs are related to worse work performance and reduced productivity

associated with absenteeism (Lipton & Bigal, 2005). Migraine has been reported as the neurological

disorder with the highest disability-adjusted life years, standarized by age, in a study conducted

in the United States (Bazargan-Hejazi et al., 2020). In Europe, the annual cost of migraine was

e1222 on average per person, including 93% of indirect costs, according to a study conducted in

2012 (Linde et al., 2012).

Considering the prevalence of migraine and its impact on the public health, the study of the

migraine pathophysiological mechanisms is highly relevant in order to apply appropriate preventive

and therapeutic measures.

2.1.2. The migraine cycle

Migraine is a cyclic disorder that can be divided in four symptomatic stages and one intermediate

stage between attacks. The four symptomatic stages are briefly described next:

1. Premonitory phase (also known as prodromal phase). This stage can begin three days

before an attack, and some patients can predict migraine headache up to 12 hours before its

onset (Dodick, 2018). Among the symptoms experienced in this phase, the most common
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are fatigue, mood changes, food cravings, yawning, muscle tenderness, photophobia, phono-

phobia and nausea (A. Charles, 2013; Dodick, 2018). Functional MRI studies have shown

the involvement of the hypothalamus during this phase (Dodick, 2018).

2. Aura. This phase is present approximately in one third of migraine attacks (Noseda &

Burstein, 2013). Characteristics of aura have been described previously (section 2.1). The

visual disturbances are the most common symptoms of aura (Dodick, 2018). The aura is

accompanied, or followed within one hour, by headache and the symptoms last 5-20 minutes

(Headache Classification Committee of the International Headache Society, 2018).

3. Headache (also known as ictal phase). This phase presents the features described previously

(section 2.1). Blood flow changes together with functional alterations in the brainstem,

thalamus, hypothalamus and the cortex are associated with this stage. Among the chemical

mediators of migraine, the Calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) has been highlighted as

a key element in the migraine pathogenesis (Dodick, 2018). The development of neuronal

sensitization and pain generation in migraine has been associated with the somatosensory

function of CGRP (Iyengar, Ossipov, & Johnson, 2017).

4. Postdromal phase. In this stage, some symptoms occur for hours or days after the headache

phase. Among these symptoms, the most frequent include tiredness, weakness, cognitive

difficulties and mood change (A. Charles, 2013).

The interictal phase is the period between attacks. The patients that compose the database

employed in this thesis were in interictal state during the MRI acquisition.

2.1.3. Pathophysiology of migraine

The pathophysiology of migraine is complex and, according to the previous research, there are

differences between the interictal phase and the four symptomatic stages of migraine.

A characteristic of the migrainous brain in all the phases is that it is hyperexcitable, i.e., very

sensitive to visual, auditive and somatosensory stimuli. This hyperexcitability could be related

to an imbalance between excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitters, with a possible genetic

codification (Morollón Sánchez-Mateos, 2020).

Regarding the prodromal phase, it has been hypothesized that the migraine pathogenesis is

associated with the imbalance of the brainstem nuclei regulating antinociception and vascular

control (Weiller et al., 1995). Furthermore, the activation of the hypothalamus has been suggested

to explain the prodromal symptoms (Maniyar, Sprenger, Monteith, Schankin, & Goadsby, 2014).

In contrast to the suggested role of the brainstem nuclei, it has been reported that the real driver

of migraine attacks would be the alterations of the functional connectivity between the brainstem

and the hypothalamus (Schulte & May, 2016).

With respect to aura, it has been associated with Cortical Spreading Depression (CSD). CSD

is a slowly propagating wave of sustained depolarization (cortical excitation followed by inhibition)

associated with functional neuronal, glial and vascular changes (A. C. Charles & Baca, 2013). CSD
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involves molecular changes in cortical upregulation of genes linked to the inflammatory process

(Borsook, Maleki, & Burstein, 2015). Migraine with aura would start by waves of CSD and this

mechanism would lead to delayed activation of the trigeminovascular pathway (Borsook et al.,

2015). The relationship between CSD and migraine without aura is not clear yet.

The main pathophysiological theory of the migraine ictal state comes from the central and

peripheral (trigeminovascular) theories. Following these theories, exogenous (e.g. stress or weather)

or endogenous (e.g. hormonal imbalances or sleep deprivation) factors would cause a cortical

depolarization of the hyperexcitable migrainous brain (Morollón Sánchez-Mateos, 2020). These

factors or triggers are highly variable between patients. The origin of the ictal phase in migraine

would be related to the peripheral innervation of the trigeminovascular system. The activation

of nociceptors innervating meningeal blood vessels, cerebral arteries and sinuses would generate

the pain with migraine characteristics (pulsating and throbbing) and the migrainous symptoms

such as nausea, photophobia and phonophobia (Noseda & Burstein, 2013). The unmyelinated and

slightly myelinated axons are involved in the nociceptive innervation of intracranial and meningeal

vasculature. When the meningeal nociceptive fibers are activated, possibly in association with

CSD, vasoactive neuropeptides such as substance P and CGRP are released, which would cause

hyperemia and vasodilation related to the activation of the nociceptors (Morollón Sánchez-Mateos,

2020; Noseda & Burstein, 2013).

An important previous migraine theory is the vasogenic theory. Briefly, vasoconstriction would

be associated with aura and followed by vasodilation, which would be the origin of pain through

the activation of peripheral nociceptive fibers (Morollón Sánchez-Mateos, 2020). However, this

theory is not widely accepted because there is no evidence for extracranial vasodilation in patients

undergoing spontaneous attacks (Amin et al., 2013).

The mechanisms that activate the trigeminovascular pathway and CSD, especially in migraine

without aura, are not well understood yet. Among the concepts related to this activation and

CSD, the role of serotonin, excitatory neurotransmitters (glutamate) or magnesium among some

molecules should be elucidated. Another important question that should be answered is whether

migraine structural alterations are cause or consequence of migraine.

2.1.4. Diagnosis and Neuroimaging

To date, the diagnosis of migraine is exclusively based on the symptoms described previously ac-

cording to the ICHD-3. This implies that currently there is no biomarker for migraine. Moreover,

the phenotype of chronic headaches is frequently unclear (Weatherall, 2015). Sometimes, not all

criteria for migraine from the ICHD-3 are fulfilled in migraine-like or other headaches, including

classifications such as Probable migraine or Headache unspecified in the ICHD-3. These types

of headache are associated with the variability of migraine and lack of information about the

headaches. Consequently, in some patients, it is especially difficult to provide an adequate treat-
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ment. Hence, biomarkers would contribute to determine an accurate diagnosis and prescribe an

appropriate treatment.

With respect to neuroimaging, the main employed modalities for the examination of patients

with migraine are MRI and computed tomography. In the clinical routine, there is no need to

acquire neuroimaging data in patients with migraine who have a normal neurological examination

(Evans et al., 2020). Neuroimaging is recommended with grade A1 in specific situations such as

increasing frequency or severity, first or worst migraine, and unusual, prolonged or persistent aura

(Evans et al., 2020).

Regarding radiological findings, increased risk of WMH detected on MRI has been reported in

patients with migraine (Porter, Gladstone, & Dodick, 2005). WMH have been also associated with

pain in patients with EM and an adverse prognosis (Xie et al., 2018; Yalcin, Ceylan, Bayraktutan,

& Akkurt, 2018). However, WMH are not specific to migraine and are frequently found in patients

with cerebrovascular diseases and severe cognitive decline (Carole et al., 2009).

The lack of migraine-specific radiological findings makes necessary the advanced processing of

MRI data in order to identify migraine image-based biomarkers. Taking into account the absence

of knowledge about some aspects of the migraine pathophysiology, as described in section 2.1.3,

this thesis can provide important information to the state of art. This information is related to the

extraction of migraine biomarkers using advanced MRI processing techniques, a central objective

of this thesis, as stated in the section 1.2.

2.1.5. Treatment

Currently, there is no treatment to suppress migraine. Treatments for migraine are organized in

three main groups: non-pharmacological treatment, acute treatment and preventive treatment.

The non-pharmacological treatment is mainly related to lifestyle habits and following a routine.

Some recommendations for the patients include a balanced diet, especially to avoid overweight,

maintain an adequate hydration, and regular exercise (Burch, 2019). Stress related to work and

sleep quality and duration also has a great impact on migraine. There are no non-pharmacological

interventions for migraine with level A evidence2, but some level B3 treatments include magnesium

and relaxation training or cognitive-behavioral therapy for prevention (Burch, 2019).

The acute or symptomatic treatment is employed to relieve the pain of a migraine episode,

although an excessive use may lead to a headache known as Medication Overuse Headache (MOH).

The main types of acute treatments are the analgesics, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs,

1Recommendation Grade A is the highest level of evidence for diagnostic tests. Other levels are B (fair evidence),

C (conflicting or poor-quality evidence) and I (insufficient evidence)
2Level A represents the highest level of evidence for the results of a treatment. It requires support by at least two

class I studies, i.e., randomized control clinical trials with concealed allocation, clearly defined primary outcomes

and inclusion-exclusion criteria, and adequate accounting for dropouts
3Level B is the second level of evidence after level A. It requires support by one class I study or two class II

studies, which include randomized clinical trials fulfilling the same criteria except one of the class I studies and

prospective cohort studies with the same criteria as class I studies except concealed allocation
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triptans and ergot derivatives and opioids (Burch, 2019). The previous classes present at least one

option with level A evidence except the opioids, with level B (Burch, 2019). Moreover, without

applicable level of evidence, the antiemetics can be used as symptomatic treatment for migraine

(Burch, 2019).

The preventive treatment is used to gradually reduce frequency and/or intensity of headache,

especially when the exclusive employment of acute treatment is unsatisfactory to manage migraine.

The main classes of preventive treatment are the antidepressants, antihypertensives, antiepileptic

drugs and other treatments (Burch, 2019). Among other treatments, two groups should be high-

lighted. The first group is referred to the Onabotulinumtoxin A, which is used in patients with

high frequency of headache. The most recent group of preventive treatments refers to the mono-

clonal antibodies to CGRP, developed specifically for migraine, in contrast to the other treatments

(Burch, 2019).

The characterization of structural and functional properties using neuroimaging can contribute

to the personalized medicine with the definition of the targets of treatment for each patients. A clear

example of this definition has been proposed for psychiatric disorders and the use of transcranial

magnetic stimulation (Etkin, 2014). In this case, neuroimaging would be used to identify the altered

brain circuit and the involved areas would be stimulated. In the case of migraine, transcranial

magnetic stimulation has not been widely studied, although promising results have been reported

stimulating motor cortex areas, with minimal side effects (Hulla & Liegey-Dougall, 2019).

2.2.Magnetic Resonance Imaging

This thesis is focused on the advanced processing of MRI data for the study of migraine. To fully

understand the methods and the associated results, it is important to introduce the most basic

concepts of MRI.

Thanks to its advantages, MRI is one of the main biomedical imaging modalities with clinical

applications. It is used to study tissues in vivo in diverse medical disciplines, including multiple

regions such as the brain, heart, vertebral column, liver, prostate and knee. The main advantage of

MRI is the use of non-ionizing radiation, which is less dangerous for the health in comparison with

the ionizing radiation of X-rays and gamma-rays employed by other medical imaging modalities.

Other advantages are the acquisition of Two-dimensional (2D) or Three-dimensional (3D) images,

excellent contrast of soft tissue and good spatial resolution (around 1 mm3 in T1-weighted images).

Some disadvantages are the long acquisition time with respect to other medical imaging modalities

like computed tomography and medical ultrasound, the high cost of the scanners and the limited

use in some people due to reasons such as some metallic implants or claustrophobia.

With respect to the origin of MRI, in 1938 it was proposed that the nuclear spins of the

molecules are reoriented if a small oscillating magnetic field is applied at right angles to a much

larger constant field when the frequency of the oscillating field is close to the Larmor frequency of

precession of the specific angular momentum vector (Rabi, Zacharias, Millman, & Kusch, 1938). In
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1946, Bloch and Purcell independently demonstrated Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) (Bloch,

1946; Purcell, Torrey, & Pound, 1946). In 1971, the first medical application of NMR for tumor

detection was reported (Damadian, 1971). Two years later, Lauterbur proposed a technique called

Zeugmatrography, using linear magnetic field gradients for the spatial localization of the NMR

signal to generate images, and Mansfield refined the image acquisition and processing techniques

(Garroway, Grannell, & Mansfield, 1974; Lauterbur, 1973; Mansfield & Grannell, 1973). Due to

the discoveries concerning MRI, Sir Peter Mansfield and Paul C. Lauterbur won the Nobel Prize

in Physiology or Medicine 2003.

To understand the basic principles of the contrast of the main MRI modalities, some concepts

of MRI physics are briefly described.

The NMR principle of medical MRI is based on the magnetic properties of the atomic nuclei

of the biological tissues. Water constitutes 60-80% of human tissues and two thirds of water are

composed of hydrogen atoms (a unique proton), whose properties are usually employed for the

extraction of MRI. When an external strong external magnetic field is applied, most hydrogen

unpaired nuclei align themselves with the direction of the magnetic field. This uniform external

magnetic field is known as B0.

After the application of B0, a second Radiofrequency (RF) field known as perpendicular to B0

is applied. The RF field is known as B1. The RF pulse causes the net magnetic moment to tilt away

from B0. Once the RF pulse has ceased, the atomic nuclei emit the electromagnetic energy back,

the magnetic resonance signal, at the resonance frequency. This signal is termed Free-Induction

Decay (FID) response signal and is measured by a conductive field coil place around the Region

of Interest (ROI). The reconstruction of this measurement allows the 3D MRI extraction.

The production of a 3D image requires the spatial encoding of the FID signal for each dimension.

To this end, multiple gradients are applied in each direction. These gradients are the slice selection

gradient, the phase codification gradient and the frequency codification gradient. Briefly, these

gradients are generally used to select a slice (z-direction) and the positions in the y- and x-

directions, respectively. Alternatively, the phase and frequency gradients can be employed to

codify the 3D position and not just 2D slices.

The signal and contrast of each type of tissue mostly depend on three additional properties.

These properties are the proton density, the longitudinal relaxation or spin-lattice relaxation time

(T1), and the transverse relaxation or spin-spin relaxation time (T2). Briefly, proton density is the

number of protons per volume unit and is linked to stronger FID. T1 is related to the time needed

for the magnetic moment of the displaced nuclei to realign with B0. T2 is associated with the time

needed for the FID signal to decay and for the spins to dephase. Considering B0 inhomogeneities,

the term T2* is used instead of T2. For a specific tissue, T2* is always shorter than T2.

To carry out measures based on T1, T2 or proton density and highlight specific tissues, two

parameters selected by the operator with no relationship with any biological property are used:

• Repetition Time (TR). This is the time between one RF pulse and the next one.
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• Echo Time (TE). This is the time between the application of a RF pulse and the measure-

ment of the FID signal.

To acquire images with diverse contrasts, pulse sequences are employed. These pulse sequences

are composed of diverse combinations of RF pulses and the gradients described in this section.

Currently, there are many types of pulse sequences that can be used in the clinical routine. These

sequences are used to reduce the acquisition time, increase contrast, reduce possible artifacts or

suppress the signal from certain types of tissues, among other reasons. A detailed analysis of

pulse sequences and the previous concepts of this section, as well as a discussion of fast or parallel

acquisitions, is beyond the scope of this thesis.

In the following sections, the main MRI modalities employed to evaluate brain structure are

described.

2.2.1. T1- and T2-weighted imaging

The adjustment of TR and TE allows the contrast of diverse tissues in MRI. T1-weighted images are

characterized by high quality compared to other biomedical imaging techniques, good resolution

(the best among MRI modalities) and good contrast between gray matter and white matter.

These properties allow an adequate segmentation of diverse gray matter and white matter regions.

Processing of T1-weighted images is a central method of this thesis to segment gray matter regions

and determine their corresponding morphometry characteristics.

Basically, the contrast of T1-weighted images is based on the longitudinal magnetization, which

is related to the values of TR. In the simplest case, this relation is as shown in the following equation:

Mz(TR) =M0(1−e−
TR
T1 ), (2.1)

where Mz is the longitudinal magnetization and M0 is the value of the magnetic moment in the

state of equilibrium. T1 is characteristic for each tissue and is defined as the time whenMz reaches

the value equal to the 63% of M0.

The contrast of T2-weighted images is essentially based on the transverse magnetization, which

is based on the values of TE. In the most elementary case, this relation is as shown in the following

equation:

Mxy(TE) =M0 ·e−
TE
T2 , (2.2)

where Mxy is the transverse magnetization. T2 is characteristic for each tissue and is defined as

the time when Mxy reaches the value equal to the 37% of M0. It is worth noting that the contrast

of T1- and T2-weighted images varies depending on the employed pulse sequence, and thus the

previous statements are a simplification of the factors that contribute to the contrast.

Liquids have long T1 and T2 because of the dispersed structure of water, which is composed of

small molecules with high movement frequency and minimum spin-spin interaction. Solids present
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Tissue A
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Figure 2.1: Constrast of T1- and T2-weighted images. In Subfigure A, the difference of Mz values between both

tissues is higher for a short TR (TR1) than for a long TR (TR2). In Subfigure B, the difference of Mxy values

between both tissues is higher for a long TE (TE2) than for a short TE (TE1).

intermediate T1 and short T2 values (great interaction spin-spin), while fats present short T1 and

intermediate T2 values.

To illustrate the contrast of the different tissues in T1- and T2-weighted images, an example

with two tissues A and B is shown in Figure 2.1.

Considering that short TR values are related to higher T1-based contrast, T1-weighted images

are obtained using short TR and TE values. In contrast, T2-weighted images are extracted using

long TR and TE values.

The human brain tissue is composed of three main elements (excluding pathological tissues):

• Gray matter. Its properties are similar to solids. In T1-weighted images it looks gray, while

in T2-weighted images it looks light gray.

• White matter. Its properties are similar to fat due to the myelin sheath surrounding the

nerve cell axons. In T1-weighted images it looks white, while in T2-weighted images it looks

dark gray.

• Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Its properties are similar to water. In T1-weighted images it

looks black, while in T2-weighted images it looks white.

An example of a T1- and a T2-weighted image is shown in Figure 2.2.

In this thesis, T1-weighted images are used to analyze gray matter morphometric features. In

migraine studies, T2-weighted images are sometimes employed to assess the presence of WMH.

2.2.2. Diffusion MRI

One of the most relevant MRI modalities is diffusion MRI. The objective of dMRI is to capture

and quantify the microscopic movement of the water molecules caused by diffusion. This modality

has been widely employed to assess brain structure and connectivity, and it has been particularly

useful in the management of stroke (Le Bihan, 2014). Furthermore, dMRI allows to study the

white matter integrity. In this thesis, dMRI processing is used to evaluate the microstructural

properties in diverse white matter regions and the structural connectivity between gray matter

regions.

The diffusion phenomenon is based on the microscopic stochastic thermal motion of molecules.

This movement is known as Brownian motion. If there are no restrictions, the water molecules
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CSF

GRAY MATTER

WHITE MATTER

T1-WEIGHTED T2-WEIGHTED

Figure 2.2: Example of a T1- (left) and a T2-weighted (right) image (axial slice). Locations of gray matter, white

matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are shown.

diffuse freely in all directions and describe a chaotic route due to continuous collisions with the

particles of the environment. The mean squared displacement of the particles in a specific period

of time depends on the diffusivity of the medium. This diffusivity or diffusion coefficient describes

how fast the molecules can diffuse through a medium and its value depends on the temperature.

In unrestricted Brownian motion, the free diffusion of molecules causes that the location of the

particles over time follows a Gaussian distribution whose width expands with time (Jones, 2010).

In this case, the diffusion coefficient is constant. This free motion is also isotropic, because the

diffusion does not depend on the direction considered.

The measurement of the diffusion signal is based on the Spin Echo (SE) sequence. Basically, the

SE sequence firstly employs a RF pulse with flip angle equal to 90 degrees and the slice selection

gradient is turned on followed by the phase selection gradient. The flip angle is the amount of

rotation of the net magnetization selected by the operator. Next, an inversion RF pulse (180

degrees) applied at a time equal to the half of TE and the frequency selection gradient during the

readout are used.

From the SE sequence, the diffusion is measured using a Pulse Gradient Spin Echo sequence

(Stejskal & Tanner, 1965), described in Figure 2.3. Briefly, the Stejskal-Tanner sequence is a

SE that incorporates the application of additional diffusion-sensitizing gradients to measure the

diffusion-weighted signal. These gradients can be applied to the three directions of space (x, y
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Figure 2.3: Scheme of the Pulsed Gradient Spin-Echo sequence. First, the RF pulse is applied and the first pulsed

diffusion gradient (G) is activated, inducing a phase-shift (90°) in the precession motion. A RF pulse is used to

invert the phase of the precession motion (180°) and then a second pulsed diffusion gradient is applied.

and z considering Cartesian coordinates). The vector in which each diffusion-sensitizing gradient

is applied is the diffusion direction or orientation. The diffusion direction is an unit vector.

From (Stejskal & Tanner, 1965), the diffusion-weighted signal intensity can be extracted in

relation to an image with no diffusion-weighting, as shown in equation (2.3):

S

S0
= e−bD, (2.3)

where S is the diffusion-weighted signal, S0 the original T2 signal with no diffusion gradients, b

is the b-value and D the diffusion coefficient. In human tissues, the molecular motion is not only

caused by the diffusion coefficient, but also by the blood flow, breathing or CSF pulsation (Drake-

Pérez, Boto, Fitsiori, Lovblad, & Vargas, 2018). Considering this point, the diffusion coefficient D

is replaced by the term Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC), and the equation (2.4) is rewritten:

S

S0
= e−bADC. (2.4)

The ADC is specific to each tissue and is widely employed in the clinical practice. For example, low

ADC values are related to stroke and neurodegeneration (Drake-Pérez et al., 2018) and generally

higher tumor grade in gliomas (Surov, Meyer, & Wienke, 2017). From equation (2.4), it could be

considered that diffusion-weighted images are attenuated T2-weighted images by a exponential law

that depends on the b-value and the ADC. The b-value is expressed as follows:

b= γ2g2δ2 ∆− δ
3 , (2.5)

where g represents the strength of the diffusion gradient, δ its duration and ∆ the time between

the two pulsed diffusion gradients. These values are represented in Figure 2.3.

The b-value determines the contribution of diffusion to the obtained image. A baseline image

(b = 0 s/mm2) is used as the image that represents the T2 signal with no diffusion gradients

(S0 in equation (2.4)). As the b-value is increased, the effect of diffusion becomes apparent, and
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Figure 2.4: Example of a Diffusion-Weighted Image with b = 0 (left) and b = 1000 s/mm2 (right).

voxels with a higher diffusion coefficient exhibit an increased with respect to regions with a lower

diffusivity. Images with a high b-value thus present a lower signal intensity, which translates in a

degradation of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). An example of this effect is shown in Figure 2.4.

For each slice, there is at least one T2-weighted image (b = 0 s/mm2) and a set of diffusion-

weighted images, each of them weighted in one diffusion direction. To obtain isotropic images,

three diffusion-weighted images (one image per each x, y and z direction) and the b = 0 image are

commonly acquired.

However, biological tissues are highly structured and generally the diffusion varies with direc-

tion. For example, in the human brain, the water diffusion is restricted along white matter. In

directions perpendicular to the axons, the diffusion is more restricted compared to the main axonal

direction. This phenomenon is called anisotropy. The axonal membranes and myelination are the

reasons for anisotropy in white matter (Beaulieu, 2002). The membranes have been suggested

to play the main role for anisotropy, while myelination would modulate the degree of anisotropy

(Beaulieu, 2002).

In anisotropic tissues, multiple diffusion directions can be used to characterize the properties

of this diffusion along each of those directions. However, this information is difficult to visualize or

analyze in this manner. Because of this, several models of anisotropic diffusion that provide more

convenient representations have been developed. Among them, Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)

is the most simple and widely employed approach. The DTI model is described in the following

subsection.
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A. Diffusion Tensor Imaging

The DTI model assumes that the directional profile of the anisotropic diffusion can be accurately

described by an ellipsoid in space. Six parameters are needed to describe such an ellipsoid, and thus

(at least) six gradient directions must be acquired on top of the baseline (b-value = 0) acquisition

in order to estimate the diffusion tensor, which encodes the ellipsoid characteristics. In this thesis,

parameters based on the DTI model are used to characterize diverse microstructural properties.

The set of diffusion volumes allows the identification of the predominant diffusion direction

in DTI. As disclosed in section 2.2.2, the minimum number of directions, i.e. diffusion volumes,

to capture non-isotropic diffusion is six. Taking into account the use of three unit vectors and

the length of the three axes, each length would be an eigenvalue, and each vector would be an

eigenvector.

The diffusion tensor is a symmetric second order tensor, and each element can be interpreted

as the ADC in each of the encoded directions:

D =


Dxx Dxy Dxz

Dxy Dyy Dyz

Dxz Dyz Dzz

 . (2.6)

In equation (2.6), the diffusion tensor is defined by six independent parameters. The equation (2.4)

models the diffusion signal intensity only when diffusion is isotropic or when diffusion is measured

along one axis (Mori, 2007). The diffusion signal intensity equation is updated:

Sk
S0

= e−bgk
T D gk , k = {1, . . . ,n}, (2.7)

where k corresponds to each acquired diffusion-weighted volume, n is the number of acquired

volumes (minimum of six) and gk is a vector representing the diffusion gradient orientation. In

equation (2.7), b and gk are known, Sk and S0 are determined by the experiment, and the elements

of D are estimated. As stated before, at least six diffusion gradient directions must be employed to

obtain a tensor by solving a system of six equations with six variables. However, a higher number

of directions is commonly employed, and the diffusion tensor is determined using methods such as

least squares or weighted least squares in order to obtain a more robust estimation.

The diagonalization of the diffusion tensor defines the six parameters that characterize the dif-

fusion ellipsoid. The relationship between the diffusion tensor, the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors

is shown in equation (2.8):

Dv = λv, (2.8)

where λ is the set of the three eigenvalues (λ = {λ1,λ2,λ3}, ordered from the highest to lowest

eigenvalue), and v the set of the three eigenvectors (v = {v1,v2,v3}).

Despite the advances of DTI to model anisotropy, there are also some important disadvantages

related to information loss, which can be classified in three levels (Mori, 2007):
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• Level 1. The use of water diffusion information is used to describe axonal structure when

water diffusion is associated with many biological structures. Thus, water diffusion is not

specific to any particular tissue or cellular structure. Moreover, the voxel resolution employed

in diffusion-weighted images (typically 2-3 mm per each of the three dimensions) is excessively

large to characterize the diffusion properties within a voxel.

• Level 2. The diffusion is measured using a restricted number of directions (in the clinical

routine, generally more than 20 but less than 70), which limits the amount of information

that can be employed.

• Level 3. The diffusion tensor contains only six parameters, and regardless of the number of

acquired diffusion volumes (number of orientations), all the information is summarized in six

values.

Level 1 information loss is associated with measurement itself, and it would be corrected using

better image resolution.

DTI uses a simple Gaussian regressor, i.e., it is a first-order model of the water diffusion

mechanism that oversimplifies the reality. For example, DTI presents problems in populations

of crossing fibers in a voxel, because the associated model assumes that there is one dominant

population of fibers. To solve the oversimplification issues, some non-tensor approaches have been

proposed. Some of these approaches are briefly explained in the next subsection, with special focus

on the Ensemble Average diffusion Propagator (EAP) because of its relation to methods employed

in this thesis.

B. Non-tensor approaches

The use of non-tensor approaches usually requires higher b-values with respect to those employed

in DTI (approximately 1000 s/mm2). Higher b-values allow to appreciate better the diffusion

effects and there is more contrast between regions with different grades of anisotropic diffusion, at

the cost of lower SNR (Burdette, Durden, Elster, & Yen, 2001).

For these approaches, a frequently employed acquisition method is High Angular Resolution

Diffusion Imaging (HARDI). This method employs a single or multiple b-values with multiple

diffusion orientations and it is able to distinguish multiple intravoxel populations (Tuch et al.,

2002). Multiple non-tensor approaches have been implemented to model the brain structure from

HARDI data (Özarslan, Shepherd, Vemuri, Blackband, & Mareci, 2006; Tristán-Vega, Westin, &

Aja-Fernández, 2009; Tuch, 2004).

One technique similar to DTI but based on a second-order equation is Diffusion Kurtosis Imag-

ing (DKI), which quantifies the amount of water diffusion that is non-Gaussian (Jensen, Helpern,

Ramani, Lu, & Kaczynski, 2005). With respect to the equation (2.4), DKI adds a quadratic term

and an apparent kurtosis term (Steven, Zhuo, & Melhem, 2014) (written in logarithmic form):

log
(
S

S0

)
=−bADC+ 1

6b
2ADC2Kapp, (2.9)
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where Kapp is the apparent kurtosis. When Kapp is equal to 0, the kurtosis model is equal to the

Gaussian model. The kurtosis is a value employed in Statistics to describe the peakedness of a

probability distribution in comparison with the Gaussian curve. Higher kurtosis is related to more

impediments to Gaussian diffusion and greater complexity (Steven et al., 2014). With respect to

DTI, the DKI model uses three additional parameters, the three kurtosis values, associated with

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors employed in DTI. It has also been observed that DKI fits better

than DTI to the monoexponential decay model for high b-values (1500 < b< 2500 s/mm2) (Steven

et al., 2014).

An example of application of HARDI takes place in multi-compartment models. These models

represent the diffusion signal as a combination of models of diverse tissues. One of the simplest

examples is the ball and stick model (Behrens et al., 2003), which considers the axons as sticks

(anisotropic diffusion) and anything else as balls (isotropic diffusion). In multi-compartment dif-

fusion models, it has been observed that Kapp is always positive, except for the Gaussian diffusion

situation (Tabesh, Jensen, Ardekani, & Helpern, 2011).

For the understanding of some non-tensor approaches, two concepts should be introduced: q-

space (Callaghan, 1994) and multi-shell methods. The q-space can be compared to the k-space of

MRI. Briefly, the k-space is the representation of the spatial frequencies of the MR image given by

the Fourier transform. The k-space encoding is given by the frequency codification gradient while

the q-space encoding is defined by the diffusion-sensitizing gradient. The Fourier transform is used

to represent the spatial distribution and the EAP in the k-space and the q-space, respectively. The

EAP is also known as the spin displacement probability density function and diffusion spectrum

(Tian et al., 2019)- The EAP is the 3D probability density function of the diffusion displacement.

More details about the EAP are shown later in this section. Multi-shell methods are those that

employ multiple b-values different from 0.

In recent years, the use of non-tensor techniques has been performed with the acquisition

of a large amount of diffusion-weighted images and diverse shells composed of moderate-to-high

b-values (multi-shell acquisition). This type of dMRI acquisition has been employed to obtain

more advanced diffusion descriptors, for example, the EAP. Diffusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI) has

been used to reconstruct the EAP. DSI is a model-free approach that requires a large number of

diffusion samples of the q-space and the EAP is reconstructed by the discrete Fourier transform

of the measured signal (Wedeen, Hagmann, Tseng, Reese, & Weisskoff, 2005). An important issue

of DSI is the high number of images needed for the reconstruction, which makes its use almost

unfeasible in the clinical routine due to an excessively long acquisition time. Alternative model-

based multi-shell methods have been proposed to reconstruct the EAP. Among these methods,

the mean average propagator-MRI (Özarslan et al., 2013) and especially its developed version,

the Laplacian-regularized mean average propagator-MRI (Fick, Wassermann, Caruyer, & Deriche,

2016), should be highlighted after their positive results in clinical studies to characterize brain

microstructure (Avram et al., 2016).
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A recent approach related to the EAP is Apparent Measures Using Reduced Acquisitions

(AMURA). Briefly, the main idea of this method is that a constrained model for radial diffusion is

able to reflect relevant information with simpler dMRI acquisitions compared to the computation

of the whole EAP (Aja-Fernández et al., 2020). From this model, a group of extracted apparent

scalar measures at a single-shell can provide a comparable sensitivity to microstructural changes

in comparison with the non-apparent measures from the full EAP obtained with the whole aver-

age for diverse b-values (Aja-Fernández et al., 2020). The scalar measures employed in AMURA

are Return-to-origin Probability (RTOP), Return-to-plane Probability (RTPP) and Return-to-axis

Probability (RTAP). Further details about the extraction of these scalar measures with AMURA

can be found in the next subsection and subsection C of section 3.2.2.

To understand the three scalar measures, it is important to describe the EAP. The EAP is the

3D probability density function of the water molecules inside a voxel moving an effective distance

R (in a sphere) in an effective diffusion time τ (equal to ∆−δ
3 in equation (2.5), ∆ and δ can be

observed in Figure 2.3). The EAP is given by the Fourier transform of the normalized magnitude

image provided by the MRI scanner (Callaghan, Eccles, & Xia, 1988):

P (R) =
∫

IR3
E(q)e−2πjq·Rdq = F{|E(q)|}(R), (2.10)

where P (R) is the EAP, E(q) is the normalized magnitude image, and the exact information from

the R-space would require the sampling of the whole q-space. E(q) is the adaptation of equation

(2.4) to the q-space (Özarslan et al., 2006):

E(q) = e−bD(q) = e−4π2τq2
0 D(q), (2.11)

where D(q) is the ADC, b is the b-value, q is the spherical system that describes the q-space

(defined by a radius and two angles), and q0 is the parameter that defines the radius of the

spherical system q.

C. Parameters to describe white matter integrity

To describe white matter integrity, quantitative descriptors are used to assess diverse properties

of white matter. These parameters are usually derived from diverse diffusion models, such as DTI

or DKI. These parameters allow the statistical comparison between groups of interest to study

microstructural differences, as it is performed in this thesis with CM, EM and controls.

Regarding DTI, the eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor are used to obtain diffusion descriptors.

The four most employed DTI-based measures in the literature are the Fractional Anisotropy (FA),

Axial Diffusivity (AD), Mean Diffusivity (MD) and Radial Diffusivity (RD). These four parameters

have been employed to compare groups of patients with migraine and controls in Chapters 2, 3

and 5 of Part II. The FA is expressed as follows:

FA =

√
(λ1−λ2)2 + (λ2−λ3)2 + (λ1−λ3)2

2(λ2
1 +λ2

2 +λ2
3)

. (2.12)
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The minimum value of the FA is 0 and the maximum value is 1. The FA measures the degree

of anisotropy of water molecules, with higher values associated with higher anisotropy. Lower

FA values have been related to lower packing density, change of membrane permeability and

demyelination, depending on the axonal diameter or the fiber organization (lower values with

decreased organization) (Beaulieu, 2002; Kochunov et al., 2007).

The AD is expressed as follows:

AD = λ1. (2.13)

It is easy to check that the AD is simply equal to the first eigenvalue of the diffusion tensor.

The first eigenvalue is associated with the main direction, which is the axonal direction in white

matter. Different interpretations have been given to the AD values. On the one hand, lower values

have been associated with short-term demyelination (Winklewski et al., 2018). On the other hand,

reduced AD has been linked to axonal damage instead of demyelination and secondary white matter

degeneration (Alexander, Lee, Lazar, & Field, 2007; Pierpaoli et al., 2001; Sun, Liang, Cross, &

Song, 2008).

The MD is expressed as follows:

MD = λ1 +λ2 +λ3
3 . (2.14)

The MD is the mean of the three eigenvalues or the trace of the diffusion tensor divided by

three. The MD describes the rotationally invariant magnitude of water diffusion within the brain

tissue (Clark et al., 2011). Increased MD values have been related to atrophy and axonal density

reduction (Clark et al., 2011; J. Zhang et al., 2018).

The RD is expressed as follows:

RD = λ2 +λ3
2 . (2.15)

The RD reflects the perpendicular diffusivity with respect to the main direction, the axonal

direction in white matter as commented with the AD. Lower RD values have been associated with

myelin damage (Sun et al., 2008).

The previous description of the connections between the diverse DTI-based descriptors and

white matter should be interpreted cautiously because there is no definite confirmation of their

relationship with physiology or pathophysiology. An important factor contributing to the difficult

biophysical interpretation of DTI-based descriptors is that the voxel size is considerably higher than

the axonal size or the water diffusion distance considering typical diffusion times in DTI studies

(O’Donnell & Westin, 2011). In relation to this issue, a voxel represents the average of the diffusion

characteristics from different fiber populations within that voxel, which becomes a problem when

two or more populations are present in a single voxel (Basser & Jones, 2002). Furthermore, multiple

pathological factors can cause similar changes for a particular DTI-based measure (O’Donnell &
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Westin, 2011). The analysis of the values of DTI-based parameters may be insufficient to identify

clearly the particular reason of the studied alterations.

With respect to non-tensor approaches, RTOP, RTPP and RTAP are derived from the EAP.

The RTOP is the value of the EAP at the origin in relation to the volume of the diffusion signal.

It is associated with the probability density of water molecules with minimal diffusion during the

diffusion effective time. According to the definition of the RTOP, its equation is the following:

RTOP = P (0) =
∫

IR3
E(q)dq. (2.16)

RTPP and RTAP are the decomposition of the RTOP into a parallel and a perpendicular

component to the maximum diffusion, respectively (Özarslan et al., 2013). The RTPP and RTAP

are defined as follows:

RTPP =
∫

IR2
P (R⊥)dR⊥ =

∫
IR
E(q||)dq||. (2.17)

RTAP =
∫

IR
P (R||)dR|| =

∫
IR2

E(q⊥)dq⊥. (2.18)

D. Tractography

Due to its relevance in the analysis of the connections between the brain regions, tractography

methods are explained. In this thesis, tractography is the central method to evaluate structural

connectivity. DMRI-based tractography has become a tool that presents exclusive properties to

map whole-brain structural connections (Sinke et al., 2018). Tractography is the technique em-

ployed to represent nerve tracts using dMRI data (Basser, Pajevic, Pierpaoli, Duda, & Aldroubi,

2000) and it is the method employed to assess structural connectivity. In relation to connectomics

and structural connectivity, tractography allows to determine the connections between specified

anatomical ROIs and reconstruct the diverse white matter tracts or the trajectories that follow the

white matter fibers throughout the brain. Moreover, as connectivity parameters, descriptors based

on DTI (e.g. FA) or other diffusion models can be employed to evaluate connections between ROIs

or analyze the white matter integrity in specific connections.

The most simple form of fiber tracking is voxel-linking. In this method, the orientations of

adjacent voxels with respect to a seed are compared and if one of the surrounding voxels meets

certain conditions, the two voxels are joined in the same tract. This process would be repeated

until a stop criterion is met. This method is similar to the region growing technique used in ROI

neuroimaging segmentation.

A more sophisticated fiber tracking approach is global tractography. The idea of this method

is to estimate simultaneously the set of all pathways considering non-local effects. This type

of tractography allows more biologically plausible reconstructions. Two types of algorithms are

distinguished:
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• Deterministic algorithms. A unique streamline is associated with one seed point and the

streamline is fully determined by the seed.

• Probabilistic algorithms. In contrast to deterministic algorithms, there is a possible range

of estimated connections for a seed point, with diverse sources of uncertainty. Some examples

of these algorithms are bootstrap methods, models based in Bayesian inference and heuristic

functions.

DTI or DKI, among other models, can be employed for fiber tracking. In this case, the first

eigenvalue would be used to determine the direction of the fiber tract. However, this method would

be problematic in some situations, such as crossing fibers and possible lesions (e.g. edema).

A widely employed algorithm for tractography is Fiber Assignment by Continuous Tracking

(FACT) (Mori, Crain, Chacko, & Van Zijl, 1999). In FACT, the 3D space is considered continuous

and the reconstruction algorithm follows local fiber orientations in small incremental steps. The

seed is selected by the user and, from this point, a streamline is drawn. A streamline can be defined

as each 3D curve of the computed trajectories of a white matter fiber tract. The advantage of FACT

compared to voxel-linking is that it is not mandatory to use the voxel centers. However, this type

of tractography generates undirected reconstructions, i.e., there is no identification of afferent or

efferent fibers. Among the particular FACT methods, some examples are nearest neighbor, trilinear

interpolation or the use of the raw diffusion-weighted signal.

A recent type of tractography algorithms are the brute-force methods. Basically, these methods

perform whole-brain tracking using a huge number of streamlines seeded from all brain voxels. In

this case, fiber tracking is independent of the exact seed region place. Brute-force methods can

be combined with tract-editing techniques that use logical operations (de Luis-García, Westin, &

Alberola-López, 2013). These methods can be used to obtain high-resolution white matter images,

as it is performed with Track-Density Imaging (Calamante, Tournier, Jackson, & Connelly, 2010).

Another example of a brute-force method is Anatomical Connectivity Mapping, which computes

the number of streamlines for each voxel and is independent of original diffusion data (Bozzali et

al., 2011).

It is highly important to define appropriately the stopping criteria of the fiber tracking algo-

rithms. Three main aspects may be considered:

1. Mask. A mask should be employed to delimit the area where the streamlines are recon-

structed. The most simple mask would be a brain mask. More complex masks would be

extracted from segmentation of different regions such as CSF, white matter and gray matter.

2. Scalar measures. A DTI-based parameter, for example, can be used to end the reconstruc-

tion of a streamline for a range of values. The use of low DTI eigenvalues may be problematic

due to the influence of noise.

3. Curvature based criterion. A maximum angle is used to delimit the fiber tracking. If the

angle between two steps is excessively large, the algorithm stops.

The three previous criteria can be used simultaneously.
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The main problem of tractography or fiber tracking algorithms is that there is no gold standard

method. The most appropriate method to analyze the tractography results is also conflicting,

including among the possible options the analysis of the number of streamlines or graph theory

approaches. Both methods present important issues, although the use of streamlines to assess

structural connectivity is considered as an acceptable measure under certain conditions (Yeh,

Jones, Liang, Descoteaux, & Connelly, 2020).

Other limitation would be the estimation of crossing fibers for DTI-based approaches and the

partial volume averaging. Due to this last limitation, the reconstruction of the streamlines would

be incomplete because gray matter, CSF and lesions may reduce the real value of the anisotropy

in areas with high diffusivity and high T2 (b = 0 s/mm2) signal.

There are some sources of uncertainty that can produce important alterations in the result of the

tractography algorithm. These sources include the effects of noise, the shape of the tracts and the

angular and spatial resolution. Noise can be the main source of uncertainty and cause important

deviations from the real trajectory of the reconstructed streamlines. With respect to the shape of

the white matter tracts, some of them can present a high curvature within a voxel, which would

produce a false negative (no identification of a real fiber). This type of false negatives are related

to one of the stopping criteria that discards tracts with excessive curvature angle, which would

be true for most but not all cases. Regarding the angular and the spatial resolution, some single

discrete orientations may not be identified because of possible blurring effects. Acquisition protocols

employed in the clinical routine present important angular resolution limitations to resolve relative

high crossing angles, especially considering that the voxel size may be a bit large to assess some

tracts in detail. An example of a result of a tractography is shown in Figure 2.5.

E. Noise and artifacts

Despite the advantages of the use of dMRI, this modality presents diverse specific sources of

variability that can have a great impact on the measured signal. In this section, some of these

sources, especially those treated in the preprocessing (subsection A of section 3.2.2), are outlined.

In relation to the noise and artifacts, it is important to treat them to reduce the bias and the

variance that they cause on the measured signal. The corresponding treatment of noise and artifacts

allows better discrimination in clinical studies using robust measures thanks to the reduction of

variance or corrections to low SNR.

The mentioned sources of variability are caused by thermal noise, which is the primary origin

of fluctuation in MRI signals (Aja-Fernández & Vegas-Sánchez-Ferrero, 2016), and artifacts. An

appropriate noise filtering method is important in order to remove information that can disturb

the image processing and interpretation without erasing important data or adding spurious signal.

The artifacts are generated by the scanner hardware, the employed fast sequences, motion or

physiological processes.

Some artifacts are related to the strong diffusion gradient pulses used in dMRI. When these

gradient pulses are switched on and off quickly, the so-called eddy currents are generated (Le Bihan,
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Figure 2.5: Example of the result of tractography over an axial slice of a diffusion-weighted image. Red means

left-right direction, green anterior-posterior direction and blue inferior-superior direction.

Poupon, Amadon, & Lethimonnier, 2006). The eddy currents are electrical currents that produce

unwanted magnetic field gradients that interact with the imaging gradient pulses and cause geo-

metric distortions in the captured images (Le Bihan et al., 2006). The correction of eddy currents

allows the extraction of diffusion descriptor maps of higher quality, including the measures consid-

ered in this thesis. For example, regarding the diffusion descriptors, the correction of eddy currents

has produced sharper contours and reduced blurring in anisotropy maps (Bodammer, Kaufmann,

Kanowski, & Tempelmann, 2004).

Another major artifact in dMRI is the subject motion. All MRI modalities are affected by

motion artifacts, but in dMRI this artifact is more relevant compared to most modalities, especially

for long acquisition times. The macroscopic motion (e.g. head motion) may cause a phase shift

producing the so-called ghosting artifact along the phase-encoding direction (Le Bihan et al.,

2006). This ghosting artifact causes that the signal is not restricted to the original voxels and

a signal loss that is directly proportional to the gradient strength (Le Bihan et al., 2006). It

is important to correct the motion artifact to rectify misalignments between the volumes with

different diffusion gradient orientations. The motion and the eddy currents corrections are crucial

for a right estimation of diffusion parameters and fiber orientation (Jones & Cercignani, 2010).

Both corrections have been applied in this thesis.

To reduce the effect of motion artifacts, the fast Echo-Planar Imaging (EPI) sequence is em-

ployed. This sequence allows to acquire an image with a unique or multiple shot scheme. However,

the EPI sequence is associated with other artifacts. Due to the relative low spatial resolution asso-

ciated with EPI (approximately 2 × 2 × 2 mm3), related to hardware limitations, blurring effects
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are produced (Le Bihan et al., 2006). Other artifacts are related to the differences in the resonance

frequencies between adjacent voxels (bandwidth) that cause phase shifts in the phase encoding

direction (Le Bihan et al., 2006). In EPI, the inhomogeneities of the B0 magnetic field cause

shape distortions in the phase-encoding direction due to small frequency differences (magnetic

susceptibility artifact) (Le Bihan et al., 2006).

Other important dMRI artifacts are related to inhomogeneities in the RF orB1 pulse or deficient

spatial sampling. An inappropriate spatial sampling frequency can lead to the Gibbs ringing

artifact, which causes significant alterations on the extraction of diffusion descriptors (Veraart,

Fieremans, Jelescu, Knoll, & Novikov, 2016). The B1 inhomogeneities can produce geometric

distortions (S. M. Smith et al., 2004). Non-uniform B1 fields cause a reduction of the effective flip

angle (Ramos Delgado et al., 2020). The variation of the effective flip angle is related to a change

of the effective b-value. Thus, the correction of B1 inhomogeneities is important to reduce the

variance caused in diffusion measures, a crucial point in this doctoral thesis.

2.3. Methods to compare groups of interest in
MRI studies

The main methods related to the MRI modalities employed in the literature to compare groups of

interest are described in this section. Some of these methods have been applied in this thesis.

2.3.1. Analysis of gray matter

The most employed technique to assess gray matter changes from T1-weighted images is Voxel-

Based Morphometry (VBM). VBM is an automatic and independent tool that allows to detect

voxel-level gray matter volume in the brain (Ashburner & Friston, 2000). The objective of VBM

is the voxelwise comparison of the local gray matter concentration between groups of interest.

Surface-Based Morphometry (SBM), a refined version of VBM, has also been employed, but there

are less studies using this technique. Compared to VBM, SBM additionally measures cortical

thickness, surface area and gyrification index (Fischl & Dale, 2000). Some limitations of VBM are

worth noting. The VBM warping method is relatively simple and there could be misalignment for

some regions, it assumes that data are normally distributed and it does not provide information

about the specific source of the identified alterations (Mechelli, Price, Friston, & Ashburner, 2005).

In the last years, many studies have employed a different approach, most of them using a

software tool called FreeSurfer. Briefly, a cortical reconstruction and a volume segmentation are

carried out using this software. Among the parameters provided by this method, gray matter

volume, surface area, cortical thickness and cortical curvature (similar to the gyrification index

from SBM) are included. As a result of the reconstruction, the mentioned parameters are obtained

for each segmented gray matter region. Compared to VBM, the FreeSurfer pipeline provides better

registration quality and robust results, and the extraction of area and thickness provides more
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information about the volumetric changes, together with additional parameters such as curvature.

Limitations of the FreeSurfer pipeline include overestimation of volume values (Klasson, Olsson,

Eckerström, Malmgren, & Wallin, 2018; McCarthy et al., 2015) and no estimation of the volume of

small regions such as the hypothalamus. More details about this approach are provided in section

3.2.1.

The different morphometry parameters characterizing the gray matter that can be extracted

using this approach are described hereunder.

The cortical curvature is the inverse value of the radius of the circles that compose the diverse

gyri or sulci of each point of the surface on the gray-white matter junction, reflecting the folding

of the cortex. The value used for a single region is the mean value of the radii. A schematic

representation of the cortical curvature is shown in Figure 2.6. The role of the cortical curvature is

unclear, but it has been suggested as a biomarker of white matter atrophy (Deppe et al., 2014) and

related to the integrity of structural connections between cortical regions (Lubeiro et al., 2017).

Regarding the other three morphometry parameters, thickness and area are related to volume.

The cortical thickness is the distance between the inner (gray-white matter boundary) and the

outer (gray matter-CSF boundary) surface of a gray matter region. As in the measure of the

cortical curvature, the final value was the average of the diverse values of the distance. The surface

area measures the space of a gray matter region in the white matter surface (gray-white matter

boundary). A schematic representation of the thickness and the area is shown in Figure 2.7. The

gray matter volume is obtained from the contribution of the cortical thickness and the surface

area. In a simplified VBM representation, the gray matter volume would be approximately the

sum of the cubic voxels that a gray matter region occupies, where the base of each cube would be

the surface area and the height would be the cortical thickness.
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R

C = 1/R

Figure 2.6: Example of a coronal slice of a T1-weighted image (left) and the schematic representation of the

cortical curvature (right). C = curvature; R = radius.

THICKNESS AREA

Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of cortical thickness (left) and surface area (right) in a cortical region (in red).

The blue lines indicate the thickness (multiple values) and area. The area should be projected in two dimensions.

The region used as example is the superior temporal gyrus.
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2.3.2. Analysis of white matter

To analyze the white matter using dMRI data, the first set of steps is related to the preprocessing

of the diffusion-weighted images. There are multiple diffusion preprocessing options. Thus, in

this section no description of preprocessing methods is provided, but the details concerning the

particular steps of this thesis are described in section A of section 3.2.2.

Many dMRI studies have used DTI-based parameters to evaluate changes of white matter

structure. The main DTI-based parameters are the FA, AD, MD and RD, all of them described

in subsection C of section 2.2.2.

Considering studies that assessed patients with migraine, before 2012, the methods employed to

assess dMRI data were heterogeneous. Among these methods, some examples are the comparison

of diffusion indexes histogram peaks (Rocca, Ceccarelli, Falini, Tortorella, et al., 2006; Rocca et al.,

2003), point-by-point FA comparison (Granziera et al., 2006), comparison of manually segmented

ROI (A. F. M. DaSilva et al., 2007; X. L. Li et al., 2011) and ADC map comparison in segmented

ROI (Degirmenci, Yaman, Haktanir, Albayrak, & Acar, 2007).

Since 2012, more complex techniques have been used to compare diffusion descriptors between

patients with migraine and controls. The most employed method is Tract-Based Spatial Statistics

(TBSS) (S. M. Smith et al., 2006). Briefly, the TBSS pipeline projects the diffusion descriptors

onto a skeleton that represents the center of the white matter tracts. The main steps are the

non-linear registration of the diffusion descriptors map and the projection to the skeleton.

The advantage of the skeleton obtained with TBSS is that the edge issue of other approaches

(e.g. ROI-based methods) is avoided. Moreover, for a specific white matter region or tract, the

diffusion properties can vary from the central to the external area of a region, which can bias

the values of the diffusion descriptor. Therefore, TBSS allows to identify white matter differences

between groups of interest in specific regions reducing considerably the possible bias of possible

misalignments with the segmented regions or diverse properties of different areas of the ROI.

However, TBSS also presents important limitations. It has to be assumed that the effects of

interest take place in the center of the tract, it does not consider orientation information and the

statistical results and the shape of the skeleton are rotationally variant (Bach et al., 2014). TBSS

also presents problems differentiating individual tracts in areas with high levels of noise, complex

fiber architecture or where different fiber bundles merge (Bach et al., 2014).

2.3.3. Connectomics

Connectomics is a technique used to describe the brain connectivity by mapping the brain ele-

ments and the interconnections between them (Fornito & Bullmore, 2015). Three main types of

connectivity have been described (Friston, 1994):

• Structural connectivity. This type of connectivity analyzes the connections between gray

matter cortical and subcortical areas of the brain interconnected by white matter tracts. A
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detailed analysis provides information about the connections between each pair of regions.

The assessment of this type of connectivity is performed using dMRI. The structural con-

nectivity is assessed in this thesis, particularly in Chapter 5 of part II.

• Functional connectivity. This modality analyzes the temporal correlation between the

neurophysiological activity of distant regions. The assessment of this type of connectivity is

carried out acquiring Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) data (better spatial

resolution) or Electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (better temporal

resolution) data.

• Effective connectivity. This type of connectivity is related to the union of structural

and functional connectivity. The aim of this connectivity modality is to characterize the

directional effects of one neural element over another (causality). The methods related to

effective connectivity can be model-based or model-free (e.g. Granger causality or transfer

entropy). With regard to MRI modalities, fMRI has been the modality mostly employed to

assess this type of connectivity, but in a recent approach it has been combined with dMRI

(Hahn et al., 2019).

The results of connectomics methods are usually expressed with a connectivity or adjacency

matrix. Each row and its respective column represent a brain region, and each cell of the matrix

represents a connection between a pair of regions.

According to the values of the matrix, this can be binary or weighted. Binary matrices represent

the presence (value 1) or absence (value 0) of a connection between a pair of regions. In weighted

matrices, the value of each cell shows the strength of the connection.

Regarding the symmetry of the matrix, it can be undirected or directed. The undirected

matrices are symmetric, which is the usual case of functional connectivity, i.e., the connectivity

from a region A to a region B is equal to the connectivity from B to A. Directed matrices are

non-symmetric and the connection from one region A to another region B one can be different

that the connection from B to A, which is the case of effective connectivity matrices. Structural

connectivity matrices are usually undirected, although they can be directed depending on the

method used to obtain them. Examples of these types of adjacency matrices are shown in Figure

2.8.

Graph theory is another approach employed to analyze connectivity. Graph theory models the

brain as a network composed of a set of nodes (brain regions) and edges (fiber tracts) that connect

the nodes, providing an abstract representation of brain regions and their interactions (Bullmore

& Sporns, 2009). There is a great variety of local and global graph theory measures, which can be

checked in detail in (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010).
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Figure 2.8: Examples of adjacency matrices with 84 regions. Left: binary directed matrix. Right: weighted

undirected matrix.

2.3.4. Techniques to combine MRI modalities

The simultaneous analysis of different MRI modalities may reflect specific brain alterations patterns

that could not be totally described with single-modality studies. The simplest method to assess

data from multiple modalities is the correlation analysis, but this technique is unable to detect

covariance patterns between the modalities.

More complex fusion methods have been implemented to analyze neurological diseases. Fre-

quently, methods based on Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and Independent Component

Analysis (ICA) have been employed. Among these techniques, Multimodal Canonical Correlation

Analysis (mCCA) followed by Joint Independent Component Analysis (jICA) has been used to

analyze simultaneously images from different modalities focused on gray and white matter (Sui

et al., 2011). Other methods have focused on the analysis of healthy subjects, including hybrid

connICA (Amico & Goñi, 2018) and linked ICA (Llera, Wolfers, Mulders, & Beckmann, 2019).

To assess simultaneously structural connectivity and gray matter morphometry in Chapter 6

of part II, a method based on mCCA followed by jICA (Sui et al., 2011) with some modifications

was employed. An adaptation of CCA for datasets of different dimensionality is used to measure

the associations between them maximizing their correlation. ICA is employed to summarize the

information from the datasets into a low number of statistically independent subcomponents with

the objective of obtaining independent sources of information. The CCA step makes that each

independent component from a modality is correlated with the same component of the other

modality simultaneously analyzed. More details about this fusion methodology in relation to this

thesis are explained in section 3.2.5.
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2.4. Neuroimaging studies in migraine

Three main MRI modalities have been employed in combination with advanced processing in

the analysis of brain structure and function in migraine: T1-weighted, dMRI and fMRI. T2-

weighted images are employed to assess WMH, but no further processing has been performed.

Other neuroimaging modalities have been also used to assess migraine, such as Magnetic Resonance

Spectroscopy (MRS) and Positron Emission Tomography.

In the following subsections, the findings of MRI studies with migraine patients are exposed.

First, the previous results studies based on T1-weighted processing are described, with special

focus on the gray matter morphometry parameters that are employed in this thesis. The results

of studies that used T2-weighted, fMRI and MRS are summarized. Furthermore, the results of

studies using dMRI and simultaneous analysis of diverse MRI modalities are detailed.

2.4.1. T1-weighted MRI studies

Due to the good contrast between gray matter and white matter in T1-weighted MRI, this modality

is used frequently to quantify gray matter.

One migraine study should be highlighted (Schwedt, Chong, et al., 2015). In this study, the

authors classified patients with CM and EM and controls using Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) to summarize information of volume, area and thickness from gray matter. Diagonal

quadratic discriminant analysis and decision trees were employed as classification methods in this

study, with no direct comparison of the parameters with statistical tests between the three groups.

The average accuracy of the classification of CM with respect to EM and controls was 84.2%

and 86.3%, respectively. Thickness, area and volume values of diverse regions were used in the

previous classifications. Worse classification results were obtained in the classification between all

the patients with migraine and controls (average accuracy = 68.0%) and EM and controls (average

accuracy = 67.2%).

In the following subsections, the results of the analysis of gray matter morphometry parameters

in previous migraine studies are described, together with the results of the classification study

commented in the previous paragraph.

A. Gray Matter Volume results

The most frequent result of these studies was significantly reduced gray matter volume in patients

with migraine compared to controls (Coppola et al., 2015; Jin et al., 2013; J. H. Kim et al.,

2008; Maleki et al., 2012a; Messina, Rocca, et al., 2018; Messina et al., 2017; Morollón Sánchez-

Mateos, 2020; Rocca, Ceccarelli, Falini, Colombo, et al., 2006; Schmidt-Wilcke, Gänßbauer, Neuner,

Bogdahn, & May, 2008; Schmitz, Arkink, et al., 2008; Yuan et al., 2013), result that has also been

reported in a meta-analysis (Jia & Yu, 2017). In this meta-analysis, reduced volume was identified

in frontal regions and the cingulate gyrus.
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However, the opposite result, i.e., higher gray matter volume values in patients with migraine,

has also been reported in visual processing regions (Messina et al., 2017; Morollón Sánchez-Mateos,

2020; J. Zhang et al., 2017) and particularly CM in subcortical regions (Neeb et al., 2017). Other

studies have reported no significant differences between patients with migraine and controls after

corrections for multiple comparisons (Husøy et al., 2019; Schmitz, Admiraal-Behloul, et al., 2008;

Tedeschi et al., 2016; Valfrè, Rainero, Bergui, & Pinessi, 2008).

With respect to the comparison between patients with CM and EM, two studies compared

both groups, although none of them obtained significant results after corrections for multiple

comparisons (Neeb et al., 2017; Valfrè et al., 2008), both with low sample size (less than 25

subjects per group). Considering uncorrected results, lower gray matter volume values in CM

were identified in diverse regions (Neeb et al., 2017; Valfrè et al., 2008), while increased values in

CM were detected in the middle and inferior temporal gyri (Neeb et al., 2017). In high-frequency

EM patients, lower volume values were identified in comparison with the low-frequency EM in the

insula (Maleki et al., 2012a).

B. Cortical Thickness results

Cortical thickness has been less studied than gray matter volume in migraine studies. In the

comparison between patients with migraine and controls, lower thickness values have been found

in migraine (Chong, Dodick, Schlaggar, & Schwedt, 2014; Hougaard et al., 2016; Magon et al.,

2019; Maleki et al., 2012a; Messina et al., 2013; J. Zhang et al., 2017). In contrast, increased

thickness values have also been reported in migraine against controls (A. F. DaSilva, Granziera,

Snyder, & Hadjikhani, 2007; Gaist et al., 2018; Granziera et al., 2006; J. H. Kim et al., 2014;

J. Zhang et al., 2017) and in high-frequency EM compared to controls (Maleki et al., 2012a).

In one whole-brain study, no significant differences were found between patients with migraine

and controls (Datta, Detre, Aguirre, & Cucchiara, 2011). Increased cortical thickness has been

identified in the hemisphere contralateral to pain (Hougaard et al., 2015) and in the postcentral

gyrus (Morollón Sánchez-Mateos, 2020) in patients with migraine .

This parameter has not been compared directly between patients with CM and EM. However,

higher thickness values have been identified in several regions of patients with high-frequency

EM with respect to low-frequency EM (Maleki et al., 2012a). In CM, the patients with a positive

response to onabotulinumtoxinA treatment showed higher thickness than non-responders (Hubbard

et al., 2016).

C. Surface Area results

Only one study compared directly whole-brain surface area values between patients with migraine

and controls, finding widely statistically significant lower values in the patients (Messina et al.,

2013). Another study with participants aged 50 to 66 years assessing the anterior cingulate and

the prefrontal cortex and the insula found no significant differences between patients with migraine

and controls (Husøy et al., 2019). No studies assessed directly differences between CM and EM.
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D. Gyrification Index and Cortical Curvature results

Only one study assessed differences of the gyrification index between patients with migraine (mi-

graine without aura specifically) and controls, finding increased and decreased values in the patients

group (J. Zhang et al., 2017).

There was no previous study comparing cortical curvature values between migraine patients

and controls as main objective. This comparison has been performed in regions where differences

between patients with migraine and persistent post-traumatic headache were identified, but no

differences were detected between patients with migraine and controls (Schwedt, Chong, Peplinski,

Ross, & Berisha, 2017).

2.4.2. T2-weighted MRI findings

As stated in section 2.4, T2-weighted images have been employed in the assessment of WMH in

migraine. A meta-analysis reported that migraine is associated with an increased risk of WMH

(Swartz & Kern, 2004). WMH have been found in more recent studies in patients with migraine

(Degirmenci et al., 2007; Messina et al., 2015, 2017, 2013; Rocca, Ceccarelli, Falini, Colombo, et al.,

2006), although they are not always present in patients with migraine (Schmitz, Admiraal-Behloul,

et al., 2008; Tedeschi et al., 2016). The percentage of patients with no WMH is moderate-to-high

in some studies reporting them (42% in (Messina et al., 2017), and 87% in (Messina et al., 2015)).

Regarding the relationship between WMH and migraine, they have been associated with pain

in patients with EM and an unfavorable prognosis (Xie et al., 2018; Yalcin et al., 2018).

2.4.3. Diffusion MRI studies

DTI-based descriptors are the main parameters employed to analyze white matter integrity in

patients with migraine. The most popular method to assess dMRI data from migraine patients is

TBSS, although an important variety of methods has been applied in the literature.

In the following three subsections (A, B and C), the results of the comparisons between the main

groups are described. In the next subsection (D), the results of the correlation analysis between

DTI-based parameters and clinical features are shown. In the last additional two subsections (E

and F), results employing graph theory and non-DTI measures, respectively, are stated.

A. Migraine versus Healthy Controls

The most reported result in the comparison of patients with migraine and controls is reduced

FA in the patients with respect to controls in multiple regions (A. F. M. DaSilva et al., 2007;

Gomez-Beldarrain et al., 2015; Granziera et al., 2006; Kattem Husøy, Eikenes, Håberg, Hagen, &

Stovner, 2019; X. L. Li et al., 2011; Morollón Sánchez-Mateos, 2020; Rocca et al., 2008; Schmitz,

Admiraal-Behloul, et al., 2008; Shibata, Ishiyama, & Matsushita, 2018; Szabó et al., 2018, 2012;

Yu, Yuan, Qin, et al., 2013; Yu, Yuan, Zhao, et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2012). In contrast, higher
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FA values in patients have been identified in the thalamus (Coppola et al., 2014), a gray matter

subcortical region, and in pediatric patients in the optic radiations (Messina et al., 2015).

For the other DTI measures, i.e., AD, MD and RD, there is no clear pattern and the results are

conflicting, finding contradictory trends in specific regions. Regarding AD, lower values in migraine

have been identified in three studies (Messina et al., 2015; Yu, Yuan, Qin, et al., 2013; Yu, Yuan,

Zhao, et al., 2013), while higher values in migraine have been detected in other three studies

(Kattem Husøy et al., 2019; Marciszewski et al., 2019; Qin et al., 2019). Some regions included

in these studies are the corticospinal tract, the inferior and superior longitudinal fasciculus, the

corpus callosum or the brainstem.

With respect to MD, lower values in the patients were identified in the same three studies that

detected lower AD values (Messina et al., 2015; Yu, Yuan, Qin, et al., 2013; Yu, Yuan, Zhao, et

al., 2013). The opposite result, increased MD values in the patients with migraine, has been found

with higher frequency (nine studies) (Chong & Schwedt, 2015; Ito et al., 2016; Kattem Husøy et

al., 2019; Marciszewski et al., 2018, 2019; Qin et al., 2019; Rocca et al., 2008; Shibata et al., 2018;

Szabó et al., 2012). In another study, the reported result was higher ADC in patients with MWoA

compared to controls (Kara et al., 2013). In this context, the ADC is equivalent to the MD.

In the case of RD, lower values in patients with migraine were reported in three studies, two of

them different with respect to the studies that found reduced AD and MD values (Chong, Peplinski,

Berisha, Ross, & Schwedt, 2019; Messina et al., 2015; Szabó et al., 2018). Higher RD values in

patients were identified in six studies (Chong et al., 2019; Chong & Schwedt, 2015; Marciszewski

et al., 2019; Qin et al., 2019; Shibata et al., 2018; Szabó et al., 2012). It is worth noting that in

one study the two trends with statistically significant differences between migraine patients and

controls were detected (Chong et al., 2019). Interestingly, these opposite trends were found in the

cingulum, but in different sections.

In all the previous studies from this subsection, statistically significant differences were de-

scribed. In five studies, no significant differences for any of the four DTI-based parameters were

found between migraine patients and controls (Neeb et al., 2015; Petrušić, Daković, Kačar, Mićić,

& Zidverc-Trajković, 2018; Tedeschi et al., 2016; Tessitore et al., 2015; J. Zhang et al., 2017).

B. Migraine with aura versus Migraine without aura

An important part of the studies included simultaneously patients with Migraine with Aura (MWA)

and Migraine without Aura (MWoA), and the DTI-based parameters of these patients were com-

pared to controls. However, differences between both groups of migraine patients were directly

compared exclusively in seven studies.

In five of these studies, no significant differences between MWA and MWoA were identified

(Granziera et al., 2006; Morollón Sánchez-Mateos, 2020; Shibata et al., 2018; Tedeschi et al., 2016;

Tessitore et al., 2015). With respect to the other two studies, opposite results were obtained. On

the one hand, lower FA values were found in patients with MWA compared to MWoA in the optic
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radiation (Rocca et al., 2008). On the other hand, higher FA values were identified in patients with

MWA in comparison with MWoA in the left parieto-occipital white matter (Szabó et al., 2018).

The two regions with significant differences are involved in visual perception. The tracts of

the optic radiation transmit information from the retina to the visual cortex, while the parieto-

occipital cortex contains visual areas. Considering that aura is mainly related to visual symptoms,

the reported differences may be associated with these symptoms and not with distinct types of

migraine, as stated at the beginning of section 2.1.

C. Chronic Migraine vs Episodic Migraine

Patients with CM were included only in four studies analyzing migraine with dMRI data, but in

three of these studies these patients were not directly compared to EM patients. In one of these

studies, EM patients were finally excluded because after a six-month follow-up the EM group

was composed of patients with both EM and CM at baseline (Gomez-Beldarrain et al., 2015).

In another study, there were only four patients with CM, an insufficient sample size to perform

comparisons with EM (Chong & Schwedt, 2015). In the third study, there was no comparison

between CM and EM because the sample size of the EM group was relatively small to carry out a

direct statistical comparison (Chong et al., 2019).

In the study that compared the CM and EM groups, no statistically significant differences were

found after the correction for multiple comparison (Neeb et al., 2015). In this study, the sample

size was relatively small (21 subjects per group).

A very recent study should be noted. In this study, patients with CM showed decreased FA and

increased MD values compared to the patients with EM (Coppola et al., 2020). This study was

published after the the second contribution of this thesis (Chapter 2 of Part II) (Planchuelo-Gómez,

García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020b), which presents a

similar analysis compared to (Coppola et al., 2020). A comparison of both studies is included in

section 5.2 of Chapter 5 of Part I.

D. Correlation between diffusion and clinical features

Significant correlations between DTI-based measures and clinical features were found in diverse

studies. The clinical features were the duration of migraine and the headache or migraine frequency

in most studies.

For the FA,MD and AD, statistically significant negative correlation was found between dura-

tion of migraine in patients with EM and MWA (X. L. Li et al., 2011; Szabó et al., 2018; Yu, Yuan,

Qin, et al., 2013). In contrast, a significant positive correlation has also been reported between

duration of migraine and MD, although in different regions compared to the negative correlations

with MD (Chong & Schwedt, 2015).

The analysis of headache or migraine frequency was assessed using the number of monthly

days or the number of days since the last attack. A negative correlation with the number of

monthly days, referred as headache/migraine frequency for the rest of this section, is equivalent
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to a positive correlation with the number of days since the last attack. A significant negative

correlation has been found between FA and headache or migraine frequency (Coppola et al., 2014;

Gomez-Beldarrain et al., 2015; X. L. Li et al., 2011). A significant positive correlation has been

identified between MD and headache frequency (Chong et al., 2019).

Statistically significant correlations with other features such as scores from the Hamilton test

(levels of anxiety and depression) (X. L. Li et al., 2011), aura frequency (Petrušić et al., 2018) and

lifetime attack (Szabó et al., 2018) with FA, MD and AD have also been found.

No significant correlations were found in diverse studies (A. F. M. DaSilva et al., 2007; Kara

et al., 2013; Kattem Husøy et al., 2019; Marciszewski et al., 2018, 2019; Messina et al., 2015; Neeb

et al., 2015; Qin et al., 2019; Shibata et al., 2018).

E. Studies with Graph Theory measures

Three studies have employed Graph Theory to assess structural connectivity in patients with

MWoA using DTI-based measures and compare these patients with controls.

In the first study, higher connection global distance and altered topology in structural networks

were reported in MWoA (J. Liu et al., 2013). The second study used two datasets (one of them

for replication) and, in patients with MWoA, higher feeder connection density, abnormal small-

world organization, higher global efficiency and lower strength of structural-functional connectivity

coupling were found (K. Li et al., 2017). In the last study, in patients with MWoA, higher network

integration and nodal efficiency were identified (J. Liu et al., 2017).

F. Studies with advanced diffusion measures

In this section, results from two studies are described. Interestingly, in both studies gray matter

was assessed instead of white matter, in contrast to most dMRI studies.

In the first study, DKI was employed to assess periaqueductal gray matter differences between

patients with EM and controls (Ito et al., 2016). In the evaluated region, mean kurtosis and MD

values were higher in the patients with migraine, while no statistically significant FA differences

were found.

In the second study, the mean average propagator-MRI model was used to evaluate gray mat-

ter differences between patients with migraine without aura and controls (Xiaoyun et al., 2020).

Increased and decreased RTAP, RTOP and RTPP values were higher in patients compared to con-

trols in diverse gray matter regions. These three parameters are described in section C of section

2.2.2.

2.4.4. Functional MRI studies

The target of fMRI is to estimate hemodynamic changes using the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent

(BOLD) signal. To understand the basic principle of fMRI, it is important to define the role of

hemoglobin. Hemoglobin is a protein in the red blood cells that transports the oxygen to the
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tissues. Oxyhemoglobin is the oxygenated form of hemoglobin and it is present in the arteries for

the delivery of oxygen to the cells, while deoxyhemoglobin is the deoxygenated form present in the

veins after the delivery of oxygen. Considering that deoxyhemoglobin is paramagnetic and that

oxyhemoglobin is diamagnetic, the BOLD signal aims to measure signal changes from the tissues

surrounding the blood vessels (Ogawa, Lee, Kay, & Tank, 1990).

Two main fMRI modalities are distinguished. The first one is the so-called resting state fMRI.

In this modality, the subject executes no special activity and must be relaxed, with closed or

opened eyes depending on the experiment. The other modality is task-based fMRI. The subject

must accomplish specific activities while the images are acquired or the response to specific stimuli,

e.g. painful stimuli, is measured during the acquisition.

In migraine fMRI studies, especially in those acquired using the resting state modality, the func-

tional connectivity is estimated, regarding a possible link to the microstructure or the structural

connectivity (Coppola, Di Renzo, Tinelli, Di Lorenzo, et al., 2016; Coppola, Di Renzo, Tinelli,

Lepre, et al., 2016; K. Li et al., 2017). The diverse techniques employed in these studies include

connectivity between different ROIs (ROI-to-ROI analysis), between one specific region and other

regions (seed-to-ROI analysis), between all voxels (voxel-to-voxel analysis) and in specific networks

obtained with Independent Component Analysis (ICA).

Previous review studies have reported functional alterations of the so-called pain matrix (May,

2007, 2009). The pain matrix is a group of regions which have been related to pain and headache

processing. The pain matrix involves subcortical regions, mainly the thalamus and the amygdala,

and cortical regions from every lobe such as the insula, the prefrontal cortex, the cingulate cortex,

the primary sensory cortex and the posterior parietal cortex (May, 2009).

A review has shown that migraine is associated with atypical brain activation in response to

sensory stimuli and functional connectivity leading to enhanced sensory facilitation and reduced

inhibition and habituation between migraine attacks (Schwedt, Chiang, Chong, & Dodick, 2015).

In another review study, it has been suggested that the pain threshold is lower in patients with

migraine during the ictal phase with respect to the interictal phase in response to pressure, cold

and heat stimuli (Russo et al., 2018).

Regarding the comparison between patients with CM and EM, increased resting state functional

connectivity has been identified in CM in regions of the pain matrix (Lee et al., 2019).

Despite the advantages of fMRI, the migraine studies present a poor level of reproducibility

and no specific migraine pattern has been found (Skorobogatykh et al., 2019).

2.4.5. Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy studies

The objective of MRS is to detect biochemical changes in the brain by the identification of certain

metabolites involved in physiological or pathological processes (Lai et al., 2015).

Based on 31P-MRS studies, reduced availability of neuronal energy and mitochondrial dys-

function in the migraine brain has been suggested, together with abnormalities in glutamate and
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γ-aminobutyric acid, and reduced N-Acetylaspartate levels (Younis, Hougaard, Vestergaard, Lars-

son, & Ashina, 2017). In another review study, a slight increase in lactate peak in migraine with

aura compared to migraine without aura patients and controls has been reported (Lakhan, Avra-

mut, & Tepper, 2013).

2.4.6. Combination of MRI modalities

Two studies have employed information from diverse MRI modalities to evaluate simultaneous

structural and functional changes in patients with migraine.

In one study, correlations between functional activity and DTI-based parameters in white mat-

ter were assessed in patients with migraine with aura and controls (Faragó et al., 2019). The

authors found positive correlation between FA and frontal activity, and negative correlation be-

tween RD and frontal activity.

In the other study, the functional connectivity was analyzed in regions where gray matter vol-

ume loss was reported in patients with imgraine according to the meta-analysis of (Jia & Yu,

2017). The authors identified positive functional connections with the insula and negative connec-

tions with the hypothalamus and the visual cortex in migraine patients with respect to controls

(Burke et al., 2020).

None of these studies actually employed a simultaneous analysis with data from more than one

MRI modality. The correlation analysis is unable to detect covariance patterns, while the other

study used the results from a meta-analysis to investigate functional connectivity alterations.
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Chapter 3

Materials and Methods

In this chapter, the most important aspects of the dataset employed in all the contributions of

this thesis and the methods used to process the MRI data are explained. The groups of interest

compared in the diverse studies that compose the compendium are described together with the

details of the MRI acquisition. The different methods used to obtain quantitative parameters for

the comparisons between the groups of interest in each contribution of the compendium and the

statistical analysis carried out for the corresponding comparisons are reported. The full details are

available in each contribution included in the chapters of Part II.

3.1. Database

The complete dataset used in this doctoral thesis was composed of:

• 52 Healthy Controls (HC), including 41 women (79%), aged 36.4 ± 13.1 years (mean ±

standard deviation).

• 57 patients with Episodic Migraine (EM), including 48 women (84%), aged 37.3 ± 8.4 years.

The duration of migraine history was 14.3 ± 11.2 years. No patients suffered from Medication

Overuse Headache (MOH) and 10 patients suffered fromMigraine with Aura (MWA) (17.5%).

• 57 patients with Chronic Migraine (CM), including 51 women (89%), aged 38.1 ± 9.3 years.

The duration of migraine history was 19.8 ± 10.8 years. The time from onset of CM was 26.3

± 34.9 months. Forty-three patients suffered from MOH (75.4%) and two patients suffered

from MWA (3.5%).

All the subjects included in this study, patients and controls, were aged between 18 and 60

years, both limits included, and had an available T1-weighted image. All the subjects except one

HC and one patient with EM presented a complete set of diffusion-weighted MRI volumes. In one

subject from each group, there were errors in the dMRI processing pipeline described in section

3.2.2. Therefore, the database was composed of 50 HC, 54 EM and 56 CM in the studies that

employed dMRI data.
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In sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, specific conditions of the HC and patients with migraine are de-

scribed. In section 3.1.3, the acquisition details of the MRI protocol, typically used in the clinical

routine, are described.

3.1.1. Healthy Controls

It is worth noting that, in migraine studies, it is difficult to find controls who do not harbor a

headache or migraine pathology (Messina, Filippi, & Goadsby, 2018). Considering this point, all

the controls who were scanned fulfilled a questionnaire. The questionnaire was composed of three

groups of questions:

• Group 0. This group included two questions. This part of the questionnaire included

questions related to a previous diagnosis of migraine, made by a neurologist or a primary care

physician (first question), and previous history of headache (suffering from any headache),

with no need of a previous diagnosis (second question). If the subject confirmed a previous

diagnosis of migraine in the first question, s/he was not included in the dataset for this thesis.

If the subject reported no previous headaches, the corresponding subject was included in the

dataset, with no need to answer the questions from groups 1 and 2.

• Group 1. This group included five questions. The first question was related to the frequency

of headache in more than 15 days per month. The remaining questions were associated with

the criterion C of Migraine without Aura (MWoA) from the Third edition of the International

Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-3) (Headache Classification Committee of the

International Headache Society, 2018). These questions were referred to a pulsating quality,

unilateral location, need to stop an activity or rest for at least two hours, and pain aggravated

by physical movement. If three or more questions of this group were positively answered, the

subject was discarded and not included in the dataset.

• Group 2. This group included three questions, all of them associated with the criterion D of

MWoA from the ICHD-3 (Headache Classification Committee of the International Headache

Society, 2018). The questions asked about situations during the headache attack. These

situations were photophobia, phonophobia and nausea and/or vomiting. If two or more

questions were positively answered, the subject was discarded and not included in the dataset.

The complete questionnaire is provided in Appendix A. In any of the combinations to the

questions of the three groups not explicitly mentioned in the previous paragraphs of this section,

the subject was included in the dataset, except if other exclusion criteria were met. In case of

doubtful cases, a neurologist specialized in headaches was asked and decided whether to include

finally the corresponding subject in the study.

The HC were recruited by snowball and convenience sampling and were discarded for the study

if they presented a history (current or past) of psychiatric or neurological diseases, except infrequent

tension-type headache.
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3.1.2. Patients with Migraine

The patients with migraine were screened and recruited by neurologists specialized in headaches

from the Headache Unit at the Hospital Clínico Universitario de Valladolid (Valladolid, Spain).

When these patients were recruited, they were visiting the Headache Unit for first time and their

diagnosis was based on the criteria for EM and CM from the available version of the ICHD-3 (the

current or the beta version). The inclusion criteria for the patients were the following:

• Stable clinical situation for at least three months before the visit to the Headache Unit.

• No intake of any preventive treatment at the moment of the visit.

• Migraine onset before the age of 50 years.

• Suffering from migraine for at least one year.

If a preventive treatment was prescribed at the visit, the patient started the treatment after the

MRI acquisition. The patients were required to fulfill a headache diary the three months before the

final inclusion in the dataset. From this diary, the information about the frequency of headache

and migraine was gathered. The exclusion criteria were the following:

• Suffering from headache between 10 and 14 days per month, both limits included. The reason

was that these patients are the so-called high-frequency EM, and to avoid any misclassification

between CM and EM, they were not included.

• Painful disorders or conditions different to migraine or headache for at least 10 days per

month.

• Primary or secondary headaches except infrequent tension-type headache and MOH.

• Psychiatric or neurological disorders different from migraine.

• Pregnancy.

• Previous diagnosis of anxiety or depression or with a positive diagnosis according to the

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale thresholds (Zigmond & Snaith, 1983).

MOH was considered as the consumption of analgesics and/or triptans for at least 10 days per

month, following the ICHD-3 (Headache Classification Committee of the International Headache

Society, 2018).

3.1.3. MRI acquisition

Regarding the patients with migraine, the MRI acquisition was performed during an interictal

period, one or two weeks after the visit at the Headache Unit.

In the same session, a set of T1- and diffusion-weighted images were acquired with a Philips

Achieva 3T MRI unit (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). The T1-weighted images were

acquired in first place, being followed by the diffusion-weighted images. A 32-channel head coil

was employed in the acquisition. The MRI unit was located in the MRI facility at the Universidad
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de Valladolid (Valladolid, Spain). The total acquisition time for each subject was approximately

18 minutes.

The acquisition parameters for the high-resolution 3D T1-weighted were the following:

• Turbo Field Echo sequence.

• TR = 8.1 ms, TE = 3.7 ms.

• Flip angle = 8°.

• Matrix size = 256 × 256 (each slice), with 160 sagittal slices to cover the whole brain.

• Spatial resolution = 1 × 1 × 1 mm3.

The acquisition parameters for the diffusion-weighted images were:

• TR = 9000 ms, TE = 86 ms.

• Flip angle = 90°.

• Matrix size = 128 × 128 (each slice), with 66 axial slices to cover the whole brain.

• Spatial resolution = 2 × 2 × 2 mm3.

• One baseline volume (b = 0 s/mm2) and single-shell acquisition with 61 different gradient

orientations and b-value = 1000 s/mm2.

The 61 gradient directions were obtained following a sampling strategy in a way that the

directions could be subsampled into one 40 gradient directions scheme and another 21 gradient

directions scheme.

The acquisitions were performed between May 2014 and July 2018.

3.2.Methodology

The main objective of the methods implemented in this thesis is to extract quantitative parameters

in diverse voxels, ROIs or connections for the comparison of these values between patients with

CM and EM and HC.

In this section, the diverse processing steps for the different contributions are described in detail.

The main neuroimaging software employed for the image processing were FreeSurfer (https://sur

fer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/), MRtrix (Tournier et al., 2019) and FMRIB Software Library (FSL)

(Jenkinson, Beckmann, Behrens, Woolrich, & Smith, 2012). MATLAB and R statistical software

were employed to complement and perform the analyses and processing carried out with the neu-

roimaging software. Furthermore, some steps of the neuroimaging software ran under MATLAB

environment or use MATLAB scripts.

The three neuroimaging software platforms previously mentioned were used because of their

versatility and wide use in the literature. FreeSurfer was employed to analyze in detail gray matter

morphometry parameters from different regions and a segmentation of multiple brain structures.

FSL was the software used for the TBSS analysis, and allowed the computation of DTI-based
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parameters and dMRI preprocessing among multiple functions. MRtrix was used because of its

similar functions with respect to FSL, but it allowed to perform additional dMRI preprocessing

steps and to carry out tractography and connectomics analysis.

3.2.1. Gray Matter Morphometry

The FreeSurfer pipeline was applied to the T1-weighted images in order to obtain the gray mat-

ter morphometry parameters. Briefly, this pipeline segmented diverse regions and tissues of the

brain and also other parameters, including those associated with gray matter morphometry, were

extracted. The objective of the implementation of the FreeSurfer pipeline was to obtain diverse

descriptors of the structure in multiple regions to characterize the pattern of gray matter alter-

ations in migraine compared to controls and between CM and EM. The extraction of the gray

matter morphometry parameters through the FreeSurfer pipeline is the key element of the analysis

in Chapter 1 of Part II and the extracted parameters are also employed in Chapter 6 of Part II.

A summary of all the steps carried out in the FreeSurfer pipeline is shown below:

1. Motion correction. This step was carried out to correct small motions between source

volumes, including an average of the volumes (Reuter, Rosas, & Fischl, 2010). If there is

only one volume, as in the case of a unique T1-weighted image, the original volume is used

in subsequent steps.

2. Intensity normalization. A non-parametric approach was used for the automatic correc-

tion of intensity non-uniformity (Sled, Zijdenbos, & Evans, 1998).

3. Talairach transformation. This transformation was an automated affine registration from

the original volume to the MNI305 atlas in the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space.

4. Normalization. Another normalization was carried out to scale the intensity of all voxels

so that the mean intensity of the white matter voxels was equal to 110.

5. Skull strip. The watershed algorithm was applied in order to remove the skull (Segonne et

al., 2004).

6. Automatic Subcortical Segmentation. This step included six stages. These stages

were initial registration to a template (the CGA atlas), canonical normalization, canonical

registration (nonlinear transformation) to the template, neck removal from the image of the

global second step, registration with the skull and subcortical labeling (Fischl et al., 2002;

Fischl, Salat, et al., 2004).

7. Computation of subcortical values. In this step, the values of the volume, among other

variables, were obtained for subcortical gray matter regions and other regions such as the

CSF or divisions of the corpus callosum.

8. Second normalization. An intensity correction was performed, but without the skull, in

contrast to the previous major normalization.

9. White matter segmentation. A mask of the white matter was created using the intensity,

neighborhood and smoothness constraints.
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10. Cut and fill. From the white matter image, the subcortical mass was created. The brain

hemispheres were separated and binarized to 255 (left) and 127 (right). The mid brain was

cut from the cerebrum.

11. Tessellation. The surface model of the subject was created from the result of the previous

step. The generation of the surface was based on covering the filled hemisphere with triangles,

creating vertices in the points where the triangles met (Fischl, Liu, & Dale, 2001; Segonne,

Pacheco, & Fischl, 2007).

12. Surface smoothing. The vertices were adjusted to reduce the angle between triangles.

13. Surface inflation. The objective of this step was to minimize metric distortion, but pre-

serving distances and areas (Fischl, Sereno, & Dale, 1999).

14. QSphere. A quasi-homeomorphic spherical transformation was applied to the inflated sur-

face. This was the initial stage of the automatic topology fixing and the objective was to

detect topological defects, i.e., holes in a filled hemisphere.

15. Automatic Topology Fixer. The defects identified in the previous step were corrected

and the number of vertices was changed.

16. Surface deformation. The intensity gradients were employed to determine the placement

of the borders between gray and white matter, and between gray matter and CSF (Dale,

Fischl, & Sereno, 1999; Fischl & Dale, 2000). The white matter and pial surfaces were

generated and the information from thickness and curvature was gathered. The pial surface

was created from the expansion of the white matter surface following the gray matter-CSF

intensity gradient.

17. Cortical Ribbon Mask. Binary volume masks of the cortical ribbon were created.

18. Spherical Inflation. The original surface was inflated again for the registration of the the

surface to the spherical atlas.

19. Ipsilateral Surface Registration. Registration of the spherically inflated surface to the

spherical atlas (Fischl, Sereno, Tootell, & Dale, 1999). This step was important to match

cortical geometry across subjects.

20. Contralateral Surface Registration. Same technique compared to the previous step, but

the registration was carried out to the contralateral atlas.

21. Average Curvature. The average curvature was resampled from the atlas to the subject

curvature.

22. Cortical Parcellation. A neuronanatomical label was assigned to each region of the cortical

surface considering the geometric information from the cortical model (Fischl, van der Kouwe,

et al., 2004).

23. Parcellation values. Different values were assigned to each neuroanatomical cortical label.

Among these values, the surface area, the gray matter volume, the cortical thickness and the

mean curvature were included.
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Figure 3.1: Example of a T1-weighted image (left) and the corresponding cortical parcellation from the FreeSurfer

pipeline (right).

Figure 3.2: Example of a T1-weighted image (left) and the corresponding cortical parcellation from the FreeSurfer

pipeline including only regions from the Desikan-Killiany atlas (right).

The result of the cortical parcellation was an image with 2034 labeled regions, including the

background (value 0). An example of the final image created by the FreeSurfer pipeline is shown

in Figure 3.1.

In the analysis carried out in this thesis, the Desikan-Killiany atlas was used (Desikan et al.,

2006). This atlas is composed of 68 cortical regions (34 bilateral regions), the cerebellum (bilateral)

and 14 subcortical regions (seven bilateral regions). The gray matter volume is computed for the

84 regions, while the cortical curvature, cortical thickness and surface area only for the 68 cortical

regions. The regions of the Desikan-Killiany atlas are detailed in Appendix B. An example of the

cortical parcellation including only some regions of the Desikan-Killiany atlas is shown in Figure

3.2.
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3.2.2. Diffusion MRI processing

DMRI processing is the key element of the comparisons to extract quantitative parameters to

assess the white matter integrity in patients with CM and EM and HC in Chapters 2 and 3 of Part

II. The objective of the evaluation of diffusion descriptors was the identification of white matter

structural differences between patients with migraine and controls and between CM and EM.

In the next subsections, the most important aspects of the preprocessing of diffusion-weighted

images (subsection A), the TBSS analysis (subsection B) and the advanced diffusion measures

obtained with AMURA (subsection C) are described. These methods have been directly applied

in Chapters 2 and 3 of Part II.

A. Preprocessing

All the preprocessing steps were carried out using the MRtrix and the FSL software. The dMRI

preprocessing pipeline was composed of three steps.

The first step was image noise reduction. Based on the redundancy of dMRI data, a PCA de-

noising algorithm was applied. This algorithm assumes that the eigenvalues of the principal com-

ponents associated exclusively with noise follow the Marchenko-Pastur distribution, parametrized

by non-Gaussian noise variance (Veraart, Fieremans, & Novikov, 2016; Veraart, Novikov, et al.,

2016). The objective of this step was to preserve the components that carry diffusion signal in-

formation, removing the components that only contained noise. The algorithm was computed in

diverse sliding windows or kernels that include a 3D neighborhood of the diffusion-weighted image.

The dwidenoise command from MRtrix was employed for this step.

The second step consisted of correction for motion and eddy currents-induced distortions. The

eddy currents-induced field and the subject movement were estimated using a Gaussian Process

and a theoretical prediction was compared to the observed diffusion-weighted volume to correct

the distortion and movement effects (Andersson & Sotiropoulos, 2016). This step was implemented

using the dwipreproc command from MRtrix, which employs the eddy tool from FSL. It is worth

noting that, in this step, susceptibility-induced distortion correction could be also carried out,

but at least two baseline volumes with opposite diffusion encoding directions, unavailable in our

sample, are needed. This last distortion is related to B0 field inhomogeneities.

The last step was a B1 field inhomogeneity correction. Briefly, the bias field was estimated using

a stochastic process, a hidden Markov random field model, and incorporating an expectation-

maximization algorithm (Y. Zhang, Brady, & Smith, 2001). For this step, the dwibiascorrect

command from MRtrix was employed.

After these preprocessing steps, a dMRI mask was created using the dwi2mask command from

MRtrix and the diffusion tensor was fitted at each voxel with the dtifit tool from FSL. The dtifit tool

uses the values from the diffusion tensor to extract the values of the DTI-based parameters (FA,

AD, RD and MD in this thesis) at each voxel and create a map with the values of the descriptors.

An example of these maps for the four parameters is shown in Figure 3.3. These maps were used
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Figure 3.3: Example of an axial slice for each of the four main DTI-based parameters. Top-left: FA, top-right:

AD, bottom-left: MD, bottom-right: RD.

in Chapters 2 and 3 of Part II to characterize white matter properties of patients with CM and

EM and HC.

B. TBSS

Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS) is used to overcome the limitations of other methods by

measuring the values of the diffusion descriptors in the center of the white matter tracts. The

TBSS pipeline creates a skeleton where the statistical comparisons of the diffusion measures be-

tween the groups of interest are carried out, while the remaining parts of the brain are ignored in

the comparisons. This pipeline was carried out to determine the white matter integrity differences

between patients with CM and EM and HC in Chapters 2 and 3 of Part II. Moreover, it was also

used to evaluate the impact of sample size and the number of diffusion orientations in comparisons

between groups in dMRI in Chapter 4 of Part II. The TBSS pipeline is carried out in four steps
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Figure 3.4: Example of an axial slice of the mean FA image with its corresponding mask of the skeleton in green.

to carry out voxelwise statistical comparisons between the groups in the obtained skeleton. These

four steps are firstly applied to the FA images. Next, the TBSS pipeline was applied to the remain-

ing diffusion descriptors based on DTI or from Apparent Measures Using Reduced Acquisitions

(AMURA), all of them described in section C of section 2.2.2.

The first step was simply an organization of the FA images in a common directory. The FA

images of all the subjects, including every group of interest, CM, EM and HC in this thesis, were

stored in the directory.

The second step was the non-linear registration of the FA images to the 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 MNI

standard space. This step was initialized with a linear transformation, implemented with the

FLIRT tool from FSL, and the non-linear transformation was obtained with the FNIRT tool from

FSL.

The third step was the application of the non-linear transformation to each FA image. Each

image was registered to the MNI space. In this space, all the registered FA images were merged

into a single Four-dimensional (4D) file, with the fourth dimension representing each subject. The

mean of all FA images was created and the resulting mean image was skeletonized, i.e., an image

composed of the central area of the white matter tracts was obtained.

The fourth step was the projection of the FA images onto the mean FA image, considering that

FA values lower than 0.2 were considered as non-white matter voxels. This 0.2 threshold was used

to create a binary mask. The result of this step was a 4D image with the skeletonized FA for each

subject. The voxelwise statistical analysis was performed on the skeleton voxels. An example of

the skeleton is shown in Figure 3.4.

For any non-FA diffusion measure, an organization of the images equivalent to the one men-

tioned in the first TBSS step was carried out. The transformations of the FA images were used to

skeletonize each diffusion measure of interest.
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Bearing in mind that the TBSS analysis of the groups of interest presents special characteristics,

its most important aspects are outlined. The statistical comparison was carried out with the

randomise tool from FSL, based on the nonparametric permutations test, with 5000 permutations

(Nichols & Holmes, 2002). In this analysis, the values between the groups for the original sample

(first permutation) and for additional 4999 permutations, i.e. random sampling of the subjects,

were compared. Basically, if the statistic of the original sample is among the 5% highest values

(considering a threshold of 0.05 for statistical significance), there are significant differences between

the assessed groups. To correct for multiple comparisons (voxels) in each assessment, the threshold-

free cluster enhancement option was employed (S. M. Smith & Nichols, 2009), which is a family-wise

error correction. Further corrections considering the number of comparisons are detailed in Chapter

2 of Part II and (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de

Luis-García, 2020b).

To localize the white matter regions with statistically significant differences, two atlases were

employed. The main atlas was the Johns Hopkins University ICBM-DTI-81-White Matter Atlas

(Oishi et al., 2008), whose regions are detailed in Appendix C. To cover areas that are not included

in the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas, the White-Matter Tractography Atlas was employed

(Hua et al., 2008), whose regions are detailed in Appendix D. The minimum volume to consider

statistically significant results was 30 mm3.

C. AMURA

AMURA is a method used to obtain diffusion descriptors alternative to the DTI-based measures

and overcome the limitations of the diffusion tensor. AMURA is used to find differences not

identified with DTI due to the oversimplification of the diffusion tensor model. The details of its

implementation to compare diffusion descriptors using TBSS between patients with CM and EM

and HC are included in Chapter 3 of Part II.

AMURA (https://www.lpi.tel.uva.es/AMURA) is based on the use of a reduced number of

acquisitions of the estimated EAP. An important problem linked to the Ensemble Average diffusion

Propagator (EAP) is the long acquisition time needed to obtain large datasets with many samples in

different shells and even large b-values related to low SNR and diffusion artifacts. This acquisition

time is longer compared to the protocol employed for DTI studies due to the use of multiple b-

values with a high number of diffusion orientations. The long time required for the estimation

of the EAP makes the associated dMRI acquisitions almost unfeasible for the clinical practice.

Moreover, some b-values (the highest) are unavailable in diverse commercial MRI scanners.

The main idea of AMURA is that a constrained model with simpler acquisition protocols,

including a single-shell acquisition, can exhibit microstructural changes with apparent measures

in comparison with the non-apparent measures from the whole EAP (Aja-Fernández et al., 2020;

Aja-Fernández, Tristán-Vega, & Jones, 2021). This hypothesis is based on the EAP methods that

average the radial behavior of the diffusion signal with a radial integral, causing that a part of
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the information from the multi-shell acquisitions is not actually used. Briefly, AMURA uses an

apparent value at a single b-value instead of an average for a set of b-values.

The scalar measures used to characterize microstructural properties are the Return-to-axis

Probability (RTAP), Return-to-origin Probability (RTOP) and Return-to-plane Probability (RTPP).

The computation of these measures is simpler with AMURA compared to the whole EAP. Details

of the equations and implementation for each measure are provided in (Aja-Fernández et al., 2020).

In Chapter 3 of Part II, the implementation details applied to the dataset of this thesis are de-

scribed. Briefly, using single-shell acquisitions, the integrals employed to characterize the diffusion

signal in a sphere are simplified. For example, in the case of RTOP, the 3D integration of the

whole space (q-space) is reduced to the integral on the surface of a sphere. For the extraction of

the scalar measures, the numerical implementation of their respective integrals is based on spher-

ical harmonics series, which basically is the spherical equivalent to the Cartesian Fourier series.

Some assumptions are used for the numerical implementations considering single-shell acquisitions

in AMURA. The ADC is independent from the radial direction, the RTOP is reduced to the inte-

gration on the surface of a single shell (no sampling of the whole q-space), the RTPP is integrated

with respect to the radial component and the RTAP is reduced to a line integral independent from

the radial component.

To define the numerical implementation of the RTOP, firstly it is important to define the 0-th

order coefficient of the spherical harmonics expansion:

C0,0{H(θ,φ)}= 1√
4π

∫
S
H(θ,φ)dS, (3.1)

where C0,0 is the 0-th order coefficient of the spherical harmonics expansion and is related to the

integral of a signal H(θ,φ) over the surface of the unit sphere S, and θ and φ are the angular

coordinates used to define a spherical system. The RTOP is defined implemented as follows:

RTOP = 1
(4π)2τ3/2C0,0{(D(θ,φ))−3/2}, (3.2)

where τ is an effective diffusion time to compute the motion of water molecules in a voxel, described

in subsection B of section 2.2.2 in association with the b-value, andD(θ,φ) is the ADC, independent

from the radial direction. The RTPP is defined as follows:

RTPP = 1√
4πτ
· 1√

DSH(r0)
, (3.3)

where DSH is a version of the original diffusion signal regularized using spherical harmonics and

r0 is the direction of maximum diffusion. The RTAP is defined as follows:

RTAP = 1
2 ·4π2τ

G

{
1

D(θ′)

}
(r0) = 2Ψ(r0), (3.4)

where G is the Funk-Radon transform and Ψ(r) is the pQ-Balls, detailed in (Tristán-Vega, Westin,

& Aja-Fernández, 2010). Further details can be found in (Aja-Fernández et al., 2020).
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Although AMURA does not employ the eigenvalues from the diffusion tensor, they can be used

to obtain the RTAP, RTOP and RTPP. To better understand the interpretation of these three

scalar measures, their value as a function of the eigenvalues from the diffusion tensor assuming a

Gaussian probability density function for the diffusion signal are shown below, starting with the

RTOP:

RTOP = 1√
(4πτ)3

· 1√
λ1 ·λ2 ·λ3

. (3.5)

The RTOP has been described as a better marker for cellularity and diffusion restrictions

compared to the MD (Avram et al., 2016).

The RTPP is inversely related to the AD, as shown below:

RTPP = 1√
4πτ
· 1√

λ1
. (3.6)

The RTPP has been remarked as a biomarker of restrictive barriers to the diffusion in the axial

or main direction, being related to the mean pore length (Özarslan et al., 2013).

The RTAP is inversely associated in the Gaussian diffusion model, as shown below:

RTAP = 1√
(4πτ)2

· 1√
λ2 ·λ3

. (3.7)

In contrast to the RTPP, the RTAP is an indicator of restrictive diffusion in the radial direction.

The inverse relationships between the DTI- and EAP-based measures can also be seen in Figure

3.5.

The previous mathematical expressions are, however, extremely sensitive to very low values of

the diffusion tensor, which can appear due to noise and outliers, leading to numerical instabilities.

This problem can make it impossible to carry out the comparisons that are intended. Therefore,

specific numerical implementations such as those shown in equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) are

necessary for advanced dMRI approaches.

3.2.3. Effects of diffusion acquisition parameters and sam-
ple size on diffusion MRI

The effect of changes in diffusion acquisition parameters in DTI-based parameters has been previ-

ously assessed (Aja-Fernández et al., 2018; Barrio-Arranz, de Luis-García, Tristán-Vega, Martín-

Fernández, & Aja-Fernández, 2015; Jones, 2004). With regard to the number of gradients, a higher

value has been associated with lower mean FA and AD and lower variance for the AD (Barrio-

Arranz et al., 2015). In contrast, higher mean RD, particularly at low resolution, has been observed

(Barrio-Arranz et al., 2015). Moreover, in a study with schizophrenia patients, the FA has been

shown to be particularly sensitive to changes in the number of diffusion gradients and the SNR,

while the MD showed greater robustness (Aja-Fernández et al., 2018).
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Figure 3.5: Example of an axial slice for each of the three EAP-based parameters obtained with AMURA and the

corresponding inversely related DTI-based parameters.

These previous studies did not assess simultaneously the effects of the variation of the number

of diffusion gradients and the effect of changing the sample size, important sources of variance.

Considering the results from (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Ro-

dríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020b), reported also in section 4.2.2 and Chapter 2 of Part II, the AD

differences were compared between the two migraine groups using the TBSS procedure, but with

1000 permutations instead of 5000. The 61 gradient directions scheme of the dMRI acquisition was

designed to be subsampled it into a 40 gradient and a 21 gradient directions scheme. The details

of this analysis are included in Chapter 4 of Part II.

To analyze the effect of the sample size, subsamples of the original sample of patients with CM

and EM were generated. After the comparison with the original sample, 25 random subsamples

with 50 subjects per group were simulated from the whole sample. In each subsample, the TBSS

inference procedure was carried out and the number of regions with significant differences was

collected. The median value of the number of regions with significant differences across the 25

comparisons in each subsample was considered as the figure of merit. The same procedure was

repeated with five less subjects per group (e.g. 45 subjects in the next iteration) until no significant

differences for any gradient scheme was found. This process is represented in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram showing the strategy to obtain the subsamples used to compare the AD between

patients with CM and EM.

3.2.4. Connectomics processing

The connectomics processing allows the specific analysis of the connections between gray matter

regions through white matter. With respect to the TBSS analysis, connections between ROIs are

evaluated instead of white matter regions. For the evaluation of the structural connections, two

main components are necessary, a tractography to define the trajectories of the reconstructed white

matter tracts, and a segmentation of the cortical and subcortical regions that include the ROIs

to be considered. The segmentation was extracted with the FreeSurfer pipeline. The objective

of connectomics was to assess the different structural connectivity patterns between patients with

CM and EM and HC. The details of the connectomics analysis are described in Chapter 5 of Part

II.

The connectomics processing was based on Anatomically-Constrained Tractography (ACT) as

tractography method (R. E. Smith, Tournier, Calamante, & Connelly, 2012). Before the ACT,

some processing steps of the results from T1- and diffusion-weighted images were necessary.

With regard to the procedure related to the T1-weighted images, a Five-tissue-type (5TT)

image was obtained. This image is a 4D binary image with masks of five types of brain tissues,

which are cortical gray matter, subcortical gray matter, white matter, CSF and pathological tissue.

The pathological tissue mask could have only 0 values, i.e., no pathological tissue. Moreover, the

parcellation from FreeSurfer was linearly registered to the FA image for each subject using the

FLIRT tool from FSL.

The objective of the dMRI processing was to estimate the Fiber Orientation Distribution

(FOD), which was necessary to perform the ACT. For this step, it was assumed that all white

matter fiber bundles present the same diffusion features. From this assumption, the diffusion-

weighted signal attenuation over the surface of a sphere would be expressed as the convolution

over a sphere of a response function with the FOD (Tournier, Calamante, Gadian, & Connelly,

2004). Then, the response function, which is the diffusion-weighted attenuation profile for a typi-
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cal fiber bundle, was estimated with the dwi2response function from MRtrix before the extraction

of the FOD (Tournier, Calamante, & Connelly, 2013). Constrained spherical deconvolution was

employed to estimate the FOD with the dwi2fod function from MRtrix (Tournier, Calamante, &

Connelly, 2007). This spherical convolution-deconvolution procedure was based on the spherical

harmonic series.

ACT was performed using a probabilistic algorithm based on a second-order integration over

the FOD represented with spherical harmonics with the tckgen function from MRtrix (Tournier,

Calamante, & Connelly, 2010). The streamlines followed with higher probability the paths where

the FOD amplitude was large. The number of streamlines per tractography was 10 million for

each subject. The tractography results were filtered with the second version of the Spherical-

deconvolution Informed Filtering of Tractograms algorithm (R. E. Smith, Tournier, Calamante, &

Connelly, 2015). The filtering step was carried out considering the information from the spherical

deconvolution model to adjust properly the streamline count of each from the tractography. This

adjustment allows to obtain an adequate quantification of the number of streamlines using the

information from the dMRI data and reducing possible errors or bias from the tractography algo-

rithm. The basic idea of the filtering algorithm is the application of a cross-sectional multiplier to

the reconstructed streamline to optimize the whole-brain tractogram.

From the tractography, a structural connectivity matrix composed of the 84 regions from the

Desikan-Killiany atlas was created for each subject. This matrix was undirected, i.e. symmetric,

and represented the number of streamlines in each connection. The mean value of the DTI-based

measures was also computed in each connection. Thus, there was one matrix with the number

of streamlines and one matrix per each DTI parameter (e.g. FA). The diagonal elements were

considered as self-connections. This was made because a streamline can start and end in different

areas from the same region.

For the statistical analysis, if the mean of the number of streamlines in the three groups (CM,

EM and HC) was lower than 1000 in a connection (cell of the structural connectivity matrix), this

connection was not included in the analysis. The reason of the exclusion of these weak connections

was that the results related to these connections may be unreliable, i.e., associated with false

positives.

A summary of the whole connectomics processing is shown in Figure 3.7.

3.2.5. Fusion of MRI modalities

The aim of the fusion analysis of diverse MRI modalities is to characterize the relationship be-

tween the alterations of diverse structural properties with no dependence relationship (independent

modalities). The most simple approach to determine the relationship between two modalities is the

correlation analysis, but the covariance patterns between the modalities are not captured. Thus,

more sophisticated approaches are employed to assess if the changes in a modality are associated

with the alterations in another modality. In this thesis, the objective was the characterization of
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Figure 3.7: Connectomics processing pipeline. Schematic diagram showing the steps followed to obtain the

structural connectivity matrix in each subject. Figure from (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-

Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020a).

the relationship between the alterations of gray matter structure and structural connectivity in

patients with CM and EM compared to HC, assessing possible differences between both migraine

types. The complete details of the fusion analysis of structural MRI data are reported in Chapter

6 of Part II.

In this analysis, the four gray matter morphometry parameters and the number of streamlines

from the connectomics assessment were the employed features and they were analyzed in pairs. The

gray matter volume was not assessed with thickness and area because of their direct relationship,

considering that the objective was the assessment of independent types of data, i.e., with no

clear straightforward association. The analysis of the relationship between the features from both

modalities was carried out using the mCCA and jICA methods. In this case, it was assumed that

the multimodal dataset was a linear mixture of mixing profiles and independent sources. The

approach employed in this analysis was based on the worked firstly developed in (Sui et al., 2011)

using the Fusion ICA Toolbox (http://trendscenter.org/software/fit/), version 2.0d.
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With respect to the original implementation of the Fusion ICA Toolbox, two main modifications

have been included in this thesis.

The first modification is related to the adaptation of the data to the use of the toolbox. Con-

sidering MRI data, the toolbox was designed to use original images (e.g. fMRI data) or processed

images (e.g. FA maps). A consequence is that no gray matter morphometry (no possible voxelwise

map currently) or structural connectural connectivity data (cells from adjancency matrices) could

be included in the fusion analysis. The target of this modification is to extend the method for

the application of any type of numerical data, removing the restriction of the exclusive use of

volumetric maps or original images. Therefore, the code of the toolbox was adapted to accept data

of any type based on a set of numerical values. Furthermore, data from modalities such as gray

matter morphometry and structural modality could be assessed following the same mathematical

procedure as in the original implementation.

The second modification is related to the number of components selected to carry out the

fusion analysis. The aim of this modification is to develop a new method to determine the number

of components, completely independent with respect to the approach employed originally. As

mentioned in the previous paragraph, the toolbox was designed to process MRI original data or

images with the same dimensions of MRI data. Considering this dimensionality, the procedure

followed to determine the number of components to summarize the data was designed to manage

datasets with a large amount of values (the number of voxels), but it is not optimal for relatively

small datasets. Therefore, an alternative approach to estimate the number of components was

implemented. Further details about this approach are described throughout this section and in

Chapter 6 of Part II.

Two important concepts should be explained before describing the fusion method itself: the

principal components and the canonical variants.

From PCA, the principal components are obtained. The PCA is used to summarize the infor-

mation from a large set of variables into a group of uncorrelated variables that are ordered from

highest to lowest explained variance of the original variables. Therefore, the principal components

are variables that explain the variability of a dataset, and a few of them are employed to summarize

a dataset of interest. In the case of ICA, the independent components (equivalent to the principal

components) are equally important and there is no order dependence.

CCA is used to characterize the relationships between two groups of variables, and the canonical

variants are extracted from this analysis. The canonical variants explain not only, the variability

of one group of variables, but also between the two groups of variables. The pairs of canonical

variants are independent and ordered from highest to lowest correlation.

The previous steps to the mCCA-jICA procedure were the determination of the optimal number

of components and of canonical variants, and the dimension reduction via singular value decompo-

sition. The determination of the number of components was based on the Horn’s test (Horn, 1965).

Briefly, the eigenvalues of each original dataset were obtained and compared to the eigenvalues of

500 random datasets of the same dimensionality. The number of components to be retained was
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equal to the number of eigenvalues from the original dataset greather than the 95th percentile of

the corresponding eigenvalues from the random datasets. Further details about these steps are

included in Chapter 6 of Part II and (Planchuelo-Gómez et al., 2021).

Regarding the fusion methodology, mCCA was carried out before jICA. The objective of the

combination of both methods was to link the independent components for each modality, gray

matter morphometry and structural connectivity. This objective was possible thanks to the ini-

tialization by mCCA, related to the maximum correlation across the modalities provided by the

canonical variants (Correa, Li, Adali, & Calhoun, 2008).

The advantage of mCCA over CCA is that variables of different size or dimension, as it could

be expected from data of multiple MRI modalities, can be assessed simultaneously. The objective

of mCCA was to maximize the correlation between the assessed modalities. The canonical variants

from each modality represented the mixing profile, i.e., the contribution of each component (the

source from each modality) to the individual features (S.-G. Kim, Jung, Kim, Jang, & Kwon,

2015).

The objective of jICA was the maximization of the independence of the associated compo-

nents from mCCA in order to extract independent sources for each modality. The obtained joint

independent components represented the independent sources.

To sum up, the sources for each group and a mixing profile per modality for every subject were

obtained. The mixing coefficients were compared between the groups following standard statistical

procedures, as described in section 3.2.6. The sources were expressed as Z-scores and represented

the weight of the regions or connections to a joint independent component. To determine the

regions or connections altered in a component, the positive and negative outliers of the Z-scores

were identified. More detailed description of the method is included in Part II and (Planchuelo-

Gómez et al., 2021).

With regard to the differences between groups, two main options were possible. The first option

was based on differences of the regions or connections detected by the Z-score outliers, for example,

negative Z-scores in controls and positive Z-scores in the migraine groups. The second option was

based on the comparison of the mixing coefficients, also considering the values of the Z-scores. The

diverse possible situations are summarized below:

• Positive Z-scores and mixing coefficients. In this case, the group with significantly

higher values of mixing coefficients would present higher expression of the assessed parameter

(e.g. number of streamlines).

• Negative Z-scores and positive mixing coefficients. The group with significantly higher

values of mixing coefficients would present lower expression of the assessed parameter.

• Positive Z-scores and negative mixing coefficients. The group with significantly higher

values of mixing coefficients would present lower expression of the assessed parameter.

• Negative Z-scores and mixing coefficients. The group with significantly higher values

of mixing coefficients would present higher expression of the assessed parameter.
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The summary of the mCCA-jICA fusion methodology, including the data which were employed,

is shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: mCCA-jICA processing pipeline. Schematic diagram showing the steps followed to obtain the mixing

coefficients and spatial sources. The regions and connections included in this figure have only illustrative purpose

and should not be confused with the results. Figure from (Planchuelo-Gómez et al., 2021).
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3.2.6. Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was similar for all the studies included in the doctoral thesis, with the

exception of the TBSS analysis, which has been described in section B. Other particular aspects

related to the fusion MRI analysis are described in section 3.2.5.

For the assessment of continuous variables, which included the variables from the MRI pro-

cessing, Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Levene's test were conducted to determine the normality and

homogeneity of variance of the data. If the normality and homogeneity assumptions were met for

all the variables from the three groups (HC, EM and CM) a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

was used, while the Kruskal-Wallis test was employed otherwise. For comparisons between the two

migraine groups, the two-tailed unpaired t-test or the Mann-Whitney U test were employed. To

assess two-by-two post-hoc comparisons, the Tukey-Kramer test was employed after the ANOVA

and the Conover-Iman test was used after the Kruskal-Wallis test. If a covariate was added to the

analysis of the three groups, an Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) test was employed, using the

Tukey-Kramer test for post-hoc comparisons.

The comparison of categorical variables was carried out with a chi-square test for analysis

between the three groups, and with a Fisher's exact test in case of analysis between two groups.

To correct for multiple comparisons, the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate method was

used (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). The threshold for statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.

For the correlation analysis, the Spearman's rank correlation test (most analyses conducted in this

doctoral thesis) or the Pearson correlation coefficient was employed.
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Chapter 4

Results

The objective of this chapter is to give an overview of the results obtained in the thesis instead

of providing separately detailed results from each contribution. The detailed description of these

results can be found in the each chapter of Part II.

The results of this thesis are mainly based on the comparisons of numerical descriptors of

diverse structural properties of the brain between patients with Chronic Migraine (CM) and with

Episodic Migraine (EM) and Healthy Controls (HC) (three groups). The structural parameters

that were compared between the three groups were gray matter morphometry (Chapter 1 of Part

II), DTI-based and Ensemble Average diffusion Propagator (EAP)-based measures from Apparent

Measures Using Reduced Acquisitions (AMURA) in white matter regions (Chapters 2 and 3 of Part

II, respectively). DTI-based descriptors and number of streamlines were assessed in connections

between gray matter regions (Chapter 5 of Part II). Moreover, the number of streamlines and the

gray matter morphometry parameters were simultaneously assessed to determine the relationships

between these parameters and identify additional patterns in both migraine groups (Chapter 6 of

Part II).

Taking into account the comparisons between both migraine groups and controls, this chapter

is organized in two main blocks. In the first block, the comparisons between the patients with

migraine (both CM and EM) and HC are described (section 4.1), considering that the identified

differences in EM and CM with respect to controls were similar. In the second block, the compar-

isons between both groups of migraine, CM and EM, are defined (section 4.2). In the following

section, the correlation results between the diverse clinical parameters and the MRI measures (sec-

tion 4.3) is outlined. Finally, the results of the effects of changing sample size and dMRI acquisition

parameters in statistical comparisons (section 4.4 and Chapter 4 of Part II) are detailed.
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Table 4.1: Minimum (first row of each group) and maximum (second row of each group) values of the gray matter

morphometry parameters for each group in regions where statistically significant differences were found. Values are

expressed as mean ± standard deviation. CC = cortical curvature; CT = cortical thickness; GMV = gray matter

volume; SA = surface area. More details can be found in Chapter 1 of Part II.

Group CC (mm-1) CT (mm) SA (mm2) GMV (mm3)

HC
0.105 ± 0.009

0.181 ± 0.026

2.377 ± 0.151

2.858 ± 0.163

291 ± 37

6685 ± 1003

590 ± 129

50121 ± 5689

EM
0.111 ± 0.009

0.196 ± 0.024

2.308 ± 0.121

2.771 ± 0.154

269 ± 42

6639 ± 648

661 ± 109

47858 ± 5331

CM
0.111 ± 0.009

0.191 ± 0.027

2.305 ± 0.147

2.765 ± 0.188

272 ± 40

6453 ± 701

659 ± 112

46482 ± 4142

4.1. Comparison between migraine patients and
controls

4.1.1. Gray matter morphometry

Statistically significant differences were found between both groups of migraine and HC for the

four gray matter morphometry parameters. For gray matter volume, cortical curvature and cortical

thickness, differences in both migraine groups, only in EM and only in CM compared to the HC

were identified. For surface area, no exclusive differences in EM compared to HC were identified.

For all the regions with significant differences, cortical curvature values were higher in patients

with migraine (seven regions), while cortical thickness (nine regions) and surface area (15 regions)

values were lower in the patient groups. In the case of gray matter volume, lower values in

the migraine groups were found in 23 cortical regions with significant differences, the cerebellum

and the pallidum, while higher values in the patients were identified in the putamen and the

nucleus accumbens, two subcortical regions. In Table 4.1, minimum and maximum values for

each parameter and group are shown. The purpose of Table 4.1 is to show the range of values

for each parameter and support the comparative results between groups. The number of regions

with statistically significant differences for each comparison is depicted in Table 4.2. A graphical

summary of the results of Table 4.2 with general trends is shown in Figure 4.1. The main regions

with statistically significant differences are shown in Figure 4.2.

More details about these comparisons can be found in Chapter 1 of Part II or (Planchuelo-

Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al., 2020).
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Figure 4.1: Summary of the trends of the differences of the gray matter morphometry parameters between HC

and patients with CM and EM. These values are shown for illustrative purpose and orientation and must not be

interpreted as real values.

4.1.2. Diffusion measures

This section includes the TBSS results using DTI-based descriptors and the parameters obtained

with AMURA.

Regarding the direct comparison between the two migraine groups and the controls with TBSS,

statistically significant RTOP differences were found between patients with EM and HC. Lower

RTOP values were found in patients with EM. In this analysis, the results were not adjusted by

any covariate different to the assessed diffusion descriptor. No statistically significant differences

were found with DTI-based parameters in this analysis. The results from this analysis are shown

in Figure 4.3.
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Considering any analysis with or without additional covariates, for all the parameters obtained

from either DTI or AMURA, there were no simultaneous statistically significant differences between

the two migraine groups and HC. For each parameter, only differences between one of the migraine

groups and HC were identified. Significant differences between EM and HC were found with AD

(higher values in EM), RTPP and RTOP (lower values in EM in both cases). Significant differences

between CM and HC were detected with FA, RD (lower values in CM) and RTAP (higher values

in CM). With respect to FA differences, both higher (adjusting by the time from the onset of

CM) and lower (adjusting by the presence of aura and Medication Overuse Headache (MOH) and

duration of migraine history) values were found in CM. The number of regions from the ICBM-

DTI-81 White Matter Atlas with significant differences between migraine groups and HC is shown

in Table 4.3, following the same organization as in Table 4.2. The regions with significant FA

differences between CM and HC were found in separate locations. A graphical summary of the

results of Table 4.3 with general trends is shown in Figure 4.4. In Tables 4.4 and 4.5, minimum and

maximum values for each parameter and group are shown. The purpose of these tables is to show

the range of values for each parameter and support the comparative results between groups. It is

worth noting that the average values from the skeleton are shown in these two tables. This implies

that there could be some discrepancies with respect to the TBSS results due to the differences

between specific areas and the whole ROI.

More details about these comparisons can be found in Chapters 2 and 3 of Part II or (Planchuelo-

Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020b; Planchuelo-

Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, de Luis-García, et al., 2020).

4.1.3. Connectomics

Statistically significant differences were found between both migraine groups and HC for the num-

ber of streamlines and all the DTI-based parameters except the MD. For the RD, higher values

were found for both migraine groups or EM patients compared to HC in two connections. For

the streamline count, the AD and the FA lower and higher values were identified for one or both

migraine groups with respect to HC. Lower values in patients were observed in nine, three and

two connections for the streamline count, AD and FA, respectively. Higher values in patients were

identified in 12 connections for the streamline count, and in one connection for the AD and FA.

In Table 4.6, minimum and maximum values for each parameter and group are shown. The pur-

pose of Table 4.6 is to show the range of values for each parameter and support the comparative

results between groups. The number of regions with statistically significant differences for each

comparison is depicted in Table 4.7. The specific connections with significant differences between

the migraine groups and controls can be observed in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.

More details about these comparisons can be found in Chapter 5 of Part II or (Planchuelo-

Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020a).
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4.1.4. Multimodal MRI analysis

In this analysis, the results were divided in two groups. The first group was referred to the

mixing coefficients, which were compared between the migraine groups and the controls. In the

comparisons of the mixing coefficients with statistically significant differences, the two-by-two

connections with higher absolute values of the Z-scores (outliers) were assessed. In some cases,

the same connections between the three groups could be directly compared because the Z-scores

were outliers for the groups, and the differences would be determined by the comparison of the

mixing coefficients. In the second group of results, a specific group of connections may present

outlier Z-scores in one of the groups. In this last case, a debilitated or strengthened connection

for a negative and a positive Z-score, respectively, was considered. Regarding debilitated and

strengthened connections, it is assumed that weakened connections are associated with a significant

lower number of streamlines, while enhanced connections are associated with a higher number of

streamlines.

Regarding the mixing coefficients of gray matter morphometry parameters, only higher cortical

curvature values in the bilateral frontal pole were detected in patients with EM compared to HC.

Taking into account the Z-scores, higher curvature in CM with respect to HC was observed in the

rostral anterior cingulate cortex.

With regard to the structural connectivity (number of streamlines), higher and lower values

were obtained in both migraine groups compared to controls. The most frequent result was lower

connectivity in both migraine groups. A network was created by joining diverse groups of two-by-

two connections with one common region. The ratio of the number of connections and networks

per comparison to the total number of comparisons with significant differences is shown below:

• CM, EM > HC → 8/44 (18.2%) from two networks.

• Enhanced in CM → 8/44 (18.2%) from two networks.

• Enhanced in EM → 6/44 (13.6%) from two networks.

• CM, EM < HC → 13/44 (29.5%) from five networks.

• Worsened in CM → 5/44 (11.4%) from two networks.

• Worsened in EM → 2/44 (4.5%) from one network.

The specific regions and connections with significant changes are summarized in Figure 4.7.

Further details of the results from the fusion multimodal MRI analysis can be found in Chapter

6 of Part II and (Planchuelo-Gómez et al., 2021). The summary of the comparisons between the

groups of patients and controls is shown in Table 4.8.
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Table 4.2: Number of regions with gray matter morphometry statistically significant differences between groups of

migraine patients and healthy controls. The ratio of the number of regions with significant differences to the total

number of comparisons with significant differences per parameter is shown. For each parameter, the cell in yellow

remarks the comparison with higher ratio. CC = cortical curvature; CT = cortical thickness; GMV = gray matter

volume; SA = surface area.

Comparison CC CT GMV SA

CM,EM > HC 7/12 (58.3%) 0 1/30 (3.3%) 0

CM > HC 1/12 (8.3%) 0 0 0

EM > HC 4/12 (33.3%) 0 1/30 (3.3%) 0

CM,EM < HC 0 8/13 (61.5%) 10/30 (33.3%) 4/34 (11.8%)

CM < HC 0 1/13 (7.7%) 15/30 (50.0%) 21/34 (61.8%)

EM < HC 0 4/13 (30.8%) 2/30 (6.7%) 0

Table 4.3: Number of regions with diffusion descriptors statistically significant differences between groups of

migraine patients and healthy controls. The ratio of the number of regions with significant difference to the total

number of regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas is shown. In case of some analyses with significant

differences on a specific comparison, the comparison with higher number of regions with significant differences is

shown. For each parameter, the cell in yellow remarks the comparison with higher ratio. No differences were found

for the MD.

Comparison FA AD RD RTAP RTOP RTPP

CM,EM > HC 0 0 0 0 0 0

CM > HC
10/48

(20.8%)
0 0 0 0 0

EM > HC 0
8/48

(16.7%)
0 0 0 0

CM,EM < HC 0 0 0 0 0 0

CM < HC
15/48

(31.3%)
0

14/48

(29.2%)

4/48

(8.3%)
0 0

EM < HC 0 0 0 0
24/48

(50.0%)

8/48

(16.7%)
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Figure 4.2: Main gray matter cortical regions with statistically significant differences between one or both groups

of patients with migraine and healthy controls. In these regions, the comparison between the three groups presented

p < 0.001, significant after correction for multiple comparisons. Figure from (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín,

Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al., 2020).
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Figure 4.3: Regions with statistically significant lower RTOP values in EM patients compared to controls. Figure

adapted from (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, de Luis-García, et al., 2020).
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Figure 4.4: Summary of the trends of the differences of the white matter descriptors based on DTI and extracted

with AMURA between HC and patients with CM and EM. These values are shown for illustrative purpose and

orientation and must not be interpreted as real values. The orange bar shows one of the opposite trends that was

appreciated in the assessment of FA values.
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Table 4.4: Minimum (first row of each group) and maximum (second row of each group) values of the DTI-based

parameters for each group in regions where statistically significant differences were found. Average values from the

TBSS skeleton are shown. Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. FA is dimensionless. The detailed

results from the statistical comparisons can be found in Chapters 2 and 3 of Part II.

Group FA AD (mm2s-1×10-5) RD (mm2s-1×10-6) MD (mm2s-1×10-6)

HC
0.492 ± 0.091

0.776 ± 0.128

111 ± 13

158 ± 22

307 ± 73

539 ± 96

678 ± 57

873 ± 96

EM
0.481 ± 0.089

0.769 ± 0.130

113 ± 13

157 ± 22

316 ± 77

538 ± 93

678 ± 57

869 ± 93

CM
0.485 ± 0.089

0.773 ± 0.128

113 ± 13

157 ± 25

307 ± 73

530 ± 56

668 ± 58

863 ± 97

Table 4.5: Minimum (first row of each group) and maximum (second row of each group) values of the EAP-based

parameters extracted with AMURA for each group in regions where statistically significant differences were found.

Average values from the TBSS skeleton are shown. Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. The detailed

results from the statistical comparisons can be found in Chapter 3 of Part II.

Group RTOP (mm-3 × 102) RTAP (mm-2 × 10) RTPP (mm-1 × 10-1)

HC
688 ± 54

1059 ± 72

219 ± 47

437 ± 23

140 ± 4

165 ± 2

EM
686 ± 56

1030 ± 79

223 ± 48

428 ± 24

141 ± 3

164 ± 3

CM
686 ± 45

1049 ± 64

238 ± 43

433 ± 21

142 ± 3

165 ± 3

Table 4.6: Minimum (first row of each group) and maximum (second row of each group) values of the structural

connectivity parameters for each group in connections where statistically significant differences were found. Values

are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. FA is dimensionless. More details can be found in Chapter 5 of Part

II.

Group Streamline count FA AD (mm2 s-1 × 10-5) RD (mm2 s-1 × 10-6)

HC
334 ± 445

27047 ± 6478

0.244 ± 0.028

0.421 ± 0.020

116 ± 3

126 ± 6

506 ± 25

634 ± 56

EM
767 ± 788

34109 ± 6863

0.265 ± 0.035

0.407 ± 0.023

119 ± 4

124 ± 5

525 ± 27

672 ± 59

CM
981 ± 434

31342 ± 5420

0.273 ± 0.033

0.404 ± 0.016

117 ± 3

121 ± 6

520 ± 24

629 ± 55
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Table 4.7: Number of regions with connectomics statistically significant differences between groups of migraine

patients and healthy controls. The ratio of the number of connections with significant differences in any comparison

(adjusted or unadjusted) to the total number of comparisons with significant differences per parameter is shown.

For each parameter, the cell in yellow remarks the comparison with higher ratio. SC = streamline count.

Comparison SC FA AD RD

CM,EM > HC 8/21 (38.1%) 1/3 (33.3%) 0 1/2 (50%)

CM > HC 4/21 (19.0%) 0 0 0

EM > HC 0 0 1/4 (25%) 1/2 (50%)

CM,EM < HC 9/21 (42.9%) 2/3 (66.7%) 1/4 (25%) 0

CM < HC 0 0 2/4 (50.0%) 0

EM < HC 0 0 0 0

Table 4.8: Summary of the comparisons with significant differences between patients with CM and EM and healthy

controls. CC = cortical curvature; CT = cortical thickness; GMV = gray matter volume; SA = surface area; SC =

streamline count; X = no significant differences.

Comparison Morphometry Diffusion MRI Connectomics Fusion MRI

CM,EM > HC CC+GMV X SC+FA+RD SC

CM > HC CC FA SC SC+CC

EM > HC CC+GMV AD AD+RD SC+CC

CM,EM < HC CT+GMV+SA X SC+FA+AD SC

CM < HC CT+GMV+SA FA+RD+RTAP AD SC

EM < HC CT+GMV RTOP+RTPP X SC
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Figure 4.5: Circular graph of structural connections with significant differences in number of streamlines. Blue

lines represent lower streamline count in the patient groups, while warm colors represent higher count. Cauant =

caudal anterior; Caudmid = caudal middle; MIG = migraine; Post = posterior; STS = superior temporal sulcus;

Sup = superior. Figure adapted from (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, &

de Luis-García, 2020a).
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Figure 4.6: Circular graph of structural connections with significant differences in DTI-based parameters. Blue

lines represent lower values in the patient groups, while warm colors represent higher values. Cauant = caudal

anterior; Caudmid = caudal middle; Inf = inferior; MIG = migraine; Post = posterior; STS = superior temporal

sulcus; Sup = superior. Figure from (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de

Luis-García, 2020a).
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CM < EM

EM 
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CM 
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Figure 4.7: Summary of the identified structural networks and morphometry differences with multimodal fusion

MRI analysis. Blue colors represent lower structural connectivity (streamline count) and warm colors represent

higher connectivity and curvature. The arrows show simultaneous changes in curvature and connectivity. The

dashed arrows indicate differences not directly associated with comparisons between EM and HC. Magenta is used

to discern specific differences between the migraine groups. MIG = migraine (EM and CM simultaneously). Figure

from (Planchuelo-Gómez et al., 2021).
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4.2. Comparison between chronic and episodic
migraine

4.2.1. Gray matter morphometry

Statistically significant differences were found for the gray matter volume, cortical thickness and

surface area in the comparison between both migraine groups. No differences were observed for

the cortical curvature.

Significant higher thickness in CM compared to EM was found in the right inferior temporal

gyrus. In contrast, lower gray matter volume and surface area values were found in CM with

respect to EM.

The number of regions with statistically significant differences for the comparisons between

both groups of migraine is shown in Table 4.9.

More details about these comparisons can be found in Chapter 1 of Part II and (Planchuelo-

Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al., 2020).

4.2.2. Diffusion measures

In the TBSS analysis with no additional covariates, higher RTPP values in the middle cerebellar

peduncle and lower AD values in 38 regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas were

identified in CM compared to EM. The regions with significant differences from the AD analysis

showing the uncorrected and the adjusted results by the effect of time from onset of CM are shown

in Figure 4.8. More details about the AD results, including further corrections, can be found in

Chapter 2 of Part II and (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez,

& de Luis-García, 2020b).

Considering any analysis with or without covariates, for all the parameters obtained from either

DTI or AMURA, there were significant differences between both migraine groups. For the DTI-

based parameters, lower values in CM were identified for the AD, MD and RD. In contrast, all

the AMURA parameters (RTAP, RTOP and RTPP) and the FA presented higher values in CM

compared to EM.

The number of regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas with significant differences

between both migraine groups is shown in Table 4.10.

More details about these comparisons can be found in Chapters 2 and 3 of Part II and

(Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020b;

Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, de Luis-García, et al., 2020).
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Table 4.9: Number of regions with gray matter morphometry statistically significant differences between CM

and EM. The ratio of the number of regions with significant differences to the total number of comparisons with

significant differences per parameter is shown. CC = cortical curvature; CT = cortical thickness; GMV = gray

matter volume; SA = surface area.

Comparison CC CT GMV SA

CM > EM 0 1/13 (7.7%) 0 0

CM < EM 0 0 4/30 (13.3%) 27/34 (79.4%)

Table 4.10: Number of regions with diffusion descriptors statistically significant differences between CM and EM.

The ratio of the number of regions with significant difference to the total number of regions from the ICBM-DTI-81

White Matter Atlas is shown. In case of some analyses with significant differences on a specific comparison, the

comparison with higher number of regions with significant differences is shown.

Comparison FA AD RD MD RTAP RTOP RTPP

CM > EM
4/48

(8.3%)
0 0 0

39/48

(81.3%)

42/48

(87.5%)

15/48

(31.3%)

CM < EM 0
38/48

(79.2%)

39/48

(81.3%)

34/48

(70.8%)
0 0 0

Table 4.11: Number of regions with connectomics statistically significant differences between CM and EM. The

ratio of the number of connections with significant differences in any comparison (adjusted or unadjusted) to the

total number of comparisons with significant differences per parameter is shown. For each parameter, the cell in

yellow remarks the comparison with higher ratio. SC = streamline count.

Comparison SC AD RD

CM > EM 4/21 (19.0%) 0 0

CM < EM 0 2/4 (50%) 1/2 (50%)

4.2.3. Connectomics

Statistically significant differences were found between both groups of migraine for the number of

streamlines, the AD and the RD, while no differences were identified for the FA and the MD. A

higher number of streamlines was found in CM compared to EM, while lower AD and RD values

were identified in CM.

The number of regions with statistically significant differences for each comparison is depicted

in Table 4.11.

The detailed connections with significant differences between CM and EM can be found in

Chapter 5 of Part II and (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez,

& de Luis-García, 2020a).
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Figure 4.8: Regions with statistically significant lower AD values in CM patients with respect to EM. The family-

wise error corrected p-value is shown in red-yellow.

Table 4.12: Summary of the comparisons with significant differences between patients with CM and EM and

controls. CT = cortical thickness; GMV = gray matter volume; SA = surface area; SC = streamline count.

Comparison Morphometry Diffusion MRI Connectomics Fusion MRI

CM > EM CT
FA+RTAP+

RTOP+RTPP
SC SC

CM < EM GMV+SA AD+RD+MD SC+AD+RD SC

4.2.4. Multimodal MRI analysis

There were no significant differences of any gray matter morphometry parameter between CM and

EM patients. With respect to the comparison of the number of streamlines, one network composed

of the lateral and medial orbitofrontal cortex and the caudate nucleus presented lower values in

CM. Bearing in mind the enhanced and weakened networks in CM and EM reported in section

4.1.4, the ratio of the number of connections and networks per comparison to the total number of

comparisons with significant differences is shown below:

• Enhanced in CM → 8/44 (18.2%) from two networks.

• Enhanced in EM → 6/44 (13.6%) from two networks.

• CM < EM → 2/44 (4.5%) from one network.
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• Weakened in CM → 5/44 (11.4%) from two networks.

• Weakened in EM → 2/44 (4.5%) from one network.

The specific network with significant differences between both migraine groups can be observed

in Figure 4.7. Further details are available in Chapter 6 of Part II and (Planchuelo-Gómez et al.,

2021).

The summary of the comparisons between CM and EM is shown in Table 4.12.

4.3. Correlation between clinical and MRI mea-
sures in migraine

Statistically significant correlations were obtained between MRI measures and both the duration of

migraine in years and the time from the onset of CM in months. These correlations were obtained

with gray matter morphometry parameters and DTI-based parameters in white matter regions or

structural connections.

Significant negative correlations were obtained between the surface area of the insula and the

duration of migraine, and the gray matter volume of three regions, including the insula, and the

duration of migraine. No significant correlations were identified with the time from the onset

of CM. The scatter plots of these correlations are shown in Figure 4.9. Considering the known

relationship between age and gray matter volume, we have included the age as color dimension

in the scatter plots of Figure 4.9. It can be observed that the scatter plots for the duration of

migraine are similar to the age patterns.

In contrast, considering the DTI-based parameters in white matter, statistically significant

correlations were identified with the time from onset of CM, but not with the duration of migraine.

Significant positive correlations with the mean FA and negative correlations with the mean RD

were found in the bilateral external capsule. The scatter plots of these correlations can be found

in Figure 4.10.

In the case of connectomics, a significant positive correlation was detected between the mean

FA and the time from onset of CM in the right insula self-connection. An additional positive

correlation was found between the mean AD and the duration of migraine history (only in CM

patients) in the connection between the right hippocampus and the right inferior temporal gyrus.

The scatter plots of these correlations can be found in Figure 4.11. Following the example of Figure

4.9, we have included the age values in the scatter plot related to duration of migraine in Figure

4.11. It can be observed that the relationship between the relationship between the mean AD and

duration of migraine is very similar to that with the age.
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Figure 4.9: Scatter plots between duration of migraine history and gray matter morphometry parameters. The

values of duration are shown in blue while the age in years is shown in green. LI = left insula; RPO = right pars

opercularis; RSF = right superior frontal gyrus. Figure adapted from (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero,

Rodríguez, et al., 2020).
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Figure 4.10: Scatter plots between time from onset of CM and gray matter DTI parameters in white matter

regions. LEC = left external capsule; REC = right external capsule. Figure from (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-

Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020b).
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Figure 4.11: Scatter plots between clinical features in CM patients and DTI-based connectomics parameters. The

values of duration are shown in blue while the age in years is shown in green. RH = right hippocampus; RI = right

insula; RIT = right inferior temporal gyrus. Figure adapted from (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero,

Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020a).
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4.4. Effects of changing sample size and diffusion
acquisition parameters

Using the original sample, 61 gradient directions and 1000 permutations, significant lower AD

values were obtained in 37 white matter regions in CM compared to EM. With respect to the

results reported in section 4.2.2 with 5000 permutations, there is one less region with statistically

significant differences.

Regarding the analysis of the sample size, in the first reduction (50 subjects per migraine

group) no significant differences were identified using the 21-directions scheme. For the 40- and

61- directions scheme, the number of regions with statistically significant differences was lower for

each reduction of the sample size until both groups were composed of 35 subjects, when no regions

with significant differences between CM and EM were found. In Figure 4.12, detailed values of the

number of regions with significant differences per gradient-orientations scheme and sample size are

shown.

In the analysis with the original sample but reducing the number of diffusion gradients, lower

number of regions with significant differences were detected for 40 (27 regions) and 21 directions

(20 regions). The regions identified with 40 and 21 orientations were a subset of the regions with

significant differences from the original analysis with 1000 permutations, as shown in Figure 4.13.

Some regions with significant differences identified with 21 directions were not found in the analysis

with 40 directions, which can be seen in Figure 4.13.

These results are included in Chapter 4 of Part II.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the number of regions with significant differences between patients with CM and EM

using 61, 40 and 21 diffusion orientations depending on the sample size. The 54 value of the number of subjects

represents the original sample, with 56 subjects in the CM group and 54 in the EM group. Figure from (Planchuelo-

Gómez, Aja-Fernández, et al., 2020).
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the TBSS analysis between patients with CM and EM using 61 (left), 40 (center)

and 21 diffusion orientations (right). White matter skeleton is shown in blue and voxels with significant differences

in red-yellow. The color bar shows the 1-p values (family-wise error corrected). Figure from (Planchuelo-Gómez,

Aja-Fernández, et al., 2020).
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Chapter 5

Discussion

Advanced MRI processing methods have led to the extraction of novel results in relation to the char-

acterization of gray matter and white matter alterations in Chronic Migraine (CM) and Episodic

Migraine (EM). Regarding the first objective of the study, consistent gray matter abnormalities

have been detected in both groups of migraine patients with respect to controls (Chapter 1 of

Part II). With respect to white matter properties, different trends were identified in both groups of

patients compared to controls and, depending on the covariates of the analysis, opposite FA results

were reported in the same comparison but different regions (Chapter 2 of Part II). In the white

matter analysis, advanced diffusion measures obtained with Apparent Measures Using Reduced

Acquisitions (AMURA) were useful to detect statistically significant differences between patients

with EM and controls that were not identified using traditional DTI-based measures (Chapter 3 of

Part II). Following the comparisons of white matter parameters with TBSS analysis, the number

of diffusion gradients and the sample size were described as key factors in the comparison between

groups of interest (Chapter 4 of Part II). Furthermore, in the connectomics analysis, reinforced

and weakened structural connectivity was found in both groups of migraine patients compared to

controls (Chapter 5 of Part II). In addition, the multimodal fusion analysis showed a relationship

between the cortical curvature and the structural connectivity differences in patients with EM, and

additional patterns with respect to the analysis with a unique modality (Chapter 6 of Part II).

In the sections of this chapter, considering the clinical perspective of this thesis, the aforemen-

tioned findings are discussed based on the specific characteristics of migraine and the differences

between both types of migraine. From the technical perspective, the relevance of advanced MRI

processing in the analysis of migraine and the importance of the fusion analysis to understand the

association between multiple alterations found with diverse modalities are discussed. A detailed

discussion of the diverse structural findings can be found in each chapter of the Part II, while this

chapter is employed to summarize the most important points of the thesis and provide a global

perspective.
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5.1.Characterization of the brain structure in mi-
graine

With all the modalities, either assessed separately or in a multimodal analysis, statistically signif-

icant differences were detected between patients with migraine and controls.

Gray matter alterations were consistent in both groups of migraine patients with respect to

controls. On the one hand, cortical curvature could be the parameter which better describes

differences between migraine, without the consideration of a specific group, and controls, presenting

higher values on the patients. On the other hand, lower gray matter volume values in migraine

patients compared to controls was the most reported result in the analysis of these two previous

groups, although higher values were identified in subcortical regions in our results and also in (Neeb

et al., 2017). The loss of gray matter volume is the most reported result in gray matter migraine

studies (Jia & Yu, 2017). A detailed discussion regarding gray matter changes in migraine is found

in Chapter 1 of Part II.

The results of the analysis of the white matter structure in the comparison between both

migraine groups and controls were not as consistent as those from the gray matter analysis in this

thesis. Similar results were obtained in the assessment of structural connectivity. The hypothesis

stated in the articles that compose this thesis about the different white matter and structural

connectivity trends is that different patterns affecting distinct subnetworks in the brain may coexist

in migraine. It appeared to be debilitated networks composed of regions within each lobe and

strengthened connections with subcortical and pain processing regions. The simultaneous changes

produced in diverse regions and the structural connectivity alterations, together with the functional

alterations previously identified in the literature, may suggest that migraine is a network disorder.

This term has been previously suggested and means that groups of interconnected regions present

changes associated with migraine (Messina, Filippi, & Goadsby, 2018). Among the implicated

regions according to our results, the insula seems to be a key area affected in migraine. The

insula has been described as a hub of activity in migraine with altered structure and function in

migraine, being a potential target for migraine treatments (Borsook et al., 2016). In any case, it

is not clear whether the identified patterns in migraine patients are cause or consequence of the

disease. A detailed discussion regarding white matter and structural connectivity changes is found

in Chapters 2, 3, 5 and 6 of Part II.

Another possible explanation for these results and the conflicting results of literature may be

related to the heterogeneity of migraine. This might imply that there could be subgroups of

migraine that have not yet been identified. These migraine subgroups could explain the conflicting

results of the literature and other issues related to migraine such as the occasional presence of

White Matter Hyperintensities (WMH) or the great differences of migraine triggers between the

patients. Regarding the migraine triggers, a recent study focused on the prediction of attacks, with

poor prediction results (lower than 60%) in patients with EM (Holsteen, Hittle, Barad, & Nelson,
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2020). This poor predictability and the conflicting neuroimaging results of the literature, together

with the variability of symptoms, may reflect different subtypes of migraine.

Interestingly, no gray matter differences have been identified between controls and migraine

patients with older age (mean age equal to 49 years or older) compared to the migraine peak

(35-40 years), except in CM with respect to controls (Husøy et al., 2019; Neeb et al., 2017). These

results may reflect that the effects of migraine in the gray matter structure would be similar to

aging effects in younger patients.

5.2. Chronic Migraine portrait

Diverse statistically significant differences were obtained between patients with CM and EM using

gray matter morphometry, white matter diffusion descriptors and structural connectivity parame-

ters.

Regarding the gray matter differences between both migraine groups, lower surface area values

in CM patients were identified in multiple regions, with a considerable higher number of differences

with respect to the other parameters. This result may reflect that the surface area could be a

biomarker of CM for the differentiation between the current types of migraine. In a previous study

that classified HC and patients with CM and EM, the surface area was an important parameter

in the classification of CM patients with respect to the other two groups, with worse classification

results between EM and HC (Schwedt, Chong, et al., 2015). This is a similar result compared to

the one identified in this thesis. In contrast to the surface area, higher cortical thickness values

were found in the inferior temporal gyrus in CM patients according to our results. The same result

was reported in high frequency EM compared to low frequency EM (Maleki et al., 2012b). These

different trends in cortical thickness and surface area may be related to the opposite genetic effects

of both parameters (Grasby et al., 2020). It is worth noting that the area is determined largely

prenatally and the thickness postnatally (Frye et al., 2010; Kapellou et al., 2006; Messina et al.,

2013). This fact may imply that there could be genetic differences between both migraine types,

being the area a possible predictor of transition into CM. The thickness changes may be more

affected by environmental factors. Further discussion of gray matter differences between CM and

EM is included in Chapter 1 of Part II.

With respect to white matter, the values of DTI-based parameters and the AMURA results

suggested that the patients with CM presented higher white matter integrity compared to EM.

The correlation results and the adjusted results by factors such as presence of Medication Overuse

Headache (MOH) and particularly time from onset of CM or duration of migraine history may

reflect very different temporal patterns in both types of migraine. In CM, it is possible that

white matter structure and connectivity are progressively reinforced, perhaps because the CM

could be equivalent to a continuous ictal-like state, as suggested in (Neeb et al., 2015, 2017), in

association with continuous headache attacks. However, another study reported increased MD

and decreased FA values in CM patients without MOH compared to EM, suggesting debilitated
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white matter integrity in CM (Coppola et al., 2020). High frequency EM could be an intermediate

state between CM and EM that should be assessed, with possible initial axonal damage in the

transition from EM to CM according to the AD results. An extended discussion about white

matter microstructural differences between CM and EM is developed in Chapters 2 and 3 of Part

II.

The connectomics results were in line with the white matter results, with lower AD and RD and

higher number of streamlines in patients with CM compared to EM. In the connectomics single

and multimodal analyses, structural connectivity differences between both migraine groups were

observed in connections with subcortical regions, particularly the hippocampus and the caudate

nucleus. The structural connectivity with these two regions could also be a possible CM biomarker.

The hippocampus, which is implicated in strengthened and weakened networks in CM according

to our results, has been remarked as an important region in association with migraine prognosis

(H.-Y. Liu, Chou, & Chen, 2018). The caudate nucleus has been suggested to influence in the

management of the pain experience (Wunderlich et al., 2011). Further details with regard to

structural connectivity and differences between CM and EM are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 of

Part II.

With regard to the objectives of this study, it was mentioned that it should be elucidated

whether CM could be a kind of more frequent EM, or rather a distinct entity. Our results demon-

strated that the differences between both migraine groups were different with respect to the differ-

ences between the migraine patients and controls. Therefore, it seems that CM is an entity with

different characteristics with respect to simply an EM with higher frequency.

5.3. Importance of advanced MRI processing and
acquisitions

As described in section 2.1.4, the radiological examinations are insufficient to characterize brain

changes related to migraine, with the possible exception of WMH. In this thesis and the literature,

diverse types of differences between patients with migraine and controls have been detected, and

also between patients with CM and EM. To examine in detail the diverse brain structural proper-

ties, it is important to acquire non-conventional MRI data (dMRI in this thesis). Thanks to the

advanced processing of MRI data from diverse modalities, structural patterns could be identified

in migraine. These patterns are related to gray and white matter properties, and the structural

connections between gray matter regions through white matter tracts. The results of MRI studies

give novel insights about the migraine pathophysiology, which currently is not completely under-

stood, and allow to better understand the pathological mechanisms associated with the migraine

experience.

The use of sophisticated processing methods also provides advantages with respect to other

classical methods that have been employed in the migraine literature. In the case of the gray
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matter analysis, the morphometry analysis including diverse parameters, as it is the case of the

FreeSurfer pipeline (method employed in Chapter 1 of Part II) or SBM, gives additional information

that cannot be obtained with VBM. For example, the use of surface area provided a potential

biomarker of CM that could not be extracted with VBM. The advanced gray matter morphometry

processing allows a complete characterization of diverse properties of gray matter which cannot be

identified with the single use of gray matter volume.

Regarding the analysis with dMRI, the TBSS analysis has been useful to assess microstructural

alterations of white matter tracts in the whole brain. The DTI model has also been widely employed

in the assessment of white matter, although more sophisticated models are needed due to the

oversimplification of DTI. Advanced dMRI methods, such as DKI or the Ensemble Average diffusion

Propagator (EAP)-based measures obtained with AMURA in this thesis (Chapter 3 of Part II), are

able to extract additional diffusion properties. In this thesis, despite the suboptimal conditions for

the extraction of advanced diffusion descriptors (a unique and relatively low b-value), additional

differences between EM patients and controls were detected only with AMURA. Thus, new diffusion

methods extracted from appropriate dMRI acquisition protocols are crucial in the assessment of

microstructural changes between groups of interest, as shown in Chapter 4 of Part II. With regard

to the dMRI acquisition, the use of advanced microstructural models and multi-shell schemes would

allow to identify more specific white matter changes.

Migraine has been suggested to be a network disorder due to the simultaneous changes in diverse

regions. To better define the network properties, connectomics rises as an essential technique, as

it is able to describe the connections between the specific gray matter processing regions. In this

way, a network is not only be a set of regions with specific structural properties, but also a group

of regions with particular structural connectivity patterns. For this analysis, the combination of

information from T1- and diffusion-weighted MRI modalities is necessary, as described in Chapter

6 of Part II. Therefore, for the characterization of the structural properties of migraine and other

neurological or psychiatric diseases, the use of individual and combined information from gray and

white matter based on diverse MRI modalities should be performed.

5.4. Significance of the study of multimodal MRI
fusion analysis

The use of a multimodal fusion analysis allows to find specific relationships between the properties

obtained from diverse MRI modalities, taking into account possible covariance patterns. Addi-

tionally, in Chapter 6 of Part II, it was useful to find some alterations that were not detected in

single-modality analyses.

In the simultaneous analysis of gray matter morphometry and structural connectivity, it was

observed that curvature changes were linked to structural connectivity alterations in patients with

EM. This identified association would confirm the hypothesis stated in previous studies suggesting
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that cortical curvature could be a marker of white matter damage (Deppe et al., 2014; Lubeiro et

al., 2017).

Regarding the gray matter morphometry parameters, their changes might be related to func-

tional connectivity alterations, although no data were available in this thesis to confirm this hy-

pothesis. The fusion analysis could allow to integrate functional and structural alterations, in

individual regions and diverse connections, to better understand the interactions between func-

tion and structure in migraine or other disorders. Moreover, the fusion analysis could also allow

the assessment of data from other sources such as genetics, which could be especially relevant as

described in section 5.2.

The advantages of the multimodal fusion analysis do not implicate that the single-modality

analysis should not be carried out. The fusion analysis can detect alterations based on the relation-

ships between specific features, but not all the possible sources of variance. With a single-modality

analysis, the differences found between groups of interest reflect the influence of all the possible

sources of variance that affect the modality of interest. Hence, the complete analysis of diverse

modalities should be performed using both single and multiple fusion modality analysis.

5.5. Limitations of the thesis

In this thesis, some important limitations related to the sample and technical issues need to be

pointed out.

Despite not suffering from headache attacks in the 24 hours before the MRI acquisition, there

was no control of the next 24 (or more) hours to the acquisition. This lack of control may imply

that some patients could be in the prodromal instead of the interictal state, which may have biased

some results. The bias would come from physiological and functional connectivity changes that

have been detected in the prodromal stage (Karsan & Goadsby, 2018; May, 2017). Nevertheless,

considering that in this thesis only structural changes have been assessed, this impact would be

probably lower compared to the effect found in functional connectivity studies. In the controls,

there was no headache diary to assess in detail the diagnosis of infrequent tension-type headache,

although a questionnaire was provided in order to discard migraine-type headache. With regard

to the patients with CM, an important percentage of the patients suffered from MOH, which could

have some impact on all the results, as suggested by the white matter results.

With respect to the analysis of diverse aspects related to migraine, some assessments could

not be performed. For example, the lack of patients with anxiety and/or depression to use a

homogeneous sample did not allow to assess the effect of both comorbidities. Furthermore, the

number of patients with aura was excessively small to carry out a proper comparison between

migraine with and without aura, an analysis that has been performed frequently in the literature.

The lack of an appropriate MRI sequence to assess WMH, such as T2-weighted imaging, implied

the lack of a variable which could have been important in the differences between the migraine

groups. With regard to the MRI acquisition protocol, neither functional MRI acquisition from
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the patients to study the functional alterations, nor sophisticated diffusion acquisition measures

compatible with advanced models were obtained. This previous issue avoided an excessively long

acquisition time, but a full analysis of brain structural and functional alterations could not be

performed. In association with the dMRI preprocessing, some important steps such as the Gibbs

ringing correction or susceptibility correction were not conducted because of software limitations or

lack of necessary images, i.e., non-diffusion weighted image with opposite phase encoding direction.

The lack of some preprocessing steps may have caused some alterations on the extracted values,

although in this thesis more steps were applied compared to the dMRI migraine studies from the

literature. In addition, the lack of high frequency EM patients in the sample was important to

characterize differences between CM and EM, but there was no analysis of a group of patients who

might be particularly relevant to understand the transition from CM to EM.

With respect to connectomics, the number of streamlines is a controversial measure in the

literature. It is worth noting that the total number of streamlines per tractography is an arbitrary

value chosen by the user and there is no golden standard for the structural connectivity analysis.

However, the ACT methodology reduces the impact of some negative aspects of the number of

streamlines as connectivity measure, making it an acceptable metric (Yeh et al., 2020). Moreover,

in the analysis of the number of streamlines, some connections with non-zero values of streamlines

were removed to avoid false positives, at the cost of losing information that could have been relevant

in the comparisons between migraine groups and controls. In the multimodal fusion analysis, the

use of Z-score outliers to identify the independent sources with alterations in the three groups of

interest was not based on an actual statistical comparison.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This doctoral thesis is focused on the use of advanced MRI processing methods for the character-

ization of brain structure in migraine. This thesis is based on two perspectives: the clinical and

the technical. From the clinical point of view, this thesis provided novel results with respect to

the patterns that define the migrainous brain, and particularly in the comparison between patients

with CM and EM. Moreover, in this thesis new results focused on the structural connectivity be-

tween specific gray matter regions were obtained. From the technical point of view, this thesis

presented innovative results considering the analysis of dMRI data and the analysis of multimodal

data with a fusion approach, using features instead of raw images.

Bearing in mind the gray matter morphometry results, common patterns in the regions with

significant differences were found in both migraine groups compared to controls, with the exception

of gray matter volume in subcortical regions. The detailed gray matter morphometry results are

included in Chapter 1 of Part II. In contrast, the analysis of the white matter structure showed

different trends in each of the migraine groups compared to controls (Chapters 2 and 3 of Part

II). Furthermore, the structural connectivity assessment exhibited distinct patterns in migraine

patients depending on the interconnected regions (Chapters 5 and 6 of Part II).

With respect to the dMRI analysis, it has been demonstrated that AMURA is able to supply

additional results compared to the common DTI-based descriptors, even in suboptimal conditions

for the extraction of advanced diffusion measures (Chapter 3 of Part II). Furthermore, the number

of diffusion gradient orientations and the sample size were identified as key factors in the results

from the TBSS analysis (further details in Chapter 4 of Part II). The mCCA-jICA multimodal

analysis gave additional results compared to the single-modality analysis of the employed features

and determined specific relationships between specific parameters (Chapter 6 of Part II).

Therefore, the studies from this doctoral thesis support a processing strategy for the charac-

terization of structural properties of the brain not only in migraine, but also in other neurological

or psychiatric disorders. In the case of migraine, the framework presented in this thesis provided

possible biomarkers for migraine and CM and allowed to improve the understanding of migraine

mechanisms. In this chapter, the contributions and main conclusions related to the diverse pub-

lications of this thesis are exposed. Finally, future research lines that emerge from the results of

this thesis are described.
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6.1. Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are the following:

1. Direct comparison of four gray matter morphometric features in 68 cortical regions and

16 subcortical regions between HC and patients, CM and EM: cortical curvature, cortical

thickness, gray matter volume and surface area. To our knowledge, this thesis presents the

first study that compares curvature values between the three groups (Chapter 1 of Part II)

(Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al., 2020). The main results

were higher curvature in both migraine groups compared to HC, and also lower thickness,

volume and area values. As a result of the comparisons, the surface area has been remarked

as a potential CM biomarker, finding lower values with respect to EM, in contrast to the

cortical thickness, which showed higher values in patients with CM.

2. Assessment of four DTI parameters in 48 and 20 white matter tracts from two atlases in

HC and patients with CM and EM using a TBSS approach: FA, AD, MD and RD. This

thesis presents the first study that has found statistically significant white matter differences

between patients with CM and EM (Chapter 2 of Part II) (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín,

Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020b). Moreover, considering the

TBSS and correlation results, a new hypothesis about the temporal changes of the white

matter state between different stages of migraine has been proposed. In this hypothesis,

opposite variations in the onset of EM are present with respect to the worsening to CM.

3. Extraction of alternative diffusion descriptors (EAP-based measures) using a new approach

called AMURA: RTAP, RTOP and RTPP. This thesis presents the first application of

AMURA in a migraine study using a dMRI acquisition protocol frequently employed in

the clinical routine (Chapter 3 of Part II) (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, de

Luis-García, et al., 2020), which is however suboptimal for the complete exploitation of the

method. The use of EAP-based measures allowed to identify additional statistically signifi-

cant differences between patients with EM and HC that were not identified using DTI scalar

measures. The use of the AMURA approach contributes to the characterization of the white

matter properties in groups of patients with the provision of additional information with

respect to conventional DTI measures.

4. Evaluation of the effect of the variation of sample size and number of diffusion orientations in

the comparison of diffusion scalar measures between groups of patients. This thesis provides

an analysis of variation of the statistically significant differences between groups of migraine

patients in order to explain the conflicting results reported in dMRI migraine studies (Chap-

ter 4 of Part II) (Planchuelo-Gómez, Aja-Fernández, et al., 2020). The use of 40 and 21

diffusion gradient orientations showed smaller subsets of regions with significant differences

compared to the 61 gradient original scheme, with different regions identified in the two
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schemes with less directions. The conducted study demonstrated that the use of a lower

number of diffusion orientations can be partially counterbalanced with an increased sam-

ple size, but an appropriate characterization of the white matter structure requires a high

number of orientations.

5. Application of a connectomics approach in order to characterize the connections between

individual gray matter cortical and subcortical regions. The number of streamlines and the

DTI measures to study differences in the structural connectivity between HC and patients

with EM and CM were employed for the characterization. This thesis implements the first

connectomics analysis in a migraine study, especially with regard to connections between

specific gray matter regions (Chapter 5 of Part II) (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guer-

rero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020a). In this analysis, two groups of

results were identified. The first set was related to a potential weakening of the structural

connectivity in migraine, and the second to a possible strengthening associated mostly with

pain processing regions. The connectomics results provided new insights to understand the

migraine pathophysiology, suggesting a plastic maladaptation of white matter to frequent

painful stimuli and axonal disturbance in the transition from EM to CM.

6. Development of a fusion method to assess the simultaneous changes of gray matter morpho-

metric parameters and structural connectivity in patients with CM and EM. The mCCA-jICA

fusion technique was employed for the analysis. This thesis contains the first study to employ

this type of methodology to assess at the same time morphometric and connectomics param-

eters, instead of the images from different MRI modalities. From the clinical perspective,

this thesis presents the first application of a multimodal approach to a group of patients

with CM and EM (Chapter 6 of Part II) (Planchuelo-Gómez et al., 2021). This research re-

flected the direct relationship between the variations of the cortical curvature and structural

connectivity, represented by the number of streamlines, in migraine. Furthermore, specific

networks were altered particularly in CM according to the fusion results, providing potential

novel network biomarkers of CM.

6.2.Main conclusions

The main conclusions of this doctoral thesis are shown below:

• Migraine is characterized by a series of structural gray and white matter patterns, including

connections between specific gray matter regions. These patterns are more consistent in gray

matter compared to white matter parameters, i.e., CM and EM showed similar gray matter

changes compared to HC, but different white matter modifications.

• Different types of changes in structural networks appear to coexist in migraine. The first

group of alterations consist of debilitated networks composed of gray matter regions within
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each lobe. The other set of changes are associated with strengthened networks which include

pain processing regions.

• CM is an entity that presents different specific alterations with respect to low-frequency EM,

being substantially distinct from an EM with higher frequency. Changes in surface area,

axonal properties and structural connections with the hippocampus and the caudate nucleus

are presented as possible CM biomarkers.

• The temporal evolution of the white matter state in CM seems to follow a different path

compared to than in EM. The diffusion measures suggest an adaptation to the continuous

headache attacks in CM and lower white matter integrity in EM.

• The employment of advanced MRI processing techniques is necessary to determine in detail

structural properties of the brain in neurological and psychiatric disorders. These methods

overcome the limitations of the radiological examinations and provide quantitative measures

that contain important information about pathophysiological mechanisms.

• To characterize white matter microstructural properties, advanced diffusion models or meth-

ods that surmount DTI limitations are necessary. If diffusion-weighted imaging typical pro-

tocols from the clinical routine are employed, AMURA can complement DTI-based results.

• In white matter diffusion MRI studies, the number of diffusion gradient orientations should

be as high as possible. The use of low sample size deeply limits the potential differences that

could be found in a TBSS analysis.

• The use of sophisticated multimodal fusion analysis such as mCCA-jICA allows to determine

specific relationships between multiple data modalities and their associated features, includ-

ing MRI and non-MRI parameters. These fusion methods are also useful to characterize

changes in the assessed individual modalities.

6.3. Future research lines

The results of this thesis helped to elucidate some questions that were present in the state of the

art. However, these results raise new hypotheses and research lines. Possible future research lines

are shown below:

• First, the obtained results should be replicated in other samples with similar characteristics,

especially regarding the comparisons between CM and EM. Previous studies have assessed

CM, EM and HC simultaneously using gray matter morphometry and DTI-based descriptors,

but the mean age of the subjects was considerably higher (Husøy et al., 2019; Kattem Husøy

et al., 2019; Neeb et al., 2015, 2017). In addition, high frequency EM patients should be

included in future studies.
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• Determination of possible migraine subgroups. MRI parameters from diverse modalities can

be used to uncover unknown migraine types, further than the current classification between

CM and EM. Unsupervised machine learning techniques could be employed for this purpose.

This kind of methods would also be helpful to compare high frequency EM with CM and low

frequency EM. The author of this doctoral thesis has participated as first author in a study

with patients with psychotic disorder (schizophrenia and bipolar disorder) that obtained

subgroups of patients based on gray matter morphometry parameters (Planchuelo-Gómez,

Lubeiro, et al., 2020). This study could be useful to provide a framework for this suggested

subgroup analysis.

• The employed MRI parameters could be useful to analyze the effect of treatments, including

those that are frequently used such as topiramate or OnabotulinumtoxinA and the new treat-

ments based on monoclonal antibodies to CGRP. The author of this study has participated as

first author in a pilot study to predict the effects of topiramate using gray matter morphom-

etry parameters as predictors (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández,

Antón-Juarros, & de Luis-García, 2020). Regarding the new preventive treatments for mi-

graine, decreased activation in regions such as the thalamus and reduction of hypothalamic

activation in responders were identified in another study with a low sample size (Ziegeler,

Mehnert, Asmussen, & May, 2020).

• MRI and genetics data could be assessed simultaneously to determine possible relationships

between them, especially in the comparison between CM and EM patients. In this simul-

taneous analysis, the surface area and cortical thickness results of both groups should be

considered. With regard to genetics, diverse expressions of micro ribonucleic acid (known as

miRNA) in peripheral blood mononuclear cells has shown statistically significant differences

between patients with CM and EM (Greco et al., 2020). Using the proposed multimodal

fusion analysis (mCCA-jICA) in this thesis, specific patterns associating neuroimaging and

genetics could be identified.

• The structural properties of the migraine brain should be complemented with functional

information from fMRI or even EEG. In relation to the white matter properties, advanced

diffusion measures using the AMURA tool or other approaches should be employed for a

complete characterization. The advanced diffusion methods could also be employed to assess

gray matter, as it has been performed (Xiaoyun et al., 2020). An important reason related

to a lack of a complete structural and functional profile in a unique migraine sample is the

high acquisition time of the diffusion-weighted and the functional sequences, which require

an approximated minimum time of 10 minutes per modality. A similar issue is associated

with diffusion-weighted acquisition protocols with high and diverse b-values and large number

of diffusion gradient orientations that cause longer acquisition times than the acquisitions

used for the DTI model. The optimization of these sequences should be considered in future

studies.
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• Longitudinal studies are necessary not only to assess the migraine course, but also to analyze

the suggested different longitudinal courses of CM and EM. Taking into account the correla-

tion results, these results would be especially important in the assessment of white matter.

Longitudinal studies would provide more accurate results with respect to correlation results.

These studies would also be strongly related to the effect of the preventive treatment in pa-

tients with CM and high frequency EM. Moreover, the longitudinal studies would contribute

to understand the lack of statistically significant differences between patients with EM older

than the migraine peak age and controls in the literature.

• The changes in migraine should be compared with other headache and painful disorders, such

as chronic tension-type headache and fibromyalgia. Previous studies have been conducted

comparing migraine and tension-type headache, finding no statistically significant differences

between them (Husøy et al., 2019; Kattem Husøy et al., 2019). In contrast, significant dif-

ferences of the four assessed gray matter morphometry parameters have been found between

persistent post-traumatic headache and migraine (Schwedt et al., 2017).

• Studies in pediatric patients would be important to elucidate whether the reported patterns in

migraine are cause or consequence of the disease. Only one study has assessed white matter

abnormalities in pediatric patients (Messina et al., 2015) and the statistically significant

differences between the migraine patients and controls followed opposite trends compared to

most studies included in the literature. To determine the nature of the structural changes,

other possible subjects who could be longitudinally assessed are healthy young people with

family history of migraine.

To sum up, the use of advanced processing methods of T1- and diffusion-weighted MRI data was

employed to characterize the structural properties of the brain in migraine, with special focus on

the differences between CM and EM. Gray matter morphometry parameters obtained from more

sophisticated approaches than VBM, DTI- and EAP-based (extracted via AMURA) parameters

and connectomics provide a framework for the analysis of the brain structure, bearing in mind the

relevance of a high sample size and number of diffusion gradient orientations in the assessment of

white matter. A sophisticated fusion method, mCCA-jICA, gives an approach to assess the rela-

tionships between the employed features and obtain additional results. With these methods, gray

matter, white matter and structural connectivity patterns in migraine were detected together with

differences between CM and EM. The employment of multiple modalities, including both MRI and

non-MRI data, must be addressed in the future for the understanding of migraine pathophysiology,

including the relationship between brain structure and function.
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Chapter 7

Resumen en castellano

7.1. Introducción

La migraña es una enfermedad primaria discapacitante que se caracteriza por episodios recurrentes

de cefalea. Las características de la cefalea en la migraña incluyen localización unilateral, dolor de

tipo pulsátil (acompasado con los latidos del corazón) y de intensidad al menos moderada que se

agrava con la actividad física, y náuseas y/o vómitos además de fotofobia y/o sonofobia durante

los ataques de cefalea. Los tipos que se distinguen actualmente son migraña crónica y migraña

episódica, que se diferencian por el número de días de cefalea al mes. La migraña crónica se define

por episodios de cefalea en 15 o más días al mes durante un mínimo de tres meses, con al menos

ocho días al mes presentando la cefalea características de migraña.

Actualmente, el diagnóstico de la migraña se realiza exclusivamente a partir de los síntomas

previamente descritos, sin existir ningún biomarcador que permita identificar la migraña. Respecto

a los hallazgos radiológicos realizados con neuroimagen, solamente se han detectado hiperintensi-

dades de sustancia blanca en secuencias de imagen por resonancia magnética ponderadas en T2,

aunque dichos hallazgos no son exclusivos de migraña ni están presentes en todos los pacientes, y

su interpretación no está clara.

Para estudiar el cerebro de la migraña in vivo, la imagen por resonancia magnética se ha con-

vertido en una modalidad ampliamente empleada debido a su buena resolución espacial y excelente

contraste entre diferentes tipos de tejido mediante el uso de radiación no ionizante.

En la literatura previa, se han llevado a cabo múltiples estudios para analizar la estructura

de la sustancia gris y la sustancia blanca en migraña haciendo uso de procesado de imagen por

resonancia magnética ponderada en T1 y difusión, respectivamente. Además, se ha analizado la

función cerebral mediante resonancia magnética funcional. Respecto a los estudios de sustancia

gris, el resultado reportado con mayor frecuencia es pérdida de volumen en diversas regiones

en los pacientes con migraña, aunque el resultado opuesto también se ha identificado. Además,

resultados similares han sido obtenidos en el estudio del grosor cortical. En relación con el análisis

de la sustancia blanca, no se han encontrado patrones claros empleando parámetros obtenidos a

partir del tensor de difusión, siendo el resultado reportado con mayor frecuencia menor anisotropía

fraccional en los pacientes con migraña respecto a los controles. Apenas se han realizado estudios
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comparando pacientes con migraña crónica y episódica entre sí, sin haberse obtenido diferencias

estadísticamente significativas.

7.2. Hipótesis y objetivos

La hipótesis principal de esta tesis doctoral es que el cerebro de los pacientes con migraña sufre una

serie de alteraciones estructurales relacionada con cambios en sustancia gris y blanca. Además,

también se plantea que el uso de modelos basados en el tensor de difusión puede ser insuficiente

para la caracterización de las propiedades estructurales de la sustancia blanca y que los cambios

de sustancia gris y blanca están asociados entre sí, incluyendo las conexiones entre regiones de

sustancia gris a través de las regiones de sustancia blanca.

El principal objetivo de esta tesis doctoral es la caracterización de las alteraciones estructurales

que tienen lugar en los pacientes con migraña, incluyendo las diferencias entre los pacientes con

migraña crónica y migraña episódica. Respecto a la comparación entre ambos tipos de migraña,

también se pretende analizar si la migraña crónica es una especie de migraña episódica intensificada

o con mayor frecuencia o si es una entidad distinta con alteraciones específicas. Los objetivos de

esta tesis doctoral se detallan a continuación:

• Caracterizar las alteraciones de sustancia gris en migraña crónica y episódica usando parámet-

ros de morfometría.

• Definir los cambios de sustancia blanca en migraña crónica y episódica usando parámetros

obtenidos a partir del tensor de difusión que han sido previamente empleados en la literatura.

• Analizar una nueva aproximación, Apparent Measures Using Reduced Acquisitions (AMURA),

y comprobar si es capaz de aportar nueva información acerca de la difusión en regiones de

sustancia blanca en comparación con el tensor de difusión.

• Evaluar conjuntamente el efecto del tamaño muestral y de los parámetros de adquisición en

la resonancia de difusión en las comparaciones estadísticas de parámetros obtenidos a partir

del tensor de difusión.

• Determinar alteraciones específicas de conectividad estructural entre regiones de sustancia

gris en migraña crónica y episódica a partir de conectómica.

• Encontrar relaciones particulares entre los cambios de morfometría de sustancia gris y las

alteraciones de conectividad estructural en pacientes con migraña crónica y episódica.

7.3.Materiales y métodos

La base de datos empleada en esta tesis doctoral estuvo compuesta por 52 controles sanos, 57

pacientes con migraña episódica y 57 pacientes con migraña crónica. Debido a errores surgidos
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durante el procesamiento de las imágenes de resonancia de difusión o a la ausencia de dichas imá-

genes, en los estudios que emplearon dichos datos se incluyeron finalmente 50 controles sanos, 54

pacientes con migraña episódica y 56 pacientes con migraña crónica. Respecto a los controles,

se comprobó que fueran adecuados para estudios de cefaleas. Los pacientes con migraña inclui-

dos en los estudios fueron reclutados cuando visitaron la unidad de cefaleas del Hospital Clínico

Universitario de Valladolid por primera vez.

En el análisis global de la sustancia gris, se realizó un procesado de las imágenes de resonancia

magnética ponderadas en T1 para estudiar diversos parámetros morfométricos. Dichos parámetros

fueron la curvatura cortical, el grosor cortical, la superficie y el volumen de sustancia gris. Para

obtener dichas medidas en 68 regiones corticales (incluyendo el cerebelo) y 16 subcorticales, se

empleó el software FreeSurfer, que realiza una segmentación de las diferentes estructuras. Los

cuatro parámetros mencionados se obtienen para las 68 regiones corticales, mientras que en las

regiones subcorticales solamente se extraen los valores de volumen de sustancia gris.

Respecto al procesado de la sustancia blanca a partir de las imágenes de resonancia de difusión,

en primer lugar se llevó a cabo un preprocesado de estas imágenes con el objetivo de reducir el ruido

asociado a esta modalidad y corregir las inhomogeneidades producidas por los campos magnéticos

B0 y B1, el movimiento y las eddy currents. Tras este preprocesado, por un lado se obtuvieron

medidas basadas en el modelo del tensor de difusión, que fueron la anisotropía fraccional (FA), la

difusividad radial (RD), la difusividad media (MD) y la difusividad axial (AD). Por otro lado, se

hizo uso de la metodología AMURA para calcular los mapas de medidas avanzadas de difusión, que

fueron la return-to-axis probability (RTAP), return-to-origin probability (RTOP) y return-to-plane

probability (RTPP). Para el análisis de la sustancia blanca mediante las medidas descritas en este

párrafo, se utilizó el método tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS), que obtiene un esqueleto de la

sustancia blanca a partir de las imágenes de todos los sujetos que componen el estudio.

Para determinar los efectos de la variación del tamaño muestral en relación con el número de

orientaciones de los gradientes de difusión, se analizaron diferentes submuestras de la comparación

de la AD mediante TBSS entre los dos grupos de migraña, con 25 submuestras por cada cantidad

fijada de sujetos. Por un lado, se simularon diferentes subconjuntos de la muestra original y,

aprovechando la técnica de adquisición utilizada en la resonancia de difusión, también se analizaron

tres conjuntos de gradientes de difusión, el original (61 direcciones) y dos subconjuntos de 40 y

21 direcciones. El valor de la mediana del número de regiones con diferencias estadísticamente

significativas en las diferentes comparaciones se empleó como medida de comparación entre los

diferentes esquemas planteados.

El análisis de la conectividad estructural se basó en la técnica de la tractografía, que reconstruye

las fibras que conectan las diversas regiones de sustancia gris en todo el cerebro. A partir de la

tractografía, se determinó el número de streamlines en las conexiones entre las regiones corticales

y subcorticales de interés. La cuenta de streamlines, junto con las medidas obtenidas a partir del

tensor de difusión, se utilizó como medida de conectividad estructural en las comparaciones entre

los grupos de interés.
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La fusión de la información de diversas modalidades, la morfometría de la sustancia gris y la

conectividad estructural en el caso de esta tesis doctoral, se realizó mediante la integración de

las técnicas de análisis de la correlación canónica multimodal (mCCA) seguida por la de análisis

conjunto de componentes independientes (jICA). Esta combinación de métodos permitió identificar

las alteraciones de los parámetros asociados a una modalidad con los cambios de conectividad

estructural, además de captar alteraciones individuales en cada una de las modalidades que no

fueron detectadas en las comparaciones previamente mencionadas.

En todos los casos, se realizó la comparación estadística de los grupos de interés, esto es, el

grupo de controles sanos y los grupos de migraña crónica y episódica.

7.4. Resultados

En relación con el análisis de morfometría de sustancia gris, se detectaron de manera significativa

mayores valores de curvatura cortical en los dos grupos de migraña en comparación con los con-

troles, así como menores valores de grosor cortical, volumen de sustancia gris (excepto en regiones

subcorticales) y la superficie en múltiples regiones. Además, se identificaron mayores valores de

grosor cortical y menores de volumen de sustancia gris y, en numerosas regiones, de área de la

superficie en pacientes con migraña crónica respecto a migraña episódica.

Respecto a los resultados estadísticamente significativos del análisis con los descriptores de

difusión en sustancia blanca, considerando comparaciones ajustadas por diversas covariables, se

hallaron mayores valores de AD en migraña episódica respecto a controles, menores valores de

RTOP y RTPP en migraña episódica respecto a controles y menores valores de RD y RTAP en

migraña crónica en comparación con los controles. Con la FA, en diferentes zonas, se detectaron

tanto mayores como menores valores en migraña crónica respecto a los controles. Adicionalmente,

con las medidas obtenidas mediante la herramienta AMURA, se hallaron diferencias significativas

entre migraña episódica y controles que no se pudieron detectar con las medidas del tensor de

difusión. En la comparación entre ambos tipos de migraña, se encontraron mayores valores de FA,

RTAP, RTOP y RTPP en migraña crónica respecto a episódica, y al contrario con la AD, MD y

RD.

En el análisis de los efectos de la reducción del tamaño muestral y del número de direcciones de

los gradientes de difusión se halló que un bajo tamaño muestral podía compensarse con un mayor

número de gradientes de difusión y viceversa. Para una cantidad fijada de sujetos, se observó mayor

cantidad de diferencias significativas con el empleo de más orientaciones, excepto para tamaños

muestrales muy bajos en los que no se identifican diferencias estadísticamente significativas.

Los resultados del análisis de conectómica mostraron dos tendencias distintas en la compara-

ción entre los pacientes con migraña y los controles, obteniéndose tanto conexiones reforzadas en

conexiones con regiones de procesamiento del dolor como conexiones debilitadas en conexiones

entre regiones dentro de cada lóbulo en los pacientes respecto a los controles. Estos resultados se

identificaron tanto con la comparación estadística directa del número de streamlines como con el
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análisis multimodal con mCCA-jICA, en el que se determinó que los cambios de curvatura cortical

están asociados a los de conectividad estructural en migraña episódica. En cuanto a la compara-

ción entre ambos tipos de migraña, se identificaron alteraciones en conexiones con el hipocampo en

migraña crónica, así como conexiones debilitadas entre la corteza orbitofrontal y el núcleo caudado

en migraña crónica respecto a migraña episódica.

7.5. Discusión

De acuerdo con los resultados obtenidos, la migraña está relacionada con una serie de cambios en

la sustancia gris, especialmente pérdida de volumen excepto en regiones subcorticales. Además, la

migraña se vincula con alteraciones de redes estructurales cerebrales„ esto es, que varias regiones y

las conexiones estructurales que las unen se ven afectadas, en lugar de simplemente haber cambios

en regiones aisladas de sustancia gris. Quedaría por determinar si los cambios detectados son causa

o consecuencia de la migraña.

Teniendo en cuenta que los dos grupos de migraña presentaron cambios comunes respecto a

los controles sanos, también se apreciaron diferencias estadísticamente significativas entre migraña

crónica y episódica. En el conjunto de cambios, destacan los menores valores de superficie en

numerosas regiones de sustancia gris en migraña crónica, lo que puede indicar que dicho parámetro

podría ser un biomarcador de migraña crónica. Respecto a las alteraciones de sustancia blanca,

los resultados obtenidos sugieren, sorprendentemente, mayor integridad de la sustancia blanca en

migraña crónica que en migraña episódica, especialmente teniendo en cuenta el efecto temporal.

Por lo tanto, la migraña crónica parece una entidad distinta respecto a una especie de migraña

episódica intensificada, esto es, la migraña crónica tiene características específicas.

Los resultados de esta tesis doctoral muestran la importancia del procesado avanzado de imagen

por resonancia magnética para el análisis del cerebro en diversas patologías. Las técnicas que

analizan las diversas modalidades de resonancia magnética permiten estudiar diferentes tipos de

tejidos y propiedades del cerebro. De esta manera, se pueden obtener hallazgos que permiten

comprender mejor los mecanismos fisiopatológicos de la migraña u otras enfermedades neurológicas

y psiquiátricas, además de posibles asociaciones entre dichos mecanismos.

7.6. Conclusiones

Las principales conclusiones de esta tesis doctoral son:

• La migraña se caracteriza por una serie de cambios estructurales en sustancia gris y sustancia

blanca. Además, dos tipos de redes estructurales con comportamientos opuestos parecen

coexistir en la migraña.
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• La migraña crónica tiene características distintas respecto a la migraña episódica. La su-

perficie de sustancia gris se presenta como un biomarcador entre ambos tipos de migraña.

Ambos tipos de migraña podrían presentar una evolución temporal distinta.

• El empleo de modelos alternativos al tensor de difusión es necesario para caracterizar las

propiedades de la sustancia blanca, incluso con posible aplicación al análisis de la sustancia

gris. En estos estudios, se debe procurar que el tamaño muestral y el número de direcciones

en los gradientes de difusión sea lo más alto posible.

• El uso de métodos sofisticados de fusión de datos provenientes de diferentes modalidades

permite caracterizar las asociaciones entre cambios de diferente naturaleza e identificar al-

teraciones específicas en cada modalidad.

Algunas líneas futuras de investigación incluyen el análisis longitudinal, el estudio de las al-

teraciones estructurales en conjunto con propiedades funcionales o datos que incluso no provengan

de resonancia magnética (por ejemplo, la genética), la comparación con otras cefaleas y patologías

caracterizadas por el dolor (por ejemplo, la fibromialgia) y la realización de estudios en pacientes

pediátricos para comprender mejor si los cambios observados son causa o consecuencia de la mi-

graña.
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Thematic consistency between the
publications

As mentioned in the Introduction of Part I, this thesis presents contributions in the technical

and the clinical fields using MRI data from patients with migraine. Conventional qualitative

radiological exploration of MRI data from these patients cannot detect the specific features of the

migrainous brain. Regarding pathological findings in the radiological examinations, only white

matter hyperintensities have been described in migraine, but these are not specific to migraine

and their relationship with pathological mechanisms is unclear. Thus, the lack of radiological

abnormalities requires advanced MRI processing to characterize the migraine brain in-vivo. The

characterization of the structural properties of the brain, the main objective of this doctoral thesis,

is described in detail in the publications that compose the compendium. In this thesis, diverse

processing methods have been applied to T1-weighted and dMRI data to study the gray and white

matter, also considering the connections between gray matter regions through the white matter

tracts.

With respect to one of the main MRI modalities not treated in this thesis, fMRI, previous

studies with migraine patients have generally shown that a group of regions is activated in relation

to pain and headache (May, 2009). These regions compose the called pain matrix. The pain

matrix involves subcortical regions, mainly the thalamus and the amygdala, and cortical regions

from every lobe such as the insula, the prefrontal cortex, the cingulate cortex, the primary sensory

cortex and the posterior parietal cortex (May, 2009).

Currently, there are two main migraine types based on clinical characteristics: Episodic Mi-

graine (EM) and Chronic Migraine (CM). According to the Third edition of the International

Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-3), CM and EM are differentiated only by the number

of days with headache per month. Patients with CM suffer from a headache 15 or more days per

month, showing eight or more of these days headache with migraine characteristics, during at least

three months (Headache Classification Committee of the International Headache Society, 2018).

In contrast, patients with EM suffer from a headache less than 15 days per month. However, there

is no biomarker to distinguish either migraine or CM. Therefore, the main objective of this thesis

is the extraction of MRI biomarkers of migraine compared to HC, and of CM with respect to EM,

using diverse MRI modalities.

From the main objective, some questions arise:
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1. Are there brain structural differences between patients with migraine and Healthy Controls

(HC)?

2. Are there brain structural differences between patients with CM and EM?

3. If there are differences between CM and EM, does this imply that they are different entities,

or just diverse grades of the same pathology?

Regarding the first question, loss of gray matter volume has been reported in a meta-analysis

in patients with migraine compared to HC (Jia & Yu, 2017) and lower FA values in white matter

regions have been found in migraine (Gomez-Beldarrain et al., 2015; Shibata et al., 2018; Szabó

et al., 2012; Yu, Yuan, Zhao, et al., 2013), although the opposite result has also been identified

(Messina et al., 2015).

With respect to the second question, no white matter differences have been identified previously

between CM and EM (Neeb et al., 2015). The same lack of statistically significant results was found

for gray matter assessment following the originally planned statistical analysis (Neeb et al., 2017;

Valfrè et al., 2008). In these previous studies, low sample sizes were employed, with around 20

subjects per group.

Therefore, the first step is the acquisition of a database including the proper MRI data for the

analysis of gray matter and white matter. The MRI modalities used for that purpose are T1- and

diffusion-weighted imaging, both acquired during the same session. The subjects who compose the

dataset should be patients with CM and EM, and HC, all of them balanced for age and sex.

Bearing in mind the implication of multiple regions in pain processing, an analysis of the

diverse gray matter subcortical and cortical regions and the white matter tracts connecting the

gray matters areas should be carried out in order to understand the migraine pathophysiology.

To date, the main finding in migraine morphometric studies is the loss of gray matter volume in

pain-transmitting areas (Jia & Yu, 2017; May, 2009). Another frequently assessed morphometric

parameter is the cortical thickness, but the results associated with this parameter are conflicting,

showing opposite trends in diverse studies. Additional morphometric parameters include surface

area, which has been barely assessed in migraine studies, and cortical curvature, not analyzed

previously. The analysis of the four morphometric parameters can provide a rather complete

perspective of the migraine pathophysiology, especially considering the difference between the

changes of the surface area, largely determined prenatally, and the cortical thickness, with major

variations driven postnatally (Frye et al., 2010; Kapellou et al., 2006).

Regarding the analysis of the morphometric parameters (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín,

Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al., 2020), two main results were obtained:

• Lower values of gray matter volume, cortical thickness and surface area in both groups of

migraine compared to HC were identified, and increased curvature in the migraine groups

with respect to HC was found.
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• In the comparison between patients with CM and EM, lower values of gray matter volume

and especially surface area in multiple regions were obtained in CM, while cortical thickness

values were higher in CM.

Following an analysis of the relationship between genetics and MRI morphometric parameters,

the surface area and the cortical thickness present opposite genetic influence leading to different

effects of both parameters (Grasby et al., 2020). Therefore, the main findings of this analysis are

the extraction of a potential gray matter CM biomarker, lower widespread surface area values, and

the identification of CM as a different entity with respect to a more intense or more frequent EM.

From the previous analysis, it seems that there are structural differences between both types

of migraine. But do these significant differences persist in the analysis of white matter?

The results from previous migraine white matter studies using DTI parameters are conflicting.

The DTI parameters assessed in previous studies are the FA, the AD, the RD and the MD, being

TBSS the most commonly employed analysis method.

Our TBSS analysis showed widespread lower AD values in CM compared to EM, while these

values were higher in EM with respect to HC (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-

Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020b). FA and RD presented a positive and negative

correlation, respectively, with the time from onset of CM (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guer-

rero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020b).

The main findings of the white matter assessment are the extraction of a possible white matter

CM biomarker, lower widespread AD, and the different temporal evolution of DTI parameters

from HC to EM and throughout CM. These findings likely reflect different pathophysiological

mechanisms in the course of EM and CM. This result is in line with the gray matter results,

suggesting that the clinical course of CM is substantially different from EM.

In our TBSS analysis, the most reported result in the literature, i.e., lower FA values in patients

with EM with respect to HC, was not found. Furthermore, differences between both types of

migraine had not been found previously, possibly due to the fact that these differences are very

subtle. Then, two questions arise:

• Do white matter differences between patients with migraine and HC actually exist?

• Why are these white matter differences so difficult to find in migraine, especially between

CM and EM?

To answer the first question, an approach focused on the calculation of additional diffusion

measures using a new approach called Apparent Measures Using Reduced Acquisitions (AMURA)

(Aja-Fernández et al., 2020) was carried out. In this approach, the following scalar measures based

on the Ensemble Average diffusion Propagator (EAP) were obtained: Return-to-axis Probability

(RTAP), Return-to-origin Probability (RTOP) and Return-to-plane Probability (RTPP). The an-

swer to the second question was examined with the evaluation of the effects of the variation of

diffusion-specific acquisition parameters on the TBSS statistical comparisons of DTI parameters

taking into account the diversity of MRI acquisition protocols between studies.
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The additional EAP-based measures obtained from AMURA showed white matter structural

differences between patients with EM and HC, with lower RTOP values in patients with EM

(Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, de Luis-García, et al., 2020), a result in line with

the previous literature. Higher RTPP values were also found in patients with CM compared to

EM, in line with the AD results.

The new RTOP results identified with AMURA but not with DTI measures present a new

approach to complement the classical diffusion descriptors using a dMRI acquisition protocol em-

ployed in the clinical routine, despite the suboptimal conditions to exploit AMURA. Additional

diffusion measures would be necessary to further analyze the white matter microstructure.

With respect to the evaluation of the diffusion acquisition parameters, a lower number of regions

with statistically significant differences with respect to the original TBSS analysis was obtained

when reducing the number of diffusion orientations for a fixed sample size (Planchuelo-Gómez,

Aja-Fernández, et al., 2020). For a fixed number of diffusion orientations, the number of regions

with statistically significant differences between the assessed groups was lower when reducing the

sample size, as could be expected (Planchuelo-Gómez, Aja-Fernández, et al., 2020). For a fixed

sample size, a lower number of regions with significant differences was obtained when employing

a lower number of gradient orientations (Planchuelo-Gómez, Aja-Fernández, et al., 2020). The

regions extracted with lower number of orientations were a subset with respect to the original

scheme with the highest number of directions.

These results showed that an acquisition scheme with a low number of diffusion directions and

the comparisons using a low number of subjects could explain the lack of significant differences

between these groups of interest in the literature, particularly between CM and EM. These results

highlight the importance of using a high number of diffusion orientations and a relative large sample

size to assess diffusion measures in migraine.

Regarding the differences identified in the gray and white matter analysis, a question emerges:

How are the white matter connections between specific affected gray matter regions?

The independent analysis of the gray matter morphometric parameters and the white matter

tracts provided insufficient information about the state of the connections between specific pain

processing regions, with no previous results in migraine studies. A connectomics approach was

employed to allow the assessment of specific changes in the white matter that connects specific

gray matter regions. To analyze the structural connectivity between the gray matter regions,

tractography was performed. The number of streamlines and the DTI parameters were employed

as metrics. The gray matter regions included in the structural connectivity matrix were the same

regions where the morphometric parameters were assessed.

The connectomics analysis showed both higher and lower number of streamlines and diffusion

descriptor values in different connections in patients with migraine with respect to HC (Planchuelo-

Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, Rodríguez, & de Luis-García, 2020a). Most

connections with higher number of streamlines included pain processing regions.
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These results suggest two different pathophysiological mechanisms in migraine related to struc-

tural connectivity. These mechanisms are the possible coexistence of strengthening associated with

pain processing and weakening of other connections.

The connectomics analysis exhibited two opposite trends in structural connections. This result

drives to the following question: How do the alterations of gray and white matter intertwine?

To evaluate the relationship between the gray matter changes and the diverse structural con-

nectivity results in migraine, a fusion method analysis was carried out in order to integrate si-

multaneously the information from both sources. The fusion method was Multimodal Canonical

Correlation Analysis (mCCA) combined with Joint Independent Component Analysis (jICA). The

fusion method allows to characterize the specific variations of one modality linked to the variations

of another modality.

The mCCA-jICA fusion method revealed a relationship between cortical curvature and the

streamline count, with higher curvature values related to a higher streamline count in patients

with EM compared to HC (Planchuelo-Gómez et al., 2021). A higher number of streamlines was

found in both groups of migraine patients with respect to HC in connections between subcortical

regions and pain processing regions, while a lower number was found in connections within each

lobe. Specific connections with the hippocampus were altered in CM compared to EM, together

with the network composed of the caudate nucleus and the orbitofrontal cortex. These results

indicate that migraine can be explained, at least partially, as a network disease, with groups of

regions simultaneously altered following different pathophysiological mechanisms.

The results from this thesis suggest that groups of regions in migraine would be affected in

different ways with respect to HC. On the one hand, migraine could be defined as a network

disease, i.e., groups of regions would be connected and involved in the diverse pathophysiological

mechanisms related to the maldapaptation of white matter. The mechanisms would be hypothetical

strengthening of the structural connectivity in pain processing areas and the possible weakening of

other connections. On the other hand, CM would be a different entity with respect to EM with a

higher number of attacks, presenting a distinct temporal course and particularly altered structural

networks in comparison with EM.

A scheme of the relationship between the contributions of this doctoral thesis is shown in Figure

1.

In the following chapters of this part of the doctoral thesis, the published papers that are part

of the compendium are included. Before each article, the corresponding context is described and

a summary of its relevance is shown. The figures from the papers that were already included in

part I are referenced with the name used in part I, while the remaining figures are referenced and

displayed following the order of the original article.
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Figure 1: Relationship between the publications included in the compendium. HBM = human brain mapping;

ISMRM = Proceedings of the 28th Annual Meeting of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine;

TJHP = The Journal of Headache and Pain.
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Chapter 1

Contribution 1: Gray Matter
Structural Alterations in Chronic

and Episodic Migraine: A
Morphometric Magnetic
Resonance Imaging Study

Published as:

Planchuelo-Gómez, Á.1, García-Azorín, D.2, Guerrero, Á.L.2,3, Rodríguez, M.4,
Aja-Fernández, S.1 and de Luis-García, R1 (2020). Gray Matter Structural Alter-
ations in Chronic and Episodic Migraine: A Morphometric Magnetic Resonance
Imaging Study. Pain Medicine, 21(11):2997-3011. doi: 10.1093/pm/pnaa271.

1. Laboratorio de Procesado de Imagen (LPI), Universidad de Valladolid, Valladolid, Spain

2. Headache Unit, Department of Neurology, Hospital Clínico Universitario de Valladolid, Val-

ladolid, Spain

3. Institute for Biomedical Research of Salamanca (IBSAL), Salamanca, Spain

4. Department of Radiology, Hospital Clínico Universitario de Valladolid, Valladolid, Spain

The purpose of this study was the assessment of diverse morphometry parameters to character-

ize whole-brain gray matter properties in patients with CM and EM. In this research, a whole-brain

comparison of the cortical curvature between migraine patients and controls, and the surface area

between patients with CM and EM were carried out for the first time in a migraine context. The

most frequent statistically significant differences were lower gray matter volume values in migraine

patients compared to controls (except subcortical regions) and lower surface area values in CM

compared to EM patients.
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Abstract
Objective. This study evaluates different parameters describing the gray matter structure to analyze

differences between healthy controls, patients with episodic migraine, and patients with chronic migraine.

Design. Cohort study.

Setting. Spanish community.

Subjects. Fifty-two healthy controls, 57 episodic migraine patients, and 57 chronic migraine patients

were included in the study and underwent T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging acquisition.

Methods. Eighty-four cortical and subcortical gray matter regions were extracted, and gray matter

volume, cortical curvature, thickness, and surface area values were computed (where applicable). Correla-

tion analysis between clinical features and structural parameters was performed.

Results. Statistically significant differences were found between all three groups, generally consisting

of increases in cortical curvature and decreases in gray matter volume, cortical thickness, and surface area

in migraineurs with respect to healthy controls. Furthermore, differences were also found between chronic

and episodic migraine. Significant correlations were found between duration of migraine history and several

structural parameters.

Conclusions. Migraine is associated with structural alterations in widespread gray matter regions

of the brain. Moreover, the results suggest that the pattern of differences between healthy controls and

episodic migraine patients is qualitatively different from that occurring between episodic and chronic

migraine patients.

Key Words: Chronic Migraine; Migraine; Magnetic Resonance Imaging; Cortical Curvature; Cortical

Thickness; Gray Matter Volume; Surface Area

1.1. Introduction
Patients with chronic migraine (CMs) suffer from headache during 15 or more days per month for more

than three months, with at least eight of these days of headache with migrainous characteristics, according

to the third edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-3) [1]. In contrast,

patients with episodic migraine (EMs) suffer <15 headache days per month. Between 2% and 3% of

migraine patients evolve annually from EM to CM [2]. Although some risk factors have been associated

with progression from EM to CM, the pathophysiological mechanisms of this conversion remain to be

elucidated. Furthermore, it is not clear whether EM and CM could represent two ranges of the same entity

or, alternatively, if they are two subgroups with distinctive characteristics.

Neuroimaging, particularly magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), has revealed itself as a powerful tool

for the study of migraine. Using conventional MRI, some early studies reported an increased risk of sub-

clinical brain damage in migraine patients compared with healthy controls (HCs), including white matter

hyperintensities [3, 4]. Later, more focus was devoted to the analysis of possible structural alterations

in migraine patients. A recent meta-analysis found a gray matter volume decrease in migraine patients

with respect to healthy controls in several regions [5]. Most of the studies included in the meta-analysis

employed voxel-based morphometry (VBM) as the analysis tool. This technique automatically performs

voxel-wise comparisons of the local concentration of gray matter [6].

Some studies have tried to determine whether structural differences in gray matter between EM and

CM patients exist using T1-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) scans. Using VBM, one of these studies
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found a gray matter volume reduction in chronic vs episodic migraine patients in some regions [7]. Also

employing VBM, another study reported increased and decreased gray matter volume in different regions

in CM compared with EM patients [8]. Moreover, features based not only on gray matter volume, but also

on cortical thickness and surface area were employed by Schwedt et al. to develop classifiers between CMs,

EMs, and HCs using principal component analysis (PCA) [9]. Higher cortical thickness in high-frequency

(eight to 14 attacks per month) vs low-frequency (less than two attacks per month) migraine patients was

found by Maleki et al. in the inferior temporal gyrus of the right hemisphere and in the postcentral gyrus

of the left hemisphere [10].

The present study compares the structural properties of the gray matter in patients with EM, CM,

and healthy controls. The aims are to:

1. Replicate previous findings about differences in the gray matter between EMs and CMs [7, 8] using

a different analysis method that provides more information about the structure of the gray matter

regions and employing a larger data set;

2. Investigate structural brain differences between both subtypes of migraine patients and healthy

controls;

3. Examine how gray matter structural features relate to demographics and clinical characteristics of

patients.

1.2.Methods

1.2.1. Participants
We conducted an observational analytic study with a cohort design. The target population included

patients with migraine. Patients were recruited from the outpatient headache unit at the Hospital Clínico

Universitario de Valladolid (Spain), a tertiary center that receives patients both from specialized care

and directly from primary care. Inclusion criteria were a) diagnosis of migraine according to the ICHD-

3 beta and ICHD-3 criteria [1, 11]; b) stable clinical situation in the previous six months; c) agreeing

to participate and signing the informed consent. We excluded patients with a) high-frequency episodic

migraine, suffering between 10 and 14 headache days per month; b) other painful conditions; c) known

major psychiatric diseases (described as anamnesis or presence of depression or anxiety according to the

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale [12]); d) other neurological diseases; e) drug or substance abuse;

f) pregnancy. Patients received no preventive therapy at inclusion. Participants were asked to keep a

headache diary and were classified as having episodic migraine when they had <10 headache days per

month or chronic migraine (CM) according to ICHD-3 criteria. No healthy controls were included if they

showed a present or past history of migraine, or if any other neurological or psychiatric condition was

present. We used a nonprobabilistic sampling method by convenience sampling. Age- and sex-matched

healthy controls were recruited through hospital and university colleagues and advertisements in these

facilities by convenience sampling and snowball sampling.

In all patients, we collected sociodemographic and clinical data, including the duration of migraine

disease (years), headache and migraine frequency (days per month), and time from onset of chronic migraine

(months) when applicable.
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The local Ethics Committee of Hospital Clínico Universitario de Valladolid approved the study (PI:

14–197). All participants read and signed a written consent form before their participation.

1.2.2. MRI Acquisition
Image acquisitions were performed for migraine patients during interictal periods (defined as at least 24

hours from last migraine attack). High-resolution 3D T1-weighted MRI data were acquired using a Philips

Achieva 3T MRI unit (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) with a 32-channel head coil in the MRI

facility at the Laboratorio de Técnicas Instrumentales from the Universidad de Valladolid (Spain) between

May 2014 and July 2018.

For the anatomical T1-weighted images, the following acquisition parameters were employed: Turbo

Field Echo (TFE) sequence, repetition time (TR) = 8.1 ms, echo time (TE) = 3.7 ms, flip angle = 8°, 256

x 256 matrix size, 1 x 1 x 1 mm3 of spatial resolution, and 160 slices covering the whole brain.

1.2.3. Image Processing
MRI images were processed to obtain cortical curvature, cortical thickness, gray matter volume, and surface

area of the different gray matter regions.

From the T1 images, automatic cortical parcellation was performed using FreeSurfer. FreeSurfer par-

cellation includes skull stripping, automated Talairach transformation, segmentation of subcortical gray

and white matter, intensity normalization, gray-white matter boundary tessellation, and surface defor-

mation [13–16]. The automated parcellations were manually inspected to check the quality. Afterwards,

mean curvature, average thickness, gray matter volume, and surface area of all subjects were extracted

from FreeSurfer and exported to MATLAB (2017b, MathWorks) for further analysis. Gray matter vol-

ume was obtained for all the 84 gray matter regions from the Desikan-Killiany atlas [17]. Also, cortical

curvature, cortical thickness, and area were calculated for the 68 regions from the atlas that are cortical

regions. Considering the four morphometric parameters, a total of 288 comparisons were analyzed, which

correspond to 84 comparisons for the gray matter volume of cortical and subcortical regions, and 68 for

each of the other three parameters: curvature, area, and thickness of cortical regions.

1.2.4. Statistical Analysis
We estimated sample size according Schwedt et al. [18]. We calculated in a worst possible scenario model

with an estimated effect size of difference between groups of 0.04 and a variance of 0.01, a type 1 error rate

of 1% and 80% power, anticipating a loss of 10% of patients; the expected sample size was 139 participants.

We include a sensitivity analysis in the Supplementary Data.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Levene's test for equality of variances were used to assess normality

and homogeneity of variance in age and duration of migraine in years. To test for significant differences

in the ages of the three groups, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used if the null hypothesis

in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Levene tests was not rejected; otherwise, the Kruskal-Wallis test was

employed. To test for sex-related significant differences, a chi-square test was used. To compare clinical

features between migraine patients (i.e., duration of migraine history in years for both groups of patients

and duration of chronic migraine in months for chronic migraine patients), a two-tailed unpaired t test
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was used if the null hypothesis in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Levene tests was not rejected; otherwise,

the Mann-Whitney U test was employed.

Cortical curvature and cortical thickness data were tested for normal distribution with the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test, and homogeneity of variance was tested by the Levene test. If data met these assumptions,

one-way ANOVA was performed, and if not, the Kruskal-Wallis test was performed. To control for differ-

ences in overall brain size, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed on gray matter volume and

surface area, with total intracranial volume and total surface area, respectively, as covariates. To correct

for multiple comparisons, the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) procedure was used [19]. To

assess differences between the two groups, the Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was applied.

After correction for multiple comparisons using FDR, the critical P value for the results was 0.0154;

that is, only the tests with P values equal or lower than this critical P value survived the correction and

were therefore considered to be statistically significant. In comparison to the Bonferroni correction, the

cutoff P value is relatively large because the Benjamini-Hochberg method adjusts this cutoff using not only

the total number of comparisons, but also the number of significant comparisons with relatively small or

very small P values. In our case, there were many very small P values (P<0.001) and a large amount of

comparisons with small P values (P<0.01), which justify the final cutoff.

Spearman correlation analysis was employed to perform correlation analysis for clinical features from

the migraine patients and the structural parameters (i.e., cortical curvature, cortical thickness, gray matter

volume, and surface area). To correct for multiple comparisons, the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure was

also applied.

In all comparisons, the level of statistical significance was set at P<0.05.

1.3. Results
During the study period, 52 healthy controls, 57 episodic migraine patients, and 57 chronic migraine

patients were recruited for the study after matching the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Five patients

with episodic migraine and 11 with chronic migraine were screened but excluded due to the presence of

anxiety or depression according to the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS). Demographic and

clinical data for the three groups are summarized in Table 1. Significant differences were found in duration

of migraine history in years between the two migraine groups. Significant differences were also found in

headache and migraine frequency between the migraine groups, as expected. No poor-quality automated

parcellations were detected.

After correction for multiple comparisons, ANOVA/ Kruskal-Wallis/ANCOVA results revealed signif-

icant differences between groups in cortical curvature, cortical thickness, gray matter volume, and surface

area. Eightyfour cortical comparisons and five subcortical comparisons, considering all structural pa-

rameters, had significant differences. In this section, we report only 26 results with P<0.001 (ANOVA,

Kruskal-Wallis, or ANCOVA). The 63 remaining significant differences (0.001<P<0.0154) are reported in

the Supplementary Data.

Taking into account the large number of significant results in this study, we also computed the effect

size of significant results with Cohen's d in order to identify the results with the largest effect size that

were least likely to be due to chance. For every comparison, the mean value of the most pathological group

was subtracted from the mean value of the least pathological group.
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Considering the significant differences in duration of migraine history between episodic and chronic

migraine patients (Table 1), ANCOVA analysis was repeated for all the structural parameters including

the duration of migraine history as a covariate. ANCOVA results showed that the regions with significant

P values were the same regions obtained in the original analysis, except the left supramarginal gyrus,

which was nonsignificant when considering the duration of migraine history as a covariate. The critical P

value in this analysis was 0.0149. The P values from the ANCOVA with the duration of migraine history

as a covariate were almost equal to the P values from the original analysis, with the difference in P values

between both analyses close to 0.001 or 0.002 in regions where significant differences were reported in

the original analysis. In the case of pairwise post hoc comparisons between EM and CM patients, every

region that showed significant differences in the original analysis still had significant differences after adding

duration of migraine as a covariate.

1.3.1. Cortical Curvature
Differences in cortical curvature with P<0.001 were identified in the left posterior division of the cingulate

cortex, right lateral occipital cortex, right paracentral lobule, and right precuneus cortex. For all these

comparisons, both groups of migraine patients had increased curvature compared with HCs. Tukey-Kramer

post hoc results for these comparisons are shown in Table 2, Figure 4.2, and the Supplementary Data. The

results with P values ≥ 0.001 are shown and discussed in the Supplementary Data.

When comparing between EM and HC patients, all Cohen's d values (except for left cuneus cortex)

were higher than 0.5, indicating a medium effect size according to the threshold established by Cohen [20].

The left posterior division of the cingulate cortex achieved a large effect (i.e., a Cohen's d value >0.8 [20]).

The same trend was found for the comparison between CM patients with respect to HCs, but the effect

size was lower compared with EMs vs HCs. In the comparison between CM and EM patients, no value

reached the medium effect size threshold, but cortical curvature values tended to be higher in EM patients.

These results can be seen in the Supplementary Data.

1.3.2. Cortical Thickness
Differences in cortical thickness with P<0.001 were identified in three regions. In the left inferior temporal

gyrus and in the right fusiform gyrus, both EMs and CMs showed decreased cortical thickness compared

with HCs. In the right inferior temporal gyrus, HCs and CM patients showed increased cortical thickness

compared with EM patients. Tukey-Kramer post hoc results for these comparisons are shown in Table 3,

Figure 4.2, and the Supplementary Data. The results with P values ≥ 0.001 are shown and discussed in

the Supplementary Data.

All Cohen's d absolute values, except for left banks of the superior temporal sulcus, indicated a medium

effect size (in this case, more negative) in the comparison between EM patients and HCs, reaching, for

the right inferior temporal gyrus, a large effect size. The same trend, but with lower effect sizes (less

negative), was found when comparing CM patients and HCs. Finally, no medium effect sizes were found in

the comparison between CM and EM patients, although cortical thickness values were consistently higher

in CM patients. These results are depicted in the Supplementary Data.
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1.3.3. Gray Matter Volume
Differences in gray matter volume with P<0.001 were found in four cortical regions and the bilateral

cerebellum. In the left pars orbitalis, left pars triangularis, right insula, and bilateral cerebellum,

both groups of migraine patients showed decreased gray matter volume compared with HCs. In

the left superior temporal gyrus, CMs showed decreased gray matter volume compared with both

HCs and EMs. Tukey-Kramer post hoc results for these comparisons are shown in Table 4, Figure

4.2, and the Supplementary Data. The results with P values ≥ 0.001 are shown and discussed in

the Supplementary Data. Notably, decreased volume in CMs compared with EMs was observed in

five regions (Supplementary Data).

Cohen's d absolute values in the comparison between CM patients and HCs indicated medium

effect sizes (more negative) in most regions, reaching the large effect size threshold in the right

insula and having a contrary trend in subcortical regions, particularly the nucleus accumbens. The

same trend, but with generally smaller effect sizes, was observed in the comparison between EM

patients and HCs. In the comparison between CMs and EMs, medium effect sizes were found in

the left banks of the superior temporal sulcus (d = –0.65), the left superior temporal gyrus (d

= –0.51), the left transverse temporal cortex (d ≈ –0.50), and the right isthmus cingulate gyrus.

These results are illustrated in the Supplementary Data.

1.3.4. Surface Area
Differences in cortical surface area with P<0.001 were identified in 13 regions. In the bilateral precuneus

cortex, bilateral superior temporal gyrus, left superior frontal gyrus, left supramarginal gyrus, right inferior

parietal cortex, and right middle temporal gyrus, CMs showed decreased surface area compared with both

HCs and EMs. In the right isthmus division of the cingulate cortex and right superior parietal cortex,

CMs showed decreased surface area compared only with EMs. In the left pars triangularis, CMs showed

decreased surface area compared only with HCs. In the left pars orbitalis and right insula, both EMs

and CMs showed decreased surface area compared with HCs. Tukey-Kramer post hoc results for these

comparisons are shown in Tables 5 and 6 (showing the results for left and right hemisphere, respectively),

Figure 4.2, and the Supplementary Data. The results with P values ≥0.001 are shown and discussed in

the Supplementary Data. These include decreased area in CMs compared with both EMs and HCs in

nine regions (Supplementary Data) and decreased area in CMs compared with EMs in eight more regions

(Supplementary Data).

In the comparison between EM patients and HCs, and in the comparison between CM patients and

HCs, the left pars orbitalis, the right frontal pole, and the right insula showed medium effect sizes. For the

comparison between CM patients and HCs, a medium effect size was also found in the left pars triangularis.

No clear trend in EM patients with respect to HCs was observed. With regard to the comparison between

CM and EM patients, medium effect sizes were observed in the left banks of the superior temporal sulcus

(d = –0.66), left transverse temporal cortex (d = –0.58), right banks of the superior temporal sulcus (d

= –0.51), right inferior parietal cortex (d = –0.64), right isthmus cingulate gyrus (d = –0.65), and right
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superior parietal cortex (d = –0.53). CM cortical surface values were lower than EM values in all regions

except the right frontal pole (d = 0.06). These results can be seen in the Supplementary Data.
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Table 1. Clinical and demographic characteristics of healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine
(EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

HC (n=52) EM (n=57) CM (n=57) Statistical test

Women (n) 41 (79% ) 48 (84% ) 51 (89% ) χ 2
(2, N = 166) = 2.3, p =

0.31†

Age (years) 36.4 ± 13.1 37.3 ± 8.4 38.1 ± 9.3 χ 2(2) = 2.19, p = 0.33‡

Duration of mi-
graine history
(years)

14.3 ± 11.2 19.8 ± 10.8 t(112) = -2.7, p = 0.008§

Duration of
chronic mi-
graine (months)

26.3 ± 34.9

Headache
frequency
(days/month)

3.8 ± 2.4 23.6 ± 6.3 U = 48.5, p < 0.001

Migraine
frequency
(days/month)

3.8 ± 2.4 14.1 ± 7.1 U = 145.5, p < 0.001

Data are expressed as means ± SD. †Chi-square test. ‡ Kruskal-Wallis test. §Two-tailed, unpaired
Student’s t-test. Mann-Whitney U test.

Table 2. Cortical curvature comparison between different brain regions in healthy controls (HC),
episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC mean
curvature

EM mean
curvature

CM mean
curvature

EM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. EM
p-value

Left poste-
rior division
of the cingu-
late cortex

141 ± 12 151 ± 11 148 ± 10 < 0.001 0.004 0.47

Right lateral
occipital cor-
tex

141 ± 8 146 ± 8 147 ± 7 0.003 0.002 0.98

Right para-
central lob-
ule

105 ± 9 111 ± 9 111 ± 9 0.002 0.003 0.99

Right pre-
cuneus
cortex

130 ± 8 135 ± 7 136 ± 7 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.94

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test were
lower than 0.001. Data are expressed as means ± SD (m-1).
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Table 3. Cortical thickness comparison between different brain regions in healthy controls (HC),
episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC aver-
age thick-
ness

EM aver-
age thick-
ness

CM aver-
age thick-
ness

EM vs.
HC p-
value

CM vs.
HC p-
value

CM vs.
EM p-
value

Left in-
ferior
temporal
gyrus

2.726 ±
0.151

2.611 ±
0.161

2.652 ±
0.153

< 0.001 0.035 0.33

Right
fusiform
gyrus

2.756 ±
0.114

2.661 ±
0.126

2.686 ±
0.141

< 0.001 0.011 0.56

Right
inferior
temporal
gyrus

2.747 ±
0.152

2.613 ±
0.150

2.687 ±
0.183

< 0.001 0.13 0.043

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test were
lower than 0.001. Data are expressed as means ± SD (mm).

Table 4. Gray matter volume comparison between different cortical and subcortical regions in
healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC grey
matter
volume

EM grey
matter
volume

CM grey
matter
volume

EM vs.
HC p-
value

CM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. EM
p-value

Left pars or-
bitalis

2215 ±
356

1977 ±
258

2034 ±
330

< 0.001 0.001 0.46

Left pars tri-
angularis

3588 ±
606

3293 ±
537

3161 ±
532

0.011 < 0.001 0.37

Left superior
temporal
gyrus

11616 ±
1673

11232 ±
1462

10560 ±
1171

0.26 < 0.001 0.015

Left cerebel-
lum

49756 ±
5594

47080 ±
5770

45903 ±
4440

0.004 < 0.001 0.31

Right insula 6728 ±
899

6279 ±
735

6085 ±
564

0.001 < 0.001 0.25

Right cere-
bellum

50121 ±
5689

47858 ±
5331

46482 ±
4142

0.015 < 0.001 0.19

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANCOVA tests were lower than 0.001.
Data are expressed as means ± SD (mm3) and p-values are adjusted by the effect of total intracra-
nial volume.
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Table 5. Cortical surface area comparison between different left hemisphere brain regions in
healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC sur-
face area

EM sur-
face area

CM sur-
face area

EM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. EM
p-value

Pars orbitalis 657 ± 96 611 ± 73 609 ± 89 0.002 0.001 0.99

Pars triangularis 1296 ±
215

1230 ±
169

1166 ±
168

0.068 < 0.001 0.069

Precuneus cortex 3616 ±
491

3598 ±
434

3417 ±
416

0.93 < 0.001 < 0.001

Superior frontal
gyrus

6975 ±
1084

6857 ±
657

6665 ±
666

0.27 < 0.001 0.029

Superior tempo-
ral gyrus

3677 ±
495

3679 ±
429

3466 ±
385

1 < 0.001 < 0.001

Supramarginal
gyrus

3718 ±
620

3675 ±
525

3447 ±
470

0.82 < 0.001 0.004

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANCOVA tests were lower than 0.001.
Data are expressed as means ± SD (mm2) and p-values are adjusted by the effect of total surface
area.

Table 6. Cortical surface area comparison between different right hemisphere brain regions in
healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC sur-
face area

EM sur-
face area

CM sur-
face area

EM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. EM
p-value

Inferior parietal
gyrus

5101 ±
783

5201 ±
693

4812 ±
510

0.50 0.004 < 0.001

Isthmus-
cingulate cortex

855 ± 134 899 ± 133 817 ± 116 0.064 0.12 < 0.001

Middle temporal
gyrus

3254 ±
450

3281 ±
375

3110 ±
347

0.83 0.005 < 0.001

Precuneus cortex 3753 ±
475

3732 ±
446

3564 ±
470

0.92 0.002 0.006

Superior parietal
cortex

5037 ±
609

5107 ±
496

4850 ±
479

0.55 0.15 < 0.001

Superior tempo-
ral gyrus

3443 ±
428

3449 ±
352

3290 ±
316

0.99 0.003 0.001

Insula 2214 ±
297

2082 ±
228

2054 ±
212

< 0.001 < 0.001 0.68

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANCOVA tests were lower than 0.001.
Data are expressed as means ± SD (mm2) and p-values are adjusted by the effect of total surface
area.
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1.3.5. Correlation Analysis
After correction for multiple comparisons, correlation analysis showed a significant negative correlation

between duration of migraine history in years in EMs and gray matter volume in the right pars opercularis

(ρ = –0.488, P<0.001), in the right superior frontal gyrus (ρ = –0.472, P<0.001), and in the left insula (ρ

=–0.453, P<0.001). Also, a significant negative correlation between duration of migraine history in EMs

and surface area was found in the left insula (ρ = –0.457, P<0.001). All these significant results are shown

in Figure 4.9. No significant correlations were found in CMs for duration of migraine history or duration

of chronic migraine. Also, no significant correlations were found for headache and migraine frequency in

either CMs or EMs.

1.4. Discussion
Gray matter volume, cortical curvature, thickness, gray matter volume, and surface area were analyzed

(where applicable) for a total of 68 cortical and 16 subcortical gray matter regions. Comparisons were made

between HCs, patients with low-frequency EM (<10 headache days per month), and patients with CM. A

total of 89 differences out of 288 comparisons were found to be statistically significant after correction for

multiple comparisons (FDR). Pairwise differences were also found to be significant in several comparisons,

including not only HCs vs EMs or CMs but also, notably, comparisons between EMs and CMs. These

significant findings suggest structural brain differences between subtypes of migraine and HCs, as we stated

in the objectives of the study.

There are two main reasons why these results can be considered highly relevant. First, there is a high

number of statistically significant differences between migraine patients and healthy controls. Many of these

differences were found in parameters infrequently analyzed in the previous literature, such as the cortical

curvature and cortical surface area [9, 18, 21, 22]. The second reason is related to the statistically significant

differences between EMs and CMs. Differences between these two groups have only been previously found

in a few studies [7–9], and they are important pieces of information to elucidate the neural underpinnings

of the progression from EM to CM.

Compared with previous studies, a remarkably higher number of significant results was found in this

work. Several factors may have contributed to this difference. First, compared with other similar studies

comparing EM and CM patients in their sample, our sample size was much bigger. Neeb et al. included

21 patients from each group and 21 HCs, that is, 63 participants [8], and Valfrè et al. included 27 HCs,

16 EM patients, and 11 CM patients [7]. Neeb et al. included no high-frequency EM patients [8], as

in our study, and Valfrè et al. did not provide enough information to elucidate whether they included

high-frequency EM patients in their study [7]. In our study, exclusion of high-frequency EM patients may

have influenced the number of significant results, as it would likely have accentuated differences between

EM and CM, if the change in the brain from one state to the other is a fluid continuation. Also, in both

studies, voxelwise methods were employed for the analysis. This type of analysis is very restrictive due

to the employed multiple comparison correction; that is, differences must be very profound in order to

be detected as significant results. Additionally, in the case of the study by Neeb et al., the mean age

of the participants was almost 50 years [8], while the mean age of the participants from our sample was

<40 years. In older people, it could be more difficult to detect differences between groups due to normal
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cortical changes associated with age. Some other studies employed a priori selected region of interest (ROI)

approaches [18, 23–25], which limits the number of possible significant results with respect to whole-brain

analysis. Furthermore, we analyzed four morphometric parameters, while most studies analyzed only one

parameter, commonly gray matter volume or cortical thickness. Other possible reasons for the difference

in significant results in each structural parameter are explained later.

In regions where significant results were found, there were usually one or two structural parameters with

differences. In nine other regions, however, there were significant differences in three or more parameters.

Table 7 summarizes the findings in those regions. One of them, the left superior temporal gyrus, involved

in auditory processing, was also considered to be especially relevant as a classifier between CM and EM

patients in a study by Schwedt et al. [9]. In this study, and in order to distinguish migraine patients

from healthy controls and EMs from CMs, the authors obtained principal components for each group of

features (cortical thickness, volume, and surface area from 68 regions) and built classification models using

algorithms such as diagonal quadratic discriminant analysis and decision trees. Classification accuracies

of 84.2% and 86.3% were achieved at classifying between CMs and EMs and between CMs and HCs,

respectively. Some of the most relevant features in the classification between CMs and HCs were cortical

surface area in the insula (as in our study) and the temporal pole, cortical thickness in the cingulate

cortex, and gray matter volume in the entorhinal cortex, cuneus cortex, and pericalcarine cortex. In the

classification between CMs and EMs, the most relevant features were cortical surface area in the superior

temporal gyrus (as in our study), cortical thickness in the medial orbital frontal cortex and anterior

cingulate cortex, and gray matter volume in the pars triangularis, transverse temporal cortex, and caudal

anterior cingulate cortex.

Changes in the gray matter volume in migraine have been reported in several studies in the literature.

We found decreased gray matter volume in migraine patients (one or both groups) compared with HCs

in several regions, a result that agrees for the most part with the studies comparing migraine patients

and HCs, including a meta-analysis by Jia et al. [5]. The decreased volume in gray matter could be

caused by the effect of migraine attacks. In CM, with a higher number of migraine attacks compared

with EM (especially if we consider lowfrequency EM patients), this reduction in cortical volume would be

more pronounced. However, taking into account the correlation results, a relationship between decreased

values in gray matter volume and headache frequency was not detected. The correlation analysis assessed

frequencies within EMs and CMs and did not compare the effect of headache frequency from EMs to

CMs, as this comparison was made in the main analysis. Moreover, the lack of significant results in the

correlation analysis could also be partially due to the correction for multiple comparisons.

Future studies should consider a third patient cohort with high-frequency EM and even the use of

generalized linear models considering number of headache days per month as the main independent variable

of interest. The use a continuous variable (headache frequency) instead of a qualitative variable (low-

frequency EM, highfrequency EM and CM) in the analysis would give us a better understanding of the

effect of headache attacks on gray matter volume. In a high-frequency EM cohort, studies should consider

whether high-frequency EM patients are actually closer to low-frequency EM or to CM.

In our study, gray matter volume was larger both in EMs and CMs compared with HCs in the right

nucleus accumbens. Similar findings were reported by Neeb et al. [8], where increased gray matter

volume in CMs compared with EMs and HCs was obtained, particularly in subcortical regions comparing

CMs and HCs. The increased gray matter volume from subcortical regions may reflect structural brain
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plasticity as a result of permanent activation of pain-related pathways, as suggested by Neeb et al. [8].

The nucleus accumbens is located in the basal forebrain, rostral to hypothalamus, and has a role in

addiction, impulsivity, fear, and sleep processing, consisting of the regulation of cognitive and behavioral

processes in cortico-striatal circuits [26]. Kim et al. found an association between migraine and primary

sleep disorders, particularly with insomnia [27]. Moreover, Yang and Wang reported that CM patients

experience more frequent and severe insomnia symptoms that EM patients [28]. Sardi et al. showed that

increased adenosinergic A2A activity and decreased D2 activity in the nucleus accumbens mediate the

pronociceptive effect of REM sleep deprivation [29]. The more frequent sleep disorders in CM and the role

of the nucleus accumbens in the pronociceptive effect of sleep deprivation could explain the increased gray

matter volume found in CM patients.

In the comparison of the right insula between CMs and HCs, a large effect size was observed. In a

previous review, Borsook et al. defined the insula as a hub of activity in migraine, involved in afferent

pathways in migraine such as the trigeminovascular or the vestibular, and in efferent pathways such as the

autonomic, and in connections with regions such as the cingulate cortex [30]. Borsook et al. suggested that

the insula is a convergence point for nociceptive inputs and that it may be involved in migraine processes

like altered attention, pain during headache, dizziness, nausea, and social-emotional changes [30].

Regarding changes between both groups of migraine patients, we observed decreased gray matter

volume in CMs compared with EMs in several regions. Such decreases were also observed by Valfrè et al.

[7] and by Neeb et al. [8], and in high-frequency compared with low-frequency migraine patients by Maleki

et al. [10]. In Valfrè et al. [7] and Neeb et al. [8], no significant differences were found using a conservative

(family-wise error corrected) P<0.05 threshold. In the same studies, the authors used a less conservative

criterion of an uncorrected P<0.001, finding significant differences with this criterion. A possible reason

for the lack of significant differences using conservative criteria in the previous studies could be small

sample sizes. Another reason, suggested by our effect size values (values <0.8, which correspond to a large

effect size as established by Cohen), is that differences between EMs and CMs are subtle and not easily

detectable. Notably, two of the significant morphometric differences between EMs and CMs observed in

this study, the left transverse temporal cortex and the right superior temporal gyrus gray matter volumes,

were used in Schwedt et al. [9] as parameters to accurately classify EMs vs CMs using MRI morphometry.

The other three structural parameters (cortical curvature, thickness, and surface area) have been much

less studied in migraine patients. To the best of our knowledge, only one study compared cortical curvature

between migraine patients and healthy controls [18], and no significant differences were reported. It is

important to note, nevertheless, that only seven areas were compared between migraine patients and HCs,

and cortical curvature was only assessed in one of these regions. In this study by Schwedt et al., the main

objective was to compare brain structure between persistent posttraumatic headache and migraine patients.

In contrast to our study, in the study by Schwedt et al., an overall cortical curvature comparison between

controls and migraine patients was not performed in order to detect curvature alterations in migraine.

In our case, increased cortical curvature was observed in both groups of migraineurs compared with HCs.

Brain curvature provides a measure of sharper cortical folds [18]. Increased cortical curvature has previously

been associated with global or gyral white matter atrophy in multiple sclerosis [31], neurodegenerative

diseases [32], and mild traumatic brain injury [33]. King et al. hypothesized that increased cortical

curvature could be partly caused by cortical restructuring related to tissue volume loss [33]. In a study of

schizophrenia patients, a negative correlation was found between cortical curvature values and fractional
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anisotropy values of white matter tracts, suggesting that mean cortical curvature could be related to

cortico-cortical connection integrity [34]. The cingulate cortex or precuneus, regions in which we have

detected changes in cortical curvature, are included in hippocampal formation and might be involved in

first stages of migraine physiopathology. They are also implicated in intrinsic control networks [35]. In

the specific case of the left posterior division of the cingulate cortex, we obtained a large effect size in the

comparison of EM patients and HCs.

Regarding cortical thickness, decreases were found in EMs and CMs with respect to HCs in several

regions. Furthermore, we also found decreased cortical thickness in EMs compared with both CMs and

HCs in the right inferior temporal gyrus. In the right inferior temporal gyrus, we obtained a large effect

size in the comparison between EMs and HCs. Interestingly, a very similar result for that same region was

reported by Maleki et al. [10], where the authors compared high- and low-frequency migraine patients and

HCs. Also, cortical thickness in the left superior temporal gyrus was used as a feature to classify between

CMs and HCs by Schwedt et al. [9]. Our results also show significant differences between both groups of

migraineurs and HCs using that feature. In line with our results, Magon et al. showed generalized thinned

cortex in migraine patients compared with healthy controls, particularly in the right middle temporal

gyrus [36], as we obtained with EM and CM patients with respect to healthy controls. Chong et al.

found decreased cortical thickness in EM patients in the right fusiform gyrus [37], a result that we also

obtained (Table 3; Supplementary Data). In contrast to our results, Granziera et al. reported increased

cortical thickness in the motion-processing visual areas MTÃ¾ and V3A in migraineurs (with and without

aura) compared with healthy controls [23]. Similar results were reported by Gaist et al. in patients with

migraine with aura (no patients with migraine without aura were included), finding increased cortical

thickness in the V2 and V3A visual areas [38]. DaSilva et al. and Kim et al. reported thickening of

the somatosensory cortex in patients with migraine with [24] and without aura [24, 39], but the opposite

result (thinner somatosensory cortex) was obtained in patients with migraine with aura (no patients with

migraine without aura were included) by Hougaard et al. [40]. Interestingly, Hougaard et al. obtained

increased cortical thickness in the hemispheres contralateral to the perceived headache side in the pars

opercularis, but no differences were found with regard to aura [41]. Datta et al. identified no significant

differences in cortical thickness between migraine patients and healthy controls [42].

Cortical thickness is a marker of gray matter integrity, reflective of the size, density, and arrangement

of cells (neurons, neuroglia, and nerve fibers) [43, 44]. Cortical thickness results from previous literature

are conflicting. Differences observed between studies could be due to methodological differences (most

of the studies employed a priori ROI approaches) or to sample differences. Structural abnormalities in

the somatosensory cortex could be related to clinical and demographic factors [36]. One of our results

that matches previous literature was thinned cortex in the right fusiform gyrus in migraine patients with

respect to healthy controls. Fusiform gyrus has been associated with pain perception and anticipation [45]

and with greater pain-induced activation [46]. Another result that matches previous literature is increased

cortical thickness in the right inferior temporal gyrus in CM or high-frequency migraine patients compared

with low-frequency EM patients. As suggested by Maleki et al., this increased cortical thickness could

imply a compensatory adaptive response of the brain to meet the increased demand for sensory processing

related to a higher number of migraine attacks [10]. This hypothesis could also explain increased cortical

thickness in migraine patients in visual areas from previous literature, although this increase has no clear

relationship to aura due to lacking patients with migraine without aura in some studies and no differences
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between migraine with and without aura found by Granziera et al. [23]. In EM patients, especially in

those with low-frequency headache (as in our sample) and during the initial months, the brain gray matter

would not be so well adapted to migraine sensory processing.

Finally, cortical surface area seems to be an excellent biomarker to distinguish CMs from EMs. We

identified 27 regions with significant differences between both groups. Among them, the surface area of

the left pars triangularis, right insula, bilateral superior temporal gyrus, left postcentral gyrus, and left

posterior division of the cingulate cortex were employed to classify CMs from HCs and EMs [9]. These

regions are implicated in discrimination of different components of pain and sensorial processing [47].

Messina et al. obtained increased and decreased cortical surface area in patients with migraine (it is not

mentioned explicitly, but it seems that no patients with CM were included) with respect to HCs [21].

We only obtained significant decreased surface area in migraine patients (EMs and especially CMs) with

respect to HCs, but in EM patients we found no generalized decreased surface area in comparison with

controls, as can be seen in the Supplementary Data. Petrusic et al. found no significant differences in

cortical surface area between migraine with aura patients and healthy controls [22].

Cortical surface area is determined largely prenatally, in contrast to cortical thickness, which undergoes

major changes postnatally [21, 48, 49]. Comparing our cortical surface area results of CM patients to

EM patients or to previous literature results, it seems that generalized decreased cortical surface area,

especially in regions implicated in discrimination of different components of pain and sensorial processing,

is characteristic of CM patients. Decreased cortical surface area in CM patients may reflect enhanced

cortical atrophy compared with EM patients and HCs, considering no brain adaptation to pain processes,

as suggested before with cortical thickness. Therefore, cortical surface area could be not only a good

biomarker to distinguish CM from EM, but also a possible useful feature to predict progression from EM

to CM. A possible hypothesis of the surface area state in migraine would be that there might be a genetic

predisposition not only to migraine, but also to CM, and area changes would be manifested throughout the

migraine course and not so influenced by environmental or external factors, as may happen with cortical

thickness. The findings of this study related to cortical surface area must be corroborated in future studies,

and possible prediction of CM must be analyzed in longitudinal studies, including genetic data.

With respect to the comparison between both groups of patients with migraine, most of the differ-

ence between CM and EM patients was found in the temporal lobe. Previously, Maleki et al. observed

diminished connectivity between the hippocampus and temporal lobe, insula, and nucleus accumbens in

high-frequency with respect to low-frequency migraine [25]. The authors interpreted this result as a possible

diminished interaction with brain regions involved in cognitive or associative processes in high-frequency

migraine patients, contributing to the migraine experience [25]. The relevance of the temporal lobe in

different types of migraine should be confirmed by connectivity studies.

We performed an additional analysis considering the duration of migraine history as a covariate, due

to observed significant differences in this duration between both groups of migraine patients. The addition

of the duration of migraine as a covariate in the ANCOVA analysis barely changed the results with respect

to the analysis without covariates. In the case of the comparison between EM and CM patients, there

was no reduction of the number of significant differences when adding duration of migraine as a covariate.

Consequently, observed morphometric differences between EM and CM patients did not seem to be driven

by differences in the duration of migraine history.
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Our last objective was to examine the possible association between gray matter structural features and

clinical characteristics of patients. The significant negative correlations found between duration of migraine

and gray matter volume are consistent with previous studies [50, 51]. Furthermore, negative correlations

between duration of migraine and gray matter volume in the left insula and in the right superior frontal

gyrus have been previously reported [50]. No significant correlations in CM were found for the duration of

migraine or the duration of chronic migraine, and no significant differences were found for headache and

migraine frequency in either CMs or EMs.

The negative correlation between gray matter volume or cortical surface area and duration of migraine

history suggests that gray matter atrophy is related to the cumulative effect of headache or migraine

attacks. Considering differences between CM and EM patients, the gray matter atrophy would be related

to a mixed effect of Gray Matter Structural Alterations in Migraine 11 duration and frequency of attacks,

although no significant correlations were observed within the range of frequencies for CM or EM. In the

case of CM patients, the nonsignificant effect of time could be produced because of a kind of steady state

related to a possible continuous ictal-like state, as suggested by Neeb et al. [8].

Significant correlations between headache frequency were previously found. Neeb et al. [8] found posi-

tive and negative correlation between headache frequency and gray matter volume, but with an uncorrected

P<0.001 and in all migraineurs, that is, no specific correlations for EM or CM. Valfrè et al. [7] reported

that gray matter volume was negatively correlated with headache frequency in migraine patients using

unmodulated images, including CM and EM patients in the same sample in the correlation analysis. Kim

et al. [50] also found a negative correlation between gray matter volume and headache frequency in some

regions, but no correction for multiple comparisons was performed. Kim et al. [33] reported a positive

correlation between cortical thickness and lifetime headache frequency, but there was no significant cor-

relation with headache frequency recorded in a threemonth headache diary, and there was no correction

for multiple comparisons. In line with our results, no significant correlation between headache frequency

and cortical thickness or cortical surface area was reported by DaSilva et al. [24], Messina et al. [21],

Petrusic et al. [22], or Hougaard et al. [40]. From our results and previous results, there is no clear as-

sociation between headache frequency and gray matter changes, considering independently EM or CM. In

this study, excluding highfrequency EM patients could have influenced the lack of significant correlations

between morphometric parameters and headache frequency.

The observed pairwise significant differences and effect size values (Cohen's d) show interesting patterns

in morphometric parameters when comparing both migraine groups with controls and also when comparing

EM with CM. These patterns are summarized in Table 8. In general, as could be expected, migraine

patients showed higher cortical curvature, lower cortical thickness, lower gray matter volume (except for

nucleus accumbens and putamen, both subcortical structures), and lower cortical surface area compared

with HCs, corresponding to, at least, medium effect size in statistically significant pairwise comparisons.

However, a qualitative interpretation of these results (observing not only P values <0.05 in pairwise post

hoc comparisons, but also P values <0.001 to reach a stricter level of significance) could suggest that the

structural brain differences between HCs and EMs might be dominated by a cortical curvature increase,

a cortical thickness decrease, and, to a lesser extent, a cortical surface area and gray matter volume

decrease. These trends match the results from effect size analysis, where a medium or even large effect

size was observed in almost all regions, with significant differences in cortical curvature and thickness with

respect to HCs, but only in the few regions with significant differences in gray matter volume and cortical
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surface area. Moreover, analyzing cortical surface area, there are no significant differences between EM

patients and HCs in most of the regions. Differences between EMs and CMs, on the other hand, seem to

indicate that there might be no further increase in cortical curvature and that cortical thickness decreases

might be slowed down (no important progression in the decline of thickness). There are even some regions

where cortical thickness does not decline, but rises. These regions could be relevant in pain processing or

processes related to migraine (e.g., visual areas in migraine with and without aura). Regarding differences

between EMs and CMs, decreases in the gray matter volume and, especially, cortical surface area seem

to be intensified. Taking all these trends into consideration, the implication could be that not only are

there measurable differences in brain structure between EMs and CMs, but also that the nature of EM

and CM could be qualitatively different from the differences that appear between HCs and EMs. Caution

should be taken regarding this interpretation, which was previously suggested by Neeb et al. [8]. This

interpretation would imply that EM and CM may be two different entities instead of one unique entity

with different headache frequencies, and naturally an entity different than controls. Further longitudinal

studies would be needed in order to corroborate this, especially those focusing on the temporal evolution of

patients converting from EM to CM and the possible causal relationships of the diverse differences noted

between the three groups.

In this study, high-frequency EM patients (10–14 headache days per month) were excluded. This

decision was made in order to avoid potentially misclassified patients, which could mislead the analysis.

Compared with Neeb et al. [8], CM patients from our sample had greater headache frequency and similar

migraine frequency, while EM patients from our sample had lower headache and migraine frequency. This

increased difference in frequency of headache between the EM and CM groups could be a factor explaining

the higher number of significant differences found in this study. However, no significant correlations were

found between headache or migraine frequency and structural gray matter measures, which could mean

that headache or migraine frequency does not have a relevant effect on structural gray matter parameters

within the EM or CM groups. In any case, a deeper, specific analysis focusing on high-frequency EM

patients would be needed to clarify whether this group of patients is closer to the lowfrequency EM group

or the CM group. In the latter case, gray matter changes such as an increase in the cortical thickness of

several specific areas, which were observed in our analysis as well as in other previous studies [10, 24, 38],

would be expected.

There are several strengths and limitations to this study. About the strengths, this is one of the few

studies that has employed different structural parameters to analyze gray matter changes between HCs,

EMs, and CMs. In the case of cortical curvature, this is the first study to compare whole-brain cortical

curvature differences between migraine patients and healthy controls. Also, this is, to the best of our

knowledge, the study with the highest number of participants from those three groups. Even though

we defined no a priori regions of interest and consequently corrections for multiple comparisons had to

be implemented, the high number of subjects allowed us to observe numerous and very clear differences

between the groups. The effects of the lack of these a priori selections, were, however, more evident in

the correlation analysis, where only four P values were found to be significant after multiple-comparisons

correction analysis, limiting the identification of significant associations. Another limitation is that using

ANCOVA for the gray matter volume and surface area analysis implies the assumption of Gaussianity in

the values of those parameters, which in some comparisons could be not true. Additionally, we acquired
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no T2 or T2-FLAIR MRI sequences to assess white matter hyperintensities (WMHs). Migraine has been

associated with an increased risk of WMHs detected on MRI [52]; also, pain in EM patients [53] and an

unfavorable prognosis [54] were found to be associated with the occurrence of WMHs. Also, higher WMH

load was found to be related to lower cortical thickness in the frontotemporal regions, while this load was

related to higher cortical thickness in paracentral regions [55]. Moreover, anxiety and depression were not

screened in all patients and not included in the analysis. Anxiety and depression are often comorbid in

patients with migraine [56–58]. Gray matter volume reductions in the rostral anterior cingulate cortex in

patients with major depressive disorder, and in the parahippocampal gyrus and amygdala in patients with

comorbid anxiety disorders, were found [59]. Considering the relationship between depression and anxiety

with morphometric parameters, not including these patients in the analysis could be a limitation of our

study, but Neeb et al. did not include depression scores in their analysis as a covariate due to the positive

association between depression and headache frequency [8]. Finally, important characteristics that could

have affected the results, such as aura, were not considered in the analysis.

1.5. Conclusions
In this study, several parameters describing the structure of the gray matter were obtained from T1-

weighted MR images in a cohort of healthy controls, patients with episodic migraine, and patients with

chronic migraine and employed to investigate the differences between them.

A high number of significant differences were found between all groups, generally indicating an increase

in cortical curvature and decreases in gray matter volume, cortical thickness, and cortical surface area in

migraine patients compared with healthy controls. In the case of cortical curvature, increased values in

regions like the cingulate cortex may reflect migraine genesis. Also, gray matter atrophy reflected in

generalized cortical thickness loss or decreased gray matter volume could be potential biomarkers for the

first stages of the migraine pathophysiology, that is, the first changes that can be seen on MRI.

Furthermore, significant differences were also found in chronic migraine with respect to episodic mi-

graine, suggesting a pattern of structural changes in the brain that could be qualitatively different from

those that occur between healthy controls and patients with episodic migraine. Increased cortical thickness

in CM compared with EM may involve an adaptive response to meet the increased demand for sensory

processing. For gray matter volume, decreased values would show an increased atrophy related to an

increased number of headache attacks. Finally, in the case of cortical surface area, decreased values may

reflect progression from EM to CM, making this parameter a potentially useful feature of the progression

of the disease.

Further work is needed to correlate these findings with different characteristics of migraine patients

(aura, allodynia, psychological disturbances) and to elucidate the implications of these findings. Specifi-

cally, longitudinal analyses are necessary, especially those focusing on the progression from EM to CM and

in the first changes that appear in migraine patients.
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Table 7. Brain regions where three or more parameters have significant differences.

Region Cortical Curva-
ture

Cortical Thick-
ness

Gray Matter
Volume

Surface Area

Left banks of
the superior
temporal sulcus

NS CM < HC CM < EM CM < EM

Left inferior
temporal gyrus

CM > HC
EM > HC

CM < HC
EM < HC

CM < HC
EM < HC

CM < HC
EM < HC

Left lateral oc-
cipital cortex

CM > HC
EM > HC

NS CM < HC CM < HC
EM < HC

Left lateral or-
bital frontal cor-
tex

EM > HC NS CM < HC CM < HC

Left precentral
gyrus

NS CM < HC CM < HC CM < HC
EM < HC

Left superior
temporal gyrus

NS CM < HC
EM < HC

CM < HC
CM < EM

CM < HC
EM < HC

Right fusiform
gyrus

NS CM < HC
EM < HC

CM < HC CM < HC
EM < HC

Right middle
temporal gyrus

NS CM < HC
EM < HC

CM < HC
CM < EM

CM < HC
EM < HC

Right precentral
gyrus

NS CM < HC
EM < HC

CM < HC CM < HC
EM < HC

The significant results are shown for each case. CM = chronic migraine; EM = episodic migraine;
HC = healthy controls; NS = non-significant.

Table 8. Summary of the pairwise comparisons between healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine
(EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Parameter EM vs. HC CM vs. HC CM vs. EM

Cortical Curvature ↑ and ↑ ↑ ↑ NS

Cortical Thickness ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑
Gray Matter Volume ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Cortical Surface
Area

↓ and ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

The showed results are based on the most frequent results, among the significant results, with p <
0.001 (ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis or ANCOVA). NS = non-significant. ↑ ↑ /↓ ↓= increased/decreased
measure with p < 0.001 in pairwise comparison. ↑ /↓ = increased/decreased measure with p <
0.05 in pairwise comparison. If single and double arrow are present in a single cell, this means that
both cases are equally frequent.
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Supplementary Table 1. Sensitivity analysis of the possible scenarios depending on the alpha

and beta variation.

Option Confidence

level (% )

Power (%

)

Estimated

effect size

Variance Expected

patient

loss (% )

Sample

size

a) 99 80 0.04 0.01 10 139

b) 95 80 0.04 0.01 10 86

c) 95 90 0.04 0.01 10 119

d) 99 90 0.04 0.01 10 181

Supplementary Figure 1. Cortical curvature bar plots of regions where differences between both
groups of migraine patients and healthy controls appeared. P-values of ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis
tests were lower than 0.001 in these regions. (A) LPC = left posterior division of the cingulate
cortex; (B) RLO = right lateraloccipital cortex; (C) RPL = right paracentral lobule; (D) RPC =
right precuneus cortex.
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Supplementary Table 2. Cortical curvature comparison between different brain regions in
healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC mean
curvature

EM mean
curvature

CM mean
curvature

EM
vs.
HC
p-
value

CM
vs.
HC p-
value

CM
vs.
EM
p-
value

p∗

Left cuneus
cortex

151 ± 9 155 ± 12 157 ± 10 0.14 0.006 0.44 0.009

Left inferior
temporal
gyrus

136 ± 10 141 ± 9 142 ± 10 0.020 0.003 0.82 0.003

Left lateral
occipital
cortex

141 ± 8 146 ± 8 145 ± 7 0.007 0.039 0.82 0.007

Left lateral
orbital frontal
cortex

142 ± 8 147 ± 10 146 ± 9 0.008 0.062 0.73 0.009

Left postcen-
tral gyrus

114 ± 9 119 ± 9 117 ± 10 0.004 0.23 0.25 0.007

Left frontal
pole

181 ± 26 196 ± 24 191 ± 27 0.009 0.11 0.61 0.013

Right Inferior
parietal cortex

131 ± 8 135 ± 8 135 ± 7 0.008 0.015 0.97 0.005

Right
Supramargi-
nal gyrus

129 ± 7 134 ± 8 131 ± 7 0.002 0.42 0.072 0.003

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test were
equal or greater than 0.001. Data are expressed as means ± SD (m-1).
∗ p-value for ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test.
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Supplementary Table 3. Cohen’s d of cortical curvature measures in regions where significant
differences between healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM)
patients were observed.

Region EM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. EM Cohen’s
d

Left cuneus (LCu) 0.36 0.65 0.21
Left inferior tempo-
ral gyrus (LIT)

0.53 0.61 0.11

Left lateral occipital
cortex (LLO)

0.55 0.47 -0.12

Left lateral or-
bital frontal cortex
(LLOF)

0.57 0.46 -0.13

Left postcentral
gyrus (LPG)

0.63 0.31 -0.29

Left posterior divi-
sion of the cingulate
cortex (LPC)

0.80 0.60 -0.23

Left frontal pole
(LFP)

0.58 0.37 -0.17

Right inferior pari-
etal cortex (RIP)

0.56 0.54 -0.04

Right lateral occipi-
tal cortex (RLO)

0.62 0.68 -0.03

Right paracentral
lobule (RPL)

0.64 0.63 -0.03

Right precuneus cor-
tex (RPcu)

0.72 0.77 0.06

Right supramarginal
gyrus (RSG)

0.65 0.25 -0.40
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Supplementary Figure 2. Cohen’s d cortical curvature bar plots of regions where differences
between healthy controls, episodic migraine and chronic migraine patients appeared. Region ab-
breviations can be seen in Supplementary Table 3.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Cortical thickness bar plots of regions where differences between
healthy controls, episodic migraine and chronic migraine patients appeared. P-values of ANOVA
or Kruskal-Wallis tests were lower than 0.001 in these regions. (A) LIT = left inferior temporal
gyrus; (B) RFG = right fusiform gyrus; (C) RIT = right inferior temporal gyrus.
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Supplementary Table 4. Cortical thickness comparison between different brain regions in
healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC aver-
age thick-
ness

EM aver-
age thick-
ness

CM aver-
age thick-
ness

EM
vs.
HC p-
value

CM
vs.
HC p-
value

CM
vs.
EM
p-
value

p∗

Left banks of the
superior tempo-
ral sulcus

2.494 ±
0.167

2.426 ±
0.157

2.385 ±
0.157

0.067 0.001 0.36 0.002

Left caudal mid-
dle frontal gyrus

2.517 ±
0.150

2.434 ±
0.133

2.464 ±
0.161

0.010 0.14 0.54 0.014

Left fusiform
gyrus

2.741 ±
0.133

2.654 ±
0.137

2.677 ±
0.135

0.003 0.036 0.65 0.003

Left middle tem-
poral gyrus

2.788 ±
0.152

2.695 ±
0.177

2.692 ±
0.177

0.010 0.008 1 0.004

Left paracentral
lobule

2.377 ±
0.151

2.308 ±
0.121

2.305 ±
0.147

0.027 0.019 0.99 0.012

Left precentral
gyrus

2.575 ±
0.127

2.500 ±
0.137

2.517 ±
0.142

0.011 0.069 0.77 0.012

Left superior
temporal gyrus

2.802 ±
0.155

2.716 ±
0.173

2.722 ±
0.151

0.013 0.025 0.98 0.009

Left supra-
marginal gyrus

2.542 ±
0.121

2.473 ±
0.138

2.494 ±
0.114

0.012 0.11 0.64 0.015

Right middle
temporal gyrus

2.858 ±
0.163

2.771 ±
0.154

2.765 ±
0.188

0.021 0.012 0.98 0.008

Right precentral
gyrus

2.549 ±
0.139

2.476 ±
0.125

2.482 ±
0.163

0.021 0.039 0.97 0.015

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test were
equal or greater than 0.001. Data are expressed as means ± SD (mm).
∗ p-value for ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test.
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Supplementary Table 5. Cohen’s d of cortical thickness measures in regions where significant
differences between healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM)
patients were observed.

Region EM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. EM Cohen’s
d

Left banks of the su-
perior temporal sul-
cus (LbSTS)

-0.42 -0.68 -0.26

Left caudal mid-
dle frontal gyrus
(LCMF)

-0.59 -0.34 0.20

Left fusiform gyrus
(LFG)

-0.64 -0.74 0.16

Left inferior tempo-
ral gyrus (LIT)

-0.74 -0.49 0.26

Left middle temporal
gyrus (LMT)

-0.58 -0.58 -0.01

Left paracentral lob-
ule (LPL)

-0.51 -0.49 -0.02

Left precentral gyrus
(LPrc)

-0.57 -0.42 0.13

Left superior tempo-
ral gyrus (LST)

-0.53 -0.52 0.04

Left supramarginal
gyrus (LSG)

-0.53 -0.41 0.17

Right fusiform gyrus
(RFG)

-0.79 -0.55 0.18

Right inferior tempo-
ral gyrus (RIT)

-0.88 -0.36 0.44

Right middle tempo-
ral gyrus (RMT)

-0.55 -0.52 -0.03

Right precentral
gyrus (RPrc)

-0.55 -0.44 0.04
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Supplementary Figure 4. Cohen’s d cortical thickness bar plots of regions where differences
between healthy controls, episodic migraine and chronic migraine patients appeared. Region ab-
breviations can be seen in Supplementary Table 5.

Supplementary Figure 5. Grey matter volume bar plots of regions where differences between
healthy controls, episodic migraine and chronic migraine patients appeared. P-values of ANCOVA
tests were lower than 0.001 in these regions. (A) LPO = left pars orbitalis; (B) LPT = left pars
triangularis; (C) LST = left superior temporal gyrus; (D) RI = right insula.
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Supplementary Table 6. Grey matter volume comparison between different left hemisphere
brain regions in healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC grey
matter
volume

EM grey
matter
volume

CM grey
matter
volume

EM vs.
HC p-
value

CM vs.
HC p-
value

CM vs.
EM p-
value

p∗

Inferior temporal
gyrus

10,054 ±
1,577

9,440 ±
1,436

9,214 ±
1,270

0.041 0.003 0.63 0.003

Lateral occipital
cortex

10,780 ±
1,629

10,314 ±
1,437

9,980 ±
1,355

0.14 0.004 0.34 0.006

Lateral or-
bitofrontal
cortex

7,167 ±
886

6,970 ±
721

6,735 ±
777

0.30 0.004 0.17 0.006

Middle temporal
gyrus

9,975 ±
1,406

9,563 ±
1,450

9,141 ±
1,120

0.18 0.001 0.15 0.002

Precentral gyrus 12,700 ±
1,609

12,380 ±
1,474

11,971 ±
1,124

0.38 0.008 0.20 0.012

Precuneus cortex 9,138 ±
1,351

8,889 ±
1,194

8,512 ±
1,032

0.47 0.010 0.17 0.013

Superior frontal
gyrus

21,088 ±
3,147

20,036 ±
2,115

19,692 ±
2,116

0.029 0.002 0.67 0.002

Supramarginal
gyrus

10,253 ±
1,679

9,858 ±
1,374

9,373 ±
1,322

0.28 0.002 0.13 0.003

Frontal pole 822 ±
164

766 ±
149

741 ±
163

0.11 0.010 0.61 0.013

Insula 6,576 ±
795

6,466 ±
771

6,211 ±
599

0.62 0.007 0.073 0.007

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANCOVA test were equal or greater
than 0.001. Reported regions in this Table show only significant differences between healthy con-
trols and one or both groups of patients. Data are expressed as means ± SD (mm3) and p-values
are adjusted by the effect of total intracranial volume.
∗ p-value for ANCOVA test adjusted by the effect of total intracranial volume.
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Supplementary Table 7. Grey matter volume comparison between different right hemisphere
cortical and subcortical regions in healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic
migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC
grey
matter
volume

EM grey
matter
volume

CM grey
matter
volume

EM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. EM
p-value

p∗

Fusiform
gyrus

9,209 ±
1,254

8,881 ±
1,161

8,394 ±
1,104

0.30 <
0.001

0.065 0.001

Lateral occipi-
tal cortex

11,013
± 1,571

10,434 ±
1,384

10,286 ±
1,436

0.033 0.005 0.79 0.005

Pars orbitalis 2,537 ±
394

2,331 ±
383

2,377 ±
330

0.004 0.034 0.74 0.004

Precentral
gyrus

12,702
± 1,745

12,293 ±
1,745

11,857 ±
1,380

0.25 0.004 0.20 0.005

Superior
frontal gyrus

20,234
± 3,136

19,440 ±
2,112

19,083 ±
2,049

0.12 0.012 0.63 0.015

Frontal pole 1,016 ±
144

923 ±
173

950 ±
169

0.005 0.061 0.61 0.005

Putamen 4,921 ±
719

5,314 ±
687

5,019 ±
683

0.010 0.74 0.064 0.010

Pallidum 1,718 ±
216

1,628 ±
244

1,628 ±
199

0.027 0.027 1 0.013

Nucleus Ac-
cumbens

590 ±
129

661 ±
109

659 ±
112

0.005 0.006 1 0.002

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANCOVA test were equal or greater
than 0.001. Reported regions in this Table show only significant differences between healthy con-
trols and one or both groups of patients. Data are expressed as means ± SD (mm3) and p-values
are adjusted by the effect of total intracranial volume.
∗ p-value for ANCOVA test adjusted by the effect of total intracranial volume.
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Supplementary Table 8. Grey matter volume comparison between different brain regions in
healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC
grey
matter
volume

EM grey
matter
volume

CM grey
matter
volume

EM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. EM
p-value

p∗

Left banks
of the supe-
rior temporal
sulcus

2,297 ±
429

2,374 ±
385

2,135 ±
0.346

0.54 0.071 0.003 0.004

Left trans-
verse temporal
cortex

1,144 ±
236

1,154 ±
207

1,046 ±
228

0.97 0.043 0.020 0.013

Right isthmus-
cingulate cor-
tex

2,366 ±
419

2,415 ±
382

2,201 ±
299

0.73 0.034 0.003 0.003

Right mid-
dle temporal
gyrus

11,013
± 1,691

10,833 ±
1,387

10,204 ±
1,292

0.76 0.005 0.034 0.004

Right supe-
rior temporal
gyrus

10,917
± 1,510

10,688 ±
1,328

10,182 ±
981

0.54 0.002 0.045 0.003

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANCOVA test were equal or greater
than 0.001. Reported regions in this Table show significant differences between EM and CM. Data
are expressed as means ± SD (mm3) and p-values are adjusted by the effect of total intracranial
volume.
∗ p-value for ANCOVA test adjusted by the effect of total intracranial volume.
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Supplementary Table 9. Cohen’s d of left hemisphere grey matter volume measures in regions
where significant differences between healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic
migraine (CM) patients were observed.

Region EM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. EM Cohen’s
d

Banks of the superior
temporal sulcus (Lb-
STS)

0.19 -0.42 -0.65

Inferior temporal
gyrus (LIT)

-0.41 -0.59 -0.17

Lateral occipital cor-
tex (LLO)

-0.30 -0.54 -0.24

Lateral orbital
frontal cortex
(LLOF)

-0.25 -0.52 -0.31

Middle temporal
gyrus (LMT)

-0.29 -0.66 -0.33

Pars orbitalis (LPO) -0.77 -0.53 0.19

Pars triangularis
(LPT)

-0.52 -0.75 -0.25

Precentral gyrus
(LPrc)

-0.21 -0.53 -0.31

Precuneus cortex
(LPcu)

-0.20 -0.52 -0.34

Superior frontal
gyrus (LSF)

-0.40 -0.53 -0.16

Superior temporal
gyrus (LST)

-0.25 -0.74 -0.51

Supramarginal gyrus
(LSG)

-0.26 -0.59 -0.36

Frontal pole (LFP) -0.36 -0.50 -0.16

Transverse temporal
cortex (LTT)

0.04 -0.43 -0.50

Insula (LI) -0.14 -0.52 -0.37

Cerebellum (LCe) -0.47 -0.77 -0.23
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Supplementary Table 10. Cohen’s d of right hemisphere grey matter volume measures in regions
where significant differences between healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic
migraine (CM) patients were observed.

Region EM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. EM Cohen’s
d

Fusiform gyrus
(RFG)

-0.27 -0.69 -0.43

Isthmus cingulate
gyrus (RIC)

0.12 -0.46 -0.62

Lateral occipital cor-
tex (RLO)

-0.39 -0.48 -0.11

Middle temporal
gyrus (RMT)

-0.12 -0.54 -0.47

Pars orbitalis (RPO) -0.53 -0.44 0.13
Precentral gyrus
(RPrc)

-0.27 -0.54 -0.32

Superior frontal
gyrus (RSF)

-0.30 -0.44 -0.17

Superior temporal
gyrus (RST)

-0.16 -0.58 -0.43

Frontal pole (RFP) -0.58 -0.42 0.16
Insula (RI) -0.55 -0.87 -0.30
Cerebellum (RCe) -0.47 -0.77 -0.23
Putamen (RPu) 0.56 0.14 -0.43
Pallidum (RPa) -0.39 -0.43 0.00
Nucleus accumbens
(RNAc)

0.59 0.57 -0.01
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Supplementary Figure 6. Cohen’s d grey matter volume bar plots of regions where differences
between healthy controls, episodic migraine and chronic migraine patients appeared. Blue bars
show cortical regions and orange bars subcortical regions. Region abbreviations can be seen in
Supplementary Tables 9 and 10.
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Supplementary Figure 7. Surface area bar plots of left hemisphere regions where differences
between healthy controls, episodic migraine and chronic migraine patients appeared. P-values of
ANCOVA tests were lower than 0.001 in these regions. (A) LPO= left pars orbitalis; (B) LPT =
left pars triangularis; (C) LPC = left precuneus cortex; (D) LSF = left superior frontal gyrus; (E)
LST = left superior temporal gyrus; (F) LSG = left supramarginal gyrus.
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Supplementary Figure 8. Surface area bar plots of right hemisphere regions where differences
between healthy controls, episodic migraine and chronic migraine patients appeared. P-values of
ANCOVA tests were lower than 0.001 in these regions. (A) RIP = right inferior parietal gyrus; (B)
RIC = right isthmus cingulate cortex; (C) RMT = right middle temporal gyrus; (D) RPC = right
precuneus cortex; (E) RSP = right superior parietal cortex; (F) RST = right superior temporal
gyrus; (G) RI = right insula.
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Supplementary Table 11. Cortical surface area comparison between different brain regions in
healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC sur-
face area

EM sur-
face area

CM sur-
face area

EM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. EM
p-value

p∗

Left lat-
eral orbital
frontal cor-
tex

2,512 ±
287

2,468 ±
244

2,402 ±
276

0.30 <
0.001

0.059 0.001

Right cuneus
cortex

1,513 ±
228

1,465 ±
213

1,440 ±
181

0.10 0.013 0.69 0.015

Right me-
dial orbital
frontal cor-
tex

1,803 ±
179

1,731 ±
207

1,730 ±
190

0.017 0.015 1 0.007

Right frontal
pole

291 ± 37 269 ± 42 272 ± 40 0.004 0.014 0.92 0.003

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANCOVA test were equal or greater
than 0.001. Reported regions in this Table show only significant differences between healthy con-
trols and one or both groups of patients. Data are expressed as means ± SD (mm2) and p-values
are adjusted by the effect of total surface area.
∗ p-value for ANCOVA test adjusted by the effect of total surface area.
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Supplementary Table 12. Cortical surface area comparison between different left hemisphere
brain regions in healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC sur-
face area

EM sur-
face area

CM sur-
face area

EM vs.
HC p-
value

CM vs.
HC p-
value

CM
vs. EM
p-value

p∗

Banks of the su-
perior temporal
sulcus

948 ±
162

994 ±
134

910 ±
118

0.11 0.24 <
0.001

0.001

Inferior parietal
cortex

4,309 ±
571

4,358 ±
559

4,133 ±
494

0.80 0.059 0.009 0.008

Inferior tempo-
ral gyrus

3,174 ±
419

3,136 ±
388

3,000 ±
359

0.77 0.006 0.034 0.005

Lateral occipital
cortex

4,657 ±
644

4,612 ±
560

4,397 ±
541

0.84 0.005 0.021 0.003

Postcentral
gyrus

3,896 ±
474

3,975 ±
418

3,806 ±
405

0.23 0.15 0.001 0.002

Posterior-
cingulate cortex

1,095 ±
158

1,128 ±
165

1,059 ±
139

0.31 0.25 0.006 0.009

Precentral gyrus 4,550 ±
568

4,572 ±
398

4,413 ±
415

0.91 0.03 0.01 0.008

Rostral middle
frontal gyrus

5,387 ±
718

5,430 ±
662

5,197 ±
735

0.85 0.042 0.007 0.006

Transverse tem-
poral cortex

429 ± 67 447 ± 63 410 ± 64 0.19 0.20 0.001 0.002

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANCOVA test were equal or greater
than 0.001. Reported regions in this Table show significant differences between EM and CM. Data
are expressed as means ± SD (mm2) and p-values are adjusted by the effect of total surface area.
∗ p-value for ANCOVA test adjusted by the effect of total surface area.
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Supplementary Table 13. Cortical surface area comparison between different right hemisphere
brain regions in healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Region HC sur-
face area

EM sur-
face area

CM sur-
face area

EM vs.
HC p-
value

CM vs.
HC p-
value

CM vs.
EM p-
value

p∗

Banks of the su-
perior temporal
sulcus

873 ±
135

910 ±
138

850 ± 95 0.15 0.48 0.007 0.009

Fusiform gyrus 2,992 ±
397

3,009 ±
383

2,841 ±
351

0.94 0.009 0.002 0.001

Posterior-
cingulate cortex

1,154 ±
194

1,128 ±
172

1,071 ±
153

0.51 0.002 0.042 0.002

Precentral gyrus 4,604 ±
571

4,593 ±
414

4,445 ±
464

0.98 0.020 0.027 0.010

Rostral middle
frontal gyrus

5,564 ±
782

5,634 ±
752

5,348 ±
714

0.67 0.028 0.002 0.002

Superior frontal
gyrus

6,685 ±
1,003

6,639 ±
648

6,453 ±
701

0.83 0.010 0.043 0.008

Supramarginal
gyrus

3,411 ±
481

3,408 ±
409

3,252 ±
433

1 0.031 0.030 0.014

Transverse tem-
poral cortex

315 ± 48 326 ± 46 305 ± 45 0.30 0.41 0.010 0.014

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where p-values from ANCOVA test were equal or greater
than 0.001. Reported regions in this Table show significant differences between EM and CM. Data
are expressed as means ± SD (mm2) and p-values are adjusted by the effect of total surface area.
∗ p-value for ANCOVA test adjusted by the effect of total surface area.
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Supplementary Table 14. Cohen’s d of left hemisphere cortical surface area measures in regions
where significant differences between healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic
migraine (CM) patients were observed.

Region EM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. EM Cohen’s
d

Banks of the superior
temporal sulcus (Lb-
STS)

0.31 -0.26 -0.66

Inferior parietal cor-
tex (LIP)

0.09 -0.33 -0.43

Inferior temporal
gyrus (LIT)

-0.09 -0.45 -0.36

Lateral occipital cor-
tex (LLO)

-0.08 -0.44 -0.39

Lateral orbital
frontal cortex
(LLOF)

-0.16 -0.39 -0.25

Pars orbitalis (LPO) -0.54 -0.51 -0.02

Pars triangularis
(LPT)

-0.34 -0.68 -0.38

Postcentral gyrus
(LPG)

0.18 -0.20 -0.41

Posterior division of
the cingulate cortex
(LPC)

0.20 -0.24 -0.45

Precentral gyrus
(LPrc)

0.05 -0.28 -0.39

Precuneus cortex
(LPcu)

-0.04 -0.44 -0.43

Rostral middle
frontal gyrus
(LRMF)

0.06 -0.26 -0.33

Superior frontal
gyrus (LSF)

-0.13 -0.35 -0.29

Superior temporal
gyrus (LST)

0.00 -0.48 -0.52

Supramarginal gyrus
(LSG)

-0.07 -0.49 -0.46

Transverse temporal
cortex (LTT)

0.29 -0.28 -0.58
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Supplementary Table 15. Cohen’s d of right hemisphere cortical surface area measures in
regions where significant differences between healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and
chronic migraine (CM) patients were observed.

Region EM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. HC Cohen’s
d

CM vs. EM Cohen’s
d

Banks of the superior
temporal sulcus (Rb-
STS)

0.27 -0.20 -0.51

Cuneus cortex (RCu) -0.30 -0.45 -0.13

Fusiform gyrus
(RFG)

0.04 -0.40 -0.46

Inferior parietal cor-
tex (RIP)

0.14 -0.44 -0.64

Isthmus cingulate
gyrus (RIC)

0.33 -0.31 -0.65

Medial orbital frontal
cortex (RMOF)

-0.37 -0.39 0.00

Middle temporal
gyrus (RMT)

0.06 -0.36 -0.47

Posterior division of
the cingulate cortex
(RPC)

-0.14 -0.48 -0.35

Precentral gyrus
(RPrc)

-0.02 -0.31 -0.34

Precuneus cortex
(RPcu)

-0.05 -0.40 -0.37

Rostral middle
frontal gyrus
(RRMF)

0.09 -0.29 -0.39

Superior frontal
gyrus (RSF)

-0.06 -0.27 -0.28

Superior parietal cor-
tex (RSP)

0.13 -0.34 -0.53

Superior temporal
gyrus (RST)

0.02 -0.41 -0.48

Supramarginal gyrus
(RSG)

-0.01 -0.35 -0.37

Frontal pole (RFP) -0.55 -0.50 0.06

Transverse temporal
cortex (RTT)

0.25 -0.20 -0.46

Insula (RI) -0.50 -0.62 -0.13
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Supplementary Figure 9. Cohen’s d cortical surface area bar plots of regions where differ-
ences between healthy controls, episodic migraine and chronic migraine patients appeared. Region
abbreviations can be seen in Supplementary Tables 14 and 15.
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1.8. Appendix
In this section, ANOVA/Kruskal-Wallis/ANCOVA results that revealed statistically significant differences

after FDR correction for multiple comparisons (p ≥ 0.0154) but did not reach p < 0.001 are reported.

Comparisons with p < 0.001 are reported in the Results section.

Regarding cortical curvature, results with p-values equal or greater than 0.001 (but still statistically

significant) showed that both EM and CM had increased cortical curvature compared to HC in the left

inferior temporal gyrus (p = 0.003), left lateral occipital cortex (p = 0.007) and right inferior parietal

cortex (p = 0.005). No differences between both groups of migraine patients were found.

Differences in cortical thickness with 0.001 ≤ p ≤ 0.0154 indicated decreased cortical thickness in both

EM and CM with respect to HC in the left fusiform gyrus (p = 0.003), bilateral middle temporal gyrus

(p = 0.004 for left hemisphere, and p = 0.008 for right), left paracentral lobule (p = 0.012), left superior

temporal gyrus (p = 0.009) and right precentral gyrus (p = 0.015).

Analysing grey matter volume, significant differences with p ≥ 0.001 were found in decreased volume

in both EM and CM compared to HC in the left inferior temporal gyrus (p = 0.003), left superior frontal

gyrus (p = 0.006), right lateral occipital cortex (p = 0.005), right pars orbitalis (p = 0.004) and right

pallidum (p = 0.013). Also, decreased grey matter volume in CM compared to EM and HC was observed

in the left transverse temporal cortex (p = 0.013), right isthmus cingulate cortex (p = 0.003), right middle

temporal gyrus (p = 0.004) and right superior temporal gyrus (p = 0.003), and only compared to EM in

the left banks of the superior temporal sulcus (p = 0.004). Increased grey matter volume in EM compared

to HC was observed in the right putamen (p = 0.010) and in both groups of migraine patients compared

to HC in the right nucleus accumbens (p = 0.002).

Regarding cortical surface area, significant differences with p ≥ 0.001 showed both groups of migraine

patients having decreased surface area compared to HC in the right medial orbital frontal cortex (p =

0.007) and right frontal pole (p = 0.003), and only in CM compared to HC in the left lateral orbital frontal

cortex (p = 0.001) and right cuneus cortex (p = 0.015). Also, decreased surface area in CM compared to

EM and HC was observed in 10 regions, and only compared to EM in seven more regions. The 10 regions

with significant differences in CM compared to EM and HC were the left inferior temporal gyrus (p =

0.005), left lateral occipital cortex (p = 0.003), left precentral gyrus (p = 0.008), left rostral middle frontal

gyrus (p = 0.006), right fusiform gyrus (p = 0.001), right posterior division of the cingulate cortex (p =

0.002), right precentral gyrus (p = 0.010), right rostral middle frontal gyrus (p = 0.002), right superior

frontal gyrus (p = 0.008) and right supramarginal gyrus (p = 0.014). The seven regions with significant

differences in CM compared to EM were the left banks of the superior temporal sulcus (p = 0.001), left

inferior parietal cortex (p = 0.008), left postcentral gyrus (p = 0.002), left posterior division of the cingulate

cortex (p = 0.009), left transverse temporal cortex (p = 0.002), right banks of the superior temporal sulcus

(p = 0.009) and right transverse temporal cortex (p = 0.014).
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The purpose of this study was the analysis of whole-brain white matter regions using DTI-based

parameters in patients with CM and EM via TBSS, a method frequently used in the literature.

This research supposed the first study to detect statistically significant differences between CM

and EM patients assessing diffusion descriptors in white matter regions.
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Abstract
Background: White matter alterations have been observed in patients with migraine. However,

no microstructural white matter alterations have been found particularly in episodic or chronic migraine

patients, and there is limited research focused on the comparison between these two groups of migraine

patients.

Methods: Fifty-one healthy controls, 55 episodic migraine patients and 57 chronic migraine pa-

tients were recruited and underwent brain T1-weighted and diffusion-weighted MRI acquisition. Using

Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS), fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity, radial diffusivity and ax-

ial diffusivity were compared between the different groups. On the one hand, all migraine patients were

compared against healthy controls. On the other hand, patients from each migraine group were compared

between them and also against healthy controls. Correlation analysis between clinical features (duration

of migraine in years, time from onset of chronic migraine in months, where applicable, and headache and

migraine frequency, where applicable) and Diffusion Tensor Imaging measures was performed.

Results: Fifty healthy controls, 54 episodic migraine and 56 chronic migraine patients were finally

included in the analysis. Significant decreased axial diffusivity (p < .05 false discovery rate and by number

of contrasts corrected) was found in chronic migraine compared to episodic migraine in 38 white matter

regions from the Johns Hopkins University ICBM-DTI-81 White-Matter Atlas. Significant positive cor-

relation was found between time from onset of chronic migraine and mean fractional anisotropy in the

bilateral external capsule, and negative correlation between time from onset of chronic migraine and mean

radial diffusivity in the bilateral external capsule.

Conclusions: These findings suggest global white matter structural differences between episodic mi-

graine and chronic migraine. Patients with chronic migraine could present axonal integrity impairment

in the first months of chronic migraine with respect to episodic migraine patients. White matter changes

after the onset of chronic migraine might reflect a set of maladaptive plastic changes.

Keywords: Migraine, Chronic migraine, Diffusion tensor imaging, Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),

Tract-based spatial statistics

2.1. Background
According to the IIIrd edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-3), patients

with Chronic Migraine (CM) suffer from headache during 15 or more days per month for more than

3 months, with at least eight of these days with migrainous characteristics [1]. Between 2 and 3% of

migraine patients evolve annually from Episodic Migraine (EM) to CM [2]. Some risk factors have been

associated with progression from EM to CM, but the pathophysiological mechanisms of this conversion

remain to be elucidated. Moreover, EM and CM could represent either two ranges of the same entity,

or two subgroups with distinctive characteristics. Previous review studies have exposed that important

distinctions exist along the continuum between EM and CM [3, 4], but it is not clear whether CM is a

kind of more frequent EM or a distinct entity.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the most powerful technologies available for the study of

the migrainous brain. Among its different modalities, diffusion MRI (dMRI) is particularly well suited for

the analysis of possible white matter alterations in migraine. dMRI studies have shown changes affecting

the white matter in migraineurs with respect to healthy controls; these changes were mainly observed in
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the corpus callosum [5–11], thalamus [7, 8, 12, 13], thalamic radiation [7–9, 14, 15] and cingulate gyrus [9,

10, 15–17].

Some studies using dMRI have focused on migraine with and without aura. Even though significant

differences have been found [10, 18], using MRI information it remains unclear whether migraine with

and without aura area are actually two distinct entities, the manifestations of the same pathophysiological

substrate on two different phenotypes [19, 20], or even whether aura can be better defined as a migraine

phase, but not a category such as chronic and episodic migraine [21].

Some other studies have employed dMRI to investigate CM. To the best of our knowledge, however, only

one study by Neeb et al. searched for possible differences between patients with EM and CM, not finding

any significant differences [22]. Other studies compared chronic migraine patients with healthy controls [16]

or mixed EM and CM patients in order to compare migraine patients and controls [14]. Previous studies

alternatively used T1-weighted MRI images [23, 24] and functional MRI [25], respectively, to compare

possible differences between patients with CM and EM. These studies described reduced grey matter

volume in CM compared to EM [23] and more activity in CM compared to EM patients with headaches

during the scanning in the anterior hypothalamus [25].

The present study performs a detailed comparison of the white matter in EM, CM and healthy controls

over a large cohort of subjects, using dMRI data. We hypothesised that there could be white matter

structural differences between CM and EM patients, although no significant differences were found in a

previous study [22]. In our study, we included a considerably higher number of patients and controls

compared to that study. Our goals are to:

1. Investigate whether there are significant differences between CM and EM, and between these groups

and healthy controls. To that end, TBSS [26] was employed as dMRI analysis technique.

2. Examine how white matter descriptors based on dMRI relate to clinical features in migraine patients.

To that end, a correlation analysis between dMRI parameters and variables such as duration of migraine

and time from onset of CM was performed.

2.2.Materials and methods

2.2.1. Participants
We conducted an observational analytic study with a case-control design. The target population included

patients with migraine. Patients were firstly screened and recruited from the headache outpatient unit

at the Hospital ClÃnico Universitario de Valladolid (Valladolid, Spain), a tertiary centre that receives

patients both from specialized care and directly from primary care. Inclusion criteria were: a) Diagnosis

of episodic or chronic migraine according to the ICHD-3 beta and ICHD-3 criteria [1, 27]; b) no changes

in the situation of episodic or chronic migraine in the previous 3 months; c) agreeing to participate and

signing the Informed Consent; d) aged between 18 and 60. We excluded patients with a) high frequency

Episodic Migraine, suffering between 10 and 14 headache days per month (to avoid any confusion between

high frequency EM and CM [28]); b) other noncraniofacial painful conditions occurring 10 or more days

per month; c) known major psychiatric diseases (described in anamnesis or presence of Depression or

Anxiety according to Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale [29]); d) other neurological diseases; e) drug

or substance abuse; f) pregnancy or childbearing; g) other headache disorders. All the patients scanned
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were preventive naÃ¯ve. Patients were asked to keep a headache diary for 3 months (before inclusion)

and were classified as EM when they had less than 10 headaches per month, or CM according to ICHD-3

criteria. Participants with EM were not allowed to have headache days with tension-type headache (TTH)

phenotype. No healthy controls (HC) were included if they showed a present or past history of migraine, or

if any other neurological or psychiatric condition was present, with the sole exception of infrequent TTH.

We used a non-probabilistic sampling method by convenience sampling. Healthy controls balanced for age

and sex were recruited through hospital and University colleagues and advertisements in these facilities by

convenience sampling and snowball sampling.

For all patients, sociodemographic and clinical data were collected, including the duration of migraine

disease (years), headache and migraine frequency (days per month) and time from the onset of chronic

migraine (months) when applicable. The intake of symptomatic medication, i.e., combination of analgesics

and triptan, was considered to verify if patients fulfilled criteria of acute medication overuse (intake at 10

or more days per month). Presence of aura was drawn.

The local Ethics Committee of Hospital Clínico Universitario de Valladolid approved the study (PI:

14–197). All participants read and signed a written consent form prior to their participation.

2.2.2. MRI acquisition
Images were acquired for migraine patients after at least 24 h from the last migraine attack. High-

resolution 3D T1-weighted and diffusion-weighted MRI data were acquired using a Philips Achieva 3 T

MRI unit (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) with a 32-channel head coil in the MRI facility at

the Universidad de Valladolid (Valladolid, Spain).

For the anatomical T1-weighted images, the following acquisition parameters were used: Turbo Field

Echo (TFE) sequence, repetition time (TR) = 8.1 ms, echo time (TE) = 3.7 ms, flip angle = 8°, 256 x 256

matrix size, 1 x 1 x 1 mm3 of spatial resolution and 160 slices covering the whole brain.

Diffusion-weighted images (DWI) were acquired using the next parameters: TR = 9000 ms, TE = 86

ms, flip angle = 90°, 61 gradient directions, one baseline volume, b-value = 1000 s/mm2, 128 x 128 matrix

size, 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 of spatial resolution and 66 axial slices covering the whole brain.

T1 and diffusion-weighted scans were acquired during the same session, starting with the T1 scan

followed by the diffusion-weighted scan, between May 2014 and July 2018. Total acquisition time for each

subject was around 18 min.

2.2.3. Image processing
MR images were processed before carrying out the statistical analysis using TBSS [26]. For the TBSS

analysis, four Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) measures were obtained: Fractional Anisotropy (FA), Mean

Diffusivity (MD), Radial Diffusivity (RD) and Axial Diffusivity (AD). In a nutshell, FA reflects the degree

of directionality of water diffusivity, MD is a global measure of water diffusion, RD quantifies the diffusion

perpendicular to the principal direction and AD is the diffusion in the main direction of the white matter

fibres [30].

Prior to the obtention of the four DTI measures, diverse preprocessing procedures were implemented

on the DWI data. Diffusion-weighted images were denoised, using dwidenoise tool from MRtrix [31, 32],
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eddy currents and motion corrected, using dwipreproc tool from MRtrix [33], and B1 field inhomogeneity

corrected, using dwibiascorrect tool with the -fast option from MRtrix [34, 35].

Once the DWI images were preprocessed, a whole brain mask for each image was generated using dwi2-

mask tool from MRtrix [36] and, next, diffusion tensors at each voxel were estimated using the dtifit tool

from FSL [37], also obtaining FA, MD and AD maps. RD was manually calculated by obtaining the mean

of the second and the third eigenvalues, which were also previously computed with dtifit.

For the TBSS method, all participants'FA images were nonlinearly registered using the FNIRT tool

from FSL to a template of the averaged FA images (FMRIB-58) in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)

space; the FNIRT tool uses a b-spline representation of the registration warp field [38]. After registration,

a mean FA image was generated and thinned to create a mean FA skeleton of white matter tracts using a

FA value of .2 as threshold to distinguish white from grey matter. Then, each subject's aligned FA images

were projected onto the mean FA skeleton. In a similar way, the TBSS process was repeated for MD, AD

and RD, using the protocol devoted for non-FA images. To identify the white matter tracts, the Johns

Hopkins University ICBM-DTI-81 White-Matter Labels Atlas [39, 40] provided in the FSL toolbox was

used. However, this atlas does not cover the whole white matter across brain, so we also employed the

Johns Hopkins University White-Matter Tractography Atlas [41], which contains a lower number of tracts

but covers areas not included in the other atlas. The minimum volume to consider significant results in a

region was set to 30 mm3. It must be noted that, because we use an image of 1 mm3 in the MNI space

to identify the regions, the volume in mm3 is equal to the number of voxels. Moreover, when we extract

the significant results in a region, we consider all the significant voxels from that region, from one or more

clusters.

2.2.4. Statistical analysis
We estimated Sample Size according to Chong and Schwedt, 2015 [14]. Based on the FA results from this

study in three major tracts, we calculated a worst possible scenario model with an estimated effect size

of difference between groups of .02 (greatest difference between groups) and a variance of .003 (greatest

single group variance); a type 1-error rate of 1% and 80% power and anticipating a proportion of 10% of

lost patients. The expected sample size was 167 participants.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Levene's Test for equality of variances tests were used to assess normality

and homogeneity of variance in age and duration of migraine in years. To test for significant differences

in the age of the three groups, a one-way ANOVA was used if the null hypothesis in Kolmogorov-Smirnov

and Levene tests was not rejected; otherwise, Kruskal-Wallis test was employed. To test for significant

gender differences, a chi-square test was used. To compare continuous clinical features between migraine

patients (i.e., duration of migraine history in years for both groups of patients and time from onset of

chronic migraine in months for chronic migraine patients), a two-tailed unpaired t-test was used if the null

hypothesis in Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Levene tests was not rejected; otherwise, Mann- Whitney U test

was employed. To compare categorical clinical features between migraine patients, Fisher's exact test was

employed.

We executed group-wise comparisons of all migraineurs vs. healthy controls, CM vs. EM, EM vs.

healthy controls, and CM vs. healthy controls. The voxel-wise TBSS differences in FA, MD, AD and

RD values of white matter between the different groups were tested using a permutation-based inference
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tool by nonparametric statistics called randomise, implemented in FSL, with the threshold-free cluster

enhancement (TFCE) option [42, 43]. Five thousand permutations were set to allow robust statistical

inference and the significance threshold for intergroup differences was p < .05 after correcting for family wise

error (FWE) applying the TFCE option. Additional clinical covariates were added to the comparisons in

the cases where significant differences were found. These covariates were analysed individually to evaluate

the individual effect of each covariate. In the case of presence of aura, we repeated the original TBSS

analysis excluding the patients with migraine with aura. None of the design matrices included duration of

migraine and time from onset of CM simultaneously as covariates due to collinearity. Time from onset of

CM was also included as a covariate (only in comparisons with CM) because it may correct the results in

CM patients in a more meaningful way than the total duration of migraine.

In the cases where significant differences were found, we performed a post-hoc analysis. We applied a

false discovery rate (FDR) correction, using the fdr command from FSL, to the TFCE uncorrected p-values.

The fdr command provides the uncorrected p-value which sets the level of statistical significance after the

FDR correction. To correct for number of contrasts in each case, the final level of statistical significance is

equal to the uncorrected p-value from the previous step divided by the number of comparisons (Bonferroni

correction).

Effect size was computed using Cohen's d value in regions with significant results from the first analysis

(FWE-corrected). For every comparison, the mean value of the most disabled group was subtracted from

the mean value of the least disabled or the control group. In the comparisons between both types of

migraine, CM is considered the most disabled group, and EM the least disabled group.

To study the relationship between clinical parameters and DTI measures, Spearman's rank correlation

coefficient was employed in a ROI-based correlation analysis. Duration of the migraine in both types of

migraine patients, time from onset of CM in chronic migraineurs, and headache and migraine frequency

for both types of migraine patients were the analysed clinical parameters. It must be clarified that we

obtained correlation values in CM and EM patients separately, in order to assess differences or trends

within each type of migraine. Our intention was to determine the possible effect of headache or migraine

frequency, in the specific range of episodic or chronic migraine, and the possible relationship with time,

with special attention to the time from onset of CM. To obtain individual label maps for each subject,

the inverse warp fields of the FA images to the MNI image transformation from the TBSS procedure were

computed and applied to the Johns Hopkins University ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas. The ROIs that

were selected for the correlation analysis were those for which significant differences were found between

at least two groups in any diffusion parameter in the TBSS analysis. All DTI measures (FA, MD, RD and

AD) were considered for the correlation analysis. We used all DTI measures to avoid a possible loss of

complementary information given by each parameter in the assessment of differences within CM or EM.

To correct for multiple comparisons, the Benjamini-Hochberg [44] FDR procedure was applied, and, after

this correction, the level of statistical significance was set at p < .05.

2.3. Results
During the study period, 51 healthy controls, 55 episodic migraine patients and 57 chronic migraine patients

were recruited for the study after matching the inclusion and exclusion criteria. No significant structural
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abnormality was detected in conventional MRI studies. Due to erroneous results after applying the non-

linear registration to the FMRIB-58 image in MNI space, one healthy control, one episodic migraineur and

one chronic migraineur were excluded from the study. Demographic and clinical data for the three groups

with the remaining participants are summarised in Table 1. Significant differences were found in duration

of migraine history in years between the two migraine groups and, as expected, in headache and migraine

frequency between the migraine groups.

Considering the significant differences in duration of migraine history between episodic and chronic

migraine patients (Table 1), TBSS analysis was repeated including the duration of migraine history as a

covariate, as mentioned in the Statistical Analysis section. Presence of aura was added as an additional

covariate to duration of migraine history in a posterior analysis. In the case of CM patients, the TBSS

analysis was additionally accomplished including the time from onset of CM as a covariate. This covariate

was included in a separate analysis from the one with duration of migraine history due to collinearity, as

mentioned previously in the Statistical Analysis section.

2.3.1. TBSS analysis

A. Results uncorrected for covariates

No significant differences were found in any of the diffusion indices (FA, MD, RD and AD) between all

migraineurs and HC. Dividing all migraineurs into EM and CM, no significant differences were found

with respect to HC. With regard to the comparison between CM and EM, no significant differences were

found in FA, MD or RD. However, significant lower AD values were found in CM compared to EM in

widespread locations across the white matter. These locations correspond to 38 different regions from the

ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas, and six regions from the White Matter Tractography Atlas, and are

shown in Tables 2 and 3 and Fig. 1. The FWE-corrected results can be seen in Additional file 1: Figure

S1 and Table S1.

In the case of the analysis including only patients with migraine without aura, no new significant

results were observed. As in the original sample, significant lower AD values were found in CM compared

to EM (FWE-corrected results), but in 10 regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas, all of them

included in the 38 regions with significant differences. The FWE-corrected results excluding migraine with

aura patients can be seen in Additional file 1: Table S2.

B. Results corrected for covariates

After the post-hoc analysis, significant lower AD values were found in CM compared to EM in six regions

from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas, and one region (the right corticospinal tract) from the White-

Matter Tractography Atlas, when including the time from onset of CM as a covariate. These results are

shown in Tables 4 and 5 and Fig. 1. No significant results were observed when correcting for total duration

of migraine or for the other DTI measures.

The FWE-corrected results for the diverse covariates are shown.

Results corrected for duration of migraine history Including the duration of migraine history as a

covariate, no significant differences were found for FA, MD or RD. Significant decreased AD values
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in CM with respect to EM were found only in the middle cerebellar peduncle (675 mm3 with p <

.05 FWE-corrected, minimum p-value = .028), but other 26 regions remained with p < .1 FWE-

corrected (Additional file 1: Table S3). Also, significant increased AD values in EM with respect

to HC were found in seven regions from the left hemisphere (Additional file 1: Table S4). These

results can be seen in Additional file 1: Figure S2. No significant differences were found between all

migraineurs together and HC, or between CM and HC. Adding the presence of aura as a covariate,

significant increased AD values in EM with respect to HC were found in seven regions from the left

hemisphere. These seven regions were the same regions that showed significant differences in the

analysis including only the duration of migraine history as a covariate. No significant differences

were found for FA, MD or RD.

Results uncorrected for time from onset of CM In the additional comparisons for CM patients, in-

cluding time from onset of CM as a covariate, no significant differences were found for MD or RD.

Significant decreased AD values in CM with respect to EM were found in 23 regions with p < .05

FWE-corrected (Additional file 1: Table S5). Significant decreased FA values in CM compared to

HC were found in 15 regions, most of them from the right hemisphere (Additional file 1: Table S6).

These results are shown in Additional file 1: Figure S3.

C. Effect size

When comparing between CM and EM Axial Diffusivity values, all Cohen's d values (except for left fornix)

were negative, which means that AD values were lower in CM. For the middle cerebellar peduncle, left

external capsule and right sagittal stratum, the Cohen's d absolute values were equal or greater than .5, a

medium effect size according to [45]. A very similar trend, but with lower Cohen's d absolute values, was

found in CM with respect to HC. In the comparison between EM and HC, Cohen's d value was positive

in almost all regions, i.e., AD values were higher in EM with respect to HC. In the pontine crossing tract,

a medium effect size was obtained (d = .59). These results are depicted in Additional file 1: Table S7 and

Figures S4 and S5. Results for the other DTI measures can be seen in Additional file 1: Figures S6, S7,

S8, S9, S10 and S11. A summary of these results can be seen in Table 6.

2.3.2. Correlation analysis
After multiple comparisons correction, ROI-based significant positive correlations between time from onset

of chronic migraine and mean FA in the right (ρ = .420, p = .001) and left (ρ = .439, p < .001) external

capsule were found. Significant negative correlations between time from onset of chronic migraine and

mean RD in the right (ρ = –.427, p = .001) and left (ρ = –.439, p < .001) external capsule were found.

These results can be seen in Fig. 4.10.

No significant correlations were found neither for mean MD or mean AD, nor duration of the migraine,

headache and migraine frequency for both migraine groups in ROI-based correlation analysis.
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Table 1. Clinical and demographic characteristics of healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine
(EM) and chronic migraine (CM).

HC (n=50) EM (n=54) CM (n=56) Statistical test

Gender,
male/female

11/39
(22/78%
)

9/45
(17/83% )

6/50
(11/89% )

χ 2
(2, N = 160) = 2.48, p =

.29†

Age (years) 36.1 ± 13.2 37.1 ± 8.2 38.1 ± 8.7 χ 2 (2) = 2.85, p = .24‡

Duration of mi-
graine history
(years)

14.1 ± 11.1 19.6 ± 10.4 t(108) = -2.7, p = .008§

Time from onset
of chronic mi-
graine (months)

24.5 ± 32.9

Headache
frequency
(days/month)

3.6 ± 1.9 23.3 ± 6.3 U = 44.0, p < .001

Migraine
frequency
(days/month)

3.6 ± 1.9 13.9 ± 6.9 U = 108.5, p < .001

Overusing medi-
cation

0 (0% ) 42 (75% ) p < .001

Aura 9 (17% ) 1 (2% ) p = .007

†Chi-square test. ‡ Kruskal-Wallis test. §Two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t-test. Mann-Whitney U
test. Fisher’s exact test. Data are expressed as means ± SD.
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Table 2. White matter regions where significant decreased AD values were found in CM compared
to EM.

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (un-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .0002 2263 (-20,-55,-32)

Superior cerebellar peduncle R/L .0002/.0002 145/137 (6,-31,-19) / (-
6,-50,-27)

Inferior cerebellar peduncle R/L .0002/.0002 81/118 (9,-42,-38) / (-
13,-45,-31)

Superior longitudinal fasciculus R/L .0004/.0004 565/821 (37,-48,14) /
(-37,-50,15)

Genu of corpus callosum .0006 154 (-8,27,1)

Body of corpus callosum .0016 74 (-11,-19,30)

Splenium of corpus callosum .0006 203 (21,-48,10)

Anterior corona radiata R/L .0014/.0004 105/527 (19,24,-10) /
(-18,25,-8)

Superior corona radiata R/L .0012/.0014 253/87 (21,-9,34) / (-
27,-10,25)

Posterior corona radiata R/L .0010/.0010 75/140 (28,-40,21) / (-
30,-52,22)

External capsule R/L .0006/.0004 400/640 (33,-3,3) / (-
22,16,-12)

Posterior limb of internal capsule R/L .0010/.0008 372/400 (17,-4,8) / (-
18,-1,10)

Retrolenticular part of internal capsule
R/L

.0012/.0012 173/161 (30,-24,2) / (-
24,-24,2)

Anterior limb of internal capsule R/L .0006/.0004 163/270 (18,17,-3) /
(-14,8,0)

Sagittal stratum R/L .0002/.0006 418/316 (40,-36,-13) /
(-40,-15,-14)

Posterior thalamic radiation R/L .0004/.0002 333/254 (34,-56,3) / (-
38,-52,3)

Cerebral peduncle R/L .0004/.0002 225/257 (11,-22,-21) /
(-10,-13,-12)

Corticospinal tract R/L .0002/.0004 107/164 (10,-22,-23) /
(-7,-19,-24)

Medial lemniscus R/L .0002/.0002 83/103 (5,-35,-37) / (-
2,-37,-30)

Pontine crossing tract .0002 89 (7,-29,-25)

Fornix (cres) R/L .0004/.0006 71/41 (33,-8,-17) / (-
34,-11,-16)

continued on next page
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Cingulum (hippocampus) L .0002 87 (-17,-43,-2)

L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with significant differences (FDR-
corrected and number of contrasts corrected). The maximum significant uncorrected p-value after
corrections was .0032. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this
Table. Only regions with FWE-corrected p < .05 are included.

Table 3. White matter regions where significant decreased AD values were found in CM compared
to EM using the Johns Hopkins University White-Matter Tractography Atlas.

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (un-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Anterior thalamic radiation L/R .0006/.0008 36/39 (-20,17,0) /
(9,-30,-15)

Corticospinal tract L/R .0012/.0012 152/165 (-21,-21,2) /
(10,-24,-25)

Forceps major .0010 126 (-17,-85,7)

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus R .0004 49 (40,-35,-14)

L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with significant differences (FDR-
corrected and number of contrasts corrected). The maximum significant uncorrected p-value after
corrections was .0032. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this
Table.
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Fig. 1 White matter alterations in CM compared to EM patients. TBSS shows decreased AD
values in CM compared to EM in widespread locations with no covariate corrections (top) and
correcting for time from onset of CM (bottom). White matter skeleton is shown in green, and voxels
with significant differences in red-yellow. The colour bar shows the p-values (uncorrected). The
maximum uncorrected p-value for each case is given by FDR and number of contrasts corrections.
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Table 4. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased AD values were found in CM compared to EM considering the effect of time from onset
of CM.

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (un-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .0004 1286 (-16,-52,-30)
Superior cerebellar peduncle R/L .0004/.0002 97/109 (9,-50,-30) / (-

6,-42,-26)
Inferior cerebellar peduncle L .0006 55 (-6,-53,-24)
External capsule L .0012 34 (-33,-10,1)
Pontine crossing tract .0006 39 (0,-23,-24)

L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with significant differences (FDR-
corrected and number of contrasts corrected). The maximum significant uncorrected p-value after
corrections was .0020. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this
Table. Only regions with FWE-corrected p < .05 are included.

Table 5. White matter regions from the Johns Hopkins University White-Matter Tractography
Atlas for which significant decreased AD values were found in CM compared to EM considering
the effect of time from onset of CM.

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (un-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Corticospinal tract R .0012 31 (4,-35,-16)

R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with significant differences (FDR-
corrected and number of contrasts). The maximum significant uncorrected p-value after corrections
was .0020. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.
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Table 6. Summary of white matter regions where significant differences were found in all comparisons.

White Matter tract EM > HC∗ CM < HC∗ CM < EM

Middle cerebellar peduncle NS NS AD
AD + durM∗
AD + onsCM

Superior cerebellar peduncle R/L NS FA + onsCM
(R)

AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM

Inferior cerebellar peduncle R/L NS NS AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM (L)

Superior longitudinal fasciculus R/L NS NS AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM∗ (R)

Genu of corpus callosum NS NS AD

Body of corpus callosum NS FA + onsCM AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)

Splenium of corpus callosum NS FA + onsCM AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM∗

Anterior corona radiata R/L NS FA + onsCM
(R)

AD

Superior corona radiata R/L AD + durM
(L)

FA + onsCM
(R)

AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM∗

Posterior corona radiata R/L NS FA + onsCM
(R)

AD
AD + durM∗ (L, p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM∗ (R)

External capsule R/L AD + durM
(L)

FA + onsCM
(R)

AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM (L; R∗ )

Posterior limb of internal capsule
R/L

AD + durM
(L)

FA + onsCM
(R)

AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM∗

Retrolenticular part of internal cap-
sule R/L

AD + durM
(L)

FA + onsCM
(R)

AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM∗

Anterior limb of internal capsule
R/L

NS FA + onsCM
(R)

AD

Sagittal stratum R/L AD + durM
(L)

FA + onsCM
(R)

AD
AD + durM∗ (R, p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM∗ (R)

Posterior thalamic radiation R/L AD + durM
(L)

NS AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM∗ (R)
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Cerebral peduncle R/L AD + durM
(L)

NS AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM∗

Corticospinal tract R/L NS NS AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM∗ (R+)

Medial lemniscus R/L NS NS AD

Pontine crossing tract NS NS AD
AD + durM∗ (p < 0.1)
AD + onsCM

Fornix (cres) R/L NS FA + onsCM
(R)

AD
AD + durM∗ (R)
AD + onsCM∗ (R)

Cingulum (hippocampus) L NS NS AD

Anterior thalamic radiation R/L NS NS AD+

Forceps major NS NS AD+

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus R NS NS AD+

durM = duration of migraine as covariate; L = left; NS = non-significant; onsCM = time from onset of CM
as covariate; R = right; ∗ = only FWE-corrected; + = significant only in the White-Matter Tractography
Atlas.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with significant results. No regions with
volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.
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2.4. Discussion

In a TBSS-based dMRI analysis, in relation with the first stated objective of the study, white matter

structural changes in Chronic Migraine compared to Episodic Migraine patients were found in 38 regions

when AD was considered as DTI measure. These findings suggest global white matter changes in CM

compared to EM.

In the analysis excluding patients with migraine with aura, no new results were observed with respect

to the analysis with the whole sample, and the regions with significant results were a subset of the regions

of the original analysis. Using only patients without aura, higher p-values and lower number of regions

with significant differences are obtained. These results suggest that the differences are caused by a loss of

statistical power more than the effect of aura itself. Including duration of migraine history as a covariate,

differences were found between EM and Healthy Controls in seven regions, but they did not survive the

FDR and the number of contrasts corrections. The addition of the presence of aura as a covariate did not

change the results with respect to using only the duration of migraine history as a covariate.

Additionally, including time from onset of chronic migraine as a covariate in the comparisons with CM

patients, significant decreased values were found in AD between CM and EM. Decreased values were also

found in FA in CM with respect to HC, but they did not survive the FDR and the number of contrasts

corrections.

In relation with the second objective of the study, correlation analysis was executed between diverse

DTI measures and clinical features. Significant correlations between time from onset of chronic migraine

and mean FA (positive correlation) and mean RD (negative correlation) in the bilateral external capsule

were found.

White matter differences between both groups of migraineurs were not previously found by Neeb et al.

in the only study, to the best of our knowledge, which assessed patients with chronic and episodic migraine

using DTI [22]. In the present study, however, a considerably bigger cohort was included when compared

to that study, and our participants were considerably younger. The influence of age in the white matter

diffusion is well-known and has been extensively assessed. The most common pattern is to find decreased

FA and increased RD values in older people, while the AD pattern is unclear [30, 46]. Considering the

aging-effect, altered DTI measures in healthy people might reduce the diffusion differences between patients

and controls in older subjects.

Differences between the two migraine groups were found using AD as a DTI measure. It is known,

however, that relationships between DTI-derived parameter changes and specific microstructure alterations

are difficult to establish, and therefore results must be interpreted carefully. Winklewski et al. interpreted

reduced AD values, as we found in CM compared to EM, as the beginning of demyelination [47]. This

reduction, nevertheless, could be ineffective to detect prolonged demyelination [47]. Nonetheless, based on

studies in mice, a review study by Alexander et al. linked AD more to axonal damage than demyelination

[48]. In a posterior study also in mice, Sun et al. established a relationship between reduced AD values

and axonal damage, and between increased RD values and myelin damage, confirmed with immunohisto-

chemistry examinations [49]. In a human study, Pierpaoli et al. found decreased AD in primary lesions

and in regions with secondary white matter degeneration [50]. This axonal loss hypothesis has also been

exposed for Alzheimer's disease [51] and migraine patients [7].
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Previous whole-brain TBSS studies found white matter differences between migraine patients and

healthy controls [6–11, 52]. Most of these studies report decreased FA in migraine patients with respect to

healthy controls, but one study showed increased FA in migraineurs with respect to healthy controls; in

this study, Messina et al. analysed paediatric patients [9], which could explain the difference. Decreased

FA can be caused by factors like demyelination, lower packing density or different membrane permeability

[53] and is modulated by characteristics such as axon diameter and packing or fibre organization [54].

Results for MD and RD in the literature regarding migraine using TBSS are unclear. On the one hand,

increased MD and RD values in migraineurs with respect to healthy controls were obtained in [11, 52], but

on the other hand, decreased values were reported in [7–9]. Results obtained with methods different than

TBSS, such as ROI-based analysis or tractography, showed increased MD and/or RD values in migraine

patients with respect to healthy controls [13, 14, 18, 55]. Increased RD could also be a biomarker of

demyelination [47, 48]. There are also studies that found no differences between migraine patients and

healthy controls. These studies employed methods whole-brain such as TBSS [22, 56], ROI-based analysis

(ictal migraine) [57] and voxel-based whole brain comparison [58].

Interestingly, the trend when comparing AD values between EM and healthy controls is inverted when

comparing CM and healthy controls or CM with respect to EM (Additional file 1: Figures S4 and S5). As

previously mentioned, AD might be an indicator of axonal loss. This might indicate that the evolution

from EM to CM is characterised by a loss of axonal integrity. This result also shows that, in migraine,

there could be different processes of axonal behaviour involving different pathophysiological mechanisms.

In contrast to our results, some TBSS studies obtained decreased AD in migraine patients with respect

to healthy controls [7–9]. Petrušić et al. also found decreased AD in migraine with aura patients with

respect to healthy controls using a tractography approach [15]. We detected the same trend, but only

in CM patients. We obtained the opposite result in EM patients, when including duration of migraine

as a covariate, but this result was not significant in the post-hoc analysis. In [7, 8], cohort differences

(considering only the EM patients in our case), i.e., lower disease duration and higher attack frequency,

with possibly high frequency EM patients in the sample of [7, 8], could explain the differences between

the studies. In [9], as previously stated, paediatric patients were included in the sample by Messina et al.,

which could explain the difference.

The analysis of the temporal change in migraine patients adds an interesting insight to the former

results.

In the case of EM patients, considering the duration of migraine as a covariate, there was a lower

number of regions with significant differences with respect to CM patients. The significant difference in

the duration of migraine between both groups of migraine patients could be a confounding factor in the

previous results. Furthermore, significant increased AD values in EM compared to HC were observed,

possibly due to more precise estimations (less variability) in the case of the values in EM patients.

These results seem to indicate a temporal evolution in CM patients that reflects an adaptation to

continuous headache attacks. In the initial months with CM (short-term patients), axonal integrity seems

to be damaged, as suggested by decreased FA values in those patients compared to HC when including

time from onset of CM as a covariate. Decreased FA values in CM patients with therapy compared to HC,

after 6 months follow-up, were reported previously by Gomez-Beldarrain et al. [16]. Considering these

results and the decreased AD values in CM with respect to EM, it seems that in progression from EM to

CM there might be a process that causes severe white matter alterations.
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Later, in CM patients, a set of plastic changes as an adaptation to the frequent headaches may happen.

The white matter reorganisation is suggested by positive correlation between FA and time from onset of

CM, and by the simultaneous negative correlation between RD and time from onset of CM.

In line with our CM correlation results, Szabó et al., 2017 [10], obtained a trend showing increased

FA in migraine with aura patients with respect to healthy controls. In this study, based on increased FA

values, the authors hypothesised that repeated painful conditions or increased cortical excitability might

cause maladaptive plastic changes in migraine with aura. Moreover, increased FA values were found in

people with repeated stimuli in learning processes [59, 60], so something similar could be happening in CM

patients, who suffer repeated painful stimuli.

Regarding correlation analysis, we obtained significant correlations between time from onset of chronic

migraine and DTI measures (FA and RD) in the bilateral external capsule, but no significant correlations

were obtained with the duration of migraine in CM or EM patients.

The external capsule is a part of the central core, a network on top of the brainstem that includes

structures like the insular surface, the extreme and internal capsules, the lentiform nucleus or the thalamus

[61]. The extreme and external capsules lie in anteroposterior disposition, and they are connected to the

anteroinferior part of the insula [61]. The lentiform nucleus is located between the external and internal

capsules [61]. The internal, external and extreme capsules connect the insular surface, basal ganglia and

thalamus to the cerebral lobes [61]. Russo et al. reported that, in the insula and lentiform nucleus,

migraine patients, compared to HC, are characterised by an increased blood oxygenation level dependent

response [62]. Furthermore, Borsook et al. exposed that the insula is implicated in processes related to

the clinical presentation of migraine and is a hub of activity in migraine [63]. The role of the external

capsule in anteroposterior connections and in connections between subcortical regions implied in migraine

and cortical regions could be highly relevant in migraine pathogenesis, especially in Chronic Migraine.

In other studies, significant negative correlations between duration of migraine in years (in EM patients)

and FA [5, 7], MD [7] or AD [7, 10] were obtained, but also significant positive correlation between duration

of migraine and MD [14]. This discrepancy could be explained with methodological and cohort differences.

No significant correlation between DTI measures and the external capsule has been previously found in

migraine patients, but no correlation between time from onset of chronic migraine and DTI measures has

been previously assessed.

In this study, high frequency EM patients (10–14 headache days per month) were excluded. This

decision was made in order to avoid misclassified patients, which could mislead the analysis [28]. Compared

to Neeb et al. [22], CM patients from our sample had greater headache frequency, while EM patients from

our sample had lower headache frequency. This increased difference between the migraine groups, together

with the larger cohort size, could be a factor explaining why we obtained significant results in the CM-EM

comparison, while no significant results were obtained in [22]. However, no significant correlations were

found between headache frequency and DTI measures, which could mean that headache frequency does

not have a very relevant effect on diffusion within the EM or CM groups. In any case, a deeper specific

analysis, focusing on high frequency EM patients, would be needed to clarify whether this group of patients

is closer to the low frequency EM group or to the CM group.

There are several strengths and limitations in this study. About the strengths, this study is, to the

best of our knowledge, the white matter study with the highest number of participants simultaneously

including Healthy Controls, Episodic Migraine and Chronic Migraine patients. Moreover, the selection
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criteria of the patients allowed us to detect significant differences not found previously, especially between

EM and CM patients.

About the limitations of this study, due to time constraints in the MRI acquisition process in a clinical

setting, we acquired no T2 or T2-FLAIR MRI sequences that would be helpful to assess White Matter

Hyperintensities (WMHs). Migraine has been associated with an increased risk for WMHs detected on

MRI [64]; also pain in EM patients [65] and an unfavourable prognosis [66] were found to be associated

with the occurrence of WMHs. Considering our correlation results in CM patients and the state of the

art, the WMHs analysis would have been interesting in this study. Medication overuse was identified in an

important percentage of the CM patients in our sample (75%). This might be a confounding factor, due

to possible structural differences in the white matter with respect to CM patients without overuse. The

exclusion of patients with anxiety or depression implies that there was no chance to assess possible effects

of these conditions on brain structure in migraine patients. Anxiety and depression are often comorbid

in patients with migraine [67–69]. When MRI were acquired in the patients, they had no attacks in the

previous 24 h, but they could be in a prodromal stage, as we did control time from past, but not to the

next migraine attack. Altered brain physiology and abnormal functional connectivity have been found in

prodromal stages [70, 71], so this is a possible source of bias in the results. Diagnosis of infrequent TTH in

controls was done solely by history and not by using a headache diary; however, they were excluded if other

headache disorders were present or the frequency of headache in the preceding year was > 1 headache day

per month or > 12 headache days per year. Finally, in the analysis of the presence of aura, the number

of patients with migraine with aura was too small to additionally compare the changes in migraine with

aura against migraine without aura.

In summary, considering previous studies and our results, a hypothesis about the migraine process

could be drafted that distinguishes three states or stages: EM, transition from EM to CM, and CM. In

the EM state, there would be some white matter damage, produced mainly by a loss of axonal integrity.

Then, in the transition from EM to CM, there would be a loss of axonal integrity, but probably not led by

a severe additional damage in myelin. Finally, in the CM state, there would be a series of plastic changes,

as an adaptation to a continuous ictal state. Considering this evolution hypothesis, EM might involve a

coexistence of loss of white matter integrity and maladaptive plasticity, with more severe integrity damage

in the transition to CM, and CM may show predominant maladaptive plasticity, being, in this regard, a

different entity with respect to a more frequent EM. An illustration of the hypothesised temporal evolution

of the three main DTI measures used here can be seen in Fig. 3.

Anyway, regarding this hypothesis, longitudinal analysis should be performed in order to confirm this

possible evolution, and the interpretation of the DTI measures must be carried out cautiously, as mentioned

before in this section. Additionally, about the transition from EM to CM, the high frequency EM patients

could be especially interesting to investigate. Indeed, it remains to be elucidated whether high frequency

EM is actually a transition phase between EM and CM, an intense EM or, considering an extreme case, a

low frequency CM.

Although this can be only considered a preliminary hypothesis, it would contribute to explain the high

variability in the results in the literature found when comparing migraineurs with healthy controls in terms

of white matter diffusion parameters. Indeed, if different trends can be found at different stages of the

disease, then the results of global comparisons would depend heavily on the internal composition of the

cohort of migraine patients in each study, possibly yielding what seem to be opposite results.
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Fig. 3 DTI measures temporal change hypothesis. Illustrative values are shown for generalized
trends in FA, RD and AD (from left to right) in each of the different migraine stages, including a
previous healthy control stage. Stages are ordered chronologically from left to right in each subplot.
The interpretation of different trends in DTI measures is given in each subplot. The values in the
vertical axes should only be used as an orientation to watch the trends and differences between
groups, not interpreted as real values

2.5. Conclusions
The current findings suggest global white matter structural differences between Episodic Migraine and

Chronic Migraine, with damaged axonal integrity in Chronic Migraine, and between both groups of mi-

graine patients and Healthy Controls. A different temporal pathophysiological evolution with maladaptive

plastic changes seems to happen in Chronic Migraine with respect to Episodic Migraine. Further research

is needed for these findings to be confirmed. Also, additional clinical features should be considered, lon-

gitudinal evaluation should be performed and a possible relationship with functional changes should be

assessed.
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2.7. Supplementary Material
The Supplementary Tables and Figures are included in this section.

Supplementary Figure 9: Cohen’s d RD bar plots (part 2)

Supplementary Figure 10: Cohen’s d MD bar plots (part 1)

Supplementary Figure 11:

Cohen’s d MD bar plots (part 2)

Supplementary Figure 1. White matter alterations in chronic migraine compared
to episodic migraine patients. TBSS shows decreased AD values in CM compared to EM
in widespread locations. White matter skeleton is shown in green, and voxels with significant
differences in red-yellow. The color bar shows the p-values (FWE-corrected).

Supplementary Table 1. White matter regions where decreased AD values were found in CM
compared to EM (FWE-corrected).

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .007 2206 (-20,-50,-32)

continued on next page
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Superior cerebellar peduncle R/L .020/.020 142/126 (5,-28,-19) / (-
4,-28,-19)

Inferior cerebellar peduncle R/L .019/.009 75/89 (12,-43,-35) /
(-13,-45,-31)

Superior longitudinal fasciculus R/L .021/.021 971/874 (33,-4,20) /
(-36,-49,15)

Genu of corpus callosum .019 455 (-10,28,1)

Body of corpus callosum .032 842 (-4,-30,23)

Splenium of corpus callosum .025 873 (22,-50,25)

Anterior corona radiata R/L .024/.018 556/805 (18,21,-11) /
(-18,38,-1)

Superior corona radiata R/L .020/.022 666/396 (28,-16,21) / (-
27,-11,20)

Posterior corona radiata R/L .022/.022 201/214 (25,-24,24) / (-
30,-52,22)

External capsule R/L .020/.018 459/695 (30,-10,14) / (-
22,16,-12)

Posterior limb of internal capsule R/L .020/.022 569/536 (26,-17,13) / (-
27,-17,17)

Retrolenticular part of internal capsule
R/L

.023/.023 457/344 (31,-34,15) / (-
25,-22,3)

Anterior limb of internal capsule R/L .022/.020 216/290 (15,-1,7) /
(-20,18,3)

Sagittal stratum R/L .022/.022 471/359 (37,-49,-4) / (-
41,-18,-13)

Posterior thalamic radiation R/L .022/.022 353/279 (37,-50,-2) / (-
35,-52,13)

Cerebral peduncle R/L .020/.022 234/265 (11,-23,-21) /
(-9,-19,-20)

Corticospinal tract R/L .019/.023 106/165 (10,-27,-26) /
(-7,-18,-22)

Medial lemniscus R/L .020/.015 82/103 (8,-39,-40) / (-
7,-37,-40)

Pontine crossing tract .018 82 (8,-31,-27)

Fornix (cres) R/L .024/.024 74/45 (35,-12,-14) /
(-34,-15,-13)

Cingulum (hippocampus) L .036 56 (-17,-42,-2)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with p < .05 (FWE-corrected).
No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.
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Supplementary Table 2. White matter regions where decreased AD values were found in CM
compared to EM considering only patients with migraine without aura (FWE-corrected).

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .014 1382 (-23,-46,-36)

Superior longitudinal fasciculus R .040 388 (33,-4,20)

Superior corona radiata R .031 166 (28,-17,23)

External capsule R .034 103 (29,-8,18)

Posterior limb of internal capsule R .030 428 (26,-17,13)

Retrolenticular part of internal capsule
R

.034 323 (31,-30,7)

Anterior limb of internal capsule R .037 96 (15,-1,7)

Sagittal stratum R .034 380 (37,-22,-7)

Posterior thalamic radiation R .037 242 (30,-39,16)

Fornix (cres) R .034 52 (35,-16,-12)

FWE = Family-wise error; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with p < .05 (FWE-corrected).
No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.
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Supplementary Table 3. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for
which decreased AD values were found in CM compared to EM considering the effect of duration
of migraine history (FWE-corrected).

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .028 1816 (-20,-50,-32)

Superior cerebellar peduncle R/L .066/.067 138/124 (5,-28,-19) / (-
4,-28,-19)

Inferior cerebellar peduncle R/L .069/.039 44/61 (13,-42,-36) /
(-13,-45,-31)

Superior longitudinal fasciculus R/L .088/.079 254/411 (42,-43,3) /
(-36,-50,15)

Body of corpus callosum .094 233 (13,-29,28)

Splenium of corpus callosum .090 618 (-10,-33,25)

Superior corona radiata R/L .091/.095 261/71 (28,-15,21) / (-
27,-11,20)

Posterior corona radiata L .080 116 (-28,-51,25)

External capsule R/L .076/.095 94/63 (35,-14,-9) / (-
28,-10,17)

Posterior limb of internal capsule R/L .087/.095 77/126 (26,-17,13) / (-
23,-20,13)

Retrolenticular part of internal capsule
R/L

.078/.095 323/81 (38,-29,-1) / (-
29,-38,14)

Sagittal stratum R .066 407 (37,-49,-3)

Posterior thalamic radiation R/L .066/.081 256/54 (37,-50,-3) / (-
35,-52,13)

Cerebral peduncle R/L .068/.092 153/127 (9,-19,-21) / (-
9,-19,-20)

Corticospinal tract R/L .067/.093 98/109 (8,-27,-26) / (-
7,-18,-22)

Pontine crossing tract .067 51 (8,-31,-27)

Fornix (cres) R .024 37 (35,-12,-14)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with p-values < .1 (FWE-
corrected). No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.
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Supplementary Table 4. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for
which increased AD values were found in EM compared to HC considering the effect of duration
of migraine history (FWE-corrected).

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior corona radiata L .026 116 (-26,-11,20)
External capsule L .022 303 (-34,-15,-8)
Posterior limb of internal capsule L .024 472 (-15,-10,0)
Retrolenticular part of internal capsule L .025 347 (-33,-34,6)
Sagittal stratum L .023 133 (-36,-17,-9)
Posterior thalamic radiation L .025 38 (-35,-39,7)
Cerebral peduncle L .024 105 (-15,-13,-5)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with p-values < .05 (FWE-
corrected). No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.
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Supplementary Figure 2. White matter alterations in migraine including duration of
migraine history as a covariate. TBSS showed decreased AD values in CM compared to EM in
widespread locations (top) and increased AD values in EM compared to healthy controls (bottom)
in left hemisphere locations. White matter skeleton is shown in green, and voxels with the lowest
p-values in red-yellow. The colour bar shows the p-values (FWE-corrected).
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Supplementary Table 5. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for
which significant AD values were found in CM compared to EM considering the effect of time from
onset of CM (FWE-corrected).

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .023 1295 (-20,-50,-32)

Superior cerebellar peduncle R/L .028/.030 101/115 (5,-28,-19) / (-
4,-28,-19)

Inferior cerebellar peduncle L .035 46 (-10,-50,-25)

Superior longitudinal fasciculus R .033 720 (32,-4,20)

Splenium of corpus callosum .042 32 (18,-49,27)

Superior corona radiata R/L .030/.032 335/136 (28,-15,19) / (-
27,-11,20)

Posterior corona radiata R .035 83 (28,-34,19)

External capsule R/L .033/.031 127/171 (30,-10,14) / (-
28,-10,18)

Posterior limb of internal capsule R/L .029/.032 301/281 (26,-17,13) / (-
27,-17,17)

Retrolenticular part of internal capsule
R/L

.031/.032 473/59 (30,-29,7) / (-
25,-23,12)

Sagittal stratum R .034 150 (38,-28,-4)

Posterior thalamic radiation R .034 51 (30,-39,16)

Cerebral peduncle R/L .028/.031 207/258 (10,-28,-16) /
(-9,-20,-20)

Corticospinal tract R/L .030/.031 105/125 (11,-22,-22) /
(-7,-18,-22)

Pontine crossing tract .030 56 (4,-26,-24)

Fornix (cres) R .037 46 (35,-12,-14)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with p-values < .05 (FWE-
corrected). No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.
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Supplementary Table 6. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for
which decreased FA values were found in CM compared to HC considering the effect of time from
onset of CM (FWE-corrected).

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior longitudinal fasciculus R .033 271 (32,-4,19)
Body of corpus callosum .042 47 (19,-30,31)
Splenium of corpus callosum .042 209 (19,-31,31)
Anterior corona radiata R .033 295 (25,17,12)
Superior corona radiata R .038 236 (32,-6,20)
Posterior corona radiata R .039 133 (25,-23,22)
External capsule R .031 661 (30,1,13)
Posterior limb of internal capsule R .039 217 (24,-19,1)
Retrolenticular part of internal capsule
R

.036 425 (38,-29,0)

Anterior limb of internal capsule R .035 83 (23,17,11)
Sagittal stratum R .036 132 (33,-23,-4)
Fornix (cres) R .035 36 (33,-22,-6)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with p-values < .05 (FWE-
corrected). No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.
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Supplementary Figure 3. White matter alterations in CM including time from onset
of chronic migraine as a covariate. TBSS showed decreased AD values in CM compared to
EM in widespread locations (top) and decreased FA values in CM compared to healthy controls
(bottom). Mean white matter skeleton is shown in green, and voxels with the lowest p-values in
red-yellow. The color bar shows the p-values (FWE-corrected).
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Supplementary Table 7. Cohen’s d skeleton AD values in regions with significant differences
between EM and CM.

White matter region EM vs. HC
Cohen’s d

CM vs. HC
Cohen’s d

CM vs. EM
Cohen’s d

Middle cerebellar peduncle (MCP) .31 -.29 -.60

Superior cerebellar peduncle R (RSCP)/L
(LSCP)

.18/.03 -.23/-.32 -.40/-.37

Inferior cerebellar peduncle R (RICP)/L
(LICP)

.45/.45 .21/.16 -.22/-.28

Superior longitudinal fasciculus R (RSLF)/L
(LSLF)

.36/.47 -.05/.01 -.39/-.46

Genu of corpus callosum (gCC) -.01 -.18 -.17

Body of corpus callosum (bCC) .01 -.09 -.10

Splenium of corpus callosum (sCC) -.02 -.30 -.29

Anterior corona radiata R (RACR)/L
(LACR)

.06/.17 -.14/-.18 -.21/-.39

Superior corona radiata R (RSCR)/L (LSCR) .18/-.07 -.18/-.19 -.37/-.13

Posterior corona radiata R (RPCR)/L
(LPCR)

.15/-.01 .01/-.16 -.13/-.15

External capsule R (REC)/L (LEC) .17/.41 -.09/-.05 -.29/-.50

Posterior limb of internal capsule R (RPIC)/L
(LPIC)

.07/.10 -.29/-.19 -.41/-.33

Retrolenticular part of internal capsule R
(RRIC)/L (LRIC)

.28/.32 -.09/.05 -.39/-.34

Anterior limb of internal capsule R (RAIC)/L
(LAIC)

-.07/.23 -.27/-.01 -.22/-.29

Sagittal stratum R (RSS)/L (LSS) .26/.31 -.30/-.04 -.57/-.36

Posterior thalamic radiation R (RPTR)/L
(LPTR)

.07/.06 -.18/-.12 -.24/-.18

Cerebral peduncle R (RCP)/L (LCP) .08/.07 -.15/-.26 -.27/-.40

Corticospinal tract R (RCT)/L (LCT) -.11/-.03 -.18/-.34 -.08/-.32

Medial lemniscus R (RML)/L (LML) -.15/-.02 -.32/-.27 -.17/-.26

Pontine crossing tract (PCT) .59 .47 -.03

Fornix (cres) R (RF)/L (LF) .14/.17 .02/.20 -.14/.00

Cingulum (hippocampus) L (LCH) .07 -.20 -.29

L = left; R = right.
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Supplementary Figure 4 Cohen’s AD bar plots of regions with FWE-corrected differ-
ences between EM and CM (part 1). Values for all possible pairwise comparisons are shown.
Region abbreviations can be seen in Supplementary Table 7.
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Supplementary Figure 5 Cohen’s AD bar plots of regions with FWE-corrected differ-
ences between EM and CM (part 2). Values for all possible pairwise comparisons are shown.
Region abbreviations can be seen in Supplementary Table 7.
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Supplementary Figure 6 Cohen’s d FA bar plots (part 1). Values for all possible pairwise
comparisons where significant differences in AD between EM and CM patients were found are
shown. Region abbreviations can be seen in Supplementary Table 7.
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Supplementary Figure 7 Cohen’s d FA bar plots (part 2). Values for all possible pairwise
comparisons where significant differences in AD between EM and CM patients were found are
shown. Region abbreviations can be seen in Supplementary Table 7.
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Supplementary Figure 8 Cohen’s d RD bar plots (part 1). Values for all possible pairwise
comparisons where significant differences in AD between EM and CM patients were found are
shown. Region abbreviations can be seen in Supplementary Table 7.
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Supplementary Figure 9 Cohen’s d RD bar plots (part 2). Values for all possible pairwise
comparisons where significant differences in AD between EM and CM patients were found are
shown. Region abbreviations can be seen in Supplementary Table 7.
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Supplementary Figure 10 Cohen’s d MD bar plots (part 1). Values for all possible pairwise
comparisons where significant differences in AD between EM and CM patients were found are
shown. Region abbreviations can be seen in Supplementary Table 7.
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Supplementary Figure 11 Cohen’s d MD bar plots (part 2). Values for all possible pairwise
comparisons where significant differences in AD between EM and CM patients were found are
shown. Region abbreviations can be seen in Supplementary Table 7.
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The purpose of this study was the evaluation of a new tool, AMURA, to acquire alternative

and advanced diffusion measures from diffusion-weighted images obtained with a clinical routine

acquisition protocol. The employed measures, RTAP, RTOP and RTPP, were employed for the first

time in a migraine study assessing white matter regions. Despite the non-optimal conditions for the

extraction of the diffusion measures with AMURA, statistically significant differences between EM

patients and controls were identified, a result that could not be found using DTI-based parameters

with the same sample and the same TBSS analysis. Therefore, new diffusion measures are presented

to complement the results from DTI studies with migraine patients.
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Abstract
The white matter state in migraine has been investigated using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) mea-

sures, but results using this technique are conflicting. To overcome DTI measures, we employed ensem-

ble average diffusion propagator measures obtained with apparent measures using reduced acquisitions

(AMURA). The AMURA measures were return-to-axis (RTAP), return-to-origin (RTOP) and return-to-

plane probabilities (RTPP). Tract-based spatial statistics was used to compare fractional anisotropy, mean

diffusivity, axial diffusivity and radial diffusivity from DTI, and RTAP, RTOP and RTPP, between healthy

controls, episodic migraine and chronic migraine patients. Fifty healthy controls, 54 patients with episodic

migraine and 56 with chronic migraine were assessed. Significant differences were found between both

types of migraine, with lower axial diffusivity values in 38 white matter regions and higher RTOP values in

the middle cerebellar peduncle in patients with a chronic migraine (p < 0.05 family-wise error corrected).

Significantly lower RTPP values were found in episodic migraine patients compared to healthy controls in

24 white matter regions (p < 0.05 family-wise error corrected), finding no significant differences using DTI

measures. The white matter microstructure is altered in a migraine, and in chronic compared to episodic

migraine. AMURA can provide additional results with respect to DTI to uncover white matter alterations

in migraine.

Keywords: migraine; chronic migraine; diffusion tensor imaging; magnetic resonance imaging (MRI);

tract-based spatial statistics; diffusion magnetic resonance imaging

3.1. Introduction
Headache attacks in a migraine are characterized by episodes of unilateral pain of moderate to severe

intensity, pulsating quality, aggravated by routine physical activity and accompanied by other symptoms,

such as nausea and/or vomiting, photophobia and phonophobia, which last between 4 and 72 h [1]. Two

main migraine types are currently distinguished: episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM). The

difference between both types is the frequency of headache days per month, which is 15 or more days in

CM, and lower than 15 in EM, during at least three months [1].

To better understand migraine pathophysiology, diverse modalities of magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) have been employed. Among MRI modalities, those based on diffusion MRI (dMRI) give a par-

ticular insight on connectivity and white matter structure. Despite the advances of dMRI techniques,

most of the migraine studies are based on the analysis of measures derived from diffusion tensor imaging

(DTI). However, different DTI studies produce conflicting results. In most studies, the reported values

of the fractional anisotropy (FA) were lower in migraine compared to controls in whole brain studies

with tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) [2–5], the most employed technique in dMRI migraine studies.

Nonetheless, the opposite result, higher FA values in patients with a migraine, has also been found using

the same assessment method [6]. In addition, only three dMRI studies with TBSS as assessment methods

compared simultaneously patients with EM and CM, and controls. One study found significantly lower

axial diffusivity (AD) values in CM compared to EM [7], another study found lower FA and higher mean

diffusivity (MD) values in CM [8], and the other one found no significant differences [9].

To overcome DTI limitations, many different techniques have been proposed in the last decades, im-

plying the acquisition of larger volumes of diffusion data (more gradient directions, more b-values) and,

many times, longer processing times. Some examples of these techniques are multi-tensor models [10],
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Q-Ball imaging [10,11] or diffusion Kurtosis imaging (DKI) [12]. The trend over the last decade is the

direct estimation of the ensemble average diffusion propagator (EAP), the probability density function of

the motion of the water molecules inside each voxel [13,14]. The complete characterization of the EAP

requires a large number of diffusion-weighted images with relative high b-values in a multishell acquisition.

In clinical studies, the whole information provided by the EAP is translated into scalar values that can

act as biomarkers. The most common measures are the return-to-origin (RTOP), return-to-plane (RTPP)

and return-to-axis probabilities (RTAP) [15]. No dMRI studies with migraine patients have employed

EAP-based measures.

Despite the advantages of the EAP-based measures, the calculation of these scalars usually requires

long execution and acquisition times, together with very large b-values and a large number of diffusion

gradients, not always available in commercial scanners and clinical routine. To solve these problems, a

new methodology called Apparent Measures Using Reduced Acquisitions (AMURA) has been developed

[16]. This tool allows the estimation of the EAP-related scalars without the explicit calculation of the

EAP, using a lower number of samples, even with a single-shell acquisition scheme, assuming that the

diffusion signal is independent from the radial direction. This methodology allows shorter MRI acquisition

and very fast calculation of scalars. AMURA was initially designed for b-values of at least 2000 s/mm2,

compatible with b-values employed in the high angular resolution diffusion imaging technique, which allows

better modeling of white matter fiber architecture [11]. However, it could also be used for lower b-values,

understanding that the effects measures by the scalars will be weaker.

Our objective was to assess whether EAP-based measures from the AMURA tool, calculated from

a DTI compatible diffusion MRI acquisition (single-shell scheme and low b-value) typical in the clinical

routine and in migraine diffusion MRI studies, was able to detect additional white matter changes between

patients with migraine and controls with respect to DTI scalar measures.

3.2.Materials and Methods

3.2.1. Participants
A case-control study was carried out. Patients with a migraine were firstly screened and recruited from the

headache outpatient unit at the Hospital ClÃnico Universitario de Valladolid (Valladolid, Spain). The par-

ticipants from this study have been part of previous studies [7,17]. A total of 50 healthy controls (HCs), 54

patients with EM and 56 with CM were included in the sample. The inclusion criteria included diagnosis of

EM or CM following the International Classification of Headache Disorders guidelines (third beta and third

version) [1,18], stable situation of EM or CM in the preceding three months, agreement to participate in

the study after signing the written informed consent and age from 18 to 60. The exclusion criteria included

monthly frequency of a headache from 10 to 14 (exclusion of high frequency EM to avoid confusion with

CM [19]), alternative craniofacial pain circumstances with a monthly frequency of 10 or higher, diagnosed

major psychiatric disorders (in anamnesis or following the depression threshold from the Hospital Anxiety

and Depression Scale [20]), additional neurological diseases or headache disorders, drug or substance abuse

and pregnancy or childbearing. Every patient included in the sample was preventive naÃ¯ve and fulfilled a

headache diary the three months before inclusion. In some patients, a preventive treatment for migraines

was prescribed at the visit. These patients started the prescribed prophylactic treatment after the MRI
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acquisition. Patients with EM from the sample suffered no tension-type headache. HC presented neither

a present nor past history of migraines, nor major psychiatric or headache disorders, excluding infrequent

tension-type headaches. No participants with brain abnormalities detected on T1-weighted MRI data by

a radiologist were included in the sample. Patients were sampled following a non-probabilistic method by

convenience sampling. Since the first patient (and first visit), all consecutive patients were informed and

invited to participate, and enrolled if they agreed and signed the informed consent form. HC were balanced

for age and sex by snowball and convenience sampling, following recruitment through advertisements in

the University and hospital and colleagues.

Age and gender were gathered from every participant. The following characteristics were collected

from every patient: duration of the migraine (years), monthly frequency of headache and migraine attacks

(days), number of months from the onset of CM (if pertinent), presence of aura and intake of symptomatic

medication for migraine (combination of analgesics and triptan). Acute medication overuse was considered

if the intake monthly frequency was equal or higher than 10 according to the headache diary, following the

International Classification of Headache Disorders guidelines (third beta and third version) [1,18].

The Hospital Clínico Universitario de Valladolid local Ethics Committee approved this study (PI:

14-197). Participants read and signed a written informed consent form before taking part in the study.

3.2.2. MRI Acquisition
All patients scanned suffered no migraine attacks in the previous 24 h. MRI acquisition was performed

with a Philips Achieva 3 T MRI unit (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), using a 32-channel head

coil in the MRI facility at the University of Valladolid (Valladolid, Spain).

First, high-resolution 3D anatomical T1-weighted images were acquired using the following parameters:

Turbo field echo (TFE) sequence, repetition time (TR) = 8.1 ms, echo time (TE) = 3.7 ms, flip angle =

8°, 256 x 256 matrix size, spatial resolution of 1 x 1 x 1 mm3 and 160 slices that cover the whole brain.

Then, diffusion-weighted data were obtained. The parameters employed in the acquisition were TR =

9000 ms, TE = 86 ms, flip angle = 90°, single-shell acquisition with 61 gradient directions and b-value =

1000 s/mm2, one baseline volume, 128 x 128 matrix size, spatial resolution of 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 and 66 slices

that cover the whole brain.

Both T1 and diffusion-weighted data were collected between May 2014 and July 2018 in a unique MRI

session, starting with the T1 scan. For a single subject, the time for both scans was approximately 18

minutes.

3.2.3. MRI Processing

A. Diffusion MRI Preprocessing

The preprocessing steps were denoising, correction for eddy currents and motion and correction for B1 field

inhomogeneity. The MRtrix software [21] was employed to carry out these steps, using the dwidenoise,

dwipreproc and dwibiascorrect (-fast option) tools [22–25]. A whole brain mask for each subject was

acquired with the dwi2mask tool [26].
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B. Calculation of the Diffusion Measures

Two groups of diffusion measures were employed. On the one hand, four measures from DTI were employed:

FA, MD, AD and radial diffusivity (RD). On the other hand, three measures were computed with AMURA:

RTOP, RTAP and RTPP.

The estimation of the diffusion tensor at each voxel, with the corresponding obtention of FA, AD

and MD, was performed with the dtifit tool from the FSL software [27]. RD was manually obtained

from the mean value of the second and the third eigenvalues from the diffusion tensor. FA manifests the

directionality of water molecules displacement by diffusion, MD the average magnitude of water molecules

diffusion, AD the water diffusion in the main direction of white matter fibers and RD the water diffusion

in the perpendicular direction with respect to the main direction [28].

AMURA was employed to estimate the RTOP, RTPP and RTAP values. The tool can be downloaded

with no restrictions in the following link: https://www.lpi.tel.uva.es/AMURA. We ran AMURA using

MATLAB 2019b. The calculation with AMURA saves a great amount of time assuming that the diffusion

signal is independent from the radial direction. Details about the mathematical models and the comparison

against the whole EAP can be found elsewhere [16]. The RTOP has been pointed out as a better biomarker

for cellularity and diffusion restrictions in comparison with the MD [29], the RTPP as a marker of diffusion

restriction in the axial direction [14] and the RTAP as a marker of diffusion restriction in the radial direction

[14]. A visual comparison of the three measures obtained with the AMURA tool, and the corresponding

DTI measures, considering the commented inverse trends with the eigenvalues, is shown in Figure 3.5.

It is worth noting that, assuming a simpler Gaussian diffusion propagator, the RTOP, RTPP and RTAP

values can be calculated using the diffusion tensor: they are associated with the inverse values of the

square root of the three eigenvalues, the first eigenvalue and the second and third eigenvalues, respectively.

These equations are shown in Appendix A. Note that RTOP and RTAP depend on the inverse of the

smaller eigenvalue. As a consequence, these two measures, when calculated using the diffusion tensor, are

very sensitive to noise and outliers. In this study, we discarded this calculation, since it produces very

high values in most of the areas of interest (high anisotropy) that makes any further analysis unfeasible.

AMURA, on the other hand, produces robust values for the three considered measures.

C. Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS)

TBSS was employed to compare the diffusion measures in white matter tracts between the three groups of

interest [30]. The white matter tracts were identified according to the Johns Hopkins University ICBM-

DTI-81 White Matter and the White Matter Tractography Atlas to cover the whole brain [31–33], con-

sidering a total of 48 and 20 regions of interest (ROIs), respectively. The first step of TBSS was the

nonlinear registration of the participants'FA images to a template of averaged FA images (FMRIB-58)

in the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space with the FNIRT tool [34]. After the registration, a

mean FA skeleton image was created with an FA threshold value of 0.2 to distinguish white from gray

matter. The individual FA images from the subjects were projected onto the mean FA skeleton, and the

TBSS projection was repeated for the non-FA images, i.e., MD, AD, RD, RTOP, RTAP and RTPP. The
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minimum volume to consider significant results in a single region was 30 mm3, equal to the number of

voxels in this study, which could be part of one or more clusters.

D. Statistical Analysis

For the analysis of the quantitative variables, normality and homogeneity of variance were assessed with

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Levene's test for equality of variances, respectively. In the comparisons

with the three groups, the parametric test employed was a one-way ANOVA, and the Kruskal-Wallis test

if normality and homogeneity assumptions were rejected. For the comparisons between both migraine

groups, two-tailed unpaired t-test and Mann-Whitney U test were used instead of ANOVA and Kruskal-

Wallis tests, respectively. The comparison of gender between the three groups was performed with a

chi-squared test, and comparisons of categorical features between both migraine groups were performed

with the Fisher's exact test.

Regarding the TBSS analysis, the randomize tool, a permutation-based inference tool by nonparametric

statistics, using the threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) option from FSL [35,36], was used to test

the voxelwise differences between the three groups. The number of permutations for each comparison was

5000 to perform a robust inference, and p < 0.05, family-wise error corrected with the TFCE option, was

the statistical threshold to consider significant results.

In a secondary analysis, the TBSS analysis was repeated including the time from onset of CM and

the total duration of a migraine as covariates in separate comparisons. Both covariates were not included

simultaneously in the analysis because of possible collinearity.

Moreover, the association between the duration of migraine (total duration or time from onset of CM)

and DTI and AMURA measures was assessed. To analyze trends within each type of migraine and following

the previous study with the same sample [7], we acquired the correlation values in patients with EM and

CM independently. The inverse warp fields of the FA images to the MNI space transformation from the

TBSS processing steps were obtained and used to obtain individual label maps based on the John Hopkins

University ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter atlas. The mean value of each parameter in the diverse regions of

the atlas and the Spearman's rank correlation value were employed in the correlation analysis. The results

were corrected for multiple comparisons with the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate method [37]. A

value of p < 0.05, adjusted for multiple comparisons, was considered statistically significant.

3.3. Results

Fifty HC, 54 patients with EM and 56 patients with CM were included in the sample. No significant

differences in age or gender were found between the three groups. Patients with CM showed significantly

higher duration of migraine, frequency of headache and migraine attacks and overuse of medication, and

a lower presence of aura. The detailed characteristics from the three groups are shown in Table 1 (also

shown in the previous studies with the same sample [7,17]).
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3.3.1. TBSS
Using the DTI measures (FA, MD, AD and RD), the only comparison with significant differences was that

between both groups of patients with a migraine. Patients with CM showed lower AD values than EM

in 38 out of 48 regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 Atlas, and in 15 out of 20 regions from the White Matter

Tractography Atlas. These results are depicted in Figure 2, and in Tables 2 and 3.

With respect to the RTOP, RTAP and RTPP values, first, with the assumption of the Gaussian model,

the dependence of RTOP and RTAP on the smallest eigenvalue produced a great number of outliers in

the areas with high anisotropy that made the TBSS comparisons unfeasible. Hence, we only analyzed

the three values using the AMURA tool. As in the DTI comparison mentioned previously, significant

differences were found between both groups of migraine patients, with higher RTPP values in patients

with CM, but significant results were found only in the middle cerebellar peduncle (significant volume =

370 mm3, minimum corrected p = 0.035, peak at x = -19, y = -45, z = -35 in the MNI space). The RTPP

comparison between both migraine groups is depicted in Figure 3. Furthermore, significant differences

between patients with EM and HC were found using the RTOP. Patients with EM showed lower RTOP

values than HC in 24 of the assessed regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas, and in 11 regions

from the White Matter Tractography Atlas. The RTOP results are shown in Figure 4.3 and Tables 4 and

5. No significant results with the AMURA tool were found either between patients with CM and HC or

using the RTAP measure.

A summary with the previous TBSS results can be found in Figure 5.
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Figure 2. Axial diffusivity (AD) alterations in patients with CM in comparison with patients
with EM. Widespread significant lower AD values were found in CM. The white matter skeleton
is shown in blue and voxels with significant differences in red-yellow. The color bar shows the 1-p
values (family-wise error corrected).
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Table 2. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased AD values were found in CM compared to EM.

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .007 2206 (-20,-50,-32)

Superior cerebellar peduncle R/L .020/.020 142/126 (5,-28,-19) / (-
4,-28,-19)

Inferior cerebellar peduncle R/L .019/.009 75/89 (12,-43,-35) /
(-13,-45,-31)

Superior longitudinal fasciculus R/L .021/.021 971/874 (33,-4,20) /
(-36,-49,15)

Genu of corpus callosum .019 455 (-10,28,1)

Body of corpus callosum .032 842 (-4,-30,23)

Splenium of corpus callosum .025 873 (22,-50,25)

Anterior corona radiata R/L .024/.018 556/805 (18,21,-11) /
(-18,38,-1)

Superior corona radiata R/L .020/.022 666/396 (28,-16,21) / (-
27,-11,20)

Posterior corona radiata R/L .022/.022 201/214 (25,-24,24) / (-
30,-52,22)

External capsule R/L .020/.018 459/695 (30,-10,14) / (-
22,16,-12)

Posterior limb of internal capsule R/L .020/.022 569/536 (26,-17,13) / (-
27,-17,17)

Retrolenticular part of internal capsule
R/L

.023/.023 457/344 (31,-34,15) / (-
25,-22,3)

Anterior limb of internal capsule R/L .022/.020 216/290 (15,-1,7) /
(-20,18,3)

Sagittal stratum R/L .022/.022 471/359 (37,-49,-4) / (-
41,-18,-13)

Posterior thalamic radiation R/L .022/.022 353/279 (37,-50,-2) / (-
35,-52,13)

Cerebral peduncle R/L .020/.022 234/265 (11,-23,-21) /
(-9,-19,-20)

Corticospinal tract R/L .019/.023 106/165 (10,-27,-26) /
(-7,-18,-22)

Medial lemniscus R/L .020/.015 82/103 (8,-39,-40) / (-
7,-37,-40)

Pontine crossing tract .018 82 (8,-31,-27)

Fornix (cres) R/L .024/.024 74/45 (35,-12,-14) /
(-34,-15,-13)

continued on next page
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Cingulum (hippocampus) L .036 56 (-17,-42,-2)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with significant results. No regions
with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.

Table 3. White matter regions where significant decreased AD values were found in CM compared
to EM using the Johns Hopkins University White-Matter Tractography Atlas.

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Anterior thalamic radiation L/R .020/.021 316/232 (-21,18,3) /
(9,-29,-14)

Corticospinal tract L/R .022/.018 627/601 (-24,-20,9) /
(10,-28,-26)

Cingulum (hippocampus) L .036 37 (-17,-43,-2)

Forceps major .024 375 (-18,-85,8)

Forceps minor .018 1601 (-17,39,-2)

Inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus L/R .018/.022 994/973 (-23,27,3)/
(37,-49,-4)

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus L/R .022/.022 418/507 (-35,-52,12)/
(44,-33,-12)

Superior longitudinal fasciculus L/R .021/.021 1023/828 (-36,-50,14)/
(31,-6,17)

Superior longitudinal fasciculus (tempo-
ral part) R

.022 62 (49,-33,-11)

Uncinate fasciculus L .018 83 (-18,21,-9)

L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with significant differences (FDR-
corrected and number of contrasts corrected). The maximum significant uncorrected p-value after
corrections was .0032. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this
Table.
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Figure 3. Return-to-plane (RTPP) alterations in patients with CM in comparison with patients
with EM. Significant higher RTPP values in CM were found only in the middle cerebellar peduncle.
The white matter skeleton is shown in blue and voxels with significant differences in red-yellow.
The color bar shows the 1-p values (family-wise error corrected).
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Table 3. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased RTOP values were found in EM compared to HC.

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .042 908 (13,-30,-26)

Superior cerebellar peduncle R/L .042/.042 65/65 (7,-32,-19) / (-
5,-31,-18)

Inferior cerebellar peduncle L .045 96 (-13,-45,-31)

Genu of corpus callosum .047 44 (18,31,15)

Anterior corona radiata R .044 446 (26,35,-1)

Superior corona radiata R .048 84 (23,-12,19)

External capsule R/L .042/.046 415/392 (33,-19,-2) / (-
33,-13,1)

Posterior limb of internal capsule R/L .042/.046 285/420 (20,-20,-4) / (-
22,-8,14)

Retrolenticular part of internal capsule
R/L

.041/.044 244/314 (37,-26,-2) / (-
37,-34,2)

Anterior limb of internal capsule L .046 43 (-17,-2,12)

Sagittal stratum R/L .041/.044 243/97 (39,-29,-5) / (-
40,-29,-6)

Cerebral peduncle R .042 254 (12,-25,-21)

Corticospinal tract R/L .042/.042 156/135 (11,-25,-22)/
(-7,-25,-26)

Medial lemniscus R/L .045/.046 83/87 (9,-32,-25) / (-
4,-37,-30)

Pontine crossing tract .042 163 (-4,-30,-28)

Fornix (cres) R .041 148 (32,-22,-6)

Uncinate fasciculus R .043 32 (35,-4,-14)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with significant results. No regions
with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.
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Table 5. White matter regions where significant decreased RTOP values were found in EM
compared to HC using the Johns Hopkins University White-Matter Tractography Atlas.

White Matter tract Minimum
p-value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume (mm3) MNI peak
coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Anterior thalamic radiation L/R .046/.042 34/68 (-7,-36,-27) /
(9,-29,-14)

Corticospinal tract L/R .042/.042 284/374 (-7,-25,-26)/
(11,-25,-22)

Forceps minor .046 342 (19,38,16)

Inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus L/R .044/.044 240/676 (-39,-30,-4)/
(37,-27,-3)

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus L/R .043/.042 309/167 (-41,-28,-4)/
(42,-14,-14)

Uncinante fasciculus L/R .048/.044 62/71 (-35,-2,-20)/
(34,1,-16)

L = left; R = right.

The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with significant differences (FDR-
corrected and number of contrasts corrected). The maximum significant uncorrected p-value after
corrections was .0032. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this
Table.
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Figure 5. Summary of the main tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) results with DTI and
AMURA measures. Significant differences between any migraine group and controls were found
only with the RTOP from AMURA, identifying white matter alterations non-measurable with DTI.
Differences between CM and EM were found with RTPP from AMURA, and AD from DTI. No
differences were found between CM and controls.
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Table 1. Clinical and demographic characteristics of healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine
(EM) and chronic migraine (CM).

HC (n=50) EM (n=54) CM (n=56) Statistical test

Gender,
male/female

11/39
(22/78%
)

9/45
(17/83% )

6/50
(11/89% )

χ 2
(2, N = 160) = 2.48, p =

.29†

Age (years) 36.1 ± 13.2 37.1 ± 8.2 38.1 ± 8.7 χ 2 (2) = 2.85, p = .24‡

Duration of mi-
graine history
(years)

14.1 ± 11.1 19.6 ± 10.4 t(108) = -2.7, p = .008§

Time from onset
of chronic mi-
graine (months)

24.5 ± 32.9

Headache
frequency
(days/month)

3.6 ± 1.9 23.3 ± 6.3 U = 44.0, p < .001

Migraine
frequency
(days/month)

3.6 ± 1.9 13.9 ± 6.9 U = 108.5, p < .001

Overusing medi-
cation

0 (0% ) 42 (75% ) p < .001

Aura 9 (17% ) 1 (2% ) p = .007

†Chi-square test. ‡ Kruskal-Wallis test. §Two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t-test. Mann-Whitney U
test. Fisher’s exact test. Data are expressed as means ± SD.

3.3.2. TBSS with Covariates
After the inclusion of the duration of migraine history as a covariate, lower AD values were found in CM

compared to EM in the middle cerebellar peduncle (significant volume = 675 mm3, minimum corrected

p = 0.028, peak at x = -20, y = -50, z = -32). The same result was obtained including the time from

onset of CM as a covariate in 23 regions. Higher AD values were found in EM in comparison with HC

including the duration of migraine history as a covariate in seven regions from the left hemisphere. Lower

FA values were identified in CM compared to HC including the time from onset of CM as a covariate in

12 regions located in the right hemisphere and the corpus callosum. These results are shown in Tables

A1–A3 (extracted from [7]).

Regarding the EAP-based measures, including the duration of the migraine as a covariate, a very

similar result was obtained with the RTPP with respect to the analysis with no additional covariates,

finding higher RTPP values in CM compared to EM in the middle cerebellar peduncle (significant volume

= 351 mm3, minimum corrected p = 0.039, peak at x = -20, y = -50, z = -32 in the MNI space).

Additionally, lower RTPP values were found in patients with EM in comparison with HC in eight regions

from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas, with seven regions from the left hemisphere. Including the
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time from onset of CM as a covariate, lower RTAP values were found in CM compared to HC in four

regions from the right hemisphere included in the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas. These results are

shown in Tables A4 and A5 and Figures A1 and A2.

Taking into account the significant differences of the presence of an aura and a medication overuse

headache between patients with CM and EM, we additionally included both variables in the analysis with

multiple covariates, together with the duration of the migraine history.

Including only the presence of an aura as a covariate, with respect to the results with no covariates,

AD values were lower in CM than in EM in eight regions, the RTPP was higher in CM than in EM in the

middle cerebellar peduncle and no significant RTOP differences between EM and HC were obtained. No

additional significant results were identified.

Regarding significant differences between CM and EM in the multivariate model, AD (middle cerebellar

peduncle), MD (34 regions) and RD (39 regions) values were lower in CM. The opposite statistically

significant trend, i.e., higher values in CM compared to EM, was obtained for RTPP (15 regions), RTOP

(42 regions) and RTAP (38 regions). These results are shown in Tables A6–A11 and Figures A3–A5.

Similar results, with the same significant statistical comparisons but a different number of regions with

significant differences, were obtained including only a medication overuse headache as a covariate. In

addition to the previous results, including only medication overuse headache as a covariate, FA values were

higher in CM compared to EM in the body (60 voxels, minimum adjusted p = 0.047) and splenium (136

voxels, minimum adjusted p = 0.040) of the corpus callosum, the left superior corona radiata (68 voxels,

minimum adjusted p = 0.047) and the left tapetum (35 voxels, minimum adjusted p = 0.040).

Statistically significant differences employing the model with the three covariates were obtained between

EM and HC. On the one hand, increased AD (eight regions) values were found in EM with respect to HC.

On the other hand, reduced RTPP (five regions) values were identified in EM compared to HC. These

results are shown in Tables A12 and A13 and Figure A6.

In the comparison between CM and HC, significantly higher FA (10 regions) values were found in CM,

and significantly lower RD (14 regions) values were identified in CM. These results are shown in Tables

A14 and A15 and Figure A7.

3.3.3. Correlation Analysis
Statistically significant positive correlation was identified between time from onset of CM and mean FA

in the left (ρ = 0.439, unadjusted p < 0.001) and right (ρ = 0.420, unadjusted p = 0.001) external

capsule after the correction for multiple comparisons. Statistically significant negative correlation was

found between time from onset of CM and mean RD in the left (ρ = -0.439, unadjusted p < 0.001) and

right (ρ = -0.427, unadjusted p = 0.001) external capsule. The significant correlation results are shown in

Figure 4.10 (extracted from [7]).

No additional statistically significant correlations were found for mean AD or MD, the three EAP-based

measures, or the total duration of the migraine in patients with EM or CM.

3.4. Discussion
Two main results were obtained with the AMURA tool in comparison with DTI scalar measures, using

a dMRI acquisition protocol typical in the clinical routine and migraine studies. On the one hand, with
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AMURA, significant differences between patients with CM and EM were obtained with the RTPP, a result

provided by AD and DTI. However, the number of regions with significant differences was lower with the

RTPP. This lower sensitivity of AMURA was motivated by the fact that RTPP was designed to work with

higher b-values. On the other hand, additional significant differences between patients with EM and HC

were obtained only with AMURA based on the RTOP results. These results suggest that the AMURA

tool may be a great complement to DTI in dMRI studies with migraine patients. We expect that the

differences would grow if higher b-values were used.

Regarding the calculation of the EAP-based measures, when using the eigenvalues of the diffusion

tensor, we were unable to perform statistical comparisons between the groups with TBSS because the

values of RTOP and RTAP in some voxels were extremely high. The very low values of the two smallest

eigenvalues in specific voxels explain the inability to work with real values of RTOP and RTAP and DTI.

Therefore, the DTI approach is excessively simple to work with EAP-based measures, and tools such as

AMURA are needed, especially in those studies with time restrictions and one single b-value.

White matter differences obtained with AMURA are in line with the TBSS results reported with the

same sample in a previous study [7]. Lower AD and higher RTPP values in patients with CM compared to

EM suggest axonal damage or loss, as previously suggested by Yu et al. [38], or short-term demyelination

[39–41]. Anyway, results from DTI scalar measures must be interpreted with caution, considering that the

relationship between DTI parameters and microstructural alterations are not completely clear.

The significant differences between patients with CM and EM obtained with the RTPP were a subsam-

ple of the results obtained with the AD. It must be considered that the diffusion MRI acquisition protocol

was suboptimal for the use of the AMURA tool because of the low b-value and single-shell scheme, and,

possibly for that reason, we were unable to identify the same or a similar number of significant differences

between the migraine groups. The three measures obtained with the AMURA tool are designed to mea-

sure effects related to b-values over 2000 s/mm2 (our b-value was 1000 s/mm2), and RTPP is particularly

sensitive to the b-value. Therefore, the RTPP result reflects the potential of AMURA to identify white

matter structural changes in migraines using an acquisition protocol more appropriate for the tool.

RTPP differences between patients with CM and EM were found in the middle cerebellar peduncle.

The middle cerebellar peduncle connects the cerebellum to the pons. Smaller cerebellar volume has been

identified in patients with CM compared to HC [42]. Moreover, it has been suggested that the cerebellum

suffers a neuropathological change in a migraine related to spreading depression [43]. The dorsolateral pons

has been shown to be activated during a migraine and potentially involved in other mechanisms such as

transmission of nociceptive signals to the hypothalamus, amygdala and basal forebrain [44]. Another study

by Chong et al. has reported significant deformation of the pons in patients with a migraine [45]. Our

results may suggest that the connectivity between the cerebellum and the pons is altered in CM compared

to EM, possibly in association with structural changes of these regions linked to the migraine experience.

With respect to the comparison between patients with migraine (EM in this study) and controls, we

only obtained significant differences using AMURA. This result reflects that AMURA may be helpful to

determine additional microstructural changes between patients with migraine and controls with respect to

the single use of DTI.

The lower RTOP values found in patients with EM compared to HC are in line with the most reported

result with the MD in previous studies (higher MD in migraines) [2,5,46–51], although the opposite result

with the MD (lower MD in migraines) has also been reported [3,6,38,52]. It must be noted that most
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patients included in previous migraine studies were patients with EM. In our study, only patients with low

frequency EM (less than 10 headache days per month) were included to assure that there were no patients

close to the CM frequency threshold.

Some of the white matter regions with higher MD reported previously were identified as regions with

significant differences between EM and HC in our study. These regions are the anterior thalamic radiation,

the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, the corticospinal tract, the corpus callosum (genu and forceps minor)

and the inferior cerebellar peduncle [5,47,49,50]. Higher MD values have been associated with edema

andWallerian degeneration [39]. The changes in the anterior thalamic radiation may be associated with

structural connections with the thalamus, which has been reported as a key region in migraine pathophys-

iology. In migraines, the thalamus has been associated with allodynia, photophobia and photoallodynia

[53,54] and it has been suggested to have a role in the abnormal functional connectivity in diverse brain

networks in the interictal state [55]. The corticospinal tract has been described as an important white

matter region in relationship with nociceptive perception [56]. The inferior longitudinal fasciculus con-

nects regions from the temporal and occipital cortex. One of the regions that takes part in the networks

connected by the inferior longitudinal fasciculus is the temporal pole, which has shown hyperactivation in

functional MRI studies with migraine patients, including connections with the thalamus and the insula

[57,58], and loss of gray matter volume and altered cortical thickness [59,60]. Our results and the previous

findings suggest that changes in the structural white matter connectivity may be associated with functional

connectivity and gray matter alterations in migraine patients.

Regarding previous DTI results in migraines, the reduction of FA in patients with a migraine compared

to controls is the most frequent result in diffusion MRI studies [2–5,38,46,49,61–65], but the opposite result

has also been reported in pediatric patients by Messina et al. [6] and in the thalamus by Coppola et al.

[66]. In this study, we obtained both higher and lower FA values in patients with CM compared to

controls, associated with medication overuse headache and duration of the migraine, respectively. Most

regions related to both results were different, and the related clusters were not extremely close. A possible

reason of these apparently contradictory results would be the coexistence of debilitated and enhanced

structural networks in the migraine, as it has been previously suggested [17], which may partially explain

the apparently conflicting results in the literature. According to our results, these networks would be related

to different pathophysiological mechanisms associated with medication overuse and longitudinal effects. In

patients with EM and a medication overuse headache, lower FA values have been reported compared

to controls [5]. Additional significant differences were obtained between CM, EM and HC including the

duration of the migraine and medication overuse headache, but no changes were specifically related to the

presence of an aura, in contrast to previous studies [67]. The lack of significant results associated with

an aura in our study may be caused by the relative low number of patients with an aura. Future studies

should specifically analyze differences between patients with and without medication overuse headache in

patients with CM, and longitudinal studies should be performed to assess the longitudinal effects of CM

in white matter.

With respect to the discordance with previous studies, there could be additional reasons. One of the

reasons would be methodological. For example, in the study by Rocca et al. (2003), the analyzing method

consisted of the study of histogram peaks [52], which is considerably different from methods carried out

in the most recent years. Another reason would be associated with different sample characteristics. In the

study by Messina et al., the sample was composed of pediatric patients [6], and the changes in the brain
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might be different compared to the alterations in adults. The sample by Yu et al. [3] contained patients

with depression, which might have influenced the results, considering that our sample included no patients

with anxiety or depression.

Regarding the alterations found in this study, it should be elucidated whether the identified changes

were migraine-specific. In a previous study including 277 headache free subjects and 246 patients with

headaches, including 69 patients with migraines and 76 with tension-type headaches, Kattem Husøy et

al. found no significant TBSS differences between migraines and tension-type headaches [49]. In the same

study, the authors identified significantly higher AD values in patients with migraines and tension-type

headaches compared to headache free subjects, with a higher number of voxels with significant differences

in the migraine. Furthermore, patients with any headaches and a new onset headache presented widespread

higher AD, MD and RD values compared to controls in the aforementioned study. These results suggest

alterations in patients with a headache compared to controls, but with no clear migraine biomarkers in

contrast to other headache disorders. The specific migraine microstructural brain changes in comparison

with other headache and pain disorders should be analyzed in future studies, in order to uncover the

particular pathophysiological characteristics of a migraine. Another aspect that needs to be studied is

whether the identified changes are the cause or consequence of the migraine.

There were some limitations worth mentioning in this study. Due to time restrictions related to the

MRI acquisition protocol, it was not possible to collect T2 or T2-FLAIR MRI data to assess the presence

of white matter hyperintensities. Pain in patients with EM and an adverse prognosis have been related

to white matter hyperintensities in migraines [68,69]. Considering the relative high risk of detection of

white matter hyperintensities on MRI in migraines and their negative impact, the presence of these lesions

might have some influence on the results, although the associated pathophysiology and long-term effects

are unclear [70]. The baseline volume from the diffusion MRI acquisition is similar to a T2-weighted image,

although its quality is low for the assessment of white matter hyperintensities. In relationship with the

relative low acquisition, we performed no multishell acquisition with moderate-to-high b-values, a better

scenario for the EAP-based measures, using the AMURA tool or the whole EAP. The absence of diffusion

data with higher b-values prevented us from exploiting the full potential of the AMURA tool, although it

allowed us to explore its discriminating power in conditions frequent in other migraine clinical MRI studies.

The lack of control of the time to the next migraine attack might have influenced our results because some

patients were in prodromal instead of interictal state when the MRI data were acquired, and alterations

of brain physiology and function have been observed during the prodromal stage [71,72]. Another fact

that might have influenced our results is the medication overuse, which was present in most patients with

CM (75%), although we corrected the results considering this variable. The presence of anxiety and/or

depression, which are frequent in migraines, might influence brain connectivity, as pointed by previous

studies. Indeed, a smaller brain volume has been associated with depression in migraine, and migraine

with depression may represent a different clinical phenotype with a specific long-term evolution [73]. In our

sample, however, there were no patients with anxiety and/or depression. Although this fact prevented us

from this possible relationship, the absence of patients with depression or anxiety also avoided the possible

bias in the results that could have been caused by the inclusion of this distinct phenotype. The diagnosis of

infrequent tension-type headache was not performed using the headache diary, but only the history, which
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may be inaccurate to determine more than a unique associated tension-type headache day per month, or

annual frequency higher than 12 days.

3.5. Conclusions
EAP-based measures obtained with the AMURA tool could detect white matter changes in patients with

migraine to complement the results obtained with DTI scalar measures using diffusion MRI protocols with

a single-shell acquisition low b-value, which are typical in the clinical routine and migraine clinical studies.

Our results support structural connectivity changes between patients with EM and CM, and changes in the

brain white matter related to migraine. Future studies should employ diffusion MRI multishell acquisitions

with moderate-to-high b-values, when possible, in order to exploit the full potential of AMURA and identify

white matter changes in patients with migraine. Other research lines may include the interaction between

changes in white matter connectivity, gray matter structure and functional connectivity.
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3.7. Appendix A
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3.8. Appendix B
The Supplementary Tables and Figures are included in this section.
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Table A1. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased AD values were found in CM compared to EM including the time from onset of CM as
a covariate.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .023 1295 (-20,-50,-32)

Superior cerebellar peduncle
R/L

.028/.030 101/115 (5,-28,-19) / (-4,-28,-19)

Inferior cerebellar peduncle L .035 46 (-10,-50,-25)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus R

.033 720 (32,-4,20)

Splenium of corpus callosum .042 32 (18,-49,27)

Superior corona radiata R/L .030/.032 335/136 (28,-15,19) / (-27,-11,20)

Posterior corona radiata R .035 83 (28,-34,19)

External capsule R/L .033/.031 127/171 (30,-10,14) / (-28,-10,18)

Posterior limb of internal cap-
sule R/L

.029/.032 301/281 (26,-17,13) / (-27,-17,17)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule R/L

.031/.032 473/59 (30,-29,7) / (-25,-23,12)

Sagittal stratum R .034 150 (38,-28,-4)

Posterior thalamic radiation
R

.034 51 (30,-39,16)

Cerebral peduncle R/L .028/.031 207/258 (10,-28,-16) / (-9,-20,-
20)

Corticospinal tract R/L .030/.031 105/125 (11,-22,-22) / (-7,-18,-
22)

Pontine crossing tract .030 56 (4,-26,-24)

Fornix (cres) R .037 46 (35,-12,-14)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Table A2. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
increased AD values were found in EM compared to HC including the duration of migraine as a
covariate.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior corona radiata L .026 116 (-26,-11,20)

External capsule L .022 303 (-34,-15,-8)

Posterior limb of internal cap-
sule L

.024 472 (-15,10,0)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule L

.025 347 (-33,-34,6)

Sagittal stratum L .023 133 (-36,-17,-9)

Posterior thalamic radiation L .025 38 (-35,-39,7)

Cerebral peduncle L .024 105 (-15,-13,-5)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Table A3. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased FA values were found in CM compared to HC including the time from onset of CM as
a covariate.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus R

.033 271 (32,-4,19)

Body of corpus callosum .042 47 (19,-30,31)

Splenium of corpus callosum .042 209 (19,-31,31)

Anterior corona radiata R .033 295 (25,17,12)

Superior corona radiata R .038 236 (32,-6,20)

Posterior corona radiata R .039 133 (25,-23,22)

External capsule R .031 661 (30,1,13)

Posterior limb of internal cap-
sule R

.039 217 (24,-19,1)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule R

.036 425 (38,-29,0)

Anterior limb of internal cap-
sule R

.035 83 (23,17,11)

Sagittal stratum R .036 132 (33,-23,-4)

Fornix (cres) R .035 36 (33,-22,-6)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Table A4. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased RTPP values were found in EM compared to HC including the duration of migraine as
a covariate.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior corona radiata R/L .046/.040 50/87 (20,-28,40) / (-26,-11,19)

External capsule L .033 278 (-33,-11,1)

Anterior limb of internal cap-
sule L

.044 31 (-18,2,12)

Posterior limb of internal cap-
sule L

.034 377 (-23,-22,3)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule L

.034 315 (-30,-23,2)

Sagittal stratum L .034 114 (-36,-17,-9)

Cerebral peduncle L .036 37 (-14,-12,-5)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Figure A1. RTPP alterations between CM and EM including the duration of the migraine as a
covariate. TBSS showed increased RTPP values in CM with respect to EM in the middle cerebellar
peduncle (top) and decreased RTPP values in EM compared to HC throughout the left hemisphere
and the corona radiata (bottom). The white matter skeleton is shown in blue, and voxels with the
lowest p-values in red-yellow. The color bar shows the 1-p-values (FWE-corrected).
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Table A5. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased RTAP values were found in CM compared to HC including the time from onset of CM
as a covariate.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus R

.046 179 (39,-9,26)

External capsule R .044 244 (33,-14,-3)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule R

.045 157 (34,-21,-2)

Sagittal stratum R .045 194 (39,-18,-12)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.

Figure A2. RTAP alterations between CM and HC including time from onset of CM as a covariate.
TBSS showed decreased RTAP values in CM with respect to HC throughout the right hemisphere.
White matter skeleton is shown in blue, and voxels with the lowest p-values in red-yellow. The
color bar shows the 1-p-values (FWE-corrected).

Table A6. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased AD values were found in CM compared to EM including the duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates.
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White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .047 31 (-21,-65,-40)

FWE = Family-wise error; The column Volume represents the volume from the atlas region with
significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were included in this Table.

Table A7. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
increased RTPP values were found in CM compared to EM including the duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .026 439 (-23,-55,-42)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus R/L

.045/.039 52/464 (33,1,27) / (-36,-4,-18)

Anterior corona radiata L .042 66 (-23,16,27)

Superior corona radiata L .041 160 (-26,4,26)

Posterior corona radiata L .039 42 (-29,-60,21)

External capsule R .018 36 (36,-16,-9)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule R/L

.019/.043 239/40 (39,-38,-3) / (-39,-33,-1)

Sagittal stratum R/L .012/.036 387/194 (44,-29,-14) / (-40,-33,-
6)

Posterior thalamic radiation
R/L

.015/.039 188/176 (39,-41,-2) / (-30,-65,17)

Fornix (cres) R .017 75 (35,-16,-12)

Cingulum (hippocampus) R .017 68 (29,-18,27)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Figure A3. AD and RTPP alterations between CM and EM including duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates. TBSS showed decreased AD and
increased RTPP values in CM with respect to EM. White matter skeleton is shown in blue, and
voxels with the lowest p-values in red-yellow. The color bar shows the 1-p-values (FWE-corrected).
MOH = medication overuse headache.
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Table A8. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased MD values were found in CM compared to EM including the duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus R/L

.012/.012 950/1030 (38,-35,31) / (-35,-35,27)

Genu of corpus callosum .012 653 (18,20,25)

Body of corpus callosum .012 1440 (16,16,29)

Splenium of corpus callosum .009 1170 (26,-58,12)

Anterior corona radiata R/L .011/.012 1147/980 (26,16,25) / (-25,18,21)

Superior corona radiata R/L .011/.012 904/820 (25,12,28) / (-25,6,28)

Posterior corona radiata R/L .009/.012 265/246 (28,-63,19) / (-30,-60,21)

External capsule R/L .012/.012 549/576 (30,11,-1) / (-25,10,14)

Posterior limb of internal cap-
sule R/L

.012/.016 390/261 (23,-6,17) / (-22,-10,16)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule R/L

.012/.016 390/271 (30,-38,17) / (-38,-33,0)

Anterior limb of internal cap-
sule R/L

.012/.012 229/416 (22,8,13) / (-20,9,13)

Sagittal stratum R/L .014/.016 444/309 (44,-30,-15) / (-40,-28,-
7)

Posterior thalamic radiation
R/L

.008/.012 601/470 (29,-61,13) / (-30,-66,-
16)

Fornix (cres) R/L .015/.018 171/177 (33,-7,-19) / (-35,-11,-
17)

Cingulum R/L .014/.016 53/135 (10,-46,22) / (-10,-40,28)

Cingulum (hippocampus)
R/L

.018/.019 84/67 (24,-29,-15) / (-19,-38,-
7)

Superior fronto-occipital fas-
ciculus R/L

.012/.012 59/46 (22,-1,21) / (-21,1,20)

Uncinate fasciculus R .025 35 (34,0,-15)

Tapetum R/L .009/.016 82/75 (31,-52,14) / (-28,-50,16)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Table A9. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81 White Matter Atlas for which significant
increased RTOP values were found in CM compared to EM including the duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .033 694 (-6,-19,-32)

Superior cerebellar peduncle
R/L

.033/.034 66/49 (6,-29,-19) / (-7,-34,-23)

Inferior cerebellar peduncle L .040 113 (-11,-46,-29)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus R/L

.016/.019 610/722 (35,-44,26) / (-32,7,22)

Genu of corpus callosum .018 905 (-13,22,18)

Body of corpus callosum .018 1783 (-13,18,21)

Splenium of corpus callosum .015 1680 (25,-53,19)

Anterior corona radiata R/L .018/.019 972/555 (25,15,28) / (-25,13,23)

Superior corona radiata R/L .018/.019 710/793 (25,12,28) / (-24,5,20)

Posterior corona radiata R/L .014/.019 291/287 (28,-63,19) / (-18,-40,36)

External capsule R/L .019/.019 408/250 (26,17,7) / (-25,10,14)

Posterior limb of internal cap-
sule R/L

.020/.019 297/390 (23,-6,17) / (-22,-10,16)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule R/L

.030/.038 223/131 (29,-37,17) / (-38,-33,0)

Anterior limb of internal cap-
sule R/L

.019/.019 319/436 (22,18,9) / (-21,14,13)

Sagittal stratum R/L .020/.039 252/204 (38,-15,-12) / (-40,-28,-
7)

Posterior thalamic radiation
R/L

.014/.022 529/364 (28,-64,18) / (-30,-66,16)

Cerebral peduncle R/L .033/.032 233/323 (10,-29,-16) / (-8,-18,-
20)

Corticospinal tract R/L .034/.033 99/205 (11,-25,-22) / (-7,-21,-
27)

Medial lemniscus R/L .034/.034 36/68 (6,-33,-30) / (-4,-33,-26)

Pontine crossing tract .033 217 (6,-30,-30)

Fornix (cres) R .020 164 (33,7,-19)

Cingulum R/L .029/.019 43/160 (10,-46,22) / (-10,-40,28)

Superior fronto-occipital fas-
ciculus R/L

.020/.019 61/54 (22,6,20) / (-21,1,20)

Uncinate fasciculus R .039 43 (34,0,-18)

continued on next page
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Tapetum R/L .015/.021 78/100 (31,-52,14) / (-26,-49,19)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Figure A4. MD and RTOP alterations between CM and EM including duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates. TBSS showed decreased MD and
increased RTOP values in CM with respect to EM. White matter skeleton is shown in blue, and
voxels with the lowest p-values in red-yellow. The color bar shows the 1-p-values (FWE-corrected).
MOH = medication overuse headache.
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Table A10. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased RD values were found in CM compared to EM including the duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior cerebellar peduncle
R

.043 49 (4,-29,-17)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus R/L

.009/.007 667/711 (33,-40,29) / (-28,-44,31)

Genu of corpus callosum .010 1005 (-14,23,19)

Body of corpus callosum .007 1749 (-17,-23,34)

Splenium of corpus callosum .007 1192 (-23,-52,19)

Anterior corona radiata R/L .009/.007 1145/728 (27,12,23) / (-24,13,15)

Superior corona radiata R/L .009/.007 966/991 (26,8,25) / (-26,-18,28)

Posterior corona radiata R/L .007/.007 350/392 (28,-63,16) / (-26,-62,16)

External capsule R/L .009/.007 426/362 (26,16,9) / (-24,15,10)

Posterior limb of internal cap-
sule R/L

.011/.008 363/277 (20,-4,12) / (-22,-11,14)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule R/L

.011/.011 234/276 (30,-38,17) / (-37,-34,2)

Anterior limb of internal cap-
sule R/L

.009/.007 337/440 (22,7,15) / (-21,14,13)

Sagittal stratum R/L .029/.011 267/189 (40,-14,-16) / (-41,-26,-
8)

Posterior thalamic radiation
R/L

.007/.008 512/303 (28,-63,16) / (-26,-62,16)

Pontine crossing tract .044 182 (-2,-31,-35)

Fornix (cres) R/L .030/.013 182/191 (35,-8,-19) / (-35,-11,-
17)

Cingulum R/L .018/.011 35/141 (10,-34,35) / (-9,-39,29)

Superior fronto-occipital fas-
ciculus R/L

.009/.007 85/61 (22,6,19) / (-21,1,20)

Uncinate fasciculus R .020 43 (34,1,-15)

Tapetum R/L .008/.008 82/75 (31,-52,14) / (-28,-48,20)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Table A11. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81White Matter Atlas for which significant
increased RTAP values were found in CM compared to EM including the duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Middle cerebellar peduncle .032 85 (9,-21,-39)

Superior cerebellar peduncle
R/L

.043/.043 59/42 (4,-29,-17) / (-7,-34,-23)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus R/L

.032/.021 60/54 (34,-45,28) / (-28,-44,31)

Genu of corpus callosum .033 890 (-13,23,19)

Body of corpus callosum .021 1633 (-17,-24,34)

Splenium of corpus callosum .021 1612 (-23,-52,19)

Anterior corona radiata R/L .031/.021 919/498 (27,12,23) / (-24,13,15)

Superior corona radiata R/L .029/.021 672/804 (19,-23,36) / (-24,3,20)

Posterior corona radiata R/L .021/.021 299/327 (28,-63,19) / (-23,-32,32)

External capsule R/L .032/.021 81/157 (26,16,8) / (-26,10,14)

Posterior limb of internal cap-
sule R/L

.011/.008 300/420 (19,-11,2) / (-22,-10,14)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule L

.028 127 (-36,-34,1)

Anterior limb of internal cap-
sule R/L

.009/.007 364/432 (23,18,8) / (-22,6,18)

Sagittal stratum R/L .032/.029 207/165 (40,-42,-5) / (-40,-28,-7)

Posterior thalamic radiation
R/L

.021/.023 510/245 (28,-63,16) / (-27,-63,18)

Cerebral peduncle R/L .032/.031 227/319 (10,-29,-15) / (-17,-16,-
6)

Corticospinal tract R/L .032/.032 107/141 (6,-28,-40) / (-7,-20,-24)

Medial lemniscus R/L .032/.032 34/61 (6,-33,-30) / (-4,-33,-26)

Pontine crossing tract .032 204 (-2,-31,-35)

Cingulum L .022 162 (-9,-39,29)

Cingulum (hippocampus) R .042 40 (24,-29,-15)

Superior fronto-occipital fas-
ciculus R/L

.032/.021 60/54 (22,5,19) / (-21,1,20)

Tapetum R/L .023/.021 82/104 (31,-52,14) / (-25,-46,20)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Figure A5. RD and RTAP alterations between CM and EM including duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates. TBSS showed decreased RD and
increased RTAP values in CM with respect to EM. White matter skeleton is shown in blue, and
voxels with the lowest p-values in red-yellow. The color bar shows the 1-p-values (FWE-corrected).
MOH = medication overuse headache.
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Table A12. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81White Matter Atlas for which significant
increased AD values were found in EM compared to HC including the duration of migraine, presence
of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus L

.042 135 (-29,-25,37)

Superior corona radiata L .040 244 (-22,-23,41)

External capsule L .033 281 (-35,-16,-8)

Posterior limb of internal cap-
sule L

.031 430 (-16,-8,4)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule L

.035 297 (-33,-35,6)

Anterior limb of internal cap-
sule L

.035 37 (-11,0,2)

Sagittal stratum L .034 153 (-40,-29,-6)

Cerebral peduncle L .033 98 (-15,-13,-5)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Table A13. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased RTPP values were found in EM compared to HC including the duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus L

.046 32 (-41,-38,4)

External capsule L .046 127 (-34,-14,-8)

Posterior limb of internal cap-
sule L

.044 277 (-16,-8,4)

Retrolenticular part of inter-
nal capsule L

.047 202 (-30,-23,2)

Sagittal stratum L .042 83 (-40,-30,-5)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Figure A6. AD and RTOP alterations between EM and HC including duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates. TBSS showed increased AD and
decreased RTPP values in EM with respect to HC. White matter skeleton is shown in blue, and
voxels with the lowest p-values in red-yellow. The color bar shows the 1-p-values (FWE-corrected).
MOH = medication overuse headache.
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Table A14. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81White Matter Atlas for which significant
increased FA values were found in CM compared to HC including the duration of migraine, presence
of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus R

.037 78 (35,-44,26)

Genu of corpus callosum .037 387 (-14,21,21)

Body of corpus callosum .037 463 (-12,19,21)

Splenium of corpus callosum .034 87 (25,-53,19)

Anterior corona radiata R .042 91 (17,24,24)

Superior corona radiata R/L .049/.046 258/48 (20,-30,41) / (-22,-20,36)

Posterior corona radiata R .020 285 (20,-30,39)

Posterior thalamic radiation
R

.034 100 (28,-56,17)

Tapetum R .034 94 (30,-46,17)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Table A15. White matter regions from the ICBM-DTI-81White Matter Atlas for which significant
decreased RD values were found in CM compared to HC including the duration of migraine,
presence of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates.

White Matter Region Minimum p-
value (FWE-
corrected)

Volume
(mm3)

MNI peak coordinate
(mm), (x,y,z)

Superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus R/L

.038/.046 218/127 (35,-48,25) / (-29,-45,31)

Genu of corpus callosum .033 566 (-14,21,21)

Body of corpus callosum .033 985 (-12,19,21)

Splenium of corpus callosum .035 314 (25,-52,22)

Anterior corona radiata R/L .040/.038 144/188 (17,27,21) / (-15,16,30)

Superior corona radiata R .037 337 (20,-29,41)

Posterior corona radiata R/L .035/.046 311/120 (28,-55,20) / (-29,-57,21)

Posterior thalamic radiation
R/L

.035/.046 389/38 (28,-63,17) / (-31,-52,16)

Tapetum R/L .038/.044 95/69 (30,-47,17) / (-26,-51,18)

FWE = Family-wise error; L = left; R = right. The column Volume represents the volume from
the atlas region with significant results. No regions with volume equal or lower than 30 mm3 were
included in this Table.
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Figure A7. FA and RD alterations between CM and HC including duration of migraine, presence
of aura, and medication overuse headache as covariates. TBSS showed increased FA and decreased
RD values in CM with respect to HC. White matter skeleton is shown in blue, and voxels with
the lowest p-values in red-yellow. The color bar shows the 1-p-values (FWE-corrected). MOH =
medication overuse headache.
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The purpose of this study was the simultaneous assessment of the influence of sample size and

number of diffusion gradient orientations in the comparison of DTI-based parameters. The refer-

ence comparison was the analysis of the AD in CM and EM patients bearing in mind the identified

statistically significant differences in the corresponding TBSS analysis. The main conclusion of

this research was that the use of fewer gradient directions in dMRI can be counterbalanced with

higher sample size in clinical samples.

Synopsis
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The effect of changes in the acquisition parameters on Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) has been studied,

but for very specific situations. A whole-brain comparison of 54 episodic migraine (EM) and 56 chronic

migraine (CM) patients, using diffusion schemes of 61, 40 and 21 gradient orientations, was performed.

Statistical comparisons were repeated reducing the sample size until no significant differences were found.

Higher number of regions with significant lower axial diffusivity in CM compared to EM were found using

61 gradient directions. With a larger sample size, results with 40 and 21 directions were equivalent to

results acquired with 61 directions.

4.1. Introduction
The effect of changes in the acquisition parameters on Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) scalar measures has

been previously studied [1–5]. Particularly, it can be expected that a decrease in the number of gradient

directions would affect not only the values, but also the variances of these scalar parameters. Our aim is to

study whether this translates into a reduction in the discrimination power of a whole-brain diffusion MRI

(dMRI) analysis, and to which extent this can be counterbalanced by means of an increase in the sample

size.

4.2.Methods
We acquired dMRI data from 54 Episodic Migraine (EM) and 56 Chronic Migraine (CM) patients. Acqui-

sition parameters, including 61 gradient directions, are described elsewhere [6]. The 61 gradient direction

scheme was designed so that it can be subsampled to suitable schemes with 40 and 21 directions.

The three groups of diffusion-weighted images (61, 40 and 21 gradient directions) were preprocessed

using MRtrix tools [7–10]. Diffusion tensor maps were estimated using the dtifit tool from FSL, and

Fractional Anisotropy (FA), Mean (MD), Axial (AD) and Radial Diffusivities (RD) maps were obtained.

FA maps were warped to a common template with the standard tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS)

pipeline [11]. The same transformation was applied to MD, AD and RD maps. Voxel-wise pairwise

differences were assessed by the nonparametric permutation-based inference randomise tool [12]. One

thousand permutations were set and results with p < 0.05 (family-wise error corrected) were considered as

statistically significant. The minimum volume to consider significant results in a region was set to 30 mm3.

Forty-eight regions from the JHU ICBM-DTI-81 White-Matter Labels Atlas were considered in order to

find regions with significant differences [13].

To observe the effect of changes in the number of gradient directions, the TBSS inference procedure

was repeated in subsamples of the original sample. Starting with 50 subjects in each group, the number

of subjects per group was progressively reduced in five subjects for each iteration, until no regions with

significant differences were found. For each iteration, 25 repetitions were performed, each of them gener-

ating a random subsample of subjects for which the TBSS inference is carried out. This TBSS inference

yields significant differences between the two groups (EM vs. CM) in a certain number of white matter

regions. The median value of regions with significant differences across the 25 repetitions was considered

as the figure of merit for each iteration.
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4.3. Results
Significant lower AD was found in CM compared to EM in our dataset. The number of regions with

significant differences decreases as the number of gradient directions is reduced, obtaining 37 white matter

regions for 61 directions, 27 for 40 directions and 20 for 21 directions, when using all subjects for the

analysis. Figure 4.13 shows a visual comparison of the detected differences for each configuration of

gradient directions. No significant differences were detected for FA, MD or RD.

Figure 4.12 shows the evolution in the number of white matter regions with significant differences when

the size of the subject sample is reduced. As can be seen, a decrease in the number of gradients can be

compensated by means of an increase in the number of subjects.

4.4. Discussion
When designing a white matter study with dMRI, both the acquisition parameters and the expected sample

size needed to obtain significant results must be determined a priori. This problem is especially serious

when dealing with pathologies where alterations in the white matter are very subtle, as in the case with

migraine.

Our results indicate that around 40 subjects per group are needed in order to detect significant differ-

ences between EM and CM patients. In fact, a similar study with migraine patients, but a lower sample

size, detected no significant differences [14].

As expected, the amount of detected significant differences increases, for a given sample size, when

using configurations with a higher number of gradient directions. Nevertheless, the tricky question is

the following: how much does fewer gradient directions penalize the discriminant power? In our dataset,

reducing the number of gradient directions from 61 to 40 implies the need of around 5-10 additional subjects

in each group, and around 10-15 subjects from 61 to 21 directions. This effect is related to the higher

variance of the measures when employing fewer gradient directions (fewer samples in the q-space). To

obtain similar results using fewer directions, an increase of the sample size is necessary to counterbalance

the higher variance.

It is perhaps expected that increasing the sample size can counteract the use of fewer gradient directions.

However, these two opposite effects must be quantified in order to make suitable decisions when designing

a dMRI study.

In some dMRI studies, the sample size can be hardly increased because of very strict inclusion criteria

in order to focus on very specific aspects of certain pathology, among possible reasons. Our results can

be useful in those scenarios, in order to design acquisition schemes that are powerful enough to detect

significant differences, even for reduced sample sizes.

4.5. Conclusion
The use of fewer gradient directions in dMRI can be counteracted with a higher sample size in clinical

studies. We have quantified this tradeoff in order to allow better designs of dMRI studies.
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The purpose of this study was the analysis of structural connectivity in patients with CM

and EM using a connectomics approach. In this research, the structural connectivity between

specific gray matter regions was assessed for the first time in a migraine study using the number of

streamlines in the connections between regions as connectivity measure. Higher and lower values

of the number of streamlines were found in both migraine groups compared to controls, showing

the coexistence of different pathological mechanisms in migraine.
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Abstract
Objective: To identify possible structural connectivity alterations in patients with episodic and chronic

migraine using magnetic resonance imaging data.

Methods: Fifty-four episodic migraine, 56 chronic migraine patients and 50 controls underwent T1-

weighted and diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging acquisitions. Number of streamlines (trajec-

tories of estimated fibertracts), mean fractional anisotropy, axial diffusivity and radial diffusivity were the

connectome measures. Correlation analysis between connectome measures and duration and frequency of

migraine was performed.

Results: Higher and lower number of streamlines were found in connections involving regions like the

superior frontal gyrus when comparing episodic and chronic migraineurs with controls (p<.05 false discov-

ery rate). Between the left caudal anterior cingulate and right superior frontal gyri, more streamlines were

found in chronic compared to episodic migraine. Higher and lower fractional anisotropy, axial diffusivity,

and radial diffusivity were found between migraine groups and controls in connections involving regions like

the hippocampus. Lower radial diffusivity and axial diffusivity were found in chronic compared to episodic

migraine in connections involving regions like the putamen. In chronic migraine, duration of migraine was

positively correlated with fractional anisotropy and axial diffusivity.

Conclusions: Structural strengthening of connections involving subcortical regions associated with

pain processing and weakening in connections involving cortical regions associated with hyperexcitability

may coexist in migraine.

Keywords: Migraine, chronic migraine, diffusion-weighted imaging, tractography, magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI), connectomics

5.1. Introduction
Chronic migraine (CM) is defined as the presence of headache during 15 or more days per month, with pain

of migrainous characteristics at least during eight of those days (1). Although many modifiable and non-

modifiable risk factors for evolution from episodic migraine (EM) to CM have been proposed, whether EM

and CM are two ranges of the same entity, or two different clinical entities, is still a matter of controversy

(2).

White matter alterations in migraine patients have been reported. Rocca et al. described diffusion

changes in the optic radiation in migraine patients using diffusion tensor tractography (3). Messina et

al. suggested hyperexcitability and early involvement of white matter tracts in migraine, using pediatric

patients (4).

Among the various technological tools that can be employed to study the migrainous brain, connec-

tomics is one of the most powerful given the huge amount of data that can be extracted for further analysis.

A connectome refers to a description of brain connectivity, a comprehensive map of the full set of elements

and interconnections comprising the brain (5). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been employed to

map the human connectome. Diffusion MRI (dMRI) has been used to map the macro-scale axonal struc-

ture, while functional MRI has been used to characterize dynamical properties related to brain activity

(5).

To analyze structural connectivity differences between migraine patients and healthy controls, dMRI-

based tractography offers unique abilities to map whole-brain structural connections (6). In the case of
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migraine, previous studies using tractography have found differences between migraine patients and healthy

controls in the cingulate gyrus, thalamic radiation, superior longitudinal fasciculus and corticospinal tract

(7,8).

More specific structural connectivity studies using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), comparing migraine

patients without aura and healthy controls, were carried out with graph theory as the analyzing method to

derive global descriptors of brain connectivity. Graph theory models the brain as a set of nodes (vertices)

linked by connections (edges), providing an abstract representation of brain regions (nodes) and their

interactions (9). Liu et al. (2013) reported longer global distance connection in patients with migraine,

with a lower number of short-distance connections, but a higher number of medium-distance connections,

with respect to healthy controls (10). Some studies have reported increased network integration and higher

global efficiency in the brain of migraine patients, which could suggest that the brain network in migraine

is clustered (10-12). Furthermore, a decoupling between structural and functional connectivity in patients

with migraine was reported by Li et al. (2017) (11).

Previous studies have analyzed white matter diffusion alterations in CM patients. Gomez-Beldarrain

et al. have reported decreased FA values in CM patients with therapy after six months'follow-up, with

respect to healthy controls, in anterior white matter tracts (13). In the same study, however, no EM

patients were included in the final analyzed sample because some CM patients reverted to EM during the

follow-up. Neeb et al., on the other hand, have compared healthy controls, EM and CM patients, obtaining

no significant differences between the groups (14).

However, no specific structural connectivity studies assessing connections between gray matter regions

using dMRI or DTI have been performed to study patients with CM, to the best of our knowledge.

The present study performs a detailed comparison of the white matter in EM, CM and healthy controls

over a large cohort of subjects, using dMRI data. We hypothesized that there could be structural connec-

tivity changes in migraine patients compared to controls, and that there could be changes also between

EM and CM. In contrast to studies that have used graph theory, we analyzed connections between each

pair of gray matter regions, using directly the number of streamlines and diffusion descriptors; that is,

measures obtained from DTI. Our goals were:

• To investigate whether there are significant structural connectivity differences between CM and EM

and compared to healthy controls. To that end, whole-brain structural connectomics was employed

as a dMRI analysis technique (5,6).

• To examine possible relationships between structural connectivity measures based on dMRI or DTI

and clinical features in migraine patients. Furthermore, possible differences in CM compared to EM

in these relationships are especially interesting.

5.2.Materials and methods

5.2.1. Participants
We conducted an analytical observational study with a case-control design. Migraine patients were screened

and recruited from the headache unit at the Hospital Clínico Universitario de Valladolid (Valladolid, Spain).
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We screened patients who had been referred to the above-mentioned unit due to migraine on their

first visit. We included patients with a definite diagnosis of EM or CM according to the third edition of

the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-3 and ICHD-3 beta) (1,15), aged between

18 and 60. The patients included in the sample had had a stable clinical situation during the three

months before the visit, were preventive treatment naïve, migraine onset had taken place before the age

of 50, and they had suffered from migraine for more than a year. In order to avoid confusion between

high frequency EM and CM (16), we excluded patients suffering headache on 10–14 days per month.

Patients had been asked to keep a migraine diary during three months before inclusion. We also excluded

patients if they had other painful conditions apart from headache for more than 9 days per month; had

other primary or secondary headaches, except infrequent tension-type headache or medication overuse

headache; had other neurological diseases, or were pregnant. We additionally excluded patients with mood

disorders (both previously diagnosed or detected by scores from the Hospital Anxiety and Depression

Scale (17)). If a preventive treatment was prescribed at the visit, MRI acquisition was performed before

starting the prophylactic. Among healthy controls (HC), we excluded those with a present or past history

of migraine, other headache disorders other than infrequent tension-type headache, or a prior history of

other neurological or psychiatric diseases. We used a non-probabilistic sampling method by convenience

sampling. Healthy controls balanced for age and sex were recruited through hospital and University

colleagues and advertisements in these facilities by convenience sampling and snowball sampling.

For all patients, sociodemographic and clinical data were collected, including the duration of migraine

disease (years), headache and migraine frequency (days per month) and time from the onset of chronic

migraine (months) when applicable. We considered the use of symptomatic medication to determine if

patients fulfilled the criteria of acute medication overuse (combination of analgesics and triptan intake at

10 or more days per month). The presence of aura was also gathered.

The local Ethics Committee of Hospital Clínico Universitario de Valladolid approved the study (PI:

14-197). All participants read and signed a written consent form prior to their participation.

5.2.2. MRI acquisition
Images were acquired for migraine patients during interictal periods (defined as at least 24 hours from last

migraine attack) and between one and two weeks after the clinical visit. High-resolution 3D T1-weighted

and diffusion-weighted MRI data were acquired using a Philips Achieva 3T MRI unit (Philips Healthcare,

Best, The Netherlands) with a 32-channel head coil in the MRI facility at the Universidad de Valladolid

(Valladolid, Spain).

For the anatomical T1-weighted images, the following acquisition parameters were used: Turbo Field

Echo sequence, repetition time (TR) = 8.1 ms, echo time (TE) = 3.7 ms, flip angle = 8°, 256 x 256 matrix

size, 1 x 1 x 1 mm3 of spatial resolution and 160 slices covering the whole brain.

Diffusion-weighted images (DWI) were obtained using the following parameters: TR = 9000 ms, TE

= 86 ms, flip angle = 90°, 61 gradient directions, one baseline volume, b-value = 1000 s/mm2, 128 x 128

matrix size, 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 of spatial resolution and 66 axial slices covering the whole brain.

T1 and diffusion-weighted scans were acquired during the same session, starting with the T1 scan

followed by the diffusion-weighted scan, between May 2014 and July 2018. Total acquisition time for each

subject was around 18 minutes.
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5.2.3. Image processing
MRI images were processed to carry out connectomics (5,6).

Firstly, non-brain tissue from the T1-weighted images was removed using the brain extraction tool

(BET) from FSL (18,19). Afterwards, automatic gray matter parcellation was computed using FreeSurfer,

previously described in detail in (20). The automatic parcellations from FreeSurfer were manually inspected

and quality checked.

Separately, diverse preprocessing steps were applied to the DWI data. Diffusion-weighted images were

denoised, using the dwidenoise tool from MRtrix (21,22), eddy currents and motion corrected, using the

dwipreproc tool from MRtrix (23), and B1 field inhomogeneity corrected, using the dwibiascorrect tool

with the -fast option from MRtrix (24,25).

After the DWI preprocessing, a whole brain mask for each diffusion image was generated using the

dwi2mask tool from MRtrix (26). With the brain mask and the preprocessed diffusion images, diffusion

tensors at each voxel were estimated using the dtifit tool from FSL, obtaining fractional anisotropy (FA)

and axial diffusivity (AD) maps among diverse measures. Radial diffusivity (RD) maps were manually

obtained calculating the mean of the second and third eigenvalues from the diffusion tensor, values obtained

previously with dtifit.

Anatomically-constrained tractography (ACT) was employed as the tractography method (27). Prior

to tractography, five-tissue-type (5TT) segmented images for each subject were obtained from the T1-

weighted images and the cortical parcellations. The 5ttgen tool from MRtrix was used to have suitable

5TT images for ACT (27). In each subject, the 5TT image and the parcellation from FreeSurfer were

linearly registered to the FA image using the FLIRT tool from FSL (28).

Apart from the 5TT images, ACT also needs fiber orientation distributions (FOD) estimations from

the DWIs. This, in turn, needs a previous estimation of a response function, which was obtained using

the dwi2response tool fromMRtrix (29).Afterwards, FODs were obtained by spherical deconvolution using

the dwi2fod tool from MRtrix (30,31). Then, probabilistic tractography was executed using the tckgen

tool from MRtrix (32), obtaining 10 million streamlines per subject. A streamline is defined as each of

the trajectories that the tractography algorithm computes when employing the diffusion MRI information

to obtain a representation of the estimated white matter fiber-tracts. Afterwards, the fiber-tracking data

were filtered using the Sphericaldeconvolution Informed Filtering of Tractograms (SIFT2) algorithm (33),

which finds an appropriate cross-section multiplier for each streamline.

Finally, structural connectivity matrices were computed from the filtered tractography output and

the registered gray matter segmentation volumes. 84 x 84 connectivity matrices, corresponding to the

84 cortical and subcortical regions from the Desikan-Killiany atlas (34), were obtained using mean FA,

mean AD, mean RD and the number of streamlines in each connection as connectome metrics. Due to the

tractography method that we have employed, the obtained trajectories (streamlines) are non-directional,

which means that there is no information about the directionality of the connections. Thus, the connectivity

matrices are symmetric by construction, and values on one side of the main diagonal are equal to those

on the other side. Therefore, only one half (plus the main diagonal) of the connectivity matrix is relevant

and employed for further analysis.

Due to the tractography method employed, it is possible that streamlines start and end in different

points belonging to the same gray matter region from the Desikan-Killiany atlas. For this reason, these

connections or self-connections; that is, connections with streamlines that start and end in areas from a
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unique region, were also included in the analysis. For example, a group of streamlines with its starting point

in the anterior insula and finishing point in the posterior insula would be a self-connection insula-insula.

A summary of the whole MRI processing pipeline can be seen in Figure 3.7.

5.2.4. Statistical analysis

We estimated sample size according to Chong and Schwedt (2015) (7). We calculated a worst possible

scenario model with an estimated effect size of a difference between groups of .02 and a variance of .003; a

type 1-error rate of 1% and 80% power and anticipating a proportion of 10% of lost patients. The expected

sample size was 167 participants.

To test for significant sex differences between the three groups, a chi-square test was used. In the case

of comparisons of categorical data between only both groups of migraine patients, Fisher's exact test was

used.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Levene's test for equality of variances were used to assess normality

and homogeneity of variance in the continuous data, including clinical and demographic data, and values

from the connectivity matrices. If continuous data met normality and homogeneity of variance assumptions

(when comparing three groups), a one-way ANOVA was used; otherwise, the Kruskal-Wallis test was

employed. To compare continuous clinical features between migraine patients, a two-tailed unpaired t-test

was used if the clinical variables met normality and homogeneity of variance assumptions; otherwise, the

Mann-Whitney U test was employed. To assess differences between two groups in the case of connectome

metrics, Tukey-Kramer was the corresponding post-hoc test from the ANOVA test, and the Conover-Iman

test was the post-hoc test from the Kruskal-Wallis test.

In order to analyze the structural connectivity matrices, first the mean number of streamlines in each

connection (cell from the connectivity matrix) was computed for each group (HC, EM and CM). Next,

connections with less than 1000 streamlines (group mean) in all three groups were discarded in order

to exclude weak connections from further analysis, due to possible unreliability of the results in these

connections. The analysis of the metrics in the remaining connections was previously explained in this

section.

Effect size was computed using Cohen's d value in regions with significant results. For every comparison,

the mean value of the most disabled group was subtracted from the mean value of the least disabled or the

control group. In the comparisons between both types of migraine, CM is considered the most disabled

group, and EM the least disabled group.

To study the relationship between clinical parameters and dMRI-DTI descriptors, Spearman's rank

correlation coefficient was employed. The analyzed continuous clinical parameters can be seen in the

Participants section. Number of streamlines, mean FA, mean AD and mean RD were considered for the

correlation analysis. Connections selected for the correlation analysis were those for which significant

differences were found between at least two groups in the analysis of connectome metrics.

To correct for multiple comparisons, the Benjamini- Hochberg false discovery rate procedure (35) was

applied in the analysis of the connectome metrics and in the correlation analysis.

In all cases, the level of statistical significance was set at p<.05.
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Table 1. Clinical and demographic characteristics of healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine
(EM) and chronic migraine (CM).

HC (n=50) EM (n=54) CM (n=56) Statistical test

Gender,
male/female

11/39
(22/78%
)

9/45
(17/83% )

6/50
(11/89% )

χ 2
(2, N = 160) = 2.48, p =

.29†

Age (years) 36.1 ± 13.2 37.1 ± 8.2 38.1 ± 8.7 χ 2 (2) = 2.85, p = .24‡

Duration of mi-
graine history
(years)

14.1 ± 11.1 19.6 ± 10.4 t(108) = -2.7, p = .008§

Time from onset
of chronic mi-
graine (months)

24.5 ± 32.9

Headache
frequency
(days/month)

3.6 ± 1.9 23.3 ± 6.3 U = 44.0, p < .001

Migraine
frequency
(days/month)

3.6 ± 1.9 13.9 ± 6.9 U = 108.5, p < .001

Overusing medi-
cation

0 (0% ) 42 (75% ) p < .001

Aura 9 (17% ) 1 (2% ) p = .007

†Chi-square test. ‡ Kruskal-Wallis test. §Two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t-test. Mann-Whitney U
test. Fisher’s exact test. Data are expressed as means ± SD.

5.3. Results

Fifty-one healthy controls, 55 episodic migraine patients and 57 chronic migraine patients were recruited

for the study after matching the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Erroneous results in image processing

arose in one healthy control, one EM patient and one CM patient, and hence they were finally discarded

from the study. Demographic and clinical data for the three groups with the remaining participants are

summarized in Table 1. Significant higher headache and migraine frequency (as expected) and duration of

migraine (in years) were observed in CM in comparison with EM patients.

Considering the significant differences in duration of migraine history between EM and CM patients

(Table 1), an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was additionally computed including the duration of the

migraine as a covariate firstly, and sex and presence of aura afterwards.
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5.3.1. Connectomics analysis

Six hundred and twenty (620) connections out of 3570 were finally analyzed after surviving the exclusion

criterion; that is, having a mean number of streamlines above 1000 for any of the three groups of subjects.

After the multiple comparisons correction, the critical p-value for the results was .00051; that is, only the

tests (ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis) with p-values equal or lower than this critical p-value (for number of

streamlines, mean FA, mean AD or mean RD) survived the correction. Significant differences were found

in a total of 26 pairs connection-metric. These are 17 connections for the number of streamlines, three

connections for the mean FA, four connections for the mean AD and two connections for the mean RD.

These results were obtained considering EM and CM patients as different groups; that is, there was not a

unique migraine group in the comparisons.

Regarding the number of streamlines, migraineurs showed lower (seven connections) and higher (11

connections) number of streamlines compared to HC (Table 2 and Figure 4.5). In one connection, CM had

more streamlines with respect to EM patients (Table 2).

With regard to FA, both groups of migraine patients had decreased mean FA compared to healthy

controls in two connections, whereas increased mean FA was found in one connection. Mean FA results

are shown in Table 3 and Figure 4.6.

As for AD, both increased and decreased mean AD values were found in migraine patients with respect

to healthy controls in four connections. Additionally, significant differences between CM and EM were

detected in two of these four cases. Mean AD results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 4.6.

In the case of RD, increased values were found in migraine patients compared to healthy controls in

two connections. Moreover, significant differences between CM and EM were detected in one of these two

cases. Mean RD results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 4.6.

Including the duration of migraine history as a covariate in an ANCOVA analysis, there were no

changes in the connections found to be significant for mean AD, mean RD and mean FA. After the

multiple comparisons correction, the critical p-value for this case was .00053. Considering the number of

streamlines, 18 connections showed significant differences. Among these 18 connections, four significant

connections from the previous analysis showed no significant differences in the ANCOVA analysis, and

four non-significant connections in the previous analysis showed significant differences in this case. Lower

(eight connections) and higher (10 connections) number of streamlines was detected in migraineurs with

respect to HC. In three connections, more streamlines in CM were detected compared to EM. The results

for this ANCOVA analysis can be seen in Table 4.

With respect to the ANCOVA analysis adding sex and presence of aura as covariates, there were no

changes compared to the analysis that included only the duration of migraine history as a covariate.

When comparing between both groups of migraineurs and HC, many values showed a medium (.5) or

even a large effect size (.8 or higher). When comparing CM and EM, connections with medium effect size

or close to medium effect size threshold (.5) showed positive Cohen's d values for number of streamlines

and negative values for mean AD and RD. These results can be seen in Figures 4 and 5 and in Tables 5

and 6.
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5.3.2. Correlation analysis
After multiple comparisons correction, connectome significant positive correlations between time from

onset of chronic migraine and mean FA in the right insula self-connection (ρ = .329, p = .013), and

between duration of migraine history in CM patients and mean AD in the right hippocampus - right

inferior temporal gyrus connection (ρ =.357, p = .007) were found. These results can be seen in Figure

4.11.

No significant negative correlations were found in connectome correlation analysis. No significant

correlations were found either for the number of streamlines and mean RD or the duration of migraine

history in EM and headache and migraine frequency for both migraine groups in connectome correlation

analysis.
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Table 2. Brain connections number of streamlines comparison between healthy controls (HC),
episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

ROI1 ROI2 HC
# of
stream-
lines

EM
# of
stream-
lines

CM
# of
stream-
lines

EM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs.
EM p-
value

L pars or-
bitalis

L pars or-
bitalis

12465
± 5210

9267 ±
3152

9619 ±
4166

.001 .001 1

L posterior
cingulate

L precen-
tral

4135 ±
2741

2694 ±
1769

2504 ±
1763

.006 < .001 .82

L pars trian-
gularis

L superior
frontal

6543 ±
2488

4836 ±
1914

5242 ±
2173

< .001 .007 .60

L superior
frontal

R caudal
anterior
cingulate

1400 ±
531

1140 ±
631

981 ±
434

.037 < .001 .27

R pars or-
bitalis

R pars or-
bitalis

14938
± 5361

11432 ±
4336

12944 ±
5188

< .001 .036 .30

R
paracentral

R supra-
marginal

2161 ±
1425

1081 ±
801

1245 ±
1082

< .001 < .001 .93

R superior
temporal

R temporal
pole

2544 ±
1328

1762 ±
1042

1732 ±
1072

.002 < .001 .99

L banks of
STS

L precen-
tral

734 ±
494

1167 ±
850

1246 ±
815

.008 < .001 .75

L postcentral L insula 5822 ±
2027

8071 ±
2341

7656 ±
2159

< .001 < .001 .58

L caudal
middle
frontal

R caudate 890 ±
825

1409 ±
1038

1472 ±
973

.002 < .001 .96

L pars oper-
cularis

R caudate 334 ±
445

767 ±
788

1011 ±
869

< .001 < .001 .41

L superior
frontal

R caudate 1617 ±
1030

2554 ±
1388

2835 ±
1744

< .001 < .001 .95

R thalamus R caudate 27047
± 6478

34109 ±
6863

31342 ±
5420

< .001 .001 .054

L thalamus R hip-
pocampus

1755 ±
1952

3109 ±
2238

3701 ±
2604

.007 < .001 .37

L caudal
middle
frontal

R precen-
tral

1578 ±
1083

1976 ±
999

2536 ±
1407

.066 < .001 .19

L superior
frontal

R precen-
tral

5010 ±
2859

7246 ±
2882

8049 ±
3669

< .001 < .001 .38

L caudal an-
terior cingu-
late

R superior
frontal

702 ±
611

995 ±
791

1307 ±
710

.051 < .001 .017
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L = left; R = right; STS = superior temporal sulcus; # = number.

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used for pairwise comparisons. The first seven rows represent
connections where one or both groups of migraine patients had lower values compared to healthy
controls and differences between both groups of migraine patients were not observed (dashed line
drawn after these regions). The next nine rows represent connections where one or both groups
of migraine patients had greater values compared to healthy controls and no differences between
both groups of migraine patients were observed (dashed line drawn after these regions). The
last row represents the connection where significant differences between both groups of migraine
patients were observed. When the first two columns contain the same region, they represent a
self-connection. Data are expressed as means ± SD. All p-values from ANOVA/Kruskal-Wallis
test were equal or lower than .00051.

Table 3. Brain connections mean FA and mean AD comparison between healthy controls (HC),
episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients.

Metric and
ROI1

ROI2 HC
mean
metric

EM
mean
metric

CM
mean
metric

EM vs.
HC p-
value

CM vs.
HC p-
value

CM vs.
EM p-
value

FA L hip-
pocampus

L entorhi-
nal

.244 ±

.028
.265 ±
.035

.273 ±

.033
.003 <

.001
.39

FA R putamen R precen-
tral

.421 ±

.020
.407 ±
.023

.404 ±

.016
.001 <

.001
.65

FA R insula R insula .300 ±
.017

.288 ±

.017
.286 ±
.018

<
.001

<
.001

.94

AD L middle
temporal

L puta-
men

116 ± 3 119 ± 4 117 ± 3 <
.001

.11 .075

AD R hip-
pocampus

R fusiform 123 ± 7 119 ± 5 117 ± 7 .006 <
.001

.24

AD R puta-
men

R inferior
temporal

122 ± 4 122 ± 3 119 ± 4 .99 .002 <
.001

AD R hip-
pocampus

R inferior
temporal

126 ± 6 124 ± 5 121 ± 6 .13 <
.001

.008

RD L thala-
mus

L puta-
men

506 ±
25

525 ±
27

520 ±
24

<
.001

.011 .57

RD L putamen R caudate 634 ±
56

672 ±
59

629 ±
55

.002 .92 <
.001

AD = axial diffusivity; FA = fractional anisotropy; L = left; R = right; RD = radial diffusivity.

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used, where significant differences were observed. Data are ex-
pressed as means ± SD. AD is expressed in units of mm2 s-1 · 10-5, RD is expressed in units of
mm2 s-1 · 10-6 and FA is dimensionless. All p-values from ANOVA/Kruskal-Wallis test were equal
or lower than .00051.
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Table 4. Brain connections number of streamlines comparison between healthy controls (HC),
episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients including duration of migraine history
as a covariate.

ROI1 ROI2 HC
# of
stream-
lines

EM
# of
stream-
lines

CM
# of
stream-
lines

EM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs. HC
p-value

CM
vs.
EM p-
value

L pars or-
bitalis

L pars or-
bitalis

12465 ±
5210

9267 ±
3152

9619 ±
4166

< .001 .002 .90

L posterior
cingulate

L precen-
tral

4135 ±
2741

2694 ±
1769

2504 ±
1763

.002 < .001 .88

L pars trian-
gularis

L superior
frontal

6543 ±
2488

4836 ±
1914

5242 ±
2173

< .001 .008 .60

L superior
frontal

R caudal
anterior
cingulate

1400 ±
531

1140 ±
631

981 ±
434

.040 < .001 .27

R
paracentral

R supra-
marginal

2161 ±
1425

1081 ±
801

1245 ±
1082

< .001 < .001 .72

R superior
temporal

R tempo-
ral pole

2544 ±
1328

1762 ±
1042

1732 ±
1072

.002 .001 .99

L insula L thalamus 6263 ±
2639

4798 ±
2273

4561 ±
1868

.003 < .001 .85

R
supra-marginal

R insula 4974 ±
2606

3604 ±
1569

3476 ±
1859

.002 < .001 .94

L postcentral L insula 5822 ±
2027

8071 ±
2341

7656 ±
2159

< .001 < .001 .58

L pars oper-
cularis

R caudate 334 ±
445

767 ±
788

1011 ±
869

.007 < .001 .18

L superior
frontal

R caudate 1617 ±
1030

2554 ±
1388

2835 ±
1744

.002 < .001 .55

R thalamus R caudate 27047 ±
6478

34109 ±
6863

31342 ±
5420

.002 .001 .057

L thalamus R hip-
pocampus

1755 ±
1952

3109 ±
2238

3701 ±
2604

.008 < .001 .37

L superior
frontal

R precen-
tral

5010 ±
2859

7246 ±
2882

8049 ±
3669

.001 < .001 .38

L caudal an-
terior cingu-
late

R superior
frontal

702 ±
611

995 ±
791

1307 ±
710

.088 < .001 .055

L precentral L superior
frontal

11225 ±
3915

12005 ±
3806

14132 ±
4433

.57 < .001 .013

L middle
temporal

L superior
parietal

1435 ±
914

1215 ±
830

1987 ±
1217

.51 .015 <
.001

continued on next page
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L caudal
middle
frontal

R precen-
tral

1578 ±
1083

1976 ±
999

2536 ±
1407

.20 < .001 .038

L = left; R = right; # = number.

Tukey-Kramer post hoc test was used for pairwise comparisons. The first eight rows represent
connections where one or both groups of migraine patients had lower values compared to healthy
controls and differences between both groups of migraine patients were not observed (dashed line
drawn after these regions). The next seven rows represent connections where one or both groups
of migraine patients had greater values compared to healthy controls and no differences between
both groups of migraine patients were observed (dashed line drawn after these regions). The last
three rows represent the connections where significant differences between both groups of migraine
patients were observed. Underlined regions take part in connections which are exclusive to the
analysis considering duration of migraine history as a covariate. When the first two columns
contain the same region, they represent a self-connection. Data are expressed as means ± SD. All
p-values from ANCOVA test were equal or lower than .00053.
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Figure 4. Cohen’s d number of streamlines bar plots of regions where significant differences
between HC, EM and CM were found. Values for all possible pairwise comparisons are shown,
including significant results with duration of migraine as a covariate. The last four bars in yellow
represent connections with significant results only including duration of migraine history as a
covariate. Stars represent pairwise comparisons with significant differences (p<.05, including or
not including duration of migraine as a covariate). Region abbreviations can be seen in Table 5.
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Table 5. Cohen’s d of number of streamlines in connections where significant differences between
healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients were observed.

ROI1 ROI2 EM vs. HC Co-
hen’s d

CM vs. HC Co-
hen’s d

CM vs. EM Co-
hen’s d

L pars orbitalis
(LPOb)

L pars orbitalis
(LPOb)

-.75 -.61 .10

L posterior cin-
gulate (LPC)

L precentral
(LPrc)

-.63 -.71 -.11

L pars triangu-
laris (LPT)

L superior
frontal (LSF)

-.77 -.56 .20

L superior
frontal (LSF)

R caudal ante-
rior cingulate
(RCAG)

-.44 -.87 -.30

R pars orbitalis
(RPOb)

R pars orbitalis
(RPOb)

-.72 -.38 .32

R paracentral
(RPL)

R supramar-
ginal (RSG)

-.94 -.73 .17

R superior tem-
poral (RST)

R temporal pole
(RTP)

-.66 -.68 -.03

L banks of STS
(LbSTS)

L precentral
(LPrc)

.62 .75 .10

L postcentral
(LPG)

L insula (LI) 1.02 .87 -.18

L caudal middle
frontal (LCMF)

R caudate
(RCa)

.55 .64 .06

L pars opercu-
laris (LPOp)

R caudate
(RCa)

.67 .97 .29

L superior
frontal (LSF)

R caudate
(RCa)

.76 .84 .18

R thalamus
(RT)

R caudate
(RCa)

1.06 .72 -.45

L thalamus
(LT)

R hippocampus
(RH)

.64 .84 .24

L caudal middle
frontal (LCMF)

R precentral
(RPrc)

.38 .76 .46

L superior
frontal (LSF)

R precentral
(RPrc)

.78 .92 .24

L caudal ante-
rior cingulate
(LCAG)

R superior
frontal (RSF)

.41 .91 .41

L precentral
(LPrc)

L superior
frontal (LSF)

.20 .69 .51

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

L middle tem-
poral (LMT)

L superior pari-
etal (LSP)

-.25 .51 .73

L insula (LI) L Thalamus
(LT)

-.60 -.75 -.11

R supra-
marginal (RSG)

R insula (RI) -.64 -.67 -.07

L = left; R = right; STS = superior temporal sulcus.

When the first two columns contain the same region, they represent a self-connection.

Figure 5. Cohen’s d mean FA, mean AD and mean RD bar plots of regions where significant differences
between HC, EM and CM were found. Values for all possible pairwise comparisons are shown. Stars
represent pairwise comparisons with significant differences (p<.05). Region abbreviations can be seen in
Table 6.
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Table 6. Cohen’s d of mean FA and mean AD values in connections where significant differences
between healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine (EM) and chronic migraine (CM) patients were
observed.

Metric and
ROI1

ROI2 EM vs. HC Co-
hen’s d

CM vs. HC Co-
hen’s d

CM vs. EM Co-
hen’s d

FA L hippocam-
pus (LH)

L entorhinal
(LE)

.65 .92 .24

FA R putamen
(RPu)

R precentral
(RPrc)

-.63 -.94 -.17

FA R insula
(RI)

R insula (RI) -.74 -.77 -.06

AD L mid-
dle temporal
(LMT)

L putamen
(LPu)

.78 .42 -.41

AD R hip-
pocampus (RH)

R fusiform
(RFG)

-.65 -.85 -.32

AD R putamen
(RPu)

R inferior tem-
poral (RIT)

.03 -.64 -.70

AD R hip-
pocampus (RH)

R inferior tem-
poral (RIT)

-.39 -.90 -.58

RD L thalamus
(LT)

L putamen
(LPu)

.74 .58 -.19

RD L putamen
(LPu)

R caudate
(RCa)

.67 -.07 -.75

AD = axial diffusivity; FA = fractional anisotropy; L = left; R = right; RD = radial diffusivity.
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5.4. Discussion

In this study, we analyzed structural connectivity alterations in migraine patients using dMRI and DTI

data and a whole-brain tractography approach. Connectivity measures; that is, the number of streamlines

from the tractography and diffusion descriptors (mean FA, mean AD and mean RD), were analyzed in 620

connections between 84 cortical and subcortical gray matter regions.

When comparing migraine patients with healthy controls, we found simultaneously significant higher

and lower number of streamlines in migraine patients, suggesting respectively coexistent strengthening and

weakening structural connectivity changes in migraine. The same pattern was found for mean FA and AD

analysis. In the case of mean RD, increased values were found in migraine patients.

When comparing EM and CM patients, we found more streamlines and decreased mean AD and

RD values in CM compared to EM, which suggests two distinct mechanisms of structural connectivity

alterations in CM with respect to EM. These two mechanisms might be related to a potential adaptation

to painful stimuli and to a possible axonal disturbance, respectively.

In relation with the second objective of the study, correlation analysis was performed between diverse

structural connectome measures, including dMRI and DTI descriptors, and clinical features. In the case

of CM, time from CM onset was positively correlated with mean FA values. Duration of migraine history

in CM patients was also positively correlated with AD values. Since higher FA and/or AD values are in

general related to improved connectivity, these correlation results may suggest a possible white matter

plastic adaptation to very frequent painful stimuli throughout time in CM patients.

Two patterns could be identified in relation to structural connectivity alterations, based on the analysis

of the number of streamlines. The first pattern is a possible weakening (lower number of streamlines) in

some connections in migraine patients. An example of this pattern was found in connections within the

temporal lobe. Moulton et al. suggested that the temporal lobe is highly affected by migraine and that

functional connectivity between the temporal pole and pain processing regions is altered in the interictal

state (36). In the other purposed pattern, in migraine patients there might be a strengthening (higher

number of streamlines) in other connections involving, in most cases, subcortical regions that is, the caudate

nucleus, thalamus and hippocampus, many of these being deeply implicated in migraine pathophysiology,

and other regions such as the insula, the superior frontal gyrus and the precentral gyrus. Figure 2 allows

a close inspection of the different patterns that are present in the detected differences.

In a review study, Borsook et al. reported that the insula is implicated in processes related to the

clinical presentation of migraine and is a hub of activity in migraine (37). In another review, Younis et al.

reported the thalamus to be involved in allodynia, central sensitization and photophobia in migraine, and

also in the dysfunctional pain modulation and processing (38).

In a meta-analysis study, Jia and Yu reported decreased gray matter volume and increased activation

in the precentral gyrus in migraine patients with respect to healthy controls (39). The hippocampus

participates in pain processing and is involved in pain-related attention and anxiety (40). The superior

frontal gyrus, caudate nucleus, thalamus and hippocampus were classified as rich club regions in migraine

patients and healthy controls by Li et al. (2017); that is, regions involved in a great number of connections

(11).
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Hence, considering the role of the regions involved in connections with higher number of streamlines in

migraine, a stronger structural connectivity may indicate a plastic adaptation to painful stimuli in brain

regions related to pain processing.

With regard to DTI descriptors, decreased FA values can be caused by several different factors, such

as demyelination, lower packing density or different membrane permeability. FA values are also modulated

by characteristics such as axon diameter and packing or fiber organization (41). Reduced AD values, on

the other hand, may suggest the beginning of demyelination (42), but another hypothesis linked AD more

to axonal damage than to demyelination (43). Increased RD values may be associated to white matter

neuropathology and myelin damage (43). Nevertheless, biological interpretation of diffusion descriptors is

not completely understood, and the results must be interpreted cautiously.

In line with the analysis of the number of streamlines, considering the mean FA values, strengthening

in connections with regions implicated in pain processing; for example, the hippocampus, may coexist

with weakening in other connections. Taking into account the reduced AD values in connections with the

hippocampus, or the increased RD values in connections with the thalamus, there may exist a possible

axonal disturbance in the white matter involved in these connections.

Therefore, a higher number of streamlines may suggest not only a potential reinforcement in connections

with regions related to pain processing in migraine, but also a possible mechanism to compensate for axonal

impairment.

When comparing CM and EM, a similar hypothesis to the comparison between migraineurs and healthy

controls can be exposed. In CM, with respect to EM, an apparent reinforcement in some connections with

coexistent axonal disturbance may represent that in CM there might be a plastic adaptation to a new state

and a procedure to counteract a possible axonal disturbance.

No white matter differences between EM and CM were reported by Neeb et al. using diffusion tensor

imaging (14). Therefore, considering our results, we provide a new insight into the differences between

episodic and chronic migraine. In the study by Neeb et al., the sample size was considerably smaller than

our sample size, which could explain the lack of significant results in that study.

With respect to the analysis of the temporal evolution in migraine, connections with pain process-

ing regions might be evolving throughout the course of migraine, especially in CM patients, due to the

high headache frequency. This evolution could counterbalance the initial pathophysiological mechanisms

suggested before; that is, connections with pain processing regions would evolve by decreasing number of

streamlines. This hypothesis is supported by a reduced number of streamlines in connections with the

insula and thalamus when including the duration of migraine as a covariate in the ANCOVA analysis.

Moreover, results indicate that the temporal evolution in CM could be a very different process from

that of the temporal evolution of white matter in EM.

Based on our correlation results and the ANCOVA analysis, we hypothesize that CM might evolve in

two phases. The first phase would be the progression from EM to CM, and the second phase would be a

plastic maladaptation to continuous painful stimuli, especially in pain processing regions.

This plastic maladaptation hypothesis would be supported by significant positive correlations between

total duration of migraine and time from onset of chronic migraine in CM patients, and diffusion measures

from DTI (FA and AD). Moreover, these correlations were found in connections involving pain processing

regions, the insula and the hippocampus.
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The modification of the state of white matter in Chronic Migraine would be characterized by a set of

maladaptive plastic changes, perhaps caused by repeated painful stimuli or increased cortical excitability,

as hypothesized by Szabó et al. (2017) in patients with migraine with aura (44). This CM modification

hypothesis may be related to sensitization of CM patients (45). In EM, this modification may be led by

loss of white matter integrity.

In other studies, significant negative correlations between duration of migraine in years, in EM patients,

and FA was reported in specific white matter pathways (46,47). Significant negative correlations between

duration of migraine in years, in EM patients, and AD were also obtained (44,46). These correlation results

in EM patients are opposite to the results we obtained in CM patients, showing possible contrary patterns

in temporal evolution between EM and CM, as we have hypothesized.

In any case, the influence of duration of migraine in structural connectivity shows the important effect

of time in migraine. Therefore, longitudinal studies are very much needed in order to elucidate the nature

of these changes and support or discard any hypothesis regarding the evolution of brain connectivity along

the disease process.

High frequency EM patients (10-14 headache days per month) were not included in the present study.

No significant correlations were found between headache frequency and structural connectivity measures,

which could mean that headache frequency does not have a very relevant effect on structural connectivity

within the EM or CM groups. We believe that this exclusion criterion was a key factor for the identification

of connectivity changes between EM and CM. However, it could also be related to some of the diversity of

results found in the literature related to this topic, including the present study.

There are several strengths and limitations in this study. About the strengths, this study is the only

one, to the best of our knowledge, which uses brain connectomics based on dMRI tractography to assess

connections throughout gray matter regions of the whole brain comparing chronic and episodic migraine

patients. Also, this is, to the best of our knowledge, the dMRI tractography study with the highest number

of participants simultaneously including healthy controls, EM and CM patients.

About the limitations of this study, we acquired no T2 or T2-FLAIR MRI sequences to evaluate white

matter hyperintensities because of the time restrictions of the MRI protocol in a clinical context. Lesions

of the white matter related to white matter hyperintensities may have an influence on our results. Patients

with anxiety and depression were discarded from the study, as stated in the Participants subsection of

the Material and methods section. Most of our patients with CM were overusing medication (42 out of

56). There could be structural differences between CM patients with and without medication overuse,

so the medication overuse may be a confounding factor in the identified differences between the analyzed

groups. A methodological limitation of our study was that it was not possible to specify the specific white

matter tracts where significant differences in the connections between gray matter regions were found. An

important limitation in this study was that we could not adjust our results for age, because of the high

correlation between age and duration of migraine (collinearity). When MRI were acquired in the patients,

they had had no attacks in the previous 24 hours, but they could be in a prodromal stage, as we controlled

time from the past attack but not to the next migraine attack. Altered brain physiology and abnormal

functional connectivity have been found in prodromal stages (48,49), so this is a possible source of bias in

the results. Finally, in the case of the analysis of aura, the number of patients with migraine with aura

was too small to perform an analysis comparing migraine with and without aura.
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5.5. Conclusions
In a dMRI-based connectomics analysis, brain structural connectivity alterations in migraine patients com-

pared to healthy controls, and in chronic migraine compared to episodic migraine, were observed. A higher

number of streamlines in connections with subcortical pain processing regions such as the hippocampus or

thalamus may reflect a structural strengthening of cerebral pain circuits in migraine patients. Weakening

in other connections involving cortical regions associated with hyperexcitability in migraine, like the tem-

poral lobe and particularly the temporal pole, may coexist with that strengthening. To confirm possible

plastic maladaptation in the modification of the state of white matter in chronic migraine, especially in

connections involving pain processing regions, longitudinal studies are needed.
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The purpose of this study was the simultaneous evaluation of the relationship between gray

matter morphometry and structural connectivity parameters in the alterations of migraine patients.

To assess the changes from both data modalities, the mCCA-jICA method was employed for first

time in a migraine study. Furthermore, as novelty, the technique was adapted to analyze the

morphometry and connectivity parameters instead of the modality images (e.g. T1-weighted) or

diffusion maps. A clear relationship between the cortical curvature and structural connectivity

was established. In migraine patients, strengthened structural networks in migraine were found

in connections that involved pain processing regions, while weakened structural connections were

found between regions within each lobe. Altered structural connections (mainly strengthened)

were identified exclusively in patients with CM.
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Abstract
No specific migraine biomarkers have been found in single-modality MRI studies. We aimed at estab-

lishing biomarkers for episodic and chronic migraine using diverse MRI modalities. We employed canonical

correlation analysis and joint independent component analysis to find structural connectivity abnormali-

ties that are related to gray matter morphometric alterations. The number of streamlines (trajectories of

estimated fiber-tracts from tractography) was employed as structural connectivity measure, while cortical

curvature, thickness, surface area, and volume were used as gray matter parameters. These parameters

were compared between 56 chronic and 54 episodic migraine patients, and 50 healthy controls. Cortical

curvature alterations were associated with abnormalities in the streamline count in episodic migraine pa-

tients compared to controls, with higher curvature values in the frontal and temporal poles being related

to a higher streamline count. Lower streamline count was found in migraine compared to controls in

connections between cortical regions within each of the four lobes. Higher streamline count was found

in migraine in connections between subcortical regions, the insula, and the cingulate and orbitofrontal

cortex, and between the insula and the temporal region. The connections between the caudate nucleus

and the orbitofrontal cortex presented worse connectivity in chronic compared to episodic migraine. The

hippocampus was involved in connections with higher and lower number of streamlines in chronic migraine.

Strengthening of structural networks involving pain processing and subcortical regions coexists in migraine

with weakening of cortical networks within each lobe. The multimodal analysis offers a new insight about

the association between brain structure and connectivity.

Keywords: brain, connectome, diffusion magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance imaging,

migraine disorders

6.1. Introduction
Migraine is a primary headache disorder characterized by recurrent attacks with unilateral, pulsatile and

moderate or severe intensity, lasting from four to 72 hr (Headache Classification Committee of the Inter-

national Headache Society, 2018). Migraine can be divided into two types: episodic migraine (EM) and

chronic migraine (CM). CM is characterized by headache occurring on 15 or more days per month for more

than 3 months during which, on at least eight of these days, the headache has migrainous characteristics

(Headache Classification Committee of the International Headache Society, 2018), while EM patients suffer

from headache during less than 15 days per month. The number of headache days per month is the unique

criterion to distinguish between both types and, currently, there is no specific CM biomarker.

The migrainous brain has been studied in vivo, using different imaging techniques, in several neu-

roimaging studies. The vast majority of these studies are based on the separated analysis of individual

MRI modalities. In the interictal phase of migraine, structural and functional changes in EM and CM

have been observed in regions involved in pain such as the hippocampus and the cingulate cortex, with

connectivity alterations which might influence multisensory integration, pain experience, and chronification

(Messina, Filippi, & Goadsby, 2018). A meta-analysis reported decreased gray matter volume in migraine

compared to controls in several regions (Jia & Yu, 2017), although the results may be controversial (Burke

et al., 2020). Functional and diffusion MRI have also been employed separately to characterize migraine,

but no migraine biomarkers could be identified (Skorobogatykh et al., 2019) or the results between studies

are conflicting. CM patients have shown higher functional connectivity in the pain matrix compared to
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EM (Lee et al., 2019), and alterations in structural connectivity involving regions like the putamen or

the temporal cortex have been found (Planchuelo-Gómez et al., 2020a). With respect to separate gray

and white matter alterations, on the one hand, decreased axial diffusivity in diverse white matter tracts

(Planchuelo- Gómez et al., 2020b) and reduced cortical thickness, gray matter volume and area have been

found in CM (Planchuelo-Gómez, García- Azorín, Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al., 2020). On the other hand,

no significant differences between CM and EM have been found using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and

voxel-based morphometry independently (Neeb et al., 2015, 2017).

Although differences between patients and controls in diverse individual MRI modalities have been

reported, it is essential to assess simultaneously data from different sources to understand migraine patho-

physiology. Changes observed using different modalities are likely different aspects of a more complex

brain alteration pattern that cannot be completely understood using a single modality. It is therefore of

paramount importance to assess the existing relationships between these independently found alterations

to create a more global picture of the pathophysiology of migraine.

Some authors have previously studied change patterns combining different imaging techniques. The

simplest method is a direct correlation analysis between different modalities. In migraine with aura pa-

tients, resting state activity has been found to be correlated with fractional anisotropy and radial diffusivity

in the corpus callosum (Faragó et al., 2019). However, note that the whole relationship is not totally re-

solved, since the correlation method does not analyze covariance patterns between the assessed modalities.

More sophisticated approaches have been used to assess other neurological disorders from this per-

spective. The most employed techniques are those based on canonical correlation analysis (CCA) and

independent component analysis (ICA). Multimodal CCA (mCCA) followed by joint ICA (jICA) has al-

lowed to perform a simultaneous analysis of images or maps from different modalities (Sui et al., 2011),

including tissue types such as gray and white matter. It has been used to characterize patients with

schizophrenia (Lottman et al., 2018; Sui et al., 2011, 2013), Alzheimer's disease (Ouyang et al., 2015)

and obsessive-compulsive disorder (Kim, Jung, Kim, Jang, & Kwon, 2015). Furthermore, other techniques

have been employed to assess healthy controls (HCs), such as hybrid connICA (Amico & Goñi, 2018) and

linked ICA (Llera, Wolfers, Mulders, & Beckmann, 2019). Nevertheless, none of these methods has been

used to analyze migraine.

The aim of this study is to investigate alteration patterns that may arise from the joint analysis of

gray matter morphology and structural connectivity. From the identification of diverse morphological and

structural connectivity patterns, our objective was the obtention of biomarkers for EM and CM compared

to controls, and of specific CM biomarkers. To that end, mCCA-jICA was employed. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first study to combine neuroimaging data from these two sources using this kind

of approach, as well as the first study to focus on migraine using a modality fusion methodology. We

hypothesize that the joint analysis of gray matter morphology and structural connectivity will allow the

discovery of new alteration patterns that cannot be found using a single modality.
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6.2.Materials and methods

6.2.1. Participants
We included 160 subjects, divided in 50 HC, 54 EM patients, and 56 CM patients. The same subjects

were included in previous studies (Planchuelo-Gómez, et al., 2020a, 2020b). The inclusion and exclusion

criteria for patients and controls were the same that were described in both studies and can be found in

Supplementary File 1.

The patients kept a headache diary in the 3 months prior to the MRI acquisition and were in stable

situation when they were included in the study. This diary was used to evaluate headache and migraine

frequency. The frequency values of the month of the scan were taken as reference for quantitative analysis.

Patients with high frequency EM (10–14 headache days per month) were discarded to avoid confusion with

EM or CM. More details can be found in Supplementary File 1.

To ensure that the controls suffered neither migraine nor headache with migrainous features, a ques-

tionnaire was provided to the HC. The questionnaire included questions related to previous diagnosis of

migraine, made by a neurologist or a primary care physician, and migraine features according to the criteria

C and D of Migraine without aura from the third edition of the International Classification of Headache

Disorders (Headache Classification Committee of the International Headache Society, 2018). Together

with questions related to the Criterion C, we also included a specific question related to the frequency of

headache in more than 15 days per month. To evaluate the intensity of pain (Criterion C), the subject

was asked whether an activity should be stopped, or needed to lay in bed, at least for 2 hr because of

headache. In case of unclear situation with a control, a neurologist specialized in headache disorders was

asked to clarify the inclusion of the subject in the study.

6.2.2. MRI acquisition
In the same session, high-resolution 3D T1- and diffusion-weighted images (DWI) were acquired using a

Philips Achieva 3 T MRI unit (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) with a 32-channel head coil.

For the anatomical T1-weighted images, the following acquisition parameters were used: Turbo Field

Echo sequence, repetition time (TR) = 8.1 ms, echo time (TE) = 3.7 ms, flip angle = 8°, 256 x 256 matrix

size, 1 x 1 x 1 mm3 of spatial resolution and 160 slices covering the whole brain.

DWI were acquired using the next parameters: TR = 9,000 ms, TE = 86 ms, flip angle = 90°, 61

gradient directions, one baseline volume, b-value = 1,000 s/mm2, 128 x 128 matrix size, 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 of

spatial resolution and 66 axial slices covering the whole brain.

The acquisition protocol was the same that was used in Planchuelo-Gómez, et al. (2020a, 2020b).

Further details can be found in Supplementary File 1.

6.2.3. Features estimation
Two groups of variables were used as features to describe gray matter structure and the connections between

the gray matter regions. The first group was composed of four gray matter morphometric characteristics:

cortical curvature, cortical thickness, surface area, and gray matter volume. The cortical curvature is

related to the folding of the cortex, while the cortical thickness and the surface area are strongly related
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to the gray matter volume. On the other hand, the number of streamlines was used as a parameter to

represent structural connectivity. The streamlines are the trajectories of white matter fiber tracts that are

estimated with a tractography algorithm.

The analysis of this study was based on the comparison of these five measures between patients with

EM and CM, and HC, after the application of a multimodal fusion procedure. The obtention of the features

is briefly explained on the following two subsections.

A. Morphometric gray matter features

From the T1-weighted images, cortical curvature, cortical thickness and surface area were obtained for

68 cortical regions from the Desikan-Killiany atlas (Desikan et al., 2006), and gray matter volume was

also calculated for the previous 68 regions plus 16 subcortical regions from the same atlas. The full

image processing is described in (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al., 2020)

and Supplementary File 1. The FreeSurfer automatic cortical parcellation pipeline was used to extract the

gray matter features.

For each subject, the output of this analysis was composed of three 1x68 vectors, referring to curvature,

thickness and area in the 68 cortical, and one 1x84 vector with the gray matter volume values in the 68

cortical plus 16 subcortical regions.

B. Structural connectivity

The T1-weighted images and the DWI data were employed to get structural connectivity matrices. The

full processing pipeline, including DWI preprocessing, is described in (Planchuelo-Gómez, et al., 2020a)

and Supplementary File 1.

Briefly, using MRtrix tools (Tournier et al., 2019), anatomically-constrained tractography (10 million

streamlines per subject) was performed after estimating the fiber orientation distributions from the DWIs

and the five-tissue-type segmented images from the T1-weighted images (Smith, Tournier, Calamante, &

Connelly, 2012).

As a result of this analysis, a symmetric 84x84 matrix was obtained for each subject. Connections with

less than 1,000 streamlines (group mean) in the three groups of study were discarded. After the removal

of these weak connections, the result was a 1x620 feature vector per subject.

C. mCCA and jICA

The main assumption of this method is that the multimodal dataset is a linear mixture of mixing profiles

and independent sources. The fusion of mCCA and jICA allows to overcome the limitations of both

methods when they are used independently. mCCA provides an initial estimation for jICA, and the

components from each modality are linked due to the maximum correlation across the datasets assumed

by the canonical variates from CCA (Correa, Li, Adali, & Calhoun, 2008).

The mCCA-jICA method was first developed in (Sui et al., 2011) for the joint analysis of gray and

white matter in schizophrenia. The Fusion ICA Toolbox (FIT), version 2.0d, was employed to implement

the method. Using this tool, images, image-like data (e.g., DTI maps) or other type or data such as EEG

or genetic data can be used as an input. In our case, the feature vectors described before for gray matter

morphology and structural connectivity were employed.
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Before the description of the mCCA-jICA method, it is important to explain two concepts: The

principal components and the canonical variants.

The principal components are the result of a decomposition technique, the principal component analysis

(PCA). The objective of this method is to summarize the information from a large dataset into a set of

uncorrelated variables that at the same time keep a maximized variance. In other words, PCA aims at

explaining the variability of a dataset using few variables. These variables are the principal components,

which are ordered from highest to lowest explained variance.

ICA, which is the technique actually employed in this study, is somehow similar to PCA. However, in

ICA the independent components that are obtained are not only uncorrelated as the principal components

from PCA, but also do not hold any higher order dependence. Finally, in contrast to PCA, the independent

components from ICA are equally important.

On the other hand, CCA is a method employed to identify and quantify relationships between two

datasets using few variables. For each dataset, there is a group of canonical variants (the result of CCA)

that explain the variability within a dataset and between the two datasets. Each pair of canonical variants

is independent from other pairs, and the pairs are ordered from highest to lowest correlation. The procedure

we have employed is as follows:

1. Determination of number of components: Before starting mCCA, the number of principal compo-

nents for each modality and the number of independent components should be elucidated. In the

original method (Sui et al., 2011), the number of components was obtained using the minimum

description length criteria (Li, Adali, & Calhoun, 2007). This method is suitable for images, with

thousands or millions of elements (pixels or voxels), but our data dimensionality is relatively small

(in the order of hundreds), so we decided to use alternative criteria.

To determine the number of components from each modality, we followed the Horn’s test (Horn,

1965). We computed the eigenvalues from the original data and randomly generated data of the same

dimensionality. The eigenvalues from the random data were obtained for 500 generated datasets.

Each eigenvalue from the original data was then compared to the corresponding eigenvalue from

the random data, taking the 95th percentile value from the 500 random datasets as the eigenvalue

to be compared. The number of components to retain in each feature was equal to the number of

eigenvalues from the original dataset greater than the 95th percentile corresponding eigenvalue from

the random data.

2. Determination of number of canonical variants: Once the number of components for each feature

was obtained, the number of canonical variants is equal to the minimum number of components of

the features that were analyzed.

3. Dimension reduction on the data using singular value decomposition: We follow the same procedure

implemented in Sui et al. (2011), with the necessary adaptations to our data (more details in

Supplementary File 2).

4. mCCA followed by jICA: Similar to Sui et al. (2011), described in detail in Supplementary File 2.

A summary of the whole procedure is shown in Figure 3.8.
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The results from this procedure were:

1. A matrix of mixing coefficients, with values for each subject and component. This result determines

the weight of a modality in each group.

2. The source components represented as Z-scores for each study group (HC, EM, and CM) and modal-

ity (gray matter morphology or structural connectivity), with one value per region or connection.

This result represents the regions or connections which are more strengthened or weakened in each

group. The components were sorted from highest to lowest correlation between the mixing coeffi-

cients from each modality, that is, IC1 has the highest correlation between the mixing coefficients

from each modality, and the last IC has the lowest correlation.

6.2.4. Statistical analysis
There are obvious relations between the different gray matter morphology features. For instance, the gray

matter volume of a cortical region is correlated to its thickness and area. Because of this, considering all

gray matter morphology features together in the mCCA-jICA pipeline would yield mixing coefficients that

are not independent.

Because of this, a separate mCCA-jICA full procedure was performed for each gray matter morpho-

metric feature, in order to assess the relationship of structural connectivity with each feature. Therefore,

there were four main sets of results:

1. Curvature and connectivity.

2. Thickness and connectivity.

3. Surface and connectivity.

4. Gray matter volume and connectivity.

Due to the absence of subcortical values of curvature, thickness, and area, in these situations we

discarded the connections where only subcortical regions were involved. Hence, the input corresponding

to the structural connectivity was a 1x570 vector instead of a 1x620 vector in these cases.

As secondary analysis, we repeated the same procedure with all the gray matter morphometric pa-

rameters, except gray matter volume, to assess possible relationships between them (because of evident

reasons, volume is related to thickness and area).

A. Mixing coefficients

The ICA loadings or mixing coefficients quantify the weight of the pattern represented by the independent

component of each modality in each subject. Comparing these coefficients between the groups, it can be

checked whether a specific pattern from an independent source or component is reinforced in patients with

respect to controls and vice versa.

If mixing coefficients from a specific component were significantly different between groups in both

modalities, this would be a joint component. This kind of components shows a joint variance across

modalities (Stephen et al., 2013) and changes between groups in one modality would be linked to changes

in another modality.

The alternative situation occurs when significant differences between groups are found only in one

modality. In this case, the corresponding components would be modal-specific. These components can
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differentiate the groups using the data from one modality (Lottman et al., 2018) and modifications from

the modality where significant differences were found would not be linked a priori to changes in other

assessed modalities.

Normality and homogeneity of variance of the mixing coefficients were analyzed with the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test and Levene's test for equality of variances, respectively. If the normality and homogeneity

assumptions were met, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used, and the Kruskal-Wallis test

otherwise. Two-by-two comparisons were performed with the post hoc Tukey-Kramer test for ANOVA

results, or the Conover-Iman test for the Kruskal-Wallis results. As a secondary analysis, the presence of

aura was included as an additional covariate considering that previous studies have reported differences

between patients with migraine with and without aura (Messina et al., 2013; Szabó et al., 2017).

For each couple of gray matter and structural connectivity features, results were corrected for multiple

comparisons using the Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery rate method (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

The total number of comparisons, excluding the post hoc tests, was equal to the number of independent

components multiplied by the number of modalities (two).

The level of statistical significance was set at p < .05.

B. Source components

To identify the regions and connections which were altered in a specific component, the Z-scores distri-

butions were analyzed. The regions or connections that contained positive and negative outliers of the

distribution, that is, absolute values larger than three scaled median absolute deviations from the median,

were considered respectively as strengthened and weakened regions or connections.

In the analysis of source components from structural connectivity, diverse pairs of connected regions

should be identified. Some of these pairs could share one of the connected regions. In this situation, the

identified connections would represent a strengthened or weakened network, that is, a group of intercon-

nected regions with altered structural connectivity.

C. Correlation analysis

Correlations of mixing coefficients from components and modalities with significant differences between

groups and clinical parameters were obtained to study the potential impact of the discovered patterns in

migraine symptoms. These clinical parameters were the duration of disease, time from onset of CM in

these patients, and headache and migraine frequency. The Spearman's rank correlation coefficient was the

employed measure.

6.3. Results

6.3.1. Subject characteristics
Table 1 shows the clinical and demographic characteristics of the subjects. There were no significant

differences in age and gender between the subjects from different groups. With respect to EM, CM patients

had a longer duration of disease, higher headache and migraine frequency, higher proportion of patients
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Table 1. Clinical and demographic characteristics of healthy controls (HC), episodic migraine
(EM) and chronic migraine (CM).

HC (n=50) EM (n=54) CM (n=56) Statistical test

Gender,
male/female

11/39
(22/78%
)

9/45
(17/83% )

6/50
(11/89% )

χ 2
(2, N = 160) = 2.48, p =

.29†

Age (years) 36.1 ± 13.2 37.1 ± 8.2 38.1 ± 8.7 χ 2 (2) = 2.85, p = .24‡

Duration of mi-
graine history
(years)

14.1 ± 11.1 19.6 ± 10.4 t(108) = -2.7, p = .008§

Time from onset
of chronic mi-
graine (months)

24.5 ± 32.9

Headache
frequency
(days/month)

3.6 ± 1.9 23.3 ± 6.3 U = 44.0, p < .001

Migraine
frequency
(days/month)

3.6 ± 1.9 13.9 ± 6.9 U = 108.5, p < .001

Overusing medi-
cation

0 (0% ) 42 (75% ) p < .001

Aura 9 (17% ) 1 (2% ) p = .007

†Chi-square test. ‡ Kruskal-Wallis test. §Two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t-test. Mann-Whitney U
test. Fisher’s exact test. Data are expressed as means ± SD.

overusing medication, and lower proportion of aura. Further details can be found in Planchuelo-Gómez,

et al. (2020a, 2020b).

6.3.2. Components with significant differences
Three componentes with significant differences were found:

1. One multimodal component (IC1) was identified in the analysis of gray matter cortical curvature

and structural connectivity.

2. One modal-specific component was identified in the analysis of cortical thickness and structural

connectivity (IC5, structural connectivity specific component).

3. One modal-specific component was identified in the analysis of gray matter volume and structural

connectivity (IC3, structural connectivity specific component).
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No significant differences were found in the analysis of surface area and connectivity after correction for

multiple comparisons (four independent components were obtained). The comparisons of each component

with significant differences between CM, EM, and HC are presented in three sections.

A. Cortical curvature and structural connectivity

Two independent components were obtained. The number of retained components was two in the case

of the cortical curvature, and 22 for the structural connectivity. A joint component was identified (IC1),

indicating association between the changes in curvature and in structural connectivity.

According to the values of the mixing coefficients and IC1 Zscores, EM patients presented higher

curvature values in the bilateral frontal pole in comparison to HC (mixing coefficients; F2,157 = 5.26,

corrected p = .012; Tukey-Kramer test p = .004). Also, CM patients showed higher gray matter curvature

in the left rostral anterior cingulate cortex with respect to controls, but statistical significance was not

reached in this comparison (Tukey-Kramer test p = .064).

Based on the connectivity mixing coefficients and IC1 Z-scores, significant higher connectivity was

observed in EM compared to HC (mixing coefficients; F2,157 = 6.53, corrected p = .008; Tukey-Kramer

test p = .001), and in CM compared to HC (Tukey-Kramer test p = .044). In EM compared to HC,

connections between regions from the parietal cortex, especially in the superior area, were reinforced in

patients. In CM compared to HC, connections between the cingulate cortex and frontal regions, and

connections between the hippocampus and regions from the temporal cortex, were strengthened. In both

patient groups, strengthened connections between orbitofrontal regions, the putamen and the insula were

observed. Connections between orbitofrontal regions and the caudate nucleus were decayed in CM with

respect to EM. Reinforced connections between the hippocampus, the putamen and the insula were found

exclusively in CM. Following IC1 sources from the three groups, connections of the pars orbitalis and

triangularis with the rostral middle frontal gyrus were only detected in controls. Detailed strengthened

and decayed networks are shown in Supplementary Tables 1–4, indicated as connections with positive and

negative outliers (from IC1 sources), respectively.

Mixing coefficients of IC1 of both modalities were significantly correlated (Pearson's r = .579, p <

.001). IC1 mixing coefficients violin plots from both modalities can be seen in Figure 2a,b.

A summary of these networks can be found in Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure 1. The previous

significant results suffered no variations when adjusting them by the effect of the presence of aura.

B. Cortical thickness and structural connectivity

Six independent components were obtained. The number of components was six in the case of the cortical

thickness, and 22 for the structural connectivity. A structural connectivity modal-specific component was

identified (IC5). No significant differences were detected in any thickness component.

Following mixing coefficients values and IC5 Z-scores, lower structural connectivity values were found

in EM compared to HC (mixing coefficients; F2,157 = 9.41, corrected p = .002; Tukey-Kramer test p =

.007), and in CM compared to HC (Tukey-Kramer test p < .001).

In both EM and CM patient groups, connections between diverse gyri within the temporal cortex and

fusiform gyrus were weakened with respect to controls. Connections between regions from the parietal

lobule, precuneus, cuneus, pericalcarine cortex, and supramarginal gyrus were also debilitated in patients
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compared to controls. Weakening in EM with respect to controls was also observed in connections between

frontal regions, connections which were not found in the IC5 specific CM source, reflecting a possible

weakening in CM compared to EM.

Observing IC5 sources from the three groups, exclusive debilitated connections were found in CM

between the superior temporal gyrus, isthmus cingulate cortex, thalamus, and hippocampus. Following

IC5 sources from the three groups, strengthened connections of the pars orbitalis and triangularis with

frontal regions were only found in controls.

Reinforced connections in the patient groups with respect to the controls were found between the insula

and the temporal cortex.

IC5 structural connectivity mixing coefficients can be found in Figure 2c. Detailed strengthened and

decayed networks are shown in Supplementary Tables 5–9, indicated as connections with positive and

negative outliers (from IC5 sources) respectively. A summary of the networks from this section can be

found in Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure 2. The previous significant results suffered no variations when

adjusting them by the effect of the presence of aura.

C. Gray matter volume and structural connectivity

Five independent components were obtained. The number of retained components was five in the case of

the gray matter volume, and 21 for the structural connectivity. A structural connectivity, modal-specific

component was identified (IC3). No significant differences were detected in any volume component.

In this analysis, differences between groups were more related to differences between IC3 sources from

the three groups, that is, different sign of Z-scores in the patients compared to HC, than to higher or lower

weight (mixing coefficients) of the connections.

Structural connectivity was strengthened in patients with respect to controls in the network composed

of the thalamus, caudate nucleus, lateral orbitofrontal cortex, precentral gyrus, putamen, rostral anterior

cingulate cortex, insula (only in EM), and hippocampus (only in CM). In EM with respect to controls,

connectivity was also reinforced in the connection of the superior parietal cortex with the postcentral gyrus

and paracentral lobule.

Migraine patients presented weakened structural connectivity in comparison to controls in networks

mentioned in the previous cases, for example, the connections within the temporal and the frontal cortex.

EM patients mixing coefficients were significantly higher in comparison to controls (F2,157 = 6.01,

corrected p = .031; Tukey-Kramer test p = .002). No significant differences were found in comparisons

with CM patients mixing coefficients.

IC3 structural connectivity mixing coefficients can be found in Figure 2d. Detailed strengthened and

decayed networks are shown in Supplementary Tables 10–15, indicated as connections with positive and

negative outliers (from IC3 sources), respectively. A summary of the networks from this section can be

found in Figure 5 and Supplementary Figures 3 and 4. The previous significant results suffered no variations

when adjusting them by the effect of the presence of aura.
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6.3.3. Relation between gray matter morphometric fea-
tures

From the simultaneous analysis of curvature and thickness (F2,157 = 5.36, corrected p = .022; Tukey-

Kramer test EM vs. HC p = .004), and also that of curvature and area (F2,157 = 4.41, corrected p = .046;

Tukey-Kramer test EM vs. HC p = .010), a significant curvature modal-specific component was obtained.

Results were similar to those from the analysis of curvature and structural connectivity. Patients with

EM showed higher curvature compared to HC in regions such as the frontal and temporal poles. Higher

curvature (Z-score positive outlier) was found in the left rostral anterior cingulate cortex in patients with

CM, but no significant results related to mixing coefficients were identified in CM.

A significant area modal-specific component in the analysis of curvature and area was found. This

component showed that surface was higher in EM compared to CM (F2,157 = 3.86, corrected p = .046;

Tukey-Kramer test p = .027). No specific region (outlier) was identified in the EM source, but the

associated Z-scores from the bilateral superior frontal gyrus, where specific regions were found in EM, the

right inferior parietal cortex, and the right middle frontal gyrus were higher than two.

No significant results were identified for the cortical thickness.

6.3.4. Correlation analysis
No significant correlation between mixing coefficients and clinical parameters was found.
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Figure 2. Violin and box plots illustrating the distribution of the mixing coefficient values on
each group in the comparisons with significant differences. Significant higher mixing coefficients
in both patient groups compared to controls in (a) mean cortical curvature (CC) is higher in the
patients in the regions with positive Z-scores. The same significant trend is shown in (b), and the
interpretation is the same but with structural connectivity (SC). Significant lower coefficients in
both patient groups with respect to controls are shown in (c), which means that SC is debilitated in
patients than in controls in the connections with positive Z-scores. (d) Significant higher coefficients
in episodic migraine (EM) in comparison to healthy control (HC), with the same interpretation as
(b) for positive Z-scores and mixing coefficients, and the opposite trend for negative coefficients
and positive Z-scores (or positive coefficients and negative Z-scores). CT, cortical thickness; GMV,
gray matter volume.
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Figure 3. Major networks found for the first independent component (fusion of curvature and
connectivity). Two networks were strengthened in episodic migraine (EM) compared to healthy
control (HC), with involved regions from central, parietal, temporal and occipital areas. One
network was reinforced in chronic migraine (CM) compared to HC, with involved regions from
the temporal cortex and the hippocampus. The network involving regions from the orbitofrontal
cortex and the caudate nucleus was debilitated in CM with respect to EM. Regions represented in
a hemisphere may be associated with a specific or both hemispheres (more details can be found in
Supplementary File 3). INF, inferior; SUP, superior.
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Figure 4. Major networks found for the fifth independent component (fusion of thickness and
connectivity). Three networks were debilitated in both migraine groups in comparison to controls.
These networks included regions from the parietal, occipital, and temporal lobes. One network
including regions from the frontal cortex was damaged in chronic migraine (CM) compared to
healthy control (HC). Regions represented in a hemisphere may be associated with a specific or
both hemispheres (more details can be found in Supplementary File 3). INF, inferior; MID, middle;
MIG, migraine (results from episodic migraine [EM] and CM); SUP, superior.
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Figure 5. Major networks found for the third independent component (fusion of gray matter
volume and connectivity). Two networks were debilitated in both migraine groups compared to
controls. These regions included areas from the temporal and frontal lobes. One network was
strengthened in both migraine groups with respect to controls. This network included subcortical
regions, the insula, one region from the frontal cortex and the cingulate gyrus and the precentral
gyrus. Regions represented in a hemisphere may be associated with a specific or both hemispheres
(more details can be found in Supplementary File 3). INF, inferior; MID, middle; MIG, migraine
(results from episodic migraine [EM] and chronic migraine [CM]); STS, superior temporal sulcus.
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6.4. Discussion
This study introduces two main novel elements. On the one hand, it is the first study to compare mi-

graine patients and controls with an integrated multimodal approach, mCCA-jICA. On the other hand,

mCCA-jICA was employed for the first time to analyze simultaneously features from structural connec-

tivity (connectomics) and gray matter morphometry, instead of directly using maps from MRI (e.g., DTI)

or segmented images (e.g., gray matter). This new approach allowed us to identify structural network

differences in EM and CM with respect to controls, and in CM compared with EM. More importantly,

cortical curvature differences between EM and HC were detected and found to be related to the structural

connectivity.

6.4.1. Gray matter morphometry
We found significant higher curvature in EM compared to HC, and increased expression in the rostral

anterior cingulate gyrus in CM. The increased curvature in both groups of migraine patients is in line with

our previous results with the same sample (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al.,

2020) but, interestingly, the regions found with higher or reinforced curvature in migraine in this study

were different from our previous study analyzing gray matter morphometry. While multimodal analysis

may be able to uncover new patterns, this does not exclude the need for single-modality conventional

analyses.

Although both studies follow the same general trends (increased curvature in migraine), the differences

between them may reflect that cortical curvature changes could be related to two different but related

mechanisms. The first process, suggested by the results of this study, would be influenced by increased

structural connectivity between gray matter regions. The second would be related to white matter atro-

phy, as suggested previously in multiple sclerosis and schizophrenia studies analyzing curvature and DTI

measures (Deppe et al., 2014; Lubeiro et al., 2017).

The differences between the two studies with the same sample may come from the mathematical

model employed in this study. On the one hand, the curvature values assessed in the direct comparison

(Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al., 2020) reflect the effect of all the biological

processes or external factors which might influence the brain structure. On the other hand, the results

from this study indicate the specific enhanced features which are related to another specific mechanism, in

this case, the association between cortical curvature and structural connectivity. Thus, the methodology

employed in this study is able to detect the relationships between individual biological processes or factors.

No joint components were found using cortical thickness, surface area and gray matter volume as

morphometric features. In contrast, functional connectivity alterations have been found in regions where

gray matter volume loss was identified in migraine (Burke et al., 2020). In that study, positive and

negative functional connections between these regions, extracted from (Jia & Yu, 2017), and other regions

were found. Considering also the results from (Burke et al., 2020), it may be hypothesized that, at

least in migraine, cortical curvature changes would be related to changes in structural connectivity, and

even white matter structure, while changes in gray matter volume would be more related to changes in

functional connectivity. The possible association of gray matter morphometry and structural connectivity
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Table 2. Identified structural networks with differences between healthy controls, episodic mi-
graine and chronic migraine patients.

CM, EM <
HC

1. Lateral orbitofrontal – Medial orbitofrontal – Rostral middle frontal

2. Rostral middle frontal – Pars orbitalis – Pars triangularis

3. Banks of the superior temporal sulcus – Inferior temporal – Middle temporal
– Fusiform – Superior temporal

4. Cuneus – Lingual – Lateral occipital – Inferior parietal

5. Inferior parietal – Precuneus – Supramarginal – Superior parietal

CM, EM >
HC

1. Rostral anterior cingulate – Thalamus – Caudate – Putamen – Lateral
orbitofrontal – Medial orbitofrontal – Insula

2. Insula – Fusiform – Inferior temporal

Worsened in
EM

1. Postcentral – Supramarginal – Inferior parietal

Enhanced in
EM

1. Superior parietal – Supramarginal – Precentral – Postcentral – Paracentral

2. Fusiform – Inferior temporal – Lateral occipital

Worsened in
CM

1. Insula – Pallidum - Fusiform

2. Thalamus – Hippocampus – Superior temporal – Isthmus cingulate

CM < EM 1. Lateral orbitofrontal – Medial orbitofrontal – Caudate

Enhanced in
CM

1. Insula – Putamen – Parahippocampal - Hippocampus

2. Hippocampus – Fusiform – Inferior temporal – Superior temporal – Lin-
gual – Transverse temporal

Regions in bold are implied in two different networks with the same trend. Underlined regions are
implied in diverse networks with reinforced and debilitated connectivity in migraine, EM or CM.

with functional connectivity should be studied in the future, especially considering that no clear relationship

between curvature, thickness and area was found according to our results.

6.4.2. Structural connectivity

Three main structural connectivity patterns were obtained with the joint modal analysis, which are summa-

rized in Table 2 and Figure 4.7. The first and second identified patterns were weakened and strengthened

connectivity in migraine patients compared to controls, and the third pattern was related to specific net-

works expressed in EM and CM.
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A. Weakened connectivity in migraine

Several networks were weakened in migraine (both EM and CM) in comparison to HC. These networks

contained in most of the cases regions within each of the four lobes. The same trend in connections within

the temporal and the frontal lobes has been detected in a connectomics study (Planchuelo-Gómez, et

al., 2020a), but, in the present study, the detection of these networks was better defined thanks to the

multimodal analysis.

One of the regions involved in debilitated networks was the inferior parietal cortex. Increased blood

oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal using functional MRI (fMRI) has been found in the inferior parietal

cortex in migraine with aura (Hougaard et al., 2014). Thickening has also been found in the inferior parietal

cortex in migraine with aura compared to HC and migraine without aura (Messina et al., 2013). The inferior

parietal lobe is involved in visuotemporal attention (Shapiro, Hillstrom, & Husain, 2002). We did not detect

simultaneous thinning or thickening related to structural connectivity alterations. Therefore, taking into

account the fMRI results, weakened structural connectivity could be related to strengthened functional

connectivity in migraine. This result is unusual, although coexistence of high functional connectivity and

low structural connectivity has been found in healthy subjects (Koch, Norris, & Hund-Georgiadis, 2002),

and inverse correlation between both types of connectivity has been identified in multiple sclerosis (Lowe

et al., 2008). Further studies are needed to assess the relationship between structural and functional

connectivity.

Higher cortical thickness has been reported in migraine in comparison to HC in the middle frontal gyrus

(Messina et al., 2013). Increased BOLD signal has been found in the inferior frontal cortex in migraine

(Hougaard et al., 2014), an area connected with the rostral middle frontal gyrus in our results (debilitated

connectivity in migraine). The anterior part of the frontal lobe takes part in executive functions (Koechlin

& Hyafil, 2007). The frontal region results from the literature were similar to those mentioned for the

inferior parietal cortex. The concordance of these results is in line with the previous hypothesis about

opposite trends between structural and functional connectivity.

B. Strengthened connectivity in migraine

Subcortical regions and the insula were involved in networks found to be strengthened in both EM and

CM with respect to controls. The same trend has been reported previously (Planchuelo-Gómez, et al.,

2020a), but with some differences in the connections with significant differences. The insula was involved

in the two identified networks reinforced in EM and CM. Thinning and gray matter volume loss have been

found in migraine compared to HC (Messina et al., 2013; Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero,

Rodríguez, et al., 2020). Positive functional connections between regions with gray matter volume loss

and the insula have been identified (Burke et al., 2020), but involved regions were different with respect

to those included in Table 2. The insula has been reported to be involved in many functional alterations

in migraine, processing afferent and efferent information (Borsook et al., 2016). Hence, our results would

reinforce the idea of the key role of the insula in migraine not only in functional connectivity, but also in

strengthened structural connectivity.

One of the identified strengthened networks in migraine included the thalamus, the caudate nucleus

and the putamen. Lower volume in thalamic nuclei has been found in migraine compared to HC (Magon

et al., 2015). In a review, the thalamus has been reported to be involved in dysfunctional pain modulation
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and processing, allodynia, central sensitization, and photophobia in migraine (Younis, Hougaard, Noseda,

& Ashina, 2019). Reduced volume in the caudate (Yuan et al., 2013) and in the putamen (Petrusic,

Dakovic, & Zidverc- Trajkovic, 2019) has been reported in migraine compared to HC, and also dysfunc-

tional connectivity in the putamen, suggesting that the putamen is a key region in the integration of

information in migraine (Zhao et al., 2014). In the case of CM, higher gray matter volume compared to

controls has been identified in the putamen (Neeb et al., 2017), a result possibly related to one of the

enhanced networks in CM from our results, which was composed of the insula, putamen, parahippocam-

pal gyrus, and hippocampus. The caudate nucleus may play an important role in the modulation of the

pain experience (Wunderlich et al., 2011). Following the possible opposite trends between the functional

and the structural connectivity mentioned before in the connections between cortical regions, the results

with the subcortical regions were consistent, but with higher structural and lower functional connectivity

instead. Some connected regions with increased structural connectivity in our study have shown increased

functional connectivity during migraine attacks (Amin et al., 2018). Thus, the structural connectivity in

migraine may reflect the networks which are hyper- and hypoactive in ictal state. In interictal state, the

functional connectivity could be counterbalanced compared to the ictal state, while the brain may suffer

structural changes as an adaptation to attacks.

An interesting situation with opposite trends for the structural connectivity was observed in the or-

bitofrontal cortex. The orbitofrontal cortex was involved in a weakened network in migraine, within the

frontal lobe, and a strengthened network, in connections with the insula and the putamen. Reduced gray

matter volume and increased functional connectivity with the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex have been

found in the orbitofrontal cortex in migraine patients (Jin et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2008). Lower gray

matter volume in the orbitofrontal cortex has been related to poor response to treatment in migraine (Jia

& Yu, 2017).

C. Structural networks in EM and CM

The connections with the orbitofrontal cortex played a role not only in the identification of differences

between migraine patients and HC, but also between CM and EM. The only network with clear differences

from the sources between CM and EM was composed of lateral and medial orbitofrontal regions from the

Desikan-Killiany atlas and the caudate nucleus. A neuropsychological evaluation study has reported worse

orbitofrontal task performance in CM with respect to EM and HC and associated this baseline performance

with negative outcome after one year follow-up (Gómez-Beldarrain, Carrasco, Bilbao, & García-Moncó,

2011). In an fMRI study, the caudate nucleus presented lower response to noxious stimulation in high-

frequency EM in comparison to low-frequency EM, and also lower functional connectivity with the insula

and higher gray matter volume (Maleki et al., 2011). These previous results and our findings suggest that

the structural and functional connectivity of the orbitofrontal cortex with pain processing regions such as

the caudate nucleus and the insula may play a key role in the effect of the treatment and progression of

migraine.

About the exclusive networks found for EM, the weakened network was composed of regions from the

parietal lobe, a result in line with the comparison between migraine patients and HC. The strengthened

networks in EM were composed of regions from two lobes. One of these networks included regions from the

parietal and frontal lobes, and the other one from the temporal and occipital lobes. This finding suggests
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that connections between regions from different lobes, possibly integrating diverse aspects related to the

functions affected by the pain experience, may be reinforced in EM compared to controls.

The hippocampus was the region which was highlighted only in the CM exclusive networks. In the two

CM reinforced networks, the hippocampus was one of the regions involved. In a review, the hippocampus

has been reported as a key region related to migraine prognosis, associating a smaller volume and higher

values of graph theory measures from DTI with a worse prognosis (Liu, Chou, & Chen, 2018). Thus,

the hippocampus structural connectivity with regions from the inferior temporal lobe or the insula and

putamen seems to be a possible CM biomarker.

The hippocampus was also involved in a weakened network in CM that presented connections with

the thalamus and the superior temporal gyrus. Another debilitated network in migraine contained the

insula, the pallidum and the fusiform gyrus. In high-frequency EM, higher functional connectivity in the

connection between the insula and the pallidum has been observed in comparison to low-frequency EM

(Maleki et al., 2011). These results may imply that the hippocampus may not only participate as an active

structural connection center in CM, but also may be involved in damaged structural connections with the

thalamus, an important pain processing region.

6.4.3. Novel perspective of the multimodal fusion anal-
ysis

Throughout the discussion section, we have hypothesized a possible inverse relationship between struc-

tural and functional connectivity. These possible opposite trends may show a maladaptation process to

counterbalance strengthened or weakened structural connectivity. Thus, multimodal fusion analysis may

be helpful to uncover new relationships between brain structure and function and raise new hypotheses.

Sophisticated fusion methods can be useful for purposes beyond simply obtaining replicated results

from direct comparison of MRI features. Methods such as mCCA-jICA allow to capture complex covari-

ance and relationships between specific modalities and to find joint alteration patterns between diverse

groups of interest. Therefore, the mCCA-jICA method can identify additional alterations which are com-

plementary to the single-modality analysis and find alteration patterns related to simultaneous changes in

brain structure and activity. The fusion methods may help to better understand and integrate findings

from diverse modalities.

6.4.4. Limitations
This study has some limitations. Concerning the dataset, and as mentioned in our previous studies with

the same sample (Planchuelo- Gómez, et al., 2020a, 2020b), white matter hyperintensities could not be

assessed due to the lack of T2 or T2-FLAIR MRI sequences, and there could be a certain bias in the CM

patients due to the great percentage (75%) of medication overuse patients. Additionally, we controlled

that the patients suffered no migraine attacks during the 24 hr prior to the MRI acquisition, but there

was no control for the next 24 hr (or more). Therefore, some patients could possibly have been scanned in

the prodromal phase of migraine, instead of the interictal phase, which might have influenced the results.

With regard to the streamline count as a connectivity measure, although its use has been sometimes
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controversial, current trends consider it to be an acceptable metric for connectivity as long as it is based

on appropriate tractography methods, such as the anatomically-constrained tracking algorithm that we

employed (Yeh, Jones, Liang, Descoteaux, & Connelly, 2020). About limitations regarding specifically this

study, no fMRI data were available to confirm the hypothesis of the inverse relationship between structural

and functional connectivity, and thus we could only associate our structural connectivity findings to results

from the literature. With respect to the sources used to identify the networks or specific regions on the

independent components, the criterion to highlight them was not based on statistical inference, but only

on Z-score outliers from independent components with significant differences between groups.

6.5. Conclusion
Our findings suggest that, in migraine patients, structural networks composed of cortical regions within

each lobe are weakened, while networks with subcortical or pain processing regions such as the insula

are strengthened. In migraine, cortical curvature changes are related to structural connectivity alter-

ations, which may be also affected by functional connectivity, while cortical thickness, surface area, and

gray matter volume changes may be associated with the functional activity variations. The strengthened

and/or weakened connections with the hippocampus and damaged structural connectivity between the

orbitofrontal cortex and the caudate nucleus may be biomarkers for CM. Reinforced connections between

the central sulcus and regions from the superior parietal cortex were found in EM. Fusion methods such as

mCCA-jICA allow to assess relationships between multiple modalities, providing additional insights and

results. Future multimodal studies analyzing the possible inverse relationship between structural and func-

tional connectivity, and the relationship between gray and white matter structure and activity in migraine

patients, need to be performed.
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6.7. Supplementary File 1
In this file, diverse aspects from previous studies not developed in the main manuscript are explained.

6.7.1. Participants
The inclusion and exclusion criteria for patients and controls are described here from (Planchuelo-Gómez,

García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, et al., 2020a, 2020b).

Migraine patients were screened and recruited at the headache unit at the Hospital Clínico Universitario

de Valladolid (Valladolid, Spain), being classified as Episodic Migraine (EM) or Chronic Migraine (CM)

following the third edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD and ICHD-3

beta) aged between 18 and 60 (Headache Classification Committee of the International Headache Society,

2013, 2018). Patients were clinically stable the three months before the visit, preventive treatment naïve

and with migraine onset before the age of 50. All patients agreed to participate in the study and signed

an Informed Consent.

Patients were excluded if they suffered headache on 10-14 days per month (to avoid confusion between

high frequency EM and CM), non-craniofacial painful conditions occurring 10 or more days per month apart

from migraine, known major psychiatric diseases and other neurological diseases or headache disorders.

Drug and substance abuse, pregnancy and childbearing were other exclusion criteria.

6.7.2. MRI acquisition details
Migraine patients were scanned between one and two weeks after the clinical visit if the last migraine

attack happened at least 24 hours before the acquisition. The first acquisition was the T1-weighted, being

followed by the diffusion-weighted scan. The images were obtained between May 2014 and July 2018.

Total acquisition time for a single subject was around 18 minutes.

6.7.3. Morphometry processing pipeline
A detailed summary of the processing pipeline explained in (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero,

Rodríguez, et al., 2020) is shown.

The first step was to extract the non-brain tissue from the T1-weighted images. The FreeSurfer gray

matter parcellation was performed afterwards. FreeSurfer parcellation includes skull stripping, automated

Talairach transformation, segmentation of subcortical grey and white matter, intensity normalization,

grey-white matter boundary tessellation and surface deformation. The results from the parcellation were
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examined individually. Cortical curvature, cortical thickness, surface area and gray matter volume were

extracted for the 68 cortical regions from the Desikan-Killiany atlas (Desikan et al., 2006). The gray

matter volume was also extracted for the 16 subcortical regions from the same atlas. These 84 cortical and

subcortical regions were used as regions in the structural connectivity matrices analyzed in this study.

6.7.4. Structural connectivity processing pipeline
A detailed summary of the processing pipeline explained in (Planchuelo-Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero,

Aja-Fernández, et al., 2020a) is shown.

Apart from the FreeSurfer parcellation, diffusion-weighted images were preprocessed. The first step

was to denoise the images. The next steps were corrections for eddy currents, motion and B1 field inho-

mogeneity. From the preprocessed images, a whole brain mask was obtained. Separately, five-tissue-type

segmented images were obtained from the T1-weighted images and the cortical parcellation in each subject.

The fiber orientation distributions (FOD) were estimated using the diffusion images to perform tractogra-

phy, after the estimation of the response function. Spherical deconvolution was employed in the estimation

of the FOD. The diffusion mask, the five-tissue-type image, registered previously to the diffusion space for

each subject, and the FOD were used to perform anatomically-constrained tractography on each subject,

computing 10 million streamlines.

From the tractography, structural connectivity matrices were acquired. The gray matter cortical par-

cellation regions were included in the structural connectivity matrix from each subject.
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6.8. Supplementary File 2
In this file, the diverse mCCA-jICA steps are explained in more detail.

A. Input Data
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The morphometric data, i.e., cortical curvature, cortical thickness, surface area and gray matter volume

were considered as the first modality. From the Freesurfer pipeline, explained in detail in (Planchuelo-

Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Rodríguez, et al., 2020), an 84-length vector for the gray matter volume,

and a 68-length for the other features, were obtained for each subject. Each value from the vector corre-

sponded to a specific region from the Desikan-Killiany atlas (Desikan et al., 2006). For each feature, the

vectors from each group (HC, EM and CM) were arranged together and sorted following the group order.

The input matrix for the next step, X1, contained the values of the features in each subject, corresponding

the first 50 rows to the HC values, the next 54 rows to EM, and the last 56 to CM. Each column from X1

represented a specific region from the atlas.

The structural connectivity data, i.e., the number of streamlines between the reconstructed trajecto-

ries using tractography, were considered as the second modality. The full procedure to obtain a structural

connectivity square matrix with the 84 regions from the Desikan-Killiany atlas is explained in (Planchuelo-

Gómez, García-Azorín, Guerrero, Aja-Fernández, et al., 2020). We decided not to consider possible spu-

rious connections. To that end, we discarded the connections with less than 1000 streamlines (the total

number of streamlines per tractography was 10 million) in the three groups (group mean). Six hundred

and twenty (620) connections survived the previous exclusion criterion. Furthermore, considering that

cortical curvature, thickness and surface area only have values for cortical regions, connections where only

subcortical regions were involved were also discarded for the analysis were X1 represented the data from

one of the previous features. Therefore, for each subject, a 620-length vector or a 570-length vector were

used depending on the gray matter morphometric parameter. The vectors from the subjects of each group

were organized as explained in the previous paragraph to obtain X2. Each column from X2 represented

a connection between two regions expressed as the number of streamlines. A graphical representation is

shown:

GMV = Gray Matter Volume. GMV is the gray matter feature taken as example. The number
under each matrix represent its dimensions (rows X columns).
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Overview of mCCA-jICA

Before explaining the full method, it is important to explain the main assumption from the whole

process. As explained in (Kim et al., 2015; Sui et al., 2011), the multimodal dataset Xk is a linear mixture

of sources Sk and the nonsingular matrix or mixing profile Ak(k = {1,2}):

Xk = AkSk (6.1)

where Ak has dimension of subjects by number of components (N), and Sk has dimension of number

of components by number of regions (k = 1) or connections (k = 2). Ak represents the contribution of

each source to the corresponding feature set and its two columns are assumed to be highly correlated. The

fusion of mCCA and jICA allows to overcome restrictions from both methods. On the one hand, with

respect to mCCA, complete source separation is not normally reached for a small number of datasets (Sui

et al., 2011), as in this case. On the other hand, the ICA model only allows one mixing profile instead

of one mixing profile per modality. Thus, mCCA allows to have correlated components between diverse

modalities and its results are the initialization of jICA, which allows to obtain independent components

that alleviate the limitations of mCCA to reach a better source separation. The concept of the mixing

profile is explained with more detail in step D.

B. mCCA

The objective of this step was to maximize the correlation between the analyzed modalities. Following

the methods described by (Sui et al., 2011), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) was performed on Xk to

reduce the dimension and discard noise or redundancy values. For the morphometric parameters, 99.7%

of non-zero eigenvalues were retained for the gray matter volume (98.9% for the structural connectivity),

99.6% for the cortical curvature, 99.8% for the cortical thickness and 99.5% for the surface area (98.8% for

the structural connectivity when combined with the last three parameters). After SVD, the linear mixture

model of mCCA was applied to compute the associated components:

Xk = DkCk (6.2)

where Dk are the canonical variants and Ck the associated components (k = {1,2}). The canonical

variants represent the contribution of the associated components to the individual features (Kim et al.,

2015). The variants from each modality represent the mixing profile and have maximum correlation.

The number of columns of Dk (and the number of rows of Ck) is equal to the minimum number of

independent components between the modalities obtained with the Horn's test (Horn, 1965), explained in

the main manuscript. The associated components represent the sources from each modality, but not a set

of complete independent components or total source separation. A graphical representation is shown:
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N = number of joint independent components. The mCCA step models the input data (X1,2) from
each modality as the product of the mixing profile (D1,2) and the associated component (C1,2).

C. jICA

The objective of this step was to maximize the independence of the associated components from mCCA

and obtain independent sources for each modality.

In this step, the associated components from mCCA were concatenated and introduced as the input for

jICA. The model of jICA was applied to calculate the independent sources or joint independent components

in the following way:

C = W−1S (6.3)

where C is the concatenation of C1 and C2, [C1,C2], W−1 the pseudoinverse of the demixing matrix

and S the concatenation of S1 and S2, [S1,S2], the independent sources for each modality. W−1 represents

the contribution of each independent source to its corresponding associated component. S has the same

dimensions with respect to C, and W−1 is a square matrix with number of rows and columns equal to the

number of rows of C and S, the number of independent components. A graphical representation is shown:

The jICA step models the concatenation of both associated components as the product of the
demixing matrix (W-1) and the joint independent components (S1,2).
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D. Mixing coefficients per modality
The objective of this step was to obtain a mixing profile per modality for all the subjects. The mixing

matrix/profile per modality represents the contribution of the sources to the individual features of each

modality. Considering similar sources between the groups of study (controls and patients with episodic

and chronic migraine in our case), i.e., regions or connections which are highly represented in a source, the

mixing matrix shows which subjects contribute more to the expression of the source. Grouping the mixing

coefficients according to the groups of study, and assuming positive values of the Z-scores from the sources

and the mixing coefficients, higher values of the mixing coefficients are directly related to higher values of

the assessed feature. Therefore, for similar sources, the statistical comparison of the mixing coefficients

is similar to the comparison of the features between the groups of interest in the regions or connections

represented by the source. The interpretation of the results of the analysis is explained at the end of this

file (before the references).

We show together equations (6.2) and (6.3), considering the results per modality in equation (6.3):

Xk = DkCk

C = W−1S

→Xk = DkW−1Sk. (6.4)

To compute the mixing matrix per modality, we show together equation (6.4) and the equation from

the whole mCCA-jICA method, equation (6.1):

Xk = DkW−1Sk

Xk = AkSk

→Ak = DkW−1 (6.5)

where Ak is the mixing matrix per modality, i.e., the matrix with the mixing coefficients. The number

of rows of Ak is equal to the number of subjects, and the number of columns to the number of independent

components (same dimensions with respect to Dk). A graphical representation is shown:

The mixing coefficients for each modality (A1,2) are obtained by the product of the mixing profile
and the demixing matrix.

The graphical representations from each step are displayed together:
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The mixing coefficients are compared between the three groups (HC, EM and CM) to identify
differences in a morphometric parameter and/or structural connectivity. The Z-scores from sources
S1,2 represent the weight of each region or connection to the joint independent component. Red
and blue are used to indicate the values which are analyzed (statistics or outliers and Z-scores).
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Analysis of mCCA-jICA
The results of this method were analyzed using the independent sources (Sk) and the mixing coefficients

(Ak).

Each column of S1 represented the value of a morphometric feature for a specific region, and each

column of S2 represented the value of the number of streamlines for a specific connection between two

gray matter regions. The values of Sk were expressed as Z-scores. To collect the independent sources from

each assessed group, we show equation (6.1) using the pseudoinverse matrix of the mixing matrix:

SGroup,k = A−1
Group,kXGroup,k (6.6)

where Group is equal to HC (first 50 rows of Xk and first 50 columns of A−1
k ), EM (next 54 positions)

or CM (last 56 positions). The independent sources from each group were compared to analyze whether

the same regions and connections were expressed in all the groups. If different regions or connections were

expressed from one group to another, or if they were equal but expressed with opposite signs, i.e., negative

Z-scores in one group and positive Z-scores in the other group, differences between groups would be found.

If the regions or connections were equal, then the differences between groups would be analyzed using the

mixing coefficients.

For the analysis of the mixing coefficients, each column of Ak (an independent component) was taken

and the values were compared using statistical tests. Each independent component contained the values

of the three groups, corresponding the first 50 rows to HC, the next 54 to EM, and the last 56 to CM.

As explained in (Lottman et al., 2018) and the main manuscript, if the Z-scores from a source and

the mixing coefficients were positive and significantly higher in one group with respect to another, the

corresponding feature would be more expressed (higher values) in the group with higher coefficient values

in the regions or connections represented by the source. If the Z-scores were negative and the mixing coeffi-

cients were positive and significantly higher in one group with respect to another, the feature would be less

expressed (lower values) in the group with higher coefficient values in the regions/connections represented

by the source. The opposite interpretation would be followed for negative mixing coefficients. Moreover,

when significant differences were found in a specific component for both modalities, this component would

be called joint component. A modal-specific component would show significant differences in only one of

the modalities.
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6.9. Supplementary File 3
The Supplementary Tables and Figures are included in this section.

Supplementary Table 1. Networks with positive jICA outlier values (Z > 0) in controls from
the fusion of cortical curvature and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Precentral – Superior parietal – Postcentral – Supramarginal

Right Supramarginal – Inferior parietal – Precuneus – Superior parietal – Postcentral
– Paracentral – Precentral

Left Pericalcarine – Lateral occipital – Fusiform – Superior temporal

Right Caudal middle frontal – Rostral middle frontal – Superior frontal

Right Transverse temporal – Postcentral – Hippocampus – Fusiform – Superior tem-
poral – Transverse temporal

Right Pars orbitalis – Rostral middle frontal – Pars triangularis

Right Inferior temporal – Fusiform – Lingual

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers.
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Supplementary Table 2. Networks with positive jICA outlier values (Z > 0) in EM patients
from the fusion of cortical curvature and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Precuneus – Superior parietal – Postcentral – Precentral – Supramarginal

Right Caudal middle frontal – Precentral – Paracentral – Superior parietal – Inferior
parietal – Supramarginal – Postcentral

Left Lateral occipital – Fusiform – Inferior temporal

Left/Right Medial orbito frontal – Lateral orbito frontal – Caudate

Left/Right Medial orbito frontal – Lateral orbito frontal – Putamen – Insula

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers. The three underlined regions mean
that all possible pairs of regions are connected between them.
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Supplementary Table 3. Networks with negative jICA outlier values (Z < 0) in CM patients
from the fusion of cortical curvature and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Cuneus – Lateral occipital – Lingual

Right Cuneus – Lateral occipital – Precuneus

Left Banks of the superior temporal sulcus – Superior temporal – Middle temporal

Left Medial orbito frontal – Lateral orbito frontal – Caudate

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers.

Supplementary Table 4. Networks with positive jICA outlier values (Z > 0) in CM patients
from the fusion of cortical curvature and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Parahippocampal – Hippocampus – Fusiform – Superior temporal – Transverse
temporal

Right Parahippocampal – Hippocampus – Insula – Putamen

Left Insula – Putamen – Lateral orbito frontal – Rostral middle frontal – Superior
frontal

Left Medial orbito frontal – Putamen – Lateral orbito frontal – Rostral middle frontal
– Superior frontal

Left Rostral anterior cingulate – Putamen – Lateral orbito frontal – Rostral middle
frontal – Superior frontal

Right Caudal anterior cingulate – Superior frontal – Rostral middle frontal

Right Inferior parietal – Superior parietal – Pericalcarine

Right Inferior temporal – Superior temporal – Fusiform – Lateral occipital

Right Inferior temporal – Superior temporal – Fusiform – Lingual

Right Inferior temporal – Superior temporal – Transverse temporal

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers.
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Supplementary Figure 1 Additional networks found for the first independent com-
ponent (fusion of curvature and connectivity). Networks enhanced or worsened only in
migraine, CM or HC are shown. MID = middle; MIG = migraine.
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Supplementary Table 5. Networks with positive jICA outlier values (Z > 0) in controls from
the fusion of cortical thickness and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Precuneus – Superior parietal – Supramarginal

Left Inferior parietal – Superior parietal – Supramarginal

Right Precuneus – Superior parietal – Inferior parietal – Lateral occipital – Fusiform
– Inferior temporal

Right Lingual – Lateral occipital – Fusiform – Inferior temporal

Left Medial orbito frontal – Lateral orbito frontal – Rostral middle frontal – Pars
orbitalis

Left Medial orbito frontal – Lateral orbito frontal – Rostral middle frontal – Pars
triangularis

Left Middle temporal – Inferior temporal – Superior temporal

Left Fusiform – Inferior temporal – Superior temporal

Right Superior parietal – Cuneus – Pericalcarine

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers. Three underlined regions mean that
all possible pairs of regions are connected between them.
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Supplementary Table 6. Networks with negative jICA outlier values (Z < 0) in EM patients
from the fusion of cortical thickness and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Right Paracentral – Precentral – Superior parietal – Postcentral

Right Paracentral – Precentral – Superior parietal – Pericalcarine

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers.

Supplementary Table 7. Networks with positive jICA outlier values (Z > 0) in EM patients
from the fusion of cortical thickness and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Precuneus – Superior parietal – Inferior parietal – Supramarginal

Left Banks of the superior temporal sulcus – Middle temporal – Inferior temporal –
Superior temporal – Fusiform

Right Banks of the superior temporal sulcus – Middle temporal – Inferior temporal –
Superior temporal – Transverse temporal

Right Fusiform – Insula – Inferior temporal – Middle temporal

Left Cuneus – Lateral occipital – Lingual

Left/Right Cuneus – Lateral occipital – Pericalcarine

Right Inferior Parietal – Pericalcarine – Lingual

Right Medial orbito frontal – Lateral orbito frontal – Rostral middle frontal

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers. Three underlined regions mean that
all possible pairs of regions are connected between them.
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Supplementary Table 8. Networks with negative jICA outlier values (Z < 0) in CM patients
from the fusion of cortical thickness and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Caudal middle frontal – Precentral – Superior parietal

Left Superior temporal – Isthmus cingulate – Thalamus

Left Superior temporal – Isthmus cingulate – Hippocampus

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers.

Supplementary Table 9. Networks with positive jICA outlier values (Z > 0) in CM patients
from the fusion of cortical thickness and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Inferior parietal – Precuneus – Superior parietal – Cuneus

Left Lateral occipital – Superior parietal - Supramarginal

Right Precuneus – Superior parietal – Cuneus – Lateral occipital – Inferior parietal

Left Insula – Fusiform – Inferior temporal – Middle temporal – Superior temporal –
Banks of the superior temporal sulcus

Right Superior temporal – Inferior temporal – Middle temporal

Right Insula – Inferior temporal – Fusiform

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers. Three underlined regions mean that
all possible pairs of regions are connected between them.
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Supplementary Figure 2 Additional networks found for the fifth independent com-
ponent (fusion of thickness and connectivity). Networks enhanced or worsened only in
migraine, CM or HC are shown. INF = inferior; MID = middle; MIG = migraine (results from
EM and CM); SUP = superior.
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Supplementary Table 10. Networks with negative jICA outlier values (Z < 0) in controls from
the fusion of gray matter volume and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Paracentral – Precentral – Caudate – Thalamus – Putamen – Hippocampus

Left Putamen – Lateral orbito frontal – Caudate

Left Cuneus – Superior parietal – Postcentral

Right Postcentral – Paracentral – Precentral

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers.

Supplementary Table 11. Networks with positive jICA outlier values (Z > 0) in controls from
the fusion of gray matter volume and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Banks of the superior temporal sulcus – Middle temporal – Inferior temporal

Left Medial orbito frontal – Lateral orbito frontal – Rostral middle frontal

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers.
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Supplementary Table 12. Networks with negative jICA outlier values (Z < 0) in EM patients
from the fusion of gray matter volume and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Banks of the superior temporal sulcus – Middle temporal – Inferior temporal –
Superior temporal – Fusiform

Right Banks of the superior temporal sulcus – Middle temporal – Inferior temporal –
Insula – Fusiform

Left Lateral orbito frontal – Rostral middle frontal – Pars triangularis

Left Pars orbitalis – Rostral middle frontal – Pars triangularis

Right Lateral orbito frontal – Rostral middle frontal – Pars orbitalis

Left Inferior parietal – Supramarginal – Postcentral

Right Cuneus – Pericalcarine – Lateral occipital - Precuneus

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers. The three underlined regions mean
that all possible pairs of regions are connected between them.

Supplementary Table 13. Networks with positive jICA outlier values (Z > 0) in EM patients
from the fusion of gray matter volume and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Thalamus – Caudate – Lateral orbito frontal – Putamen – Insula

Right Precentral – Thalamus – Caudate – Lateral orbito frontal

Right Precentral – Thalamus – Caudate – Rostral anterior cingulate

Right Pericalcarine – Superior parietal – Postcentral

Right Paracentral – Superior parietal – Postcentral

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers. The three underlined regions mean
that all possible pairs of regions are connected between them.
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Supplementary Table 14. Networks with negative jICA outlier values (Z < 0) in CM patients
from the fusion of gray matter volume and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Cuneus – Lateral occipital – Inferior parietal

Left Cuneus – Lateral occipital – Lingual

Right Cuneus – Pericalcarine – Lateral occipital – Precuneus

Left Banks of the superior temporal sulcus – Superior temporal – Inferior temporal
– Middle temporal

Right Superior temporal – Inferior temporal – Middle temporal

Right Lateral orbito frontal – Rostral middle frontal – Pars orbitalis

Right Caudal middle frontal – Superior frontal – Paracentral

Right Pallidum – Insula – Fusiform

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers. Three underlined regions mean that
all possible pairs of regions are connected between them.

Table S15. Networks with positive jICA outlier values (Z > 0) in CM patients from the fusion of
gray matter volume and structural connectivity.

Hemisphere Network regions

Left Thalamus – Caudate – Precentral

Right Thalamus – Caudate – Putamen

Left Lateral orbito frontal – Putamen – Medial orbito frontal

Right Rostral anterior cingulate – Putamen – Insula

No inter hemispheric connections were detected as outliers.
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Supplementary Figure 3 Additional networks found for the third independent com-
ponent (fusion of gray matter volume and connectivity), part 1. Networks enhanced or
worsened only in migraine, EM or HC are shown. INF = inferior; MID = middle; MIG = migraine
(results from EM and CM); SUP = superior.
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Supplementary Figure 4 Additional networks found for the third independent com-
ponent (fusion of gray matter volume and connectivity), part 2. Networks worsened only
in CM are shown. INF = inferior; MID = middle; SUP = superior.
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Chapter A

Questionnaire provided to the
controls

The original questionnaire provided to the controls before their inclusion in the study was in

Spanish. Therefore, the translated questions into English are shown in this part of the appendix.

The possible answer to all questions were No and Yes. From the fourth to the last question, the

complete answer was Yes, at least occasionally.

Group 0:

1. Do you have a positive diagnosis of migraine by a primary care physician or a neurologist?

2. Have you suffered from headache in any moment of your life?

Group 1:

3. Do you suffer from headache more than half of the days?

4. Are your headache attacks pulsating, i.e., accompanied by the heartbeat?

5. When suffering from headache, do you need to stop working or another activity, bed rest or

lying down during at least two hours?

6. Is the pain located on one side of the head?

7. Is your headache aggravated by normal physical exercise (e.g. climbing stairs or bending

over)? Or does your headache encourage you to avoid any physical activity?

Group 2:

8. When suffering from headache, does the light bother you?

9. When suffering from headache, does noise bother you?

10. When suffering from headache, do you have nausea or vomiting?
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Chapter B

Regions of the Desikan-Killiany
Atlas

The 34 cortical regions, including the cerebellum, from the Desikan-Killiany atlas that were assessed

in this analysis are shown below in the same order that are labeled in the FreeSurfer pipeline:

1. Banks of the superior temporal sulcus.

2. Caudal anterior cingulate gyrus.

3. Caudal middle frontal gyrus.

4. Cuneus cortex.

5. Entorhinal cortex.

6. Fusiform gyrus.

7. Inferior parietal cortex.

8. Inferior temporal gyrus.

9. Isthmus-cingulate cortex.

10. Lateral occipital cortex.

11. Lateral orbital frontal cortex.

12. Lingual gyrus.

13. Medial orbital frontal cortex.

14. Middle temporal gyrus.

15. Parahippocampal gyrus.

16. Paracentral lobule.

17. Pars opercularis.

18. Pars orbitalis.

19. Pars triangularis.

20. Pericalcarine cortex.

21. Postcentral gyrus.

22. Posterior-cingulate cortex.

23. Precentral gyrus.
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24. Precuneus cortex.

25. Rostral anterior cingulate cortex.

26. Rostral middle frontal gyrus.

27. Superior frontal gyrus.

28. Superior parietal cortex.

29. Superior temporal gyrus.

30. Supramarginal gyrus.

31. Frontal pole.

32. Temporal pole.

33. Transverse temporal cortex.

34. Insula.

The region 35 is the cerebellum. The remaining seven subcortical regions are shown below,

starting with number 36, following the labeling from FreeSurfer:

36. Thalamus.

37. Caudate nucleus.

38. Putamen.

39. Pallidum (globus pallidus).

40. Hippocampus.

41. Amygdala.

42. Nucleus accumbens.
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Chapter C

Regions of the
JHU-ICBM-DTI-81 Atlas

In this appendix, the white matter regions from the JHU-ICBM-DTI-81 Atlas are shown. The

regions are listed following the order of the labels included in FSL, but are not numbered here

to avoid unnecessary repetitions (for a bilateral region, the right area has a specific number and

the left area the immediate following number). The atlas is composed of 48 regions, including the

bilateral cases. The white matter regions assessed in this project were:

• Middle cerebellar peduncle.

• Pontine crossing tract.

• Genu of corpus callosum.

• Body of corpus callosum.

• Splenium of corpus callosum.

• Fornix (column and body).

• Corticospinal tract.

• Medial lemniscus.

• Inferior cerebellar peduncle.

• Superior cerebellar peduncle.

• Cerebral peduncle.

• Anterior limb of internal capsule.

• Posterior limb of internal capsule.

• Retrolenticular part of internal capsule.

• Anterior corona radiata.

• Superior corona radiata.

• Posterior corona radiata.

• Posterior thalamic radiation (includes optic radiation).

• Sagittal stratum (includes inferior longitudinal fasciculus and inferior fronto-occipital fasci-

culus).
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• External capsule.

• Cingulum (cingulate gyrus).

• Cingulum (hippocampus).

• Fornix (cres)/Stria terminalis.

• Superior longitudinal fasciculus.

• Superior fronto-occipital fasciculus.

• Uncinate fasciculus.

• Tapetum.
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Chapter D

White Matter Tractography Atlas

The regions that compose the White Matter Tractography Atlas are strongly related to the JHU-

ICBM-DTI-81 Atlas, but cover areas that are not included in the JHU-ICBM-DTI-81 Atlas. The

atlas is composed of 20 regions, including the bilateral cases. The regions included in the White

Matter Tractography Atlas are:

• Anterior thalamic radiation.

• Corticospinal tract.

• Cingulum (cingulate gyrus)

• Cingulum (hippocampus)

• Forceps major

• Forceps minor

• Inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus

• Inferior longitudinal fasciculus

• Superior longitudinal fasciculus

• Uncinate fasciculus

• Superior longitudinal fasciculus (temporal part)
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